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Teens’ Digital Media Practices 
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Supervisor:  S. Craig Watkins 

 

Abstract: This dissertation analyzes how discourses of risk shape teens’ digital 

media practices. The purpose is to understand the relationship between discourses of risk, 

policy regulations, informal learning, and teens’ everyday experiences. This research 

serves to combat discourses that construct technology as a threat and youth as ‘at-risk’ in 

two ways. One, it demonstrates the agentive ways teens manage risks and two, it provides 

empirical evidence of the ways technologies and literacies function as risk reduction 

strategies.  

 From a Foucauldian perspective of governmentality, this study considers risk to 

be an always already historically, socially, and politically constructed phenomenon; as 

such, policies serve as risk intervention strategies. The first part of this dissertation traces 

how risk discourses are mobilized through moral panics and federal policies regulating 

young people’s use of the internet. Despite research to the contrary, policies reify 

anxieties associated with the threat of pornography and predators. As such, policies rely 

on constructions of young people as passive victims and technologies as risks; such 

regulations unintentionally limit learning opportunities. 
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 The second part analyzes how schools regulate subjects of risk and digital media, 

as well as how teens themselves manage risks. Ethnographic research was conducted in a 

large, ethnically diverse, low-income high school in Texas. As part of a team, the 

researcher spent eight months observing two after-school digital media clubs. The 

ethnography also consisted of 18 case studies with diverse high school students. 

Researchers conducted individual, semi-structured, qualitative interviews with the 

students on a regular basis for an entire academic school year. Findings suggest 

discourses of risk were mobilized through school district policies which regulated teens’ 

use of digital media. Specifically, regulations limited students’ opportunities to develop 

a) social, b) network, and c) critical digital media literacies. However, students generated 

agentive ways to resist regulations in order to maintain robust peer and learning 

ecologies. The clubs constructed technologies as interventions for ‘at-risk’ youth. Within 

informal learning spaces teens a) developed skills, b) acquired social capital, and c) 

negotiated empowered identities. Lastly, the study considers how teens acknowledged 

and negotiated risks associated with privacy. Teens demonstrated three strategies for 

managing consumer and social privacy: a) informational, b) audience management, and 

c) spatial strategies.  

 

Keywords: digital media, youth, risk, policy, digital literacy, privacy, after-school clubs, 

digital equity, informal learning 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction to Youth, Risk, and Digital Media 

 

“School, I see that as something to do.  I don’t know, I don’t hate school, but it’s 

something to occupy my time with.”
1
 -  Jack

2
, 17 

“I don’t know the word to describe school, but it’s like, what do you call it when, like, 

Oh! they limit people, a lot…For example, like, using the cell phones for this or that, they 

don’t allow you to have your freedom. Like, sometimes the teachers can, be like, ‘No, 

don’t write about this, write about that,’ or stuff like that.  Like, they really limit your 

creativity sometimes.”
3
  - Gabriela, 16 

 

“I think  projects like [the Digital Media Club] help me to be artistically more mature 

because you’re working with other people that know about what you’re doing and you 

have this big responsibility because now it’s not, ‘Ah, I’m just doing my short film, 

whatever.’…No, it’s more professional, and that’s something that really helps.  Yeah, 

there’s a lot of responsibility and a lot of work, but you get to really experiment and you 

get real experience.”
4
 - Javier, 18 

 

Meet identical twins Marcus and Miguel. The freshmen brothers moved to Texas 

from Mexico when they were in elementary school. They live in a small mobile home 

with their parents and younger brother. They do not own mobile phones, but they use 

their Wifi-enabled Nintendo DS as a way to maintain mobile contact with peers via 

                                                
1 Quote from the School & Learning Protocol on November 15, 2011. When possible, quotes throughout 

the dissertation are attributed to the protocol from which they came (see Appendix). However, some quotes 

are from informal interviews and observations, thus they are not accounted for in the official protocol list. 

2 In order to protect the privacy of our participants, their names have been changed and identifying   

information has been concealed. Also the name of the high school has been changed and identifying 

information is not disclosed. The names of the after-school clubs have also been changed to protect 

confidentiality of the school and our participants.  

3 Quote from the School & Learning protocol, October 31, 2011 

4 Quote from the Experiences with the International Film Club Protocol on March 7, 2012 
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Facebook messenger. The brothers share an outdated computer with their family. 

Although their parents restrict their internet use to a couple of hours a day, the brothers 

spend much of their leisure time playing online computer games. At school they appear 

quiet and reserved, they are polite yet will likely struggle to make eye contact with you 

when they first meet you. They are still learning to negotiate the terrains of a large public 

high school as they work to construct their peer networks. Follow them online however, 

and you will find two brothers who actively and openly engage in robust social 

communities. Through computer games, the brothers have forged relationships and 

friendships with peers across the country. These relationships transcend the gaming 

spaces and have been carried into Facebook, Skype, and online chats. They work 

collaboratively on missions in their games, forge friendships, solve problems, attain 

cultural capital, and construct identities around their gaming accomplishments. In a lot of 

ways, their online identities and communities serve to supplement their offline 

experiences at school. 

 Meet Javier, a senior who came to the States from Mexico his freshman year of 

high school when his father got a job as a Spanish teacher in Texas. While learning to 

adapt to a new country and culture, he also learned English by taking classes at an 

English-speaking high school. Javier is not your typical 18 year-old student. He identifies 

as an artist and spends a lot of time thinking about, writing about, and talking about 

various world philosophies. The first time I met him he shared with me his perspectives 

on the differences between modernism and realism in American and foreign cinema. He 

has chosen not to own a cell phone because he believes his generation is too attached to 
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technology and they are beholden to anytime, anywhere communication. He lives in a 

small apartment with his parents and uses the landline and internet-enabled computer to 

stay in contact with friends. Javier’s passion is art and specifically, film. He enjoys 

writing, directing, and editing films with his friends and older sister. Far from a mere 

form of entertainment, Javier uses YouTube to access foreign films not widely distributed 

in the United States. He enjoys watching, stopping, pausing, and re-watching short films 

on YouTube - especially Spanish, Mexican, and German films - because he gets ideas for 

experimenting with his own productions techniques. YouTube is an invaluable resource 

for Javier’s film interests and pursuits. 

 Next, meet Gabriela. She is a Mexican-American sophomore who lives with her 

cohabitating, yet divorced, parents and her 12 year-old sister in a nice three bedroom 

home. She and her sister share the master bedroom suite and each of her parents have a 

guest room. Gabriela’s half of the room is plastered with photography, including photos 

of her friends, architecture, and nature. She has taken many of the pictures herself, others 

come from her uncle who is a semi-professional photographer, still others are torn out of 

magazines or printed off of the internet. Gabriela is very passionate about photography; 

her uncle helped her buy a camera and her father drives her around town to capture 

unique shots. She spends hours every day perusing Tumblr and Google Images on her 

MacBook and smartphone to find inspiration and ideas she can incorporate into her own 

photography. When I first met her she had aspirations of becoming a professional 

photographer. However, through the encouragement of her dad, she was also considering 

a career in nursing. She was not passionate about nursing but believed it was a more 
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stable career than photography. Yet, through her involvement in an after-school digital 

media club she discovered that a career in advertising allowed her to combine her 

creative interest in photography with graphic design. By the end of her sophomore year 

she secured a summer internship to further develop her photography skills and build a 

résumé. Through the support of her parents, and opportunities afforded through 

technology classes and clubs at school, she is passionately and actively working towards 

an advertising career.  

 Finally, welcome to Texas City High School (TCHS
5
), a large, ethnically diverse, 

low-income, low-performing, public high school in central Texas facing many economic 

and social instabilities. Marcus, Miguel, Javier, and Gabriela are four of the teens I had 

the privilege of getting to know during ethnographic field work conducted at TCHS. Like 

many large public schools, Texas City is a highly regimented space which attempts to 

strictly regulate students’ use of technology and mobile media. Nevertheless, simply walk 

through the halls during passing period and you cannot help but notice the presence of 

media and mobile devices. Students walk around with their hands in their pockets as they 

quickly shoot off text messages to parents and friends. Take a look around and you will 

notice that although hats are banned, hoodies are a popular alternative for concealing ear 

buds and MP3 players in class and in the hallways. Hang out by the lockers and you will 

notice girls meeting up to pass off an iPod Touch before heading to their next class. 

However, connect to the school’s Wifi or one of the many wired computers and attempt 

                                                
5 The name of the school has also been changed to protect the privacy and confidentiality of participants.  
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to access your Facebook, YouTube, Twitter, or a CNN.com video, and you will 

immediately discover the limitations imposed on students’ digital media engagement. 

Like many public schools, TCHS blocks students’ access to inappropriate material and 

also blocks access to social media and videos.  

Follow students, such as Javier and Gabriela, to their technology applications 

class (usually referred to as Tech Apps), and you will discover a large room lined with 

up-to-date Mac computers. You will find students openly listening to music on their MP3 

players, texting on their mobile devices, and casually chatting with peers. Take a look at 

their computer screens and you will see students uploading footage from their latest film 

shoot, using Adobe Photoshop to edit their photography, composing scores with Apple’s 

GarageBand, and busily searching the internet for online tutorials. The Tech Apps 

teacher, Mr. Lopez, has designed a production-based, peer-to-peer learning, student-

centered learning environment in which students work together to develop media skills. 

They learn various software applications, work hands-on with film equipment, and take 

field trips to local media, advertising, film and other creative organizations and non-

profits. The purpose of the course is to help them develop and apply their digital media 

skills in and out of the classroom environment. 

 For some students enrolled in Mr. Lopez’s Tech Apps course, this is the first time 

they have had the freedom and opportunity to mess around with software and equipment. 

Many students at TCHS do not have access to high quality or reliable internet access 

outside of school, even those who do are unlikely to have access to expensive proprietary 
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software or expensive camera equipment. Through their experiences in the Tech Apps 

course, some students discover an untapped passion for digital media, film, photography, 

graphic design, and digital music. With the cooperation of Mr. Lopez, students from the 

Tech Apps class founded an after-school Digital Media Club (DMC). The club works 

alongside the class, but affords informal opportunities to play, experiment, work, teach, 

and learn about and with digital media (Ito et al., 2010). Within the club, there is a group 

of students whose primary interest is film. Working with the local film community, Mr. 

Lopez established the International Film Club (IFC) as a satellite club associated with the 

DMC. Students worked together to write, shoot, edit, and produce a short narrative which 

they submitted to an international film festival. Through their personal experiences with 

digital media, alongside opportunities afforded in the formal and informal learning spaces 

at TCHS, students have discovered new passions, formulated artistic identities, found 

motivation to attend school, and are actively pursuing current and future careers in media.  

 Other students at TCHS engage with digital media in more casual, informal, and 

peer-driven ways (Watkins, 2009; boyd, 2010; Ito, et al., 2010). For example, seniors 

Cassandra and Amina are not particularly interested in digital media production. 

Although enrolled in the Tech Apps course, Amina is very resistant to learning new 

programs and claims she does not like technology. She tells me this while she quickly 

uploads a photo to Facebook that she took with her phone. African-American junior Jada 

also talks about her frustrations with technology and tells me she is uncomfortable with 

computers. However, practically in the same breath she tells me she “could not live” 

without her smartphone. She is constantly texting, taking notes, sharing photos and 
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music, and managing her life with the help of her smartphone and Kindle Fire (tablet). 

Thus, while some students engage with digital media out of a passion for media 

production or career aspirations, other students’ digital media practices are more 

informed by their desire to maintain contact with their peers. This genre of participation 

has been referred to as friendship-driven. These shared mediated practices develop within 

local  peer groups (and tend to mirror offline relationships), but can also provide new 

opportunities to connect and create public identities (Ito, et al., 2010; Lenhart et al., 2007; 

Lenhart, 2009a).  

RISK, REGULATION, & OPPORTUNITY 

 On the one hand, TCHS embraces the potential of digital media. Teachers such as 

Mr. Lopez consider digital media tools which can empower students in meaningful ways. 

He believes digital media afford students opportunities for skill development, which can 

be leveraged for social and cultural capital. For students facing precarious social and 

economic situations, digital media can provide alternative pathways to success through 

the validation of their interests and skills and when they are able to connect with larger 

social networks. However, on the other hand, TCHS (and the district which regulates it) 

limits students’ opportunities for engagement through restrictive policies which block 

learning opportunities. These contrasting and competing perspectives highlight a unique 

historical moment of tension in which schools (and society) are struggling to incorporate 

digital media into traditionally formal and controlled spaces such as the classroom. As 

will be discussed, schools believe it is necessary to control students’ access to online 

content and spaces in order to protect them from harmful contact and inappropriate 
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content, however, of what consequence? What role should schools play in shaping teens’ 

digital media practices? 

As a response to perceptions of risk, the United States has tried with varying 

degrees of success to create policies which regulate young people’s use of the internet by 

restricting or banning their ability to fully engage online. In fact, in the summer of 2006 

alone there were four youth and technology related Congressional hearings attempting to 

restrict minors’ internet access. For example, at the federal level there was the Deleting 

Online Predators Act (2006) which passed in the House but failed in the Senate. That bill 

would have required all federally funded libraries and public schools to block students’ 

access to social networking sites.  At the state level, Illinois proposed the Social 

Networking Prohibition Bill, one of many examples in which schools have banned or 

attempted to ban students’ access to social networking sites. And in July 2011, Missouri 

passed the “Amy Hestir Student Protection Act” which included a clause forbidding 

teachers to privately communicate with students via social networking sites or other non-

work related means of communication
6
. From a broad perspective, society’s general 

response to risks associated with internet has been to restrict young people’s access and 

participation, instead of balancing the scale between protection and agency.   

However, risks are not monolithic, nor can behaviors be understood in binary 

terms of “risky” or “safe”. Rather, young people’s behaviors are contextually-bound 

decisions which are more complicated than risk discourses tend to acknowledge. For 

                                                
6 This was later repealed (see Chapter 3). 
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example, Marwick and boyd’s (2011) research with teens demonstrates the failures of 

cyberbullying discourse to acknowledge the complexities of peer relational 

aggressiveness. They argue that not only is it unproductive to blame bullying on 

technologies, but they also point out how bullying discourses position youth as either 

“bully” or “victim”, which is neither empowering nor productive. Their research 

highlights the context in which teens identify peer relational conflicts not as bullying, but 

rather as “drama”. By talking to teens about drama (instead of bullying), schools, parents, 

and researchers are able to gain a more nuanced understanding of the relational 

challenges teens face (and the role of technology in contributing to aggression), and are 

thus able to provide more empowering interventions.  

Although often overstated, exaggerated, and misunderstood, discourses of risk 

nonetheless shape teens’ use of technology and digital media. This is of course true of 

earlier media technologies as well, such as film, comic books, television, and video 

games. Media technologies have a long history of regulation via different stakeholders 

(Springhall, 1998). For example, many parents choose to monitor what television shows 

their kids can watch or restrict the amount of time they are allowed to watch television. 

Additionally, industries also self-regulate as evidenced by the rating system employed by 

the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA), which is intended to prevent or 

discourage young people from viewing content that the industry has deemed 

inappropriate. Another example is the Comics Code Authority of the 1950s, wherein 

comic book publishers self-regulated content that society considered harmful or 

inappropriate for young people. At other times it is the government who regulates media 
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technologies. Take for example, the case of V-chip technology which the United States 

government required to be included in all television sets sold in the United States after 

2000. At that time, the federal government also decreed that the industry should create a 

voluntary rating system which would allow parents to block content based on the rating 

system. The V-chip is an interesting example in which inappropriate content (the 

perceived risk) was been regulated through a joint effort of the federal government, the 

television industry (the National Association of Broadcasters and the National Cable 

Television Association), and parents. In all of these examples the regulatory stakeholders 

- whether government, industry, or parents - attempted to protect young people from 

potential risks associated with their engagement with media.    

Similarly, information communication technologies (ICTs) are also regulated in 

different spaces and by various stakeholders. Schools, governments, industries, parents, 

the market, and peers all shape the ways in which young people use ICTs to interact, 

communicate, and participate in their own media and learning ecologies (Livingstone, 

2009). While regulations are not always shaped by perceptions of risk, there is an 

undeniable relationship between discourses of risk and regulation (Castel, 1991; 

Foucault, 1991). As will be further discussed, Foucault (1991) argues policies (which are 

regulatory constraints) function as a technology of risk avoidance. Risk and regulation 

co-exist within a symbiotic relationship, that is, risk shapes policy formation, likewise 

policy shapes risk perceptions (and at times, the probability of risk).  
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Risk discourses related to youth and the internet are prevalent in contemporary 

society. A simple Google search for “teens and internet” immediately brings up stories 

and reports about the risks associated with teens’ online participation. Headlines include 

reports of (cyber)bullying, sex(ting), addiction, anti-social behaviors, depression, and 

ADHD - and that is just the first page of search results (personal Google search July 9, 

2012). Take for example, a recent Fox News article titled, “Teens’ Online Habits 

Revealed” (Vaughn, 2012), which claims to “uncover” the secret lives of teens online. It 

claims that despite parents’ beliefs to the contrary, teens are experts at bypassing parental 

regulations of the internet. The incredibly brief report mentions how teens use the internet 

to cheat, access pornography, and are likely to be bullied online. Popular discourses and 

stories such as these focus on the risks and harms associated with young people’s use of 

the internet, but where are the headlines demonstrating the creative, constructive, and 

productive things teens do online?  

For example, eleventh grader Ricky Gilleland III did what the army failed to do: 

he created the only digitized record of Iraq and Afghanistan veterans buried at Arlington 

National Cemetery (Fiore, 2011; Gould, 2011). Or take, for example, 14 year-old Julia 

Bluhm who launched a crusade against altered photos in Seventeen magazine. Within 

days her online petition had more than 80,000 signatures, enough to convince Seventeen 

to change their photo editing procedures. As a result of Bluhm’s campaign, Seventeen 

will no longer alter girls’ body or face shapes in the editorial pages of the magazine. They 

also agreed to share raw images on Tumblr so readers can see how photos have been 

retouched (Hu, 2012). Stories such as these, which highlight the constructive and 
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civically engaged ways teens use digital media, are obscured by dominant discourses 

which focus on the risks and harms of teens’ digital media interactions. 

POSITIONING THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 

 It is out of a concern about dominant discourses that construct digital media ‘as 

risk’ and teens as vulnerable, which has led me to this dissertation project. This 

dissertation is an attempt to contribute to a growing number of emerging narratives which 

challenge youth ‘as-risk’ or ‘at-risk’ constructions, as well as common ‘internet-as-

dangerous’ perceptions. Fortunately, within academia, there is a growing body of 

research identifying, chronicling, and analyzing the ways young people engage with 

digital media in innovative and creative ways (Livingstone, 2009; Watkins, 2009; Ito et 

al., 2010; Jenkins, 2006a; Scheidt, 2006; Vickery, 2010; Chau, 2010). Yet, while much of 

this research justifiably celebrates teens’ creative and productive digital media practices, 

much of it tends not to explicitly engage with risk discourses. That is, research about 

digital media risks and research about creative digital practices are not often in dialogue 

with one another. This dissertation aims to contribute to this emerging field by discussing 

risk and opportunity alongside one another.  

This project draws from a sociocultural perspective of technology and risk which 

approaches technology as social constructs. This is in opposition to a technological 

determinism approach, which views technology as having pre-determined and inevitable 

effects on society (Mackay and Gillespie, 1992; Stallings, 1990). Rather, a social 

constructivist approach claims technologies are designed with certain intentions, but are 
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open to interpretive flexibility and have unintentional, and often unforeseeable, 

consequences (Mackay and Gillespie, 1992). It argues that the uses and effects of 

technology are contextually situated, and are regulated in different ways, in different 

spaces, and by different social variables (ibid.).  

Lawrence Lessig (2006) claims there are four constraints that function as 

modalities of regulation: architecture (or ‘code’ in digital spaces), the market, (social) 

norms, and law. He writes, “The constraints are distinct, yet they are plainly 

interdependent. Each can support or oppose the others…Norms constrain through the 

stigma that a community imposes; markets constrain through the price that they exact; 

architectures constrain through the physical burdens they impose, and law constrains 

through the punishment it threatens” (p. 124). Lessig uses the example of smoking as a 

way to illustrate different modes of regulation. At times, laws regulate smoking, such as 

age restrictions or banning smoking in certain public spaces. Other times norms regulate 

smoking, such as the etiquette of deciding whether it is appropriate to smoke in someone 

else’s car or home. The market also regulates individuals’ access to cigarettes, for 

example, an increase in cigarette prices could determine how often an individual smokes. 

And lastly, the physical architecture of a cigarette regulates an individual’s decision to 

smoke. For example if an individual has an adverse reaction to tobacco they are unlikely 

to smoke. While all of these variables – law, norms, market, and architecture – regulate 

behavior, in different spaces and at different times one factor could present a greater 

regulatory constraint on behavior than another factor. It is also worth noting the extent to 

which each of these regulatory constraints are affected by the other. For example changes 
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to the constraint of law (such as banning smoking in restaurants) could also negatively 

affect society’s attitude towards smokers (change to the constraint of norms). Or, for 

example, changes to the law could also affect the constraints of the market (such as laws 

raising tobacco sales tax). While all of these variables are always already interacting, at 

times certain constraints regulate more intently or transparently than others.  

In a similar way, technology is also regulated through the modalities of law, 

norms, market, and architecture. In the context of young people’s lives, norms include 

peer and familial values, cultures, rules, and expectations. Laws at all levels – federal, 

state, city, and school policies – affect what young people can do with technology, when, 

where, and with whom. The architecture, or code, of digital media technologies, software, 

and platforms affect how technology is used, in what ways, and by whom. And not to be 

understated, the market heavily regulates teens’ access to technology hardware, 

platforms, and software. Embedded within all of these regulatory nodes are discourses of 

risk which also shape access, use, and participation. Likewise, these regulatory factors 

also affect risk by either increasing or reducing the probability of harm.  

From a social shaping perspective of technology, the effects of technology are 

rarely, if ever, either “good” or “bad”. In the context of risk, I argue the effects of 

regulation rarely, if ever, wholly reduce or exacerbate risk, but rather the effects of 

regulation always have the potential to simultaneously reduce and increase risk. For 

example, enabling GPS tracking in a teen’s phone simultaneously provides parents’ 

access to their child’s whereabouts (potentially reducing risk), but also increases the 
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likelihood of a stalker (perhaps an ex-boyfriend/girlfriend) locating the teen (potentially 

increasing risk). As with most everything society designs, technology can be 

simultaneously used in beneficial or harmful ways, and can produce both positive and 

negative effects. From a social shaping perspective, agency largely rests with users, but 

the perspective also acknowledges the influence of external factors, such as the 

limitations of technological design (Oudshoorn, 2003). It from these perspectives my 

research approaches risk, regulation, youth, and digital media technologies.  

RESEARCH DESIGN, QUESTIONS, & PURPOSE 

 My dissertation is situated within the larger Connected Learning Research 

Network (CLRN), which is funded by the MacArthur Foundation. CLRN is an 

interdisciplinary and international research network “dedicated to understanding the 

opportunities and risks afforded by today’s changing media ecology, as well as building 

new learning environments that support effective learning and education equity” 

(Connected Learning Research Network, 2012). The central Texas project, in which my 

research is embedded, is titled “The Digital Edge”. The project is led by S. Craig Watkins 

(Principal Investigator) with the support of six graduate research assistants
7
 (including 

myself) who span three disciplines
8
. Broadly speaking, the goal of The Digital Edge is to 

more fully understand teens’ media ecologies, as well as the informal and formal learning 

environments in which they engage and interact. Our project focuses on families, 

                                                
7 Many thanks to the work, insights, and contributions of The Digital Edge team: S. Craig Watkins, Adam 

Williams III, Alexander Cho, Andres Lombana Bermudez, Jennifer Noble, and Vivian Shaw. 

8 The team represents three departments: media studies, sociology, and information studies. The team also 

consists of a native Spanish speaker and international student.  
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students, and a high school facing significant social, familial, financial, and educational 

instabilities and challenges, thus we are also interested in issues of digital and educational 

equity. While risks are a peripheral aspect of The Digital Edge, my unique contribution 

specifically focuses on  the role of  risk and other regulatory constraints in structuring 

teens’ digital media practices and opportunities.  

When I first started this project, my focus was on teens and the ways they 

managed risks at school, home, and within their peer networks. However, my analytical 

lens expanded over the course of the study. As I spent time in TCHS on a weekly basis, I 

became even more aware of the influential importance of school and policies in shaping 

teens’ experiences. I was struck by the competing discourses of technology and risk at 

TCHS. At times, policies and rules approached digital media as distractions and threats 

that must be regulated and controlled.  Yet, at the same time, the Tech Apps classes and 

the after-school media clubs optimistically constructed digital media as technologies of 

possible intervention. In these spaces, students were afforded opportunities not otherwise 

allowed at school, yet, they were still limited by restrictive policies, which viewed digital 

media as risky. Likewise, alongside optimistic narratives of digital media, was also a 

narrative of youth at-risk that could not be overlooked.  I realized the school’s approaches 

to risk, youth, and digital media were not monolithic and warranted more of my attention. 

This discovery required me to rethink my approach and scope. I decided to expand my 

analysis to more fully and deeply consider the competing ways TCHS approached digital 

media and how these approaches shaped teens’ experiences.  
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As such, this dissertation analyzes the relationship between discourses of risk and 

teens’ digital media practices. Through discursive analysis and ethnographic field work, I 

connect risk discourses with institutional regulations of digital media and the everyday 

experiences of teens. Key research questions ask: 1) how are discourses of risk mobilized 

and by whom?; 2) what types of subjects are constructed via risk discourses and how do 

discourses of risk construct digital media?; 3) how does TCHS regulate subjects of risk 

and digital media and what other constraints regulate opportunities?; lastly, 4) what 

practices do teens employ to manage and cope with regulations, restrictions, and risks?  

Simply put, this dissertation analyzes how discourses of risk shape teens’ 

engagement with digital media and how various regulatory constraints structure 

opportunities. The purpose is to understand the relationship between discourses of risk, 

regulatory constraints (including policy), and teens’ everyday lived experiences. This 

research serves to combat discourses that construct technology ‘as-risk’ and youth as ‘at-

risk’ in two ways. One, it demonstrates the agentive and creative ways teens manage 

risks. That is, it demonstrates that although teens encounter risks, they are also learning to 

manage threats and harm in strategic ways. Two, this research provides empirical 

evidence of the ways technologies and literacies function as risk reduction strategies. In 

other words, when afforded opportunities to fully engage, teens use digital media in 

productive, constructive, and innovative ways, which contradict dominant discourses of 

harm and risk.  
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Finally, throughout the entire dissertation I consider how risk intervention 

strategies at all levels – federal policy, school environments, and peer networks – are 

related to issues of class and equity. Federal and school policies which limit teens’ 

participation online serve to exacerbate (digital) inequities. Rather than leveling the 

playing field, school intensifies inequalities when they limit students’ engagement with 

digital media. That is, students without reliable internet access at home or via mobile 

devices are further disadvantaged when schools limit their engagement and participation 

(Ahn, Bivona, and DiScala, 2011). However, participants also find ingenious ways to 

cope with restrictions and inadequate technologies. As will be demonstrated, students 

rely on their peer networks in order to cope with technological limitations, and they 

participate in knowledge economies that allow them to manage economic and 

institutional restrictions.  

DEFINING KEY TERMS & CLARIFICATIONS 

Risk 

 While the concept of risk is further examined in Chapter 2, here I want to briefly 

establish what I mean by risk and risk discourse. I approach risk from a social 

constructivist perspective and more specifically, from a Foucauldian perspective of 

governmentality. Simply put,  I acknowledge objective harms exist, however my 

approach focuses on the discursive production of risks, which are always already 

constituted by, and constitutive of, social, political, and historical contexts. In other 

words, I use the concept of risk not so much as a way to describe the probability of 
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potential harm, but rather as a  social construct that is produced via various discourses of 

power (e.g. the government, policies, and experts).    

Youth 

As will be discussed in Chapter 2, youth is a fluid social construction often used 

to describe a range of demographic categories. Because my research is conducted in a 

high school and the participants in this study are between the ages of 14-19 years of age, I 

am namely referring to high school aged students when I refer to ‘youth’, ‘young people’ 

and ‘teens’. I avoid describing participants as ‘children’ or ‘kids’, however I use the 

terms when referencing articles and scholarship which use them. Although there are 

emotional differences between younger children and teens, much of the research 

addressing adolescents includes both children and teenagers as a singular category (often 

describing 12-18 year-olds, as is the case with Pew Internet & American Life studies for 

example). As such, I preserve the language of the scholarship I reference and at times use 

the broader term ‘children’ or ‘adolescent’ when writing broadly about experiences and 

discourses, but I do not use the terms when directly referring to the participants in this 

study. I also use ‘child’ when discussing a familial context, such as when describing 

parental relationships. Regardless of age, parents’ offspring tend to be referred to as 

children even into adulthood, thus I use ‘child’ within the context of parent relationships. 

Lastly, I use the term ‘minor’ within a legal context to refer to citizens under the age of 

18, who the United States government defines as minors.  

Digital Media 
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The terms information communication technologies (ICTs), social media, digital 

media, media technology, internet, new media, and mobile technology, are often loosely 

applied to encompass many different platforms, hardware, software, and applications. For 

the purpose of this research, I use the word digital media as a broad term that 

encompasses web-enabled games, applications, networks, software, platforms, devices, 

and communication. While there are times in which it is productive to separate content 

from physical technological devices, for the purpose of my research I use the word digital 

media to broadly encompass both content and devices. When a distinction is necessary I 

will refer to digital media technologies to refer to the physical devices such as iPods, 

mobile phones, laptops, tablets, and computers.  Another similar term which describes 

digital media is Web 2.0, which was coined  by Tim O’Reilly. According to O’Reilly 

(2012), Web 2.0 generally refers to an integrated and vibrant service platform that is 

highly interactive and facilitates user generated content, interoperability, collaboration 

and information sharing within connected networks. Similarly, this is how I am using the 

term digital media. 

Yet another all-encompassing term that used is social media. Kaplan and Haenlein 

(2010) define social media as "a group of Internet-based applications that build on the 

ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and 

exchange of user-generated content.” I use social media in the broadest sense in order to 

refer to digital media which facilitate socializing such as social networking sites, social 

games, and websites which facilitate communication such as YouTube. I do not find it 

necessary, for the purpose of my research, to engage in a semantic debate regarding the 
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various strengths and limitations of the different terminology. As necessary and 

appropriate, throughout the dissertation I identify specific devices, content-platforms, and 

software in order to clarify my references, descriptions, and arguments.  

Literacies 

 Throughout the dissertation I discuss various aspects of literacy. In Chapter 4 I go 

into more detail about digital media literacies and distinguish between social, network, 

and critical digital media literacy. In Chapter 5  I address production skills as an aspect of 

media literacy. Although I make distinctions between different literacies, in all instances I 

am using to term to refer to different aspects of media literacy. Broadly speaking, media 

literacy has been defined as “the ability to access, analyze, evaluate, and communicate 

messages in a wide variety of forms” (Hobbs, 1998, p. 16). Drawing from other media 

scholars, I also use the term to refer to the ability to produce mediated texts (Jenkins, 

2006; Buckingham, 2003). In other words, media literacy is not just about critical 

consumption, but it also involves the ability to produce mediated texts. I elaborate on this 

more throughout the dissertation, but feel it is necessary to provide a foundational 

understanding of the way I will be using the term throughout the study.  

Use of Pronouns 

Because this research is part of a larger project in collaboration with S. Craig 

Watkins and other research assistants, I want to distinguish between the use of personal 

and collective pronouns. When describing the larger CLRN project, I use the plural 

pronouns “we” and “us” to credit the work and findings of my fellow team members. 
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However, when describing the case studies I personally conducted, as well as my own 

research questions, findings, and analyses, I use personal pronouns to distinguish my 

work within the larger ongoing research project. 

Youth Voices 

 I have made an effort to include young people’s voices in the write up of this 

research. I have incorporated many direct quotes from participants in order to describe 

their experiences and attitudes in their own language. I have attempted to preserve their 

words. I would like to call attention to the fact that their words were spoken in 

conversation, often within informal, relaxed, and casual environments. Although 

transcribed, the quotes are taken from oral conversations wherein participants used 

colloquial and conversational tones, thus their (misuse of) grammar and slang should not 

be misattributed to a lack of written communication skills. I have only changed the 

quotes when necessary, in order to clarify something (such as a reference from earlier in 

the conversation), or in order to protect their confidentiality and privacy.  

ORGANIZATION OF RESEARCH  

 This chapter has served to introduce readers to the purpose and broad approach of 

this study. In Chapter 2 I review relevant literature related to risk, youth, and digital 

media. I contextualize youth and media within a broader historical context of moral 

panics. Through this, I also discuss various constructions of and approaches to youth and 

risk within the United States. Chapter 2 also explains the theoretical and methodological 

approaches of ethnography and qualitative interviewing. I describe the various methods 
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used in this dissertation including, for example,  observations, interviews, policy analysis, 

and textual analysis of teens’ digital communication practices. I also discuss how 

participants were recruited and give more contextual information about participants and 

TCHS as the ethnographic site. As will be described, I have employed a grounded theory 

approach to analyzing data and draw largely from Spradley’s (1979) methodological and 

analytical approaches to ethnography.   

The analytical chapters consider how risks are mobilized (Chapter 3) and enacted 

(Chapters 4 and 5), as well as how teens and teachers respond to and cope with 

discourses of risk and regulations (Chapter 4 and 5). Moving from broader discourses of 

risk, the final analytic chapter (Chapter 6) focuses more specifically on teens’ mediated 

sharing practices as they are related to privacy. The purpose is to more fully address the 

ways teens acknowledge, manage, and negotiate risk in their everyday experiences with 

digital media and peers.  

Following this overall framework, the first part of this dissertation, Chapter 3, 

considers the ways in which discourses of risk are mobilized via federal policies and 

demonstrates that policies focus on the risk of inappropriate contact and harmful content. 

As such, risk discourses construct teens as passive subjects and digital media as threats to 

teens’ (perceived) innocence. Data draws from an analysis of federal policies intended to 

regulate young people’s use of digital media (primarily the internet) and includes: the 

Communications Decency Act, the Child’s Online Protection Act, the Children’s Internet 

Protection Act, the Deleting Online Predator’s Act, and the Protecting Children in the 21
st
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Century Act. I argue policymakers mobilize fear tactics to construct policies intended to 

protect youth, however, importantly they simultaneously protect institutions from 

liability. Policies which restrict teens’ access to content and networks are effective 

strategies for protecting institutions, but are not necessarily in the best interest of teens. I 

argue a more productive strategy would position teens as agents (rather than passive 

subjects), respect the discretion of adult caretakers (e.g. teachers, parents, librarians) as 

risk mediators, and construct digital media as more beneficial rather than harmful.   

The second part of this dissertation draws from the ethnographic data and 

addresses a) the ways policies and risk discourses are implemented in school, b) the 

opportunities which are created and restricted as a result of regulations, c) the ways teens 

manage risks, and d) how they negotiate and cope with institutional and economic 

limitations. Data draws from observations of the formal learning environment (Tech 

Apps classes) and two after-school media clubs, as well as data gathered from 18 primary 

participants. I argue two discourses of risk are enacted at TCHS: technology-as-risk and 

youth-at-risk. Chapter 4 demonstrates how dominant discourses that construct technology 

as-risk are enacted at TCHS through restrictive policies which regulate teachers’ and 

students’ use of digital and mobile media. I argue restrictive policies limit students’ 

opportunities to develop a) social literacies, b) network literacies, and c) critical digital 

media literacies. However, as is also demonstrated, students generate agentive ways to 

resist institutional regulations and cope with economic limitations, in order to maintain 

robust peer and learning ecologies. 
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In Chapter 5, I address how TCHS discursively constructs youth at-risk and how 

such a construction simultaneously illuminates the positivity of the entrepreneurial Self 

(Kelly, 2006). While federal and school policies position digital media as-risk, within the 

after-school media clubs, technology is alternatively and strategically positioned as a risk 

intervention strategy. I provide evidence to demonstrate that within the informal learning 

spaces of the after-school clubs, teens a) develop technical skills, b) acquire social and 

cultural capital, and c) negotiate empowered identities. As such, digital media provide 

new pathways for career aspirations and empower students to position themselves as the 

entrepreneurial Self rather than the at-risk subject (ibid.).  

Moving beyond discourses, Chapter 6 focuses on teens’ specific digital media 

practices related to sharing. It addresses the ways teens acknowledge, negotiate, and 

manage privacy risks, which accompany their digital media practices within peer 

networks. I make evident the ways teens use digital media to maintain robust peer 

networks based on trust and sharing. At the same time, they also navigate the precarious 

boundaries of privacy. In other words, participants simultaneously share personal and 

intimate information via digital media, but they also aim to safeguard their privacy. I 

identify and discuss three strategies teens employ to maintain consumer and social 

privacy: informational strategies; audience management; and spatial strategies. 

Lastly, Chapter 7 is a conclusion which summarizes the findings of the research. 

It serves to reiterate the overall purpose of the dissertation and connects the findings to 

the project’s goal, which is to combat (via theoretical and empirical evidence) discourses 
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of youth and internet as risk. The conclusion highlights the tensions between how 

policies, in theory, and schools, in practice, are thinking about digital media. It also 

reiterates the ways teens themselves negotiate discourses of risk in order to create and 

maintain robust learning ecologies and peer networks. The conclusion also addresses the 

limitations of the research, including the struggles of conducting ethnographic research in 

a high school, as well as the challenges of working with high school students. Lastly, it 

presents the implications for future research and poses ongoing questions related to 

digital media, risk, and youth. The conclusion also presents speculative thoughts about 

what a truly networked classroom might look like in the (hopefully near) future.  
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CHAPTER 2: Literature Review & Methodologies 

 

“No one expects a zero-risk childhood, yet society seems loath to specify a level of 

acceptable risk when it comes to children. One result is that media panics effectively 

construe all risk as unacceptable.” – Sonia Livingstone (2009, p. 174) 

 

 There are many positive opportunities for young people to use digital media to 

express the fluidity of identities, create communities, strengthen friendships, to explore, 

and to learn (Livingstone, 2009; Watkins, 2009; Banet-Weiser, 2011), so why discuss 

risk? Certainly, I do not want to overstate the role of risk in the lives of young people; 

however, risk remains a pervasive aspect of teens’ lives. As problematic as it may be, 

mainstream media discourses shape perceptions of youth and digital media. They have 

the potential to influence policies, opportunities, and the everyday practices of teens, 

schools, and families. Thus, it is important to take into consideration how young people’s 

engagement with technology is discursively constructed in order to also understand how 

risks and opportunities are managed and regulated. As Sonia Livingstone (2009) writes, 

“engage with [the risk agenda] we must if we wish to recognize children's own 

experiences and give them voice...it is surely incomben on [scholars] to ensure that the 

knowledge gained from our research is used carefully to inform the evidence base for 

policy development” (153). Likewise, Shade (2011) also calls for productive research 

which investigates young people’s (particularly girls’) perceptions of “risky” digital 

behaviors. It is important to study discourses of risk because they are prevalent in modern 

society. As will be discussed, discourses of risk often circulate around both youth and 

technology and such discourses shape opportunities for teens’ engagement with digital 
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media technologies. Thus, this research is an attempt to answer the call and contribute to 

a growing understanding of the ways risk structure teens’ digital media practices. 

THEORIZING RISK 

 The concept of risk is used to describe many behaviors, practices, and situations, 

from the mundane to the serious. If you start to pay attention you realize how often we 

interject concepts of risk into our everyday lives, to the extent that they often fade into 

the background. For example, we may leave for work early on a rainy day because traffic 

will be slow and we do not want to “risk being late”, likewise we ourselves may drive 

slower because we do not want to “risk getting into an accident”, and of course we all 

wear seatbelts to “reduce our risk of injury” in the event we do get into an accident. This 

simple example demonstrates how our lives are regulated through an awareness of risk, 

as well as the different nodes which contribute to regulation: self-regulation based on 

experiences (e.g. leaving early so we are not late), expert opinions and data (e.g. 

statistical data demonstrates rain increases the likelihood of a car accident), and 

institutional enforcement through laws and policies (e.g. the state requires drivers to wear 

a seatbelt).  

History of Risk as a Concept 

 The meaning of the word risk has changed throughout history. Most 

commentators link the concept of risk with pre-modern maritime ventures related to 

dangers associated with sea voyages. “At that time, risk designated the possibility of an 

objective danger, an act of God, a force majeure, a tempest or other peril of the sea that 
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could not be imputed to wrongful conduct (Luhmann, 1993, p. 226). In this way, risk was 

considered to be something beyond human control and therefore outside of human blame 

or responsibility. However, changes in meanings of risk accompany the emergence of 

modernity (towards the end of the seventeenth century and gaining momentum in the 

eighteenth century). According to Giddens (1991), modernity began in post-feudal 

Europe and is associated with capitalism and the industrialized world.  As modes of 

production and ways of living changed, the Enlightenment period brought with it the 

belief that scientific knowledge and rational thinking was central to human progress, 

which implicates concepts of risk as well. As Lupton (1999) writes: 

The science of probability and statistics was developed as a means of calculating 

the norm and identifying deviations from the norm, thus embodying the belief that 

rationalized counting and ordering would bring disorder under control (Hacking, 

1990). These fields were to become important to the modernist technical notions 

of risk. During the eighteenth century, the concept of risk had begun to be 

scientized, drawing upon new ideas in mathematics relation to probability…By 

the nineteenth century, the notion of risk was extended. It was no longer located 

exclusively in nature, but was ‘also in human beings, in their conduct, in their 

liberty, in the relations between them, in the fact of their association in society’ 

(Ewald, 1993, 226)” (6).  

 

Modernist notions of risk are often associated with models of insurance, based on 

probabilities and chance in which risks can be “good” (e.g. gain) or bad” (e.g. loss) 

(Douglas, 1992).  

However, by the end of the twentieth century, notions of risk as neutral (with the 

potential for good and bad outcomes) tended to be lost. Instead Lupton (1999) writes, 

“Risk is now generally used to relate only to negative or undesirable outcomes, not 
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positive outcomes…In everyday lay people’s language, risk tends to be used to refer 

almost exclusively to a threat, hazard, danger or harm” (8). She continues that probability 

is less important in colloquial uses of risk. In fact, we tend to conflate notions of risk and 

uncertainty and employ notions of risk to describe unfortunate events, even when the 

probability of harm is not likely or even estimable.  She and others (Short, 1984; 

Douglas, 1985, Skolbekken, 1995) suggest the proliferation of risk in expert discourses 

has contributed to an increased awareness and adaption of risk in society. 

Cognitive Scientific Approach 

 What society deems as risk and what, where, and who gets labeled as “risky”, has 

serious implications for how we think about identity, ourselves, others, institutions, and 

governments. For the purpose of my analysis, it is important to consider how technology 

and youth are constructed as risk and of what consequence. There are different 

epistemological and theoretical approaches to studying and conceptualizing risk. On one 

end of the epistemological continuum is the cognitive scientific perspective, commonly 

found in fields such as engineering, statistics, psychology, and economics. This approach 

views risks as objectively identifiable threats or hazards that can be measured 

independently of social and cultural processes (Bradbury, 1989). Researchers taking up 

this approach ask key questions such as “what risks exist and how should we manage 

them?” While the perspective acknowledges risks sometimes get distorted or biased 

through social frameworks (often blaming lay people’s biased or misunderstood 

perception), this approach fails to ask how risks get constructed in the first place (Lupton, 

1999).  
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Weak Constructionist Perspectives 

However, a sociocultural perspective of risk emphasizes what is omitted from a 

cognitive scientific approach: the social and cultural contexts in which risk is understood 

and negotiated. This approach has been adopted in disciplines such as cultural 

anthropology, philosophy, sociology, and technology studies (ibid.). Within the 

sociocultural perspective there are (at least) three primary approaches: cultural/symbolic, 

“risk society”, and governmentality theorists who draw from Foucault’s theories. The 

first two, cultural/symbolic and “risk society”, are associated with a weak constructionist 

perspective that recognizes risk as an objective hazard or threat, which is inevitably 

mediated through social and cultural processes (and can never be known in isolation from 

these processes). The cultural/symbolic approach (largely influenced by the work of 

anthropologist Mary Douglas) focuses on how notions of risk delineate boundaries 

between self and Other. Key questions include “Why are some dangers selected as risks 

and others are not? How does risk operate as a symbolic boundary measure? What is the 

situated context of risk?” (Lupton, 35).  

Also drawing from the weak constructionist perspective is the “risk society” 

approach associated with sociologist Anthony Giddens (1991) and Ulrich Beck (1992) 

who build on Marxist critical theory. Beck (1992) defines risk as “a systematic way of 

dealing with hazards and insecurities induced and introduced by modernization itself” 

(21). He continues, “in the risk society the unknown and unintended consequences come 

to be a dominant force in history and society. They can be changed, magnified, 

dramatized or minimized within knowledge, and to that extent they are particularly open 
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to social definition and construction” (22-23). This approach has been taken up by media 

scholars and sociologists studying youth, the internet, and risks. For example, Sonia 

Livingstone (2009) applies three aspects of the risk society – the identification, 

intensification, and individualization of risk – to studying the relationship between media, 

policy, children, and the internet.  

Governmentality 

A third approach, and the one I largely draw from to structure my research, 

applies Foucault’s (1991) perspective of governmentality to notions of risk. While the 

risk society and cultural/symbolic perspectives are considered weak constructionists 

positions, governmentality is considered a strong constructionists approach. Research 

employing this perspective argues that what we understand to be a risk is always already 

historically, socially, and politically constructed.  Foucauldian perspectives focus on “the 

ways in which the discourses, strategies, practices and institutions around a phenomenon 

such as risk serve to bring it into being, to construct it was a phenomenon. It is argued 

that it is only through these discourses, strategies, practices and institutions that we come 

to know ‘risk’” (Lupton, 85). Thus, the key question is not what is risk or how is it 

identified and measured, but rather how is risk constructed in a particular context and at a 

particular historical moment?  

According to Foucault (1991), governmentality is a strategy of social regulation 

which began in the sixteenth century in Europe as the feudal system broke down and was 

replaced with administrative states. Rather than thinking of individuals as citizens, by the 

eighteenth century Europe began to think of individuals as a population or society 
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“requiring intervention, management and protection so as to maximize wealth, welfare 

and productivity” (Lupton, 86). Foucault argues governmentality is a strategy and 

rationale for political rule characterized by neo-liberalism. He writes: 

The things with which in this sense government is to be concerned are in fact men 

[sic], but men in their relations, their links, their imbrication with those other 

things which are wealth, resources, means of subsistence, the territory…; men in 

their relation to that other kind of things, customs, habits, ways of acting and 

thinking, etc.; lastly, men in their relation to that other kind of things, accidents 

and misfortunes such as famine, epidemics, death, etc. (Foucault, 1991; 93).  

In the context of risk then, governmentality can be viewed as institutions which (attempt 

to) regulate citizens’ interaction with, and relationship to, potentially harmful or 

undesirable incidents (i.e. risks). Like Beck and Giddens, Foucault also claims expert 

knowledge plays an important role in shaping the ways in which populations are 

surveyed, compared, and trained to conform to “norms”. Disciplinary power and 

regulation are achieved through surveillance, monitoring, observation and measurement 

of bodies and subjects. “From this perspective, risk may be understood as a governmental 

strategy of regulatory power by which populations and individuals are monitored and 

managed through the goals of neo-liberalism. Risk is governed via a heterogeneous 

network of interactive actors, institutions, knowledges and practices” (Lupton, 87). I posit 

it is easy to observe the role of governmentality in the lives of children and youth,  

populations that institutions readily monitor, surveil, test, compare, and train through 

practices, which are justified within neo-liberal goals of self-regulation and productivity 

(in the interest of the state).  
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 From a governmentality perspective, policy functions as risk intervention or 

prevention, thus it is one node through which we can approach the role of risk in the lives 

of young people in relation to digital media technologies. Robert Castel (1991) argues 

that rather than evaluating individual behavior to determine risk, administrative strategies 

focus on “establishing flows of populations” (281), which are based on measurable, 

calculable factors deemed to produce risk. Under this approach to surveillance and 

prevention, individuals do not need to exhibit risky or dangerous characteristics, but 

rather must simply be “identified as a member of a ‘risky population’, based on a ‘risk 

profile’ developed from calculations using demographic and other characteristics 

(Lupton, 93). Peter Kelly (2000)  claims that youth are often constructed at-risk, which 

has significant historical aspects and continues to be discussed among academics, 

politicians, and within social commentary. However, what is novel in terms of the youth-

at-risk discourse according to Tait (1995) is that in contemporary literature potentially all 

behaviors, practices, and groups of young people can be constructed in terms of risk. 

Similarly, anxieties related to (at the time) new technologies also construct media 

technologies as risky (Springhall, 1998), thus the intersection of youth and media 

technology is often constructed as an especially risky interaction.  

Resistance, Strategies, and Tactics in Everyday Life 

 I draw heavily from Foucault’s theory of governmentality in so far as I approach 

risk and regulation from social constructivist perspective, which recognizes risk to be 

always already socially, historically, and politically situated. However, I do not want to 

erroneously conflate risk and harm (Lupton, 1999). From a weak constructivist position, 
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and to invoke Beck and Giddens, I acknowledge objective harms exist that potentially 

threaten the well-being of young people who engage with digital media. Yet, (adult) 

anxieties and policies construct  some behaviors, populations, and spaces as riskier than 

others, while ignoring the social, political, and historical context in which young people 

encounter harm. This is to say, harm objectively exists, however, risks are socially 

produced through practices, institutions, and discourses. Within a Foucauldian 

perspective, discourses of risk tend to be produced by those with power and are enacted 

upon regulated subjects. However, this is not to suggest subjects of risk discourse are 

wholly beholden to the strategies, policies, and technologies of intervention  enacted by 

institutes of power. Rather, subjects exercise creative and agentive ways to resist power.  

 Here I turn to Michel de Certeau (1984) in order to theoretically explore practices 

of resistance. In The Practice of Everyday Life, de Certeau argues those with power 

employ deliberate strategies that are intended to regulate subjects, spaces, and bodies. 

Yet, he also argues subjects use tactical practices to resist surveillance, control, and 

regulation. He writes, “strategies are able to produce, tabulate, and impose these 

spaces,…whereas tactics can only use, manipulate, and divert these spaces” (ibid,, 31). In 

other words, unlike strategies, which are employed by those with power, tactics are 

temporal maneuvers through which subjects take advantage of opportunities afforded 

within existing power structures. De Certeau writes that tactical practices involve using 

customs, rules, practices, and representations in different ways than intended, to suit 

one’s own needs, and to make something else out of them. Tactical practices resist 

regulations of control from within, but without completely subverting or transforming the 
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system. He uses the example of “Walking the City” (1984, pp. 91-108), in which 

governments create maps and infrastructures intended to regulate spatial movement 

throughout the city. He uses the example of a bird’s eye view of a city to illustrate the 

idea of a panoptic and synoptic view. That is, viewing the city from a high tower reveals 

how a city is deliberately and strategically designed. Roads and infrastructures are 

designed with the intention of dictating and regulating the ways bodies move through 

space. However, from the perspective of a walker on the ground, individuals move in 

tactical ways, which are influenced yet not entirely determined, by the city’s maps and 

design (i.e. strategy). For example, individuals take shortcuts through town despite the 

strategic and “logical” grid of the city.  In this way, subjects subvert, yet do not wholly 

reject, regulations and power enacted upon them.  

 To bring de Certeau into conversation with Foucault and governmentality, I 

approach risk from both a top-down perspective of power, as well as a more bottom-up 

perspective of resistance. I argue discourses of risk are produced through institutes of 

power, yet youth resist and manage risk and regulations in ways not intended (or at times 

even identified) by institutions, practices, and strategies. As will be demonstrated, teens’ 

resistant practices serve as coping mechanisms that allow them to “make do” (de Certeau, 

1984, 30) in a highly regimented space (school), yet they are unable to wholly transform 

the system. As will be demonstrated, teens manage risks in ways that simultaneously 

compliment and challenge (adult) discourses of risk related to their digital media 

practices.  
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MORAL PANICS AND CONSTRUCTIONS OF RISK 

As contradictory as it seems, in a lot of ways youth in contemporary society are 

simultaneously considered to be digitally savvy, while at the same time constructed as 

vulnerable and in need of protection. Contradictory perceptions of youth and moral 

panics are not new, but the dissemination and domestication of computers and the 

internet has given rise to new vehicles for moral panics. Research demonstrates social 

anxieties concerning adolescents’ behavior are strikingly similar throughout the 

nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Geoffrey Pearson (1983) notes that moral panics often 

involve a nostalgic look back at a “golden age” of social control in which discipline 

seemingly functioned as a deterrent for delinquent behaviors; however this was simply 

not the case. In their discussion of Pearson (1983), McRobbie and Thorton (1995) note 

that across time, “The same anxieties appear with  startling regularity; these involve the 

immorality of young people, the absence of parental control, the problem of too much 

free time leading to crime, and the threat which deviant behavior poses to national 

identity and labour discipline” (pp. 561-562). While the focus of panic and the face of 

deviance have changed with time, the social anxieties and fears have tended to remain 

rather consistent. 

Constructions of Youth  within Moral Panic Discourses  

Youth itself is a fluid concept, which changes throughout various historical and 

cultural moments. Currently conceptualizations of young people fluctuate between 

“active, knowing, autonomous individuals, on the one hand, and as passive, innocent 

dependents on the other” (Scott, Jackson, and Backett-Milburn, 1998). Similar discourses 
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construct young people’s complicated relationship with new media technologies. That is, 

at times youth are viewed as experts who can easily master new technologies, and at 

other times they are constructed as vulnerable or passive subjects who naively encounter 

dangers. While the former is seemingly optimistic, it also contributes to moral panic 

discourse in so far as “youth as expert” challenges traditional parent/child power 

relations. Whereas the latter, which positions youth as passive, echoes earlier media 

related moral panics (e.g. comic books, television, video games, etc. (Springhall, 1998), 

which focus on youth at-risk. Writing about youth and delinquency in the 1950s, Gilbert 

(1986) claims youth culture was “a struggle in which the participants were arguing over 

power – over who had the right and responsibility to shape American culture” (7). 

Similarly, Mazzarella (2003) argues that “moral panic has resided along generational 

fault lines” (231). Therefore, it is important to understand how discourses of young 

people’s use of digital media contribute to perceptions of generational differences and 

contemporary moral panics.  

Certainly a lot of research demonstrates that young people are often more 

technologically savvy than their parents and that young people are introducing their 

parents to new technologies (see for example Livingstone and Bober 2006; Livingstone 

2009, Palfrey and Gasser 2008; Hoover, Clark, and Alters 2004; Horst 2010). However, 

what often remains unaccounted for is that it is adults who are designing, marketing, and 

purchasing technologies for young people. In other words, while youth may quickly 

embrace new technologies, potentially have a shorter learning curve, and are more likely 

to encounter new media via peers, this does not mean new media technologies are unique 
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only to young people or wholly separate from adult cultures and structures (Livingstone, 

2009). As Susan C. Herring (2008) notes in her essay, “Questioning the Generational 

Divide: Technological Exoticism and Adult Constructions of Online Youth Identity” 

what is absent from discourses of youth and the internet is “the continued presence and 

influence of adults in the larger digital landscapes” (71). She notes that adults often create 

and regulate media technologies, financially profit from young people’s use of media 

technologies, and construct narratives which embed normative adult terminologies that 

serve to  “reinscribe youth as ‘other’” (ibid.). This is an important aspect of assessing and 

understanding the use of technologies at Texas City High School (TCHS).  

As will be discussed, spaces such as the Digital Media Club (DMC) create a 

student-centered space, yet adult interests and anxieties are also integrally incorporated 

into the policies which regulate youth and technologies at TCHS. As Sonia Livingstone 

(2009) attests, young people “exert agency online, but this will also show that they do so 

in the context of structures set by others – usually powerful adults, notably parents, 

teachers, politicians, youth workers, information providers, broadcasters” (32). However, 

this is not to suggest adult and student agendas are always at odds. Research has 

demonstrated the positive influence inter-generational relationships can have on young 

people’s use of technology (Resnick, Rusk, and Cooke, 1998; Walsh, 2007). Nonetheless, 

we must be careful not to overlook the role of adults in structuring teens’ digital media 

practices in positive and negative ways.  

Adult Anxieties 
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In a lot of ways young people are more knowledgeable about digital media than 

are adults (Buckingham, 2006; Livingstone, 2007). However, along with others, I argue 

we must be cautious about constructing teens as natural experts of technology 

(Livingstone, 2009; Buckingham, 2006; Selwyn, 2009). This becomes a problematic 

narrative because it assumes there is something naturally innate about young people’s 

engagement with, and embrace of, new media technologies. Rather than recognizing the 

learning process (albeit often informal and often times frustrating), the narrative assumes 

young people just naturally know what to do (Selwyn, 2009). Likewise, it reinforces 

boundaries between adults and young people. As Sharon Mazzarella (2003) writes,  

“generational labeling – the need to create labels to identify and define post-baby boom 

youth, and to enable adults to employ such labels as explanations for a variety of social, 

cultural and economic phenomena - …has generated extensive media coverage and 

attention” (236). To a certain extent, constructing youth as experts is empowering in so 

far as it avoids defining youth as passive victims, which is common in media panics 

(Springhall, 1998; Mazzarella, 2003).  

However, it is precisely this generational reversal of power – wherein young 

people are the experts and parents, teachers, and adults are the learners – which leads to 

anxiety about control. Livingstone (2009) reminds us, “only in rare instances in history 

have children gained greater expertise than parents in skills highly valued by society (one 

instance is the significance of diasporic children’s learning of the host language and 

culture in  advance of, and for the benefit of, their parents)” (49). This reverse generation 

gap is understandably a source of anxiety for adults and adult institutions. Policies, 
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therefore, function as technologies of risk avoidance (Foucault, 1991; Lupton, 1999; 

Castel, 1991), which attempt to alleviate adult anxieties by reasserting institutional 

control of media in the classroom and after-school spaces.  

As young people explore, create, and interact with new information technologies 

in ways which adults do not understand – or at times are not even aware of – adults lose 

the ability to control, surveil, and monitor their activities. Anxiety stems from a loss of 

control as young people exert agency, thus the internet and mobile media become 

lightning rods for moral panics. As Kelly (2000) argues, “there exists a general concern 

for any youth activity that gives the appearance of being beyond the management or 

surveillance capacities of various agencies” (169). Young people increasingly spend 

more of their leisure and social time in virtual spaces often without the supervision of 

adults. Recognizing that young people’s expertise may be greater than parents’ or 

teachers’ is important, but the assumption that youth are innately experts reifies 

generational boundaries and distinctions in ways that tend to place technology, rather 

than the individual, at the center of policies and regulations. 

Because online spaces are perceived of as threats to young people (Livingstone, 

2009), we can expect anxious adults to want to regulate, ban, and censor young people’s 

behaviors (Springhall, 1998).  Moral panics about pornography and sexual predators 

(which are notably structured around gender) construct the internet as an unsafe space for 

youth perceived as (sexually) innocent (Kincaid, 1992). That is, when young people 

become experts, adults lose power and by extension control. However, by reinscribing 
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youth as innocent they are also simultaneously constructed as vulnerable. As James R. 

Kincaid (1992) argues, “Innocence is always seen as being defiled, slipping away, not 

what it used to be. The child’s innocence then, becomes a vulnerably...and innocence is a 

faculty needed not at all by the child but very badly by the adult who put it there in the 

first place” (73).  

RISK, HARM, & DIGITAL MEDIA 

 If we can learn anything from history, it is that the dissemination and adaptation 

of new technologies by youth will give rise to concerns about risky encounters and use. 

Media panics tend to exaggerate risks and harm, thus it is important to consider how 

young people and risks are constructed within popular narratives, alongside  how young 

people themselves actually negotiate risk and harm.  A 2011 survey conducted by 

Awareness Technologies (creators of WebWatcher a parental online monitoring software 

that allows parents to monitor and control all computer activity) reveals 80% of parents 

who use the software are concerned their children are sexting, 55% are concerned about 

child predators, and 40% are unsure if cyberbullying is an issue at their child’s school 

(“Nearly half of parents…”, 2011). Products such as WebWatcher and GPS-enabled 

mobile phone monitoring systems are not hard to come by in an era in which parents are 

constantly reminded of the dangers facing their children (Shade, 2011).  

Certainly risk plays a role in teens’ engagement with digital technologies, 

especially as mobile phones and internet access become increasingly integral to teens’ 

social and familial lives. Anxieties from the 1990s concerning exposure to pornography 
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and threats of sexual predators continue twenty years later and are now accompanied by 

more recent risks such as, cyberbullying (Patchin and Hinduja, 2004; Lenhart, 2010b), 

(sex)ting (Lenhart, 2009b), addiction (Watkins, 2009), and lack of sociality (Kraut, 

Kiesler, et al., 2002). However, we should be mindful that not all parents, schools, and 

teens have access to the same risk discourses and tools, therefore risk-avoidance 

strategies (e.g. monitoring use, filtering software, critical conversations) are contextually 

situated and not equally implemented in all homes, schools, and peer groups. Thus, it is 

important to consider how risks are managed differently for different individuals and 

what factors contribute to constructions of risk.    

As mobile phone adoption and online access continue to increase, risks are likely 

to be reconstructed and reconfigured as families and schools begin to appropriate 

technology into everyday routines. As such, parents, educators, law enforcement, policy 

makers, and young people are bombarded with a seemingly overwhelming amount of 

information regarding risks and opportunities in the digital age. As Leslie Regan Shade 

(2011) writes: 

Now, with the popularity of SNS [social networking sites] and cell phones 

amongst young people, a renewed moral panic has precipitated calls for policy 

intervention…and belies the importance of research, which highlights the vitality 

of online spaces for youth in their creation of networked publics and communities 

of interest (264).   

Shade’s focus on girls in particular reminds us that risks are not monolithic or static, but 

rather definitions are continually shifting and are contextually situated depending on who 

is identifying risk and how they get communicated in various contexts. Challenging as it 
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is, it is important to dissect and analyze how media, institutions, policies, and actual lived 

experiences construct and contribute to discourses of risk and of what consequence.  

Previous Research 

One way to challenge sensationalist discourses of risk is to demonstrate that while 

digital media can be harmful, the risk of harmful experiences is marginal. Countering risk 

hype with empirical data can change youth-at-risk and technology-as-risk narratives. 

Quantitative studies do that in a way qualitative studies, such as my project, cannot.  

There is a lot of emerging data regarding risk and harm. I would like to highlight data 

from two sources – the EU Kids Online project and the Pew American Internet & Life 

project – both of which conduct large-scale quantitative surveys about the kinds of risk 

teens report. The EU Kids Online project (Livingstone, Haddon, Gorzig, and Olafsson, 

2011) is one of the largest research projects to date that focuses on young people 

(categorized as 9-16 years-old) and online risks. The study consists of more than 25,000 

participants from 25 European countries and includes data collected in waves from 2009-

2011. Data reveal that contrary to popular belief, only 36% of 9-16 year olds say “I know 

more about the internet than my parents” is a “very true” statement and one-third say it is 

“a bit true”. Not surprisingly, young children are more likely to disagree with the 

statement. Acknowledging that young people do not necessarily know more (or at least 

do not think they know more) than their parents about digital media is important in so far 

as it reinforces the need for adults to help youth navigate and understand online risks.  
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The study provides a useful framework for classifying various forms of risk. It 

breaks down online risk into three primary categories: content (child as receiver), contact 

(adult-initiated activity), and conduct (perpetrator/victim). Going further, the study also 

describes the nature or motivations (of the content producers) for different kinds of risk: 

aggressive, sexual, values, and commercial. The most common risky activity reported by 

young people in the study is communicating with new people they have not met face-to-

face. The second most common risky behavior is exposure to potentially harmful user-

generated content (e.g.: hate, pro-anorexia, self-harm, drug-taking, or suicide).  

 While the study cautions against generalizations, it does find that risk does not 

necessarily result in harm as reported by children. That is, children were not necessarily 

bothered
9

 by exposure to risky situations, images, values, etc. Of the participants 

interviewed, 41% had been exposed to or experienced at least one of the risks included in 

the survey. However only 12% of participants reported being bothered or upset by 

something on the internet. In other words, exposure to risk was likely, however, reported 

harm was not near as common. For example, while one in eight children reported being 

exposed to sexual content online, the exposures were only reported as harmful by a very 

small percentage of children. However, in contrast, bullying was one of the least reported 

risks (one in twenty children) yet of those who had experienced it, it was reported to be 

the most harmful.  

                                                
9 This was defined as: “something that made you feel uncomfortable, upset, or feel that you shouldn't have 

seen it” 
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Within the American context, only 26% of teens report being bullied or harassed 

via their cell phone, 15% report receiving a sext, and only 4% of teens report sending a 

sext. Not surprisingly, teens who pay for their own cell plans are more likely to 

send/receive a sex text message (Lenhart, 2009b). Teens report sexting for various 

reasons, the most common being between two romantic partners as part of, instead of, or 

as a prelude to sex; teens report the images are not shared outside of the relationship 

(Lenhart, 2010a). Pew data demonstrate the majority of American teens are aware of 

risks associated with strangers and privacy and take measures to protect themselves 

online (Lenhart, et al., 2007). Quantitative data cautiously demonstrate that teens are 

aware of risks and know how to protect themselves from common threats such as 

strangers. However, quantitative data also highlight the ways in which all media 

ecologies are not equal; there are a variety of factors which mediate risks (Livingstone et 

al., 2011). It is here that I believe qualitative research makes a unique contribution to our 

understandings of the ways young people negotiate and manage unequal media ecologies. 

MEDIA ECOLOGIES 

It is no surprise that the diffusion of information communication technologies 

(ICTs) and digital media in an increasingly multi-mediated environment have led 

scholars to question conceptualizations of the audience and users. The interactive 

capabilities of ICTs pose both new and recurring methodological challenges to how we 

seek to understand audience and users’ behaviors, interpretations, and engagement with 

media technologies in the context of our everyday lives.  Sonia Livingstone (2003) 

comments on conducting research in a multi-mediated environment: 
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Hence, instead of asking what audiences – conceived as an artificial reification of 

a particular technological interface – are really like, we should rather 

conceptualize ‘the audience’ as a relational or interactional construct, a shorthand 

way of focusing on the diverse relationships among people – who are first and 

foremost workers, neighbors, parents, teachers, or friends – as mediated by 

historically and culturally specific technological forms (353).  

As the media landscape becomes increasingly diversified, fragmented, and complex, so 

too should our methodologies. David Morley (2006) suggests we need to move beyond 

medium-centric approaches to understanding families and technologies, such a shift 

necessitates multi-method analyses, which privilege individuals as the primary focus in 

relation to mediated spaces.  

One such method that aims to be individual-centric rather than technologically-

centric, is the media ecologies approach to ethnographic research employed by Ito et al. 

(2010) in their edited collection Hanging Out, Messing Around, and Geeking Out. In their 

ecological approach to home and media environments, Horst, Herr-Stephenson, and 

Robinson (2010, as part of Ito et al.) attempted to:  

emphasize the characteristics of an overall technical, social, cultural, and place-

based system, in which the components are not decomposable or separable. The 

everyday practices of youth, existing structural conditions, infrastructures of 

place, and technologies are dynamically interrelated; the meanings, uses, 

functions, flows, and interconnections in young people’s daily lives located in 

particular settings are also situated within young people’s wider media 

 ecologies (31).  

In other words, in order to understand the distinct and dynamic experiences of young 

people and their engagement with media, it is important to fully consider the context in 

which their interactions occur. Rather than separating school life from social life from 
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socioeconomic status, the media ecology approach acknowledges the ways in which each 

are always already related to one another, wherein society and media are mutually 

constituted and constitutive.  The media ecology approach considers the co-constituted 

cultures of adults and youth, as well as the various institutions and geographies of young 

people (home, schools, work, online, etc.), in order to contextualize teens’ practices 

within a broader understanding of their everyday lives. In terms of learning ecologies, 

school, after-school clubs, peer cultures, and home are all different interacting nodes 

through which youth participate, engage, and learn. Likewise, these various nodes also 

present various opportunities for attainment of social and cultural capital, through which 

inequalities are often articulated and reinforced.  It is my goal to begin to delineate how 

risk is discursively constructed, managed, and negotiated within and between these nodes 

which constitute youth’s learning and media ecologies.  

METHOD: ETHNOGRAPHIC FIELD WORK 

It  has been suggested that ICTs provide new opportunities for learning, both in 

scope and nature, which provide opportunities for new skills, as well as compliment 

traditional modes of learning (Sefton-Green, 2004). However, research demonstrates that 

it can be difficult to assess how teens are learning and what is being learned via new 

technologies. Quantitative approaches help map ownership and access but do not 

contribute to more nuanced understandings of teens’ motivation, skills, and learning with 

technologies. One way at getting at this is  through in-depth qualitative approaches, 

which observe and work with teens over a substantial amount of time (ibid.). It is in this 

vein that our particular project enters into a growing body of research dedicated to 
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assessing, evaluating, and contributing to a deeper understanding of how teens engage 

with digital technologies for the purpose, or with the outcome, of learning.  

In accordance with a media ecologies framework, we conducted ethnographic 

research which utilized a multi-methodological approach intended to analyze how teens 

and schools incorporated digital media into their learning ecologies and everyday lives. 

Although the larger project addresses issues of risk to a certain degree (e.g. by asking 

teens about their perspectives and experiences with issues such as privacy and bullying), 

risk remained more peripheral to the overall Digital Edge project. Thus, my distinct 

contribution to this research explicitly considers how policies, teens, and schools 

construct, manage, and negotiate risks associated with digital media. Because my project 

is part of a larger research study (The Digital Edge), I rely on data I personally collected 

as well as data collected from the larger research team.  

The ethnography included 18 individual students, which we refer to as case 

studies. As Robert Yin (2009) notes, case study analysis also takes into consideration 

other data such as, archival records, documentations, direct observations, and physical 

artifacts, which informs and triangulates the researcher’s analysis and understanding of a 

phenomenon or culture. As will be described, my analysis draws from policies, 

curriculum, personal interviews, school and after-school observations, hanging out with 

participants, visiting their homes and talking with a parent or guardian. Because we do 

this for each of our 18 participants (described later), we feel comfortable referring to each 

participant as a case study, each of which contribute to the larger ethnographic project. 
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Our methodology, as will be further described, includes a) qualitative in-depth one-on-

one interviews (both unstructured and semi-structured) with students, parents/guardians, 

teachers, and mentors, b) focus groups wherein several students participate, c) 

observations conducted in the after-school digital media clubs, as well as three elective 

technology classes, d) policy analyses related to media technologies, e) textual analysis of 

students’ digital communication (e.g. Facebook, Tumblr, text messages, etc.), as well as 

f) participant-generated data contributions such as journals and photos produced by the 

participants themselves.  Together we feel the data gathered through these different 

approaches provided us with an in-depth and nuanced understanding of the ways digital 

media function in participants’ learning and media ecologies.  

Introducing the Research Spaces 

Texas City High School 

Our ethnographic research took place at Texas City High School (TCHS), a large 

public high school in Texas; likewise we recruited our 18 teen participants from the 

school as well. TCHS is a large (approximately 2,000 students), low-performing, 

economically challenged, and ethnically diverse
10

, minority-majority high school in 

Texas. It is situated between a major city and a somewhat affluent suburb, yet it is not 

entirely associated with either the city nor wholly integrated as part of the larger suburban 

area. The school faces many challenges, such as high dropout rates, low test scores, a 

history of in-school fighting, and economic struggles; the majority of the students 

                                                
10 Diverse population, majority Hispanic and African-American students, with some  Whites and Asians as 

well.  
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qualified for reduced or free lunches. The school has been described as a “ghetto” school 

by students, which to a certain degree, also reflected the city’s view of the school (based 

on local news media portrayals of TCHS). Interestingly, the school has changed from a 

white majority to a minority majority school within recent years, which likely contributed 

to its perception as a “ghetto” school. Though students we interviewed often employed 

this language, it was usually followed up by a “but I don’t mind it” or “but I’ve found my 

place here.” In other words, while the perception of the school may not be held in esteem 

within the city, the students resisted this label in so far as many of them either fit in at 

school and/or exhibited some level of school pride.  

However, this is not to suggest the majority of the students were highly engaged 

with school, instead many of our participants expressed frustration and disengagement 

with school and learning in general. Reasons varied, and certainly based on our sample 

we must be cautious of generalizations. Though a few stated reasons involved 

incongruences between students’ hobbies, interest, and preferred modes of self-driven 

learning, and the school’s more traditional book-centric, traditional modes of learning. 

Also, participants noted they did not perceive school as the “real world” and were thus 

not motivated to do well in school. Another possible explanation, which is outside the 

bounds of this project but deserves more attention, is a possible difference or clash 

between dominant forms of cultural capital (read: white
11

) and minority students non-

dominant forms of cultural capital (Carter 2007). 

                                                
11 Approximately three-quarters of the teachers were white 
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Formal Learning Environment: Technology-Based Courses  

Texas City High School itself is a highly regimented space. Like many crowded 

public schools with high minority populations in the United States, TCHS is an 

environment that strictly controls student movement, dress and appearance, as well as 

their access to and use of digital media. While access and use was regulated, and at times 

strongly discouraged, at the same time TCHS also recognized, to a certain degree, the 

value of digital media and technology for students’ formal education. The school offered 

three elective technology courses, a video game production class taught by Mr. Warren, 

and two technology application courses (basic and advanced) taught by Mr. Lopez. The 

Tech Apps course focused on media production skills, techniques, and softwares, such as 

iMovie, Garage Band, Photoshop, and Final Cut. While these courses met TEKS
12

 

requirements, they were elective courses, meaning not all students at TCHS were 

required to take the courses.  

As a team we literally chronicled hundreds of hours observing the classrooms, 

meeting with students, talking with teachers, and designing curriculum.
13

 When it comes 

to knowledge and interest, the students were quite diverse, ranging from students with 

previous knowledge and interest of software and techniques, to students who were 

reluctant to learn media production. There were students with an interest in film and 

                                                
12 Texas Essential Knowledge and Skills  

13 The majority of the research conducted in the formal learning environment – including the development 

of a video game curriculum – was  conducted by two other team members, Craig Watkins and Jennifer 

Noble. While I sat in on these classes and conducted interviews with both of the teachers, I am greatly 

indebted to the work of Watkins and Noble in helping me contextualize the formal classroom experiences 

of my participants.  
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music, but with little knowledge of production practices or skills, as well as students who 

were more interested in non-mediated activities such as playing sports or cooking. While 

the courses maintained some elements of formal learning – class assignments, grade 

evaluations, teacher as primary mode of instruction – the tech courses also provided 

opportunities for students to pursue their own creative interests, work on personal 

projects, and facilitated peer-to-peer learning.  

According to Mr. Lopez, the Tech Apps courses seemed to be one of the few 

formal spaces where students in our study were explicitly taught media literacy skills. In 

addition to production skills, software literacies, and traditional film analysis, Mr. Lopez 

also incorporated aspects of critical consumption and participation into his curriculum 

(see Chapter 4). In an interview Mr. Lopez told me he taught his students about copyright 

and intellectual property rights, discussed reputation management in social networking 

sites, and addressed current issues which came up in class such as online harassment, 

bullying, sexting.
14

 While other teachers and courses at TCHS likely incorporated 

elements of digital and media literacy, based on observations and interviews it seemed a 

lot of our students learned digital literacies from their peers or from messing around with 

media on their own at home or after school. That is, students attained digital literacy 

skills both in the formal learning environment of technology-oriented courses, as well as 

informally in the after-school clubs and by hanging out with peers (see Chapter 5). 

                                                
14 Teacher Protocol, interview on January 17, 2012 
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It is also worth noting some of the challenges TCHS faced with regard to 

constructing formal learning environments. As noted, TCHS is a low income school and 

the students faced many instabilities and challenges in their home, economic, and social 

lives. While there were many students who excelled at TCHS, there were plenty of others 

who struggled just to make it to school, much less excel at their work. One of the ongoing 

challenges Mr. Warren and Mr. Lopez faced was the extent to which students skipped 

school. The classes relied on a lot of group projects, which were made particularly 

challenging when a number of students stopped attending class on a regular basis. Some 

participants deliberately chose to skip classes, while others had competing priorities, such 

as caring for younger siblings at home.  

Additionally, TCHS had a history of in-school fighting, to the point that it gained 

a local reputation as “the fighting school”. This reputation also contributed to the outside 

perception of it as a “ghetto school.” TCHS cracked down on fighting and enforced strict 

punishment for anyone caught fighting on school grounds; students were automatically 

sent to an alternative school for 30 days. There were school district police on campus 

daily and reports of theft on a regular basis. However, participants noted they felt safe at 

school compared to a few years ago when fighting was a normalized part of their school 

experiences. Nonetheless, relational tensions also affected learning environments at 

TCHS.  

Informal Learning Spaces: The Digital Media Club and the International Film Club 
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Our team spent eight months observing two related, yet distinct, after-school 

media clubs: the Digital Media Club (DMC) and the International Film Club (IFC). The 

after-school DMC was started as a joint venture between the students and the Tech Apps 

teacher, Mr. Lopez. The students met after school in one of the computer labs three days 

a week to work on their own projects, collaborate on personal projects with other 

students, work on projects for other classes, or to finish assignments from the tech 

classes. At least one member of our research team as present to observe the DMC 

virtually every day the club met during the fall semester. I personally observed the space 

at least once a week during the fall semester and several times a month during the spring 

semester. We observed that several of the students were interested in film production and 

used the time to work on scripts, shoot and edit footage, or work on musical scores. Other 

students were interested in photography and came to the club to learn how to edit photos, 

both their own as well as images they find online.  

At first glance it might appear the students were merely hanging out, socializing, 

and goofing off with technology; there was no real organization, lesson plans, or projects. 

However, after spending time in the club and talking with students, it became clear 

students were quite productive and were working on a variety of personal projects, which 

were both individual and collaborative in nature. The club operated informally and had a 

social element to it, however, students were also there to collaborate, do homework, use 

the computers and film equipment, and work on various projects.  
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The club differed from the formal learning environment in several ways which 

influenced what was learned, how, and by whom. While Mr. Lopez strived to incorporate 

peer learning and personal interests into the formal classroom, the after-school club was 

equipped to facilitate this mode of learning to a greater degree (see Chapter 5). As 

Valentine (2008) asserts, learning with ICTs enables a shift from the teacher as primary 

means of instruction, which was evidenced in the club. While Mr. Lopez was present, he 

took a backseat to other means of instruction in the classroom, primarily computer 

tutorials, peer-to-peer learning, and autonomous individual messing around with software 

and the technologies (Lange and Ito, 2010). Through observations and interviews, we 

ascertained that students enjoyed figuring out how to do things on their own. With the 

time and flexibility afforded in the after-school club, students could mess around with 

technology until they figured out how to do what they were attempting to learn (Horst, 

Herr-Stephenson, and Robinson, 2010). Several students told us they preferred to look up 

instructions online rather than ask for help from an instructor.  

While students joined the club for a variety of reasons, the overall motivation can 

be classified as what Ito et al. (2010) refer to as interest-driven participation. The students 

had a desire or curiosity to further explore an interest related to digital media and 

production (ibid.). Some students joined via the encouragement of peers or teachers, 

while others joined to gain access to equipment such as cameras, microphones and other 

recording gear. Still, others joined in order to gain access to the computers themselves 

and the array of software, which was otherwise unavailable to many of the students 

outside of the school’s computer labs. 
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 The International Film Project (IFC) was a film project in its second year at 

TCHS. The first year only TCHS students and teachers were involved, but in its second 

year it had expanded to include two other high schools from the school district. The 

students wrote, shot, produced, edited, and directed a short narrative film, which they 

submitted to an international film festival. In 2010 the film was selected for inclusion in 

the festival, but in 2011 their film was not accepted. However, members of the IFC 

(including Javier who was introduced in the introduction) also submitted personal films 

they had produced separately from the official IFC project. These students capitalized 

upon the expertise of the teachers and mentors in the club, as well as the school’s 

equipment and other resources. Two of the personal film projects that were produced in 

the DMC (but separately from the official IFC submission) were accepted and screened at 

an international film festival in that year.  

Additionally, the year we were there the IFC also produced a “behind-the scenes” 

film, a short documentary, and webisodes, which were produced by the publicity team. 

The teams worked in collaboration with mentors, teachers, and volunteers from the local 

film community. The club met several times a week for many hours at a time (sometimes 

as late as 9:00 at night), as well as  on weekends, in order to finish the films in time to 

submit to local and international festivals. The students gained real world experience 

producing films, working together, fundraising, and publicizing the film; they screened 

their films at local events as a way to raise funds. The mentors and teachers were very 

connected within the local film community, which enabled students to gain access to 

resources and expertise. The students involved with the project were dedicated, 
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ambitious, creative; many viewed the project as a professional and entrepreneurial 

opportunity rather than a school project (see Chapter 5). 

Participants 

 We recruited our participants with the help of Mr. Lopez, the Tech Apps teacher 

and sponsor of the DMC and IFC. He identified a few students whom he thought would 

be interested in participating in our study. From there students encouraged their friends to 

participate as well, thus we used a bit of a snowball sampling method in order to recruit 

participants.
15

 We were mindful of the demographic composition at TCHS and strived to 

find a sample that reflected the socioeconomic and ethnic makeup of the high school. 

Additionally, we attempted to include students who were highly interested in digital 

media and production, as well as students who were less interested in digital media. 

Because our participants were minors and were recruited through the aid of the school, 

we also obtained parental or guardian permission from all of our participants.  

We conducted interviews with 18 high school participants in our study as well as 

at least one parent/guardian of all of our participants.
16

  Our 18 primary high school 

participants were between the ages of 14-19 and included six Latinos (Antonio, Sergio, 

Javier, Diego, and identical twins Marcus and Miguel), two white males (Jack and Kyle), 

                                                
15 Those who completed all of the semi-structured one-on-one interviews with us (including at least one 

home visit) were compensated with $300 cash ($150 at the end of the fall and spring semester). The 

students dedicated a lot of their time to our study and shared many intimate aspects of their lives with us, 

thus we felt it was fair to compensate them for their dedication and time.   

16 Some of our participants had unstable home lives and moved around a lot. Some were living with 

grandparents or the parents of a friend. We interviewed the guardian the participant was living with at the 

time of the home interview.  
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and one African-American male (Michael) for a total of nine male participants. Our 

female participants included four Latinas (Anna, Selena, Gabriela, and Inara), two 

African-American females (Amina and Jada), and three multiracial females (Michelle, 

Black/Latina; Jasmine, Black/Native American/Mexican; and Cassandra, Black/White) 

for a total of nine female participants. To protect the privacy of our participants all of 

their names and identifiable information have been changed. However, we attempted to 

choose pseudonyms which reflected their ethnicity to the degree that their real names 

were or were not typically associated with particular ethnicities. Also, some of our 

participants really liked that their names were not common, thus we tried to choose 

names which reflected the popularity or uniqueness of their real names. Nine of our 

participants were bilingual in Spanish and English, however interviews were conducted 

in English. One of our team members was a native Spanish speaker and conducted 

informal interviews in Spanish with members in the DMC and IFC. Additionally, he 

conducted three parent/guardian interviews in Spanish because the parents/guardians did 

not speak English. All other parent/guardian interviews were conducted in English.   

In terms of media interest and engagement, of our 18 primary participants six 

were involved in the IFC project and the DMC, two were involved in the DMC but did 

not participate with the IFC, five were enrolled in either Mr. Warren’s or Mr. Lopez’s 

tech courses but were not involved in with DMC or IFC, and five of our participants were 

not enrolled in the technology courses nor involved in the after-school media clubs. 

Although our 18 participants were not representative of the approximately 2000 students 
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at TCHS, we nonetheless felt we had a diverse sample of students who had varied levels 

of interest in school, digital media, media production, and technology.  

In addition to working with the students, I also interviewed and got to know two 

teachers, Mr. Lopez and Mr. Warren.. As described, Mr. Lopez taught the Tech Apps 

courses and was the faculty sponsor for the DMC and IFC. I observed his classroom 

several times and met informally and formally with him over the course of the study. Mr. 

Warren was the Video Games Production teacher and also supervised an after-school 

game club (not included in this study). I observed his classroom and met with him 

formally and informally a few times over the course of the study. Their perspectives and 

input helped contextualize and explain curriculum and policy at TCHS. Both teachers 

were actively involved in community outreach and were in regular contact with members 

of the school board, thus they helped provide me with more information about decisions 

and activities at the school district level.  

Also involved with the DMC and IFC were two mentors, Devan and Jeremiah, 

whom I also spoke with several times during the study. Devan and Jeremiah were recent 

graduates of TCHS and former members of the DMC and IFC. Their high school 

experiences with the clubs were so influential and meaningful that that they chose to 

return to TCHS and serve as mentors in the clubs after they graduated. They provided me 

with additional insight about TCHS, the clubs, and the students. When appropriate, I have 

also taken their perspectives into consideration in order to inform my analysis. Lastly, 

because we hung out in the DMC and IFC on a regular basis, I also got to know other 
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students who were not officially participating in our study (i.e. they were not 

participating in one-on-one interviews), however, these students were friends with some 

of our participants who were also members of the DMC and IFC. By hanging out with 

and observing the DMC and IFC, I was also able to gain more insight into some 

participants’ peer networks since I was around some of their friends on a regular basis.  

As noted, I personally worked with five of our eighteen participants, with whom I 

conducted regular one-on-one interviews: Selena, Gabriela, Jada, Jasmine, and Javier. 

Although I will discuss these participants in more detail throughout the dissertation, I 

want to introduce them here as well in order to provide more detailed contextualization 

moving forward. I draw from data from all of the participants, but I was most influenced 

by those whom I spent the most individual time with every week. 

Selena was a Mexican-American senior who deliberately appeared non-

approachable with her pierced lip and eyebrow, multiple tattoos, black and red streaked 

hair, and dark clothes. Selena described herself as Mexican-Goth and was very 

disengaged with school. She failed her sophomore year, skipped school a lot, used to get 

in a lot of fights, and rarely did her homework. Impressively, she taught herself to play 

the keyboard by watching YouTube videos. She has never taken a lesson, but she could 

play some by ear and the rest she learned from watching people’s hands as they played in 

YouTube videos. Thus, while she was disengaged with formal learning, she was a self-

motivated learner outside of school. She was moderately involved in the DMC her junior 

year, but was only minimally involved her senior year (when I met her), however she was 
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enrolled in the Tech Apps course. She lived with her mom and her little sister
17

 in a small 

two bedroom apartment in a low-income neighborhood. Her mom was unemployed 

during the course of our study, but she had a background in Human Resources and had 

her GED and Associate’s degree. Selena’s dad was remarried and lived in another part of 

the state; Selena occasionally visited him at holidays and in the summers.  

She did not have access to the internet or cable at home. There was one computer 

in the house, which was in Selena’s bedroom and had Windows 97 on it. She mainly used 

it to write stories and scripts in her free time. She had inconsistent access to a cellphone, 

which her father tried to pay for her, but it often got cutoff. About two months into our 

study she lost her phone and had to save up for almost two months to buy a new one. She 

used her iPod Touch as a way to text when she did not have a phone. She was moderately 

engaged with social media, but did not check any social networking sites on a regular 

basis. Her primary interests were writing and art. The majority of her friends had dropped 

out of high school and she said her social group was perceived as outcasts and stoners, 

but she was ok with that perception “because it’s kinda true”.
18

 She talked about wanting 

to go to college and working on films, however her aspirations and her short-term goals 

did not line up, in other words, she was not taking any steps towards college or a career in 

film. Selena managed to earn enough make-up credits to graduate, she was the first high 

school graduate in her family. 

                                                
17 For several months during fall 2011 Selena’s older brother, his girlfriend, their child, and her child were 

also living in the small two bedroom apartment with Selena and her mother.  

18 Peers and Social Groups, interview on November 8, 2011. 
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Gabriela was a Mexican-American sophomore who lived with her parents (who 

were divorced but cohabitated) and her little sister. She and her sister shared the master 

bedroom and each of her parents had a guest bedroom. Gabriela remarked that her friends 

found her living situation odd, but she was used to it and enjoyed having both her parents 

in the same house.
19

 Gabriela was especially close to her father who owned his own 

window business and had completed some college. Gabriela’s mother worked at a 

hospital and had a high school diploma. Every member of Gabriela’s family had their 

own laptop (hers was a MacBook) and cellphone. Her mom paid her cellphone bill (her 

dad paid her sister’s). She was a highly engaged student whose parents expected her to do 

well in school. She strived to earn high grades and was in several pre-AP courses. She 

was minimally involved in the DMC, primarily because of her love of photography. Her 

uncle was a semi-professional photographer and taught her a lot about photography. She 

enjoyed taking and editing photos, her father often drove her around town to take 

advantage of photo opportunities. She was engaged with social media and regularly 

updated and checked her Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter accounts.  

Gabriela was reserved and at times shy, but she had a close group of friends with 

whom she was most comfortable. During the course of our study she broke up with her 

boyfriend and deliberately found a different peer group. Her friends were getting into 

trouble and she described them as “real Mexicans” in opposition to her family, which she 

considered to be more assimilated. Towards the end of the year she made a decision to 

                                                
19 Home Life and Routines, interview on October 17, 2011 
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reconnect with old band friends whom she believed to be a better influence on her (her 

father agreed). When I first met Gabriela she wanted to be a professional photographer, 

but her dad had convinced her to also pursue a career in nursing, something she was 

willing to do, but about which she never exhibited any excitement. By the end of the 

study she had discovered advertising and wanted to combine her interest in photography 

and design in the creative filed of advertising and her parents supported this decision. At 

the very end of our study she earned a summer internship with a local company.  

Jada was an African-American junior who lived with both of her parents (they 

cohabitated but had never married) her little brother, and her little sister. Jada’s mom and 

dad had her when they were in high school. Her mom had her GED and her father had a 

little bit of college experience. Both of her parents worked at a hospital in administrative 

and maintenance positions. Jada was an engaged student who tried to earn good grades. 

She was very involved in drill team, as well as several other extracurricular activities. She 

also worked at a part-time job at a grocery store to pay for gas and her extracurricular 

activities such as drill team. Everyone in her family had at least one personal device 

through which they accessed the family’s Wifi and during the course of our study she got 

an Amazon Kindle Fire (a tablet);. There was a shared computer in the kitchen, which 

was primarily used by her father. She had a smartphone which her parents paid for and 

she said was very important to her. She was not involved in the DMC or the IFC but she 

was enrolled in the basic Tech Apps class, which she did not enjoy as much as other 

classes.  
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Generally speaking Jada did not produce (digital) media, however she enjoyed 

designing her own fashion. Fashion was a large part of her identity, evidenced by the 

attention she paid to her outfits and style, which was always very trendy and deliberately 

put together. Her grandmother taught her how to sew and was an important adult in her 

life. She did not use social media very often but was always on her phone. Jada was 

popular, talkative, confident, outgoing, and easy to get along. She had a lot of friends and 

was well-known in the school, but said she thought others thought of her as approachable 

and not cliquey.
20

 Based on the peer interactions I observed, she appeared to get along 

well with many different crowds at school. Jada was unclear exactly what her future 

plans were, however she wanted to go to a two year college and pursue a career related to 

business or fashion. 

Jasmine was a multiracial (African-American, Native American, and Mexican) 

junior who moved several times over the course of the study. At the time of the home 

interviews she was living with her paternal grandparents so that is who I interviewed. 

After that time she moved back in with her single mother and I also visited her in her 

mother’s apartment. Her mother had a Bachelor’s degree and worked for the state. Her 

father had a high school diploma. She was very involved in band and the DMC, including 

the IFC where she was the camera operator for the narrative film team. She was also 

enrolled in the basic and advanced Tech Apps courses. Film was her passion and what 

                                                
20 Peers and Social Groups, interview on November 8, 2011. 
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she hoped to pursue after graduation. She was moderately engaged with school, but 

focused most of her time on film.  

Jasmine had a pay-as-you-go phone, which she paid for herself. Her grandfather 

was very involved in her life and supportive of her film aspirations, for example, he 

bought her a MacBook and two very nice digital cameras (still and movie). When she 

was at her grandparents’ house she had access to Wifi and cable, but she had to rely on 

the free Wifi in the apartment office when she moved back in with her mother. She was 

minimally engaged with social media and checked her Facebook for school more than for 

personal reasons. Jasmine was very laid back and was rarely seen in anything other than 

baggy jeans, a dark t-shirt, and comfortable tennis shoes, she exuded subtle confidence. 

She was not part of the popular crowd within the school at large, but she was definitely 

well liked and had many friends in band and the DMC. She stayed very busy, but rarely 

got stressed. Overall I would say she had a “go-with-the-flow” attitude about life.   

Lastly, Javier was a Mexican immigrant senior who moved to the United States 

his freshman year of high school and learned to speak English at TCHS. He lived in a 

small apartment with his married parents. His dad was a Spanish teacher at TCHS, and 

his mom was a singer and artist when they were in Mexico, but was not employed while 

they were in the States. Javier was extremely passionate about film production and very 

involved in the digital media club, particularly the IFC.  He was also enrolled in the Tech 

Apps courses. He could easily be described as mature for his age; he enjoyed philosophy, 

art, and culture and would readily engage in philosophical conversations with anyone 
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willing to listen. In some ways he was a very intense person who took his artistic 

endeavors very seriously, but at the same time he was rarely without a smile on his face.  

Javier was very well-respected in the IFC because of his editing skills. However, 

outside of school he mostly hung out with older friends who had already graduated high 

school and whom he had met through his older sister. He enjoyed school, but he spent his 

time working on film projects (both for school and on his own). He deliberately did not 

own a cell phone, while he was quick to say he did not judge others’ decisions, he had 

chosen not to be connected all the time.
21

 He had a landline phone at home and internet; 

he checked his Facebook and email accounts several times a day from home. He would 

often check out laptops from the school so he could edit films from home. He planned to 

go to a film school in Mexico and pursue a career in film.  

DATA COLLECTION 

Qualitative Interviews  

Interviews provide personal accounts of media interactions, routines, and 

perspectives, which allow for individuals to discuss media within the broader context of 

their lives (Spradley, 1979). Quality interviews privilege participants first as individuals 

within particular social structures and roles (families, workers, friends, parents, etc.), and 

audiences or users as a secondary role always-already intersecting with other social 

positions (Yin, 2009; Livingstone, 2003). We employed both semi-structured and 

unstructured styles of interviewing in order to analyze how teens, teachers, mentors, and 

                                                
21 Home & Routine, interview on November 29, 2011. 
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parents/guardians think about identity, family, school, media, technology, learning, and 

risk. These topics brought up many intersectionalities such as race, gender, and class, 

which we also addressed accordingly. We met one-on-one with our respective students, 

usually in a TCHS classroom or computer lab,
22

 approximately once a week for about an 

hour at a time. I also casually hung out with participants who participated in the after-

school clubs on a regular basis (in addition to individual meetings). 

For consistency and comparative purposes we
23

  developed semi-structured, open-

ended interview protocols, which were developed around particular topics (e.g. friends, 

family, school, social networking sites, mobile phones, future plans, and so on).
24

 

Alongside semi-structured, open-ended interviews, we also designed time for 

unstructured interviews based on participants’ personal interests, hobbies, activities, and 

passions. The semi-structured protocols provided a starting point for conversations with 

participants (and ensured our team was gathering similar information about participants), 

but we often deviated from the protocols in order to further discuss topics and interests 

that were uniquely related to respective participants. Unstructured interviews, on the 

other hand, were planned or spontaneous interviews that focused on a topic or theme 

related to respective participants. They did not follow a set of questions, nor were they 

                                                
22 The majority of the individual interviews I conducted took place in private in a TCHS classroom or 

computer lab after school. There were a few times I met students at their homes or at a local restaurant 

when it was more conducive to their schedules and transportation limitations.  

23 Craig Watkins and myself 

24 See Appendix for details about the semi-structured interview protocols.  
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applicable to all participants. Instead, we used unstructured interviews as a way to probe 

or follow-up on particular topics that had come up in prior interviews or observations.  

In both the semi-structured and the unstructured interviews I used different 

question strategies to gather information and to clarify my understanding of participants’ 

responses. Drawing from Spradley (1979), I used different question strategies such as: 

descriptive questions (e.g. “Tell me about your after-school routine” or “What do you 

like about Tumblr?”), structural questions (i.e. asking participants to explain answers, 

asking the same question in different ways, and providing participants with context to get 

a more in-depth response), as well as contrast (and contrast clarifying) questions (e.g. 

“What is the difference between sending a text message and a Facebook message?” or 

“You seem to have implied your band friends are different from your film friends, if so, 

can you explain the differences to me?”). Because most interviews lasted about one hour, 

I had time to ask follow-up questions and visit topics that organically came up (these 

were in addition to questions from the semi-structured interview protocols we 

developed). The unstructured interviews occurred spontaneously, such as while walking 

to the interviewing room, but also emerged during semi-structured interviews. Often they 

were based on themes or topics which emerged between myself and participants over the 

course of the study.  

For example, while reviewing field notes from semi-structured interviews related 

to home, school, and her friends, I noted that Jada often referenced an interest in fashion. 

In separate interviews she told me she enjoyed watching E! because of the fashion trends, 
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she told me how her grandmother taught her how to sew, and how she joined the 

Business Club because of an interest in fashion merchandising. Thus, after reviewing my 

field notes related to Jada I discovered the importance of fashion in her life. In following 

semi-structured interview protocols I always tried to incorporate questions about fashion 

in order to understand how her interest in fashion was or was not related to other topics 

such as, her mobile phone and social media use, career goals, and peer relationships. Jada 

is just one example; for other participants I also found ways to incorporate questions 

related to their personal interests or experiences. According to Spradley (1979), this mode 

of research is consistent with ethnographic studies. He contends that it is only after the 

researcher has gathered cultural data that she can begin to formulate a hypothesis (e.g. 

fashion was part of Jada’s identity).  

For ethnography, data collection is an iterative process in which the researcher 

constantly refines a hypothesis and “must go back and collect more cultural data, analyze 

it, formulate new hypotheses, and then repeat these stages over and over again” 

(Spradley, 1979, p. 94). In this way, interview protocols provided a way for  us, as a 

research team, to collect data related to particular topics. However, the deliberate use of 

unstructured interviews also allowed us, as individual researchers, to tailor interviews in a 

way that we could continually revisit topics, build upon previous interviews, and refine 

our hypotheses, observations, and analyses.  

While the broader research questions driving our study focus on media, 

technology, and modes of learning and engagement, we structured our interviews in such 
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a way as to get to know our participants as students, sons/daughters, friends, and peers 

(rather than merely as media producers/consumers). That is, our first few protocols and 

meetings with participants focused on their school life, home life, friends, hobbies, 

general media use, and interests (i.e. not just media interests but also their participation 

with band or sports or their interest in fashion and cooking). Of course digital media were 

a part of these initial interviews, but mostly to the extent to which participants discussed 

media in relation to other aspects of their lives. Having established rapport and 

relationships with participants, our later protocols more explicitly focused on (digital) 

media such as social networking sites, video games, film production, and mobile 

technologies.  In the course of eight months our team conducted more than 200 individual 

interviews with our teen participants. Additionally, we also conducted several focus 

groups, including two formal focus groups (see Appendix). We also conducted multiple 

impromptu informal focus groups, which occurred while we were hanging out in the 

after-school clubs with participants.  

Home Visits 

 We conducted 18 in-home interviews with at least one parent or guardian of our 

participants. The participants chose which parent/guardian they wanted us to interview, in 

some cases more than one parent/guardian was present. To the degree that 

parents/guardians were comfortable we conducted interviews in English. However, three 

of the parent interviews were conducted in Spanish by a research team member who was 

a native Spanish speaker. The interviews allowed us to gain a broader and deeper 

understanding of the participants’ home life – socioeconomic status, living situation, 
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parent/child interactions - as well as observe the media technologies in the home. To the 

degree to which participants’ parents/guardians were comfortable, I also got tours of 

participants’ homes and bedrooms, which allowed me opportunities to further observe 

technology in the home (e.g. placement, up-to-date equipment, number of 

computers/TVs, etc.). The parent/guardian interviews lasted about an hour and a half to 

two hours and focused on the parent/guardian’s use of technology at home and work 

(when applicable) and attitudes about their child’s use of technology at home and for 

school. We also asked about their thoughts about education in general, and TCHS 

specifically, household regulation of technology, and the importance of media and 

technology to their child’s future goals and plans.
25

  

School and After-School Observations 

 During the fall semester (2011) the DMC met about three times a week; at least 

one member of our research team observed the space almost every time they met. During 

the fall semester I personally observed the DMC on a weekly basis, often just hanging out 

with members before or after I met up with participants for individual interviews. During 

the spring semester the club met more sporadically because of the IFC film project. 

Nonetheless, I was on the TCHS campus at least four times a month to observe the after-

school space regardless if there were official meetings or not. This provided me with 

contextual information about how the spaces functioned, what the students were working 

on, and allowed me to more informally hang out with participants who were in the space.  

                                                
25 See Appendix, Protocol for Parent/Guardian Interview  
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By being in the space on a regular basis, I also had the chance to get to know 

some of the participants’ friends who were also in the clubs, which provided me with 

contextual information about participants’ peer groups and affiliations. Lastly, in order to 

contextualize what students told me during interviews. as well as to gain a more in-depth 

perspective of how digital media functioned at TCHS, I also observed Mr. Lopez’s 

technology application class five times during the fall 2011 semester. This provided more 

insight into how the class was structured as well as allowed me to observe participants 

working on projects in a more formal learning environment. Throughout the dissertation I 

draw from my personal fields notes in order to inform my analysis. At times, I also draw 

from the insights and field notes written up by other members of the Digital Edge team.  

Policies 

 As will be demonstrated, discourses of risk are often constructed through policy 

agendas and implementations. As such, in addition to participant data I also include 

policy data in the dissertation. I trace the history of federal policies regulating internet use 

in an American context and conduct a discursive analysis of the ways risk is mobilized 

via federal policies that are related to the internet and youth. I am primarily looking at 

how digital media and youth are discursively constructed within policies As part of my 

analysis, I consider the relationship between policies and  digital literacies. Digital 

literacies are essential for combating and avoiding risky situations and encounters online 

(Livingstone, Haddon, Görzig, and Ólafsson, et al, 2011). Therefore, in addition to 

federal policies I also analyze TCHS Informational Technology (IT) policies. I 
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specifically focus on the ways TCHS policies enable or inhibit students’ and teachers’ 

development of digital literacies.  

The policy analysis provides even more situational context for understanding the 

role of digital media in teens’ lives and connects mediated discourses of risk to formal 

policy enactment, which in turn, affects the everyday lived experiences of young people. 

TCHS policy and curriculum analysis comes from reading the school district’s policies, 

which include justifications for procedures and policies. Additionally, I draw from field 

notes based on conversations with Mr. Lopez and Mr. Warren. They informed my 

analysis since both teachers were in contact with members of the school board. 

Conversations with the teachers helped to contextualize the school’s attitudes, 

understanding, and justification for its technology policies.  

Digital Media Communication 

 In order to gain a more nuanced understanding of how participants utilize and 

engage with digital technologies, they shared content with us from their personal digital 

communication. For example, they walked us through different aspects of their Facebook, 

such as their profiles and privacy settings. This allowed participants a chance to show us 

what they liked and disliked about a particular site, how they used it, and with whom they 

communicated. It also allowed us an opportunity to observe the language and aesthetic 

choices participants used on social media sites, as well as how they and their peers used 

different media and spaces. The communication and data shared during these sessions 

helped to situate technology and media within a broader context of teens’ social and 
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educational lives. It also provided insight into how teens interacted in such spaces and 

was used to generate more perceptive interview questions – in this way our method was 

an iterative process in which interviews, observations, and textual analysis were used to 

inform future protocols and interviews.  

Taking a cue from collaborative ethnographic practices (Foley, 2002) participants 

also generated data they shared with us. For example, they took photos of their home, 

social, school, and work lives using a disposable camera we provided, in order to show us 

other aspects of their lives. After we had the film developed, participants showed us their 

photos and told us more about why they took the photos. They were also asked to keep a 

journal about their media use. This was not as successful as we had hoped (further 

discussed in Chapter 7), but for those participants who did keep journals the data 

provided more insight into their media attitudes and use and provided a jumping off point 

for future interviews.   

ANALYSIS 

Transcripts 

 With the permission of our students and their guardians, all of our semi-structured 

(and some of our unstructured) one-on-one interviews were recorded using small audio 

recorders. We also recorded informal conversations when hanging out in the after-school 

clubs and shared field notes with each other via secure (i.e. private) online sites. 

Additionally, I recorded interviews with mentors in the after-school clubs, as well as with 

the teachers, Mr. Lopez and Mr. Warren. We used a professional transcription service to 
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have all of our recorded interviews transcribed (this included interviews with participants, 

focus groups, teachers, parents/guardians, and teachers). With the exception of three 

parent interviews which were conducted in Spanish, all of our data were transcribed in 

English.  

 We used an open access, cross platform application called Dedoose, which is 

designed for analyzing qualitative and multi-method research. All transcripts were 

uploaded to Dedoose, then excerpts were created and coded according to a code tree our 

research team developed. The coding process was iterative and required a lot of tweaking 

as we went. The codes rendered data searchable and also allowed us to identify trends. 

Dedoose allowed me to search literally thousands of pages of transcripts in order to 

analyze data related to particular topics of interest to this dissertation. Some of the codes 

that were used to pull data for this project include social networking sites, mobile phones, 

peer networks, school, home life, media production, and privacy.  

Grounded Theory Approach 

 I analyzed data gathered from participants (i.e. interviews) in conjunction with my 

field notes, which were based on observations that were conducted in the formal learning 

environment, the after-school clubs, and participants’ homes. I want to acknowledge that 

what we as researchers call data, are really our constructions of other people’s 

constructions of reality (Geertz, 1973). Thus I hope that by including what Clifford 

Geertz (ibid.) refers to as “thick descriptions” I can provide context and depth for my 

analysis. I have largely employed a grounded theory approach to analysis in so far as the 
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trends, hypotheses, and findings emerged over the course of the eight month study and 

were used to develop theories. This is in contrast to approaches that initially develop and 

test hypotheses, which are determined prior to conducting the research. Charmaz (2006) 

writes “Stated simply, grounded theory methods consist of systematic, yet flexible 

guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to construct theories ‘grounded’ 

in the data themselves…data form the foundation of our theory and our analysis of these 

data generates the concepts we construct” (2).  As mentioned, ethnography is an iterative 

process in which hypotheses must be constantly revisited and refined (Spradley, 1979). 

As such, my analysis involved reading, coding, and analyzing initial interviews and field 

notes and then identifying emergent themes and trends.  From there I often went  back to 

participants to “test” the hypotheses, that is, to check that what I thought I had identified 

matched the participants’ perspectives.  

 Grounded theory as a method emerged from Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. 

Strauss (1965; 1967), two sociologist who studied the dying in hospitals. My method of 

analysis draws from the Glaser and Strauss in so far as I engaged in simultaneous data 

collection and analysis, constructed analytical codes and categories for data (that were 

not derived from preconceived deduced hypotheses), and the majority of my literature 

review developed alongside and after analysis. My analysis relied on early coding of 

transcripts and field notes in order to inform questions. Because my overall emphasis is 

on risk as a social construct, throughout the entire process I employed discursive analysis 

to understand how risks were mobilized and enacted via policies and schools, as well as 

the ways teens themselves negotiated and resisted risk (discourses).  
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In order to get at these large questions of risk, I drew from Yin (2009) in that I 

started with small questions based on emerging themes and codes and then gathered data 

which addressed those questions. From there I repeated the process in order to develop 

broader questions which are the research questions presented in each chapter of this 

dissertation. The analysis is presented from a theory-building approach (ibid.) in which 

each chapter contributes to a part of the theoretical argument being made about risk, 

regulation, teens, and digital media.  

FINAL THOUGHTS REGARDING METHOD 

I will always be appreciative of TCHS, and especially Mr. Lopez, for allowing us 

to come into their school and classroom on a daily basis. I am forever indebted the young 

people who participated in this study and I am thankful they chose to share part of their 

lives with me. I spent approximately an hour a week with these young people on a one-

to-one basis, consequently I developed a highly personal, and at times intimate, 

relationship them. One criticism of qualitative interviewing as a method, especially with 

young people, is the concern that they will want to please the researchers, that is, that 

they will answer questions how they think the researcher wants them to answer (Mitchell, 

2002). I would like to note that I do not have reason to believe this was the case with my 

participants. During our time together they were very open and at times chose to make 

themselves vulnerable. They often shared information with us beyond what we asked and 

which did not always present them in the best light. Furthermore, participants confirmed 

the trustworthiness of their relationships with me. Gabriela explicitly told me, “I don’t 

usually like talking about myself, adults just say, ‘oh how are you?’ and I don’t know 
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what to say. But with you it’s different, I like specific questions and it’s fun to talk to 

you.” Similarly, Jasmine noted once, “I don’t trust most adults, well I don’t mean you of 

course.” During weeks when we were unable to meet, the students were often the ones to 

text me and ask when we could meet again. They were so respectful of my time as I 

strived to be of theirs. At the end of the study participants remarked how much they had 

enjoyed our meetings and asked to stay in touch with me. I share this as evidence of the 

intimate and trusted relationship I developed with participants, which I hope bears 

credence to the validity of my data and analysis. 

Lastly, one of the challenging, yet dynamic aspects of ethnography is the degree 

to which everything is always evolving. Over the course of my time with these young 

people they experienced many changes including breakups, new living situations,  

moving, new jobs, changes in access to technology, and aspirational and career changes. 

Within ethnography there is a tendency to want to create a linear narrative around 

participants’ identities and experiences. However, as  a disclaimer, I want to note that 

their lives were constantly changing, along with how they constructed their identities. I 

have tried to provide context when necessary so as to provide a clearer picture of their 

lives, identities, and experiences.  
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CHAPTER 3: Nobody Panic!: The Mobilization of Risk Discourses 

“We are the classrooms that help define the twenty-first century classroom and it's 

unfortunate that we're sending out a mixed message; and the people that really are 

frustrated are the students.”
26

 – Mr. Warren, teacher  

As counterintuitive as it seems, many educational policies within the United 

States pose a challenge to the incorporation of digital technologies for educational 

opportunities – that is, policies intended to protect young people actually inhibit online 

engagement and opportunities. Despite continuous research demonstrating the positive, 

constructive, and educational uses of digital media in the classroom (Murphy and Lebans, 

2008; Kalmus, Runnel, and Siibak, 2009; Watkins, 2009; Livingstone, 2009, and Lange 

and Ito, 2009), many protectionist federal and state policies reflect misinformed 

conceptions of risk, and thus detrimentally impede schools’ use of digital media.  

We should not deny that schools have a responsibility to protect young people 

from risks and harms that students may encounter online. Nor do I want to overlook the 

fact that digital media present challenges to classroom control, student attention, and 

optimal learning environments, certainly technologies challenge the traditional order of 

classrooms. However, risks are often overstated and deemed unacceptable, which leads to 

overly restrictive policies that exacerbate problems rather than resolve them. As van’t 

Hooft (2007) among others points out, policies regulating students’ and teachers’ use of 

technologies often blame technologies for much bigger societal problems and distract us 

                                                
26 Protocol for Teacher Interviews, February 10, 2012. 
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from solving other issues. As a result, many policies intended to protect students are 

actually misguided and are problematically techno-phobic and/or moralistic.  

Although the majority of this dissertation focuses on Texas City High School 

(TCHS), this chapter takes a step back to consider the broader societal and political 

context in which TCHS is situated. Rather than jumping right into the ways risk 

discourses are enacted at school, the purpose of this chapter is to provide broader 

contextual information about the ways risk and anxiety shape popular discourses, which 

in turn, influence policy interventions in the United States (and by extension, public 

schools). In other words, this chapter traces how risk discourses at a wide macro level 

work to shape public perceptions and policies about youth and digital media. 

Additionally, this chapter demonstrates the ways policies construct youth as passive 

subjects rather than agents capable of managing online risks. Research demonstrates that 

publicity around dangers and trends has the power to actually shape behaviors and 

attitudes (Perkins, Craig, and Perkins, 2011). In other words, the perceptions about risk 

and dangers matter in real ways and influence young people’s experiences.  Although I 

acknowledge that the internet has the potential to be a harmful space (Lenhart and 

Madden, 2007; Mitchell, Wolak, and Finkelhor, 2007), discourses of risk often fuel moral 

panics, which then influence regulatory policies in overly restrictive ways (Finkelhor, 

2011).  

Moving forward from this chapter, the rest of the dissertation addresses how these 

policies and risk discourses are enacted at school and played out in the everyday lives of 
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teens. In Chapter 4 I draw from ethnographic data in order to engage more specifically 

with how federal policies influence school policies and students. There I asses the effects 

and consequences of digital media policies (as one mode of regulation) at TCHS and 

consider how students cope with and resist regulations and restrictions. This chapter 

however, focuses more broadly on how risk is mobilized through policy and considers the 

effects of internet  policies from a broader lens.    

There have been many attempts within the United States to regulate young 

people’s participation, engagement, and use of digital media technologies (and media 

more broadly).  Due to competing values, such as freedom of speech and privacy, many 

regulatory policies fail at the federal level. However, many of these policies are still 

worth addressing in order to connect constructions of risk with regulation, since they 

contribute to discursive constructions of youth and technology. Significant federal 

policies which have influenced constructions of risk and students’ engagement with 

computer technology include: the 1996 Communications Decency Act (CDA), the 1998 

Child’s Online Protection Act (COPA), the 2000 Children’s Internet Protection Act 

(CIPA), the 2006 Deleting Online Predator’s Act (DOPA) and the 2007 Protecting 

Children in the 21
st
 Century Act (Protecting Children Act).

27
  

MORAL PANICS, DISCOURSE, & RISK 

                                                
27 It should be noted the 1998 Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) also structures young 

people’s engagement online, however it more explicitly affects young children under the age of 13 years of 

age. Since my research focuses on high school and high school students (14-19 year olds) I am not 

engaging with COPPA here since it does not significantly influence participants’ online engagement in 

school spaces.  
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Despite the fact that reported internet crimes are declining, news reports and 

social fears about  youth and the internet seem to be increasing (Cassell & Cramer, 2008; 

Finkelhor, 2011). The disproportionality of "what is actually happening" and "irrational 

fears about what is happening" is a trademark of moral panics (Cohen, 1972). While 

adolescent deviance and moral panics are not new, the dissemination and domestication 

of computers and the internet have given rise to new vehicles for moral panics. Research 

demonstrates social anxieties about adolescents' behavior are strikingly similar 

throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Pearson, 1983). Yet, identifying what 

constitutes a moral panic, particularly in an increasingly multi-mediated and fragmented 

society, is inherently difficult. 

Moral panic discussions often begin with sociologist Stanley Cohen's (1972) 

influential work, Folk Devils and Moral Panics;  which focuses on society’s response to 

1960s mods
28

 and rockers in the UK. According to Cohen, panic arises when society's 

response to a perceived threat is disproportionate to "realities" or actual occurrences of 

threatening behaviors. In other words, panic sets in when evidence is exaggerated, which 

leads to unreasonable fears and societal reactions. Many scholars have elaborated upon, 

critiqued, and expanded Cohen's original conceptualization of moral panics. For example, 

Stuart Hall (1978) and his colleagues at the Birmingham Center argue that media serve as 

primary means for creating moral panics, but only because they reflect pre-existing 

relations of hegemonic domination. In other words, moral panics become a vehicle for 

                                                
28 A British working-class youth subculture from the 1950s and 1960s. See also Hebdige, 1979.  
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dominant ideology. Integral to both Cohen's and Hall's conceptualization is the argument 

that media contribute to the creation of moral panics. However, reducing moral panic 

conceptualizations to disproportionate reactions by media becomes problematic, since 

measuring irrational fears and reactions is not a productive methodology. That is, at what 

point do fears and responses transcend from reasonable observations, evaluations, and 

analysis to irrational reactions?      

British cultural scholars Angela McRobbie and Sarah Thornton (1995) critique 

Cohen and Hall et al. for overstating a homogeneous society, thus they attempt to draw 

attention to the fragmented nature of contemporary societies in multi-platform media 

environments. They argue moral panic theories must take into consideration the plurality 

of reactions and recognize the multiplicity of discourses surrounding moral panics within 

multi-mediated societies. They contend any conceptualizations of moral panics which 

rely on disproportionality become problematic since it is difficult, if not impossible, to 

determine and measure the appropriate proportionality between perceived reality, 

mediated representations, and society's reactions.  

Sociologist Sean Hier (2008) attempts to pick up where McRobbie and Thorton 

leave off  by acknowledging the productiveness of their critiques, and he offers a new 

paradigm for what he refers to as the "volatility of moralization in everyday life." Hier 

turns to sociological literature  (primarily Giddens, 1991 and Beck, 1992) of "the risk 

society" in order to understand the process of moralization. Within a neo-liberal context, 

risk societies must constantly negotiate a balance between individual risk-avoiding 
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behaviors (responsibilization of the self) and collective harm management (control of 

others). Additionally, Alan Hunt (2003) argues moralization discourse and risk discourse 

are increasingly conflated into hybridization in which "the boundary between objective 

hazards and normative judgments become blurred" (167). Both Hunt and Hier agree that 

the conflation of risk and morality leads to moralization of everyday life, in which 

individuals must self-assess risk-engaging behaviors (take responsibility for one's own 

actions) with collective discourses of harm (associated with others). As such,  the "panic" 

sets in when there is an inversion of individual self-responsibility and collective harm 

management, that is, when collective harm management (controlling others' behaviors) 

arises at the frontline of risk/morality discourse rather than individual risk avoidances.  

Rather than conceptualizing panic as a disproportionality of reality, Hunt claims 

that if a significant number of people express an anxiety about an individual, group, or 

phenomenon, then the risk becomes "real", as evidenced merely by the acknowledgement 

of anxieties. This is not to suggest that the majority of people believe they will encounter 

harm, however, they are anxious about the possibility of risk of harm. This understanding 

of risk echoes Foucault’s (1980) writings on knowledge and truth when he argues 

discourses, which identify a particular phenomenon, serve to “bring it into being”. In this 

case, the identification of risk serves to bring the risk into being. Once risk has been 

discursively constructed, it then functions to justify monitoring, surveillance, and 

intervention. Within a neoliberal context, collective social anxieties lead to risk-reducing 

behaviors, which then lead to regulatory actions of Others. As such, within the context of 

young people’s use of digital media, harm does not actually need to be demonstrated in 
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order to enact regulation, but rather it is sufficient to demonstrate the risk of harm as 

grounds for intervention (collective harm management). I now consider how risk 

discourses have been mobilized through policy interventions that attempt to regulate 

young people’s use of the  internet.  

THE PORN PANIC 

Communications Decency Act  

 In 1996, the Clinton Administration passed the Communications Decency Act 

(CDA), which was an attempt to regulate pornographic material. The most controversial 

and relevant section addressed indecency on the internet. At that time, the Federal 

Communication Commission (FCC) already regulated television and radio content, but 

the internet had not previously been affected by indecency policies. However, after the 

National Science Foundation Act opened up the internet for commercial use in 1992, 

there was rising concern about the accessibility of inappropriate material, namely 

pornography (Mullin, 1996). While obscenity is not protected under the First 

Amendment, indecent material is more subjective and tends to receive First Amendment 

protection within the United States. CDA criminalized the transmission of “obscene or 

inappropriate” material to anyone under the age of 18. However, because a sender cannot 

know who might access information posted online, this Act essentially limited adults’ 

right to freedom of speech. Additionally indecent speech is protected by the First 

Amendment, but was criminalized under CDA (Telecommunications Act, 1996)  The Act 

was almost immediately overturned when opponents successfully argued the Act would 
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have chilling effects on adults’ right to free speech. Additionally, the language intended 

to protect young people from indecency was deemed too broad (Quittner, 1996), which 

also contributed to the overturning of the Act.   

 At the time CDA was being discussed in Congress, mainstream news media were 

also discussing the risk of pornography and inappropriate online material available to 

minors. In a 1996 conference paper presented at the Librarian Association at the 

University of California, Santa Barbara, Dorothy Mullin (1996) chronicled the “porn 

panic” of the early 1990s. She found that journalists and popular news sources, such as 

US Today and Time, reported the abundance and ease at which young people could 

access pornography on the internet. Politicians and journalist drew analogies such as “the 

internet’s red light district” and confidently proclaimed the prevalence, pervasiveness, 

and perverseness of minors’ access to pornography on the internet. One of the most 

memorable and influential accounts was the 1995 Time issue which portrayed the image 

of a traumatized boy looking at a computer screen with headline “Cyberporn” spanning 

the cover followed by: “Exclusive: A new study shows how pervasive and wild it really 

is. Can we protect our kids – and free speech?” (Elmer-DeWitt, 1995).  

The Rimm Study 

Mullin avers the Time article, as well as other news sources, and even Congress, 

relied on the now debunked study which fallaciously claimed that 83.5% of all Usenet 

content contained pornographic images and obscene content (Rimm, 1995). The study 

was conducted by a Carnegie-Mellon undergraduate engineering student named Marty 
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Rimm. The article was published in a non peer-reviewed law journal, the Georgetown 

Law Review. Since publication the study has been accused of being misleading at best 

and completely discredited by other researchers as outright unsupported and inaccurate 

(Cohen and Solomon, 1995; Rheingold, 1995; Marwick, 2008).  

One reason, for example, is that Rimm’s sample only included self-proclaimed 

“adult” BBSs
29

 (which required proof of age and credit card payment) and a select group 

of Usenet newsgroups.  In addition to a non-representative sample, Hoffman & Novak 

(1995) have argued that the study was misleading because Rimm did not disclose how he 

counted images or classified “pornography” (for example, in a data table he labeled 

supermodels as pornographic). Post (1995) points out that Usenet groups totaled 11.5% 

of internet traffic at the time and only 3% (by message count) were associated with 

newsgroups contacting pornographic imagery. 

Thus, they conclude that less than one-half of 1% (3% of 11.5%) of messages on 

the Internet is associated with newsgroups that contain pornography (and many of 

the messages in these ‘pornographic’ newsgroups are text files that may not even 

be sexually explicit). Although we do not have such data about sexual explicitness 

in the remaining 88.5% of the non-Usenet internet traffic (e.g. world wide web 

use), it is fair to say that only a small percentage of pornographic imagery, 

relative to non-pornographic content, occurs in the Usenet newsgroups (Mullin, 

1996, 6).   

Nonetheless, the 83.5% figure was repeatedly reported and used to justify CDA 

regulations and restrictions intended to protect young people. Despite the fact the Rimm 

                                                
29 BBS’s or Bulletin Board Systems are a pre-WWW form of communication in which users could upload 

images and files to “bulletin boards” for other users to download and view 
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study was immediately discredited, Congress used the deceptive statistics to justify policy 

regulations.   

Mullin largely blames the porn panic on the rhetoric that was used in the Time 

article, rhetoric which she claims was also employed by Senator Grassley (R-IA) when 

introducing the Protection of Children from Computer Pornography Act of 1995. The 

misleading and discredited study nonetheless fueled a porn panic, which was taken up by 

parents, schools, and lawmakers. In this way, fiction was functioning as truth 

(Walkerdine, 1997) in so far as fallacious studies were used to justify policies. Although 

the CDA was overturned, the perceived threat of pornography continued to shape policies 

and practices more than a decade later. According to Cohen (1999), one characteristic of 

moral or media panics is the notion that “something should be done” (589), namely 

government regulation or intervention. Cohen (1972) defines moral panic as a period in 

which: 

a condition, episode, person or group or persons emerges to become defined as a 

threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylized and 

stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by 

editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking people; socially accredited 

experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions (9).  

Within the context of the 1996 CDA bill, the characteristics of a panic were present: 1) 

technology was constructed as posing a threat, in particular porn presented harm to 

vulnerable adolescents, 2) an image which relied on stereotypical constructions of porn as 

deviant and perverse for adults and young people, 3) normative community standards 

indicated the boundaries of adolescence were to be protected from the threat of sexuality, 

4) therefore “somebody” (i.e. the government) had to intervene to reduce risk, alleviate 
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anxiety, and demonstrate control. According to Hier’s (2008) notion of morality, 

Congress’ attempt to regulate the internet was an example of collective harm 

management overriding self-responsibilization, particularly because government 

regulation was not the only mode of protection at this time. 

Technological Constraints as Regulation 

 Contextualizing the porn panic within the context of the 1996 CDA bill, it is 

important to consider the technological features of computer networks in the 1990s which 

differed greatly from later iterations, namely the World Wide Web. Mullin (1996) 

discusses how difficult it was in the early and mid-90s to access pornography on BBSs or 

Usenet groups. These accounts required proof of age and payment, were not user 

friendly, required downloading images to one’s personal computer, and were text-based 

applications and services (as opposed to image-based user interfaces). While Mullin 

recognized there may come a time wherein literacy would not be a prerequisite for 

navigating the internet, nonetheless in 1995 (at the time of the Rimm study and 

Congressional hearings for CDA), the widespread availability of pornography on the 

internet was something most young people were highly unlikely to merely stumble upon 

accidentally. Thus, while potential harm was present, the risk of unwanted exposure was 

minimal. While older children may have acquired access to pornography, she notes that 

motivation and sexual identity exploration ought to be considered before the exposure is 

necessarily labeled as harmful.  
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What is worth noting about the Rimm study and the porn panic of the early 1990s, 

which fueled Congress’s attempt to restrict inappropriate material, is the extent to which 

risk was overstated and harm was never clearly demonstrated. As Alice Marwick (2008) 

writes in reference to the porn panic: 

The underlying premise stayed constant: that cyberporn was harmful, and that it 

was so prevalent online that anyone accessing the Internet would have to confront 

it. This confused the idea of easier access to pornography with forced, unwanted 

viewing, which removed the concept of choice from the act of Web surfing 

(online journal, no pagination). 

In other words, the mere existence of risk, albeit very small, combined with an 

assumption of harm, precipitated regulation beyond the home. Policy functioned as a 

technology of risk intervention (Foucault, 1991), which attempted to regulate collective 

harm. Livingstone (2009) writes, “No one expects a zero-risk childhood, yet society 

seems loath to specify a level of acceptable risk when it comes to childhood. One result is 

that media panics effectively construe all risk as unacceptable” (174). This is made 

evident through policies which continually attempt to completely prevent young people 

from encountering risks online.  

The technological and print literacy restrictions of the early 1990s, which may 

have served to protect (at least young) children from inadvertently accessing porn online, 

no longer hold true by the turn of the millennium. However, by the late 1990ss, 

customizable search engines, browser settings, and routers made it easier for adults to 

(attempt to) restrict young people’s access to potentially harmful material. Additionally, 

the 2003 Truth in Domain Names Act forbid deceptive or misleading domain names with 
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the intent of attracting users to porn sites
30

 (Clark, 2004), which decreased the likelihood 

of minors unintentionally accessing pornography. Nonetheless, throughout all iterations 

of Congress’ attempt to regulate pornography the policies focused on technological 

solutions (e.g. filters) and government interventions, rather than the self-

responsibilization of adult caretakers (e.g. parents and teachers). The insistence upon 

government solutions to potentially reduce harm served to mobilize risk discourses. 

Child’s Online Protection Act 

Congress tried again in 1998 to draft a policy that would protect minors from 

inappropriate material online (again, primarily pornography). The Child’s Online 

Protection Act (COPA) was a watered-down version of CDA. Unlike CDA, COPA only 

attempted to restrict commercial communication and only affected service providers in 

the United States. The Act required Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to restrict minors 

from accessing sites which contained materials “harmful to minors”. The Act defined 

“harmful to minors” in a much broader sense than obscenity. this included material that 

“appealed to prurient interests” as deemed by “contemporary community standards” 

(Section 231, Child’s Online Protection Act, 1998). This included all sexual acts and 

human nudity, including female breasts. Obviously such a broad definition also blocked 

minors’ access to educational information, including health and sexual information 

online, which is valuable to adolescents (Tynes, 2007).  

Interestingly, the Congressional findings also recognized that: 

                                                
30 Prior to this Act misleading domain names and meta data such as “pizza delivery” could actually lead a 

user unknowingly to a porn site.  
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To date, while the industry has developed innovative ways to help parents and 

educators restrict material that is harmful to minors through parental control 

protections and self-regulation, such efforts have not provided a national solution 

to the problem of minors accessing harmful material on the World Wide Web” 

(section 1402, Congressional findings, COPA, 1998).  

The report acknowledged technological advances that enabled parents to protect children, 

yet the problem was explicitly constructed as a national problem needing a national (read: 

government) solution. Such language is indicative of the ways in which risk discourse 

contributed to a panic, which deemed parents’ and educators’ self-regulatory behaviors 

an insufficient means of intervention and protection. With COPA we see how 

moralization discourse called for government intervention and constructed pornography 

not as a risk but as a harm (despite the fact significant harm had not been clearly 

demonstrated). This is an example of the way risk and harm are often conflated (Lupton, 

1999) and how collective harm management was pushed to the frontline of public 

discourse rather than self-responsibilization (Hunt, 2003; Hier, 2008).   

Regulation Beyond Government Policies 

After several lawsuits, COPA was deemed unconstitutional for infringing on the 

protected speech of adults. It was also criticized for the broad language of the Act, which 

rendered it difficult to define or enforce. U.S. District Judge, Lowell A. Reed, struck 

down the Act in violation of the First and Fifth Amendments and interestingly added, 

“perhaps we do the minors of this country harm if First Amendment protections, which 

they will with age inherit fully, are chipped away in the name of their protection” 

(Urbina, 2007). As a means of protection, youth in the United States are often denied 

rights they later attain as adults, when in fact a better approach is often parental 
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regulation, education, and professional guidance.  For example, Kuipers (2006) compared 

internet regulation in the United States to the Netherlands and found that the United 

States was more likely to enforce legal regulations, which restricted minors’ access. The 

Netherlands however, adopted normative community standards which were enforced by 

social norms, parents, and through education. This is an example of the ways in which 

technologies are socially constructed and regulated in different ways. In the United States 

pornography is regulated via the government, although often competes with other values 

such as free speech.  In other nations (such as The Netherlands), free speech outweighs 

heavy government regulation, thus protection takes the form of education, parental 

responsibility, and normative community standards of practice.  

 When Congress initially passed COPA they also created an 18 member committee 

whose purpose was to “identify methods to reduce minors’ access to harmful material on 

the internet” (Goldstein, 2002, p. 1190). After two years of evaluation, the panel 

recommended that a) libraries promote public awareness of technological tools available 

to protect adolescents, b) schools and libraries adopt acceptable use policies, and c) 

policies should focus on the design and adoption of curriculum and education intended to 

protect adolescents (ibid.). Remarkably absent from the committee’s recommendations 

was any mention of filtering software in libraries, instead the focus was on education and 

self-regulation. Commission member Jerry Berman of the Center for Democracy and 

Technology (a free speech group) wrote:  

Acknowledging the unique, global character of the Internet, the commission 

concludes that new laws would not only be Constitutionally dubious, they would 
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not effectively limit children’s access to inappropriate materials. The Commission 

instead finds that empowering families to guide their children’s Internet use is the 

only feasible way to protect children online while preserving First Amendment 

values (Statement of COPA commissioner Berman, 2002).  

Such regulation would have been more in line with the approach employed by The 

Netherlands. However, when Congress once again attempted to regulate indecency, this 

time via the 2000 Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA), technological and economic 

means of regulation took precedence over education and family guidance.  

 Not only did the Congressional panel not suggest restrictive technological 

regulations, other stakeholders also suggested less restrictive means of regulation. For 

example, in the mid-1990s the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) suggested a model 

of industry self-regulation similar to the self-regulation implemented by the Motion 

Picture Association of America (MPAA) and the National Association of Broadcasters 

(via the V-chip and industry regulated ratings system). They recommended a voluntary 

rating systems which would have been embedded within HTML protocol. Likewise, the 

Internet Engineering Task Force was also working on embedding a ratings system into 

web addresses (Abernathy, 1995). In this way the industry would have empowered 

parents, schools, and libraries to filter content based on self-regulation rather than 

government intervention.  

Additionally, it is worth noting that such a system would also have enabled 

schools to implement filtering systems that accounted for increasing maturity and 

responsibility. In other words, elementary schools could block out material deemed 

inappropriate for young children, while high schools could choose to allow more mature 
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content, such as sexual education material or nude art. One way risk gets mobilized is by 

constructing legal definitions of minors as a unified category which denies 

developmental, social, and emotional differences (Melton, 1983), as is the case with 

federal policies regulating young people’s access to the internet. 

Constructions of Risk & Youth 

Discourses of risk, at times fueled by fallacious and exaggerated studies, lead to 

anxiety. Regardless how “true” the claims about porn and adolescents’ risk actually are, 

risk discourses have power. As Stuart Hall (1997) writes, “Knowledge linked to power, 

not only assumes the authority of ‘the truth’ but has the power to make itself true. All 

knowledge, once applied in the real world, has real effects, and in that sense at least, 

‘becomes true’. Knowledge, once used to regulate the conduct of others, entails 

constraint, regulation and the disciplining of practices” (49, emphasis original). In this 

way it does not matter if there was conclusive evidence proving pornography presented a 

risk or harm because the notion of adolescents at-risk, as well as the construction of the 

internet as a dangerous space, had already been “made true” via discourses of 

“knowledge”.  

Likewise, from Beck’s risk society perspective, the ability for a society to 

identify, intensify, and individualize risk (as was the case with the cyberporn and later 

cyberpredator panic) increases anxiety in modern society. Marwick (2008) argues 

modernity has given rise to moral panics over the well-being of adolescents. However, 

rather than address the realities of child poverty or neglect and abuse in the home, which 
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are prevalent in contemporary society, moral panic discourse fuels concern about 

cyberporn, cyberpredators, and pedophilia by strangers (Marwick, 2008; Zgoba, 2004; 

Critcher, 2002). In other words, moral panics mobilize particular discourses of risk but 

also serve  to distract from other risks, harms, and concerns.  

Policy interventions attempt to reduce the risks young people may encounter 

online, but they also aim to reduce adult anxiety.  As Jackson and Scott (1999) assert, 

“risk anxiety helps construct childhood and maintain its boundaries” (86). In part this is 

because anxiety results from the continual historical perception of young people as 

vulnerable, innocent, and in need of (adult) protection (Kincaid, 1992). Scott, Jackson 

and Backett-Milburn (2003) write, “the social world of children is divided into safe and 

dangerous places which has consequences for children’s use of space, where they are 

allowed to go and the places they themselves feel safe in, frightened, or excited by” 

(700). Discourses of risk serve to construct the internet as a dangerous space 

(Livingstone, 2009).  

When young people become experts (as is often the case when young people 

know more about digital media than adults) then adults lose power, and by extension 

control. However, by reinscribing young people as innocent they are also simultaneously 

constructed as vulnerable. As James R. Kincaid (1992) argues, “The child’s innocence 

then, becomes a vulnerability...and innocence is a faculty needed not at all by the child 

but very badly by the adult who put it there in the first place” (73). In the context of 

technology and media panic discourses of risk, restrictive policies are justified in so far as 
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young people are continually constructed as at-risk (i.e.: vulnerable). Policies such as 

COPA (and later CIPA) were intended to protect adolescents and the institutions 

responsible for protecting them.  

However, they also reified boundaries of an abstract and idealized notion of 

childhood. Rather than actually enabling young people to responsibly navigate risks, 

policies attempted to minimize risks all together.  Hood-Williams (1990) suggests parents 

maintain power by acting as gatekeepers of their children’s freedoms. Similarly, policies 

which regulate young people’s freedoms attempt to maintain control. By focusing on the 

dangers (perceived or real) of online spaces, young people are situated as being at-risk 

and in need of adult protection. In this way the power balance between adult and 

adolescent is reified and reinstated, thus policies  of control, surveillance, and restriction 

are perceived as justifiable. However, as is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 of this 

dissertation, restrictive policies are largely ineffective and incidentally reduce 

opportunities for young people to learn to responsibly manage risks (Tynes, 2007).  

Often it is (adult) institutions that benefit from a moral panic discourse of youth 

at-risk by making young people scapegoats for broader social, economic, and political 

problems. Insisting upon boundaries between adulthood and adolescence “enables adults 

and their institutions to blame youth for a variety of problems created by those very same 

adults and adult institutions” (Mazzarella, 2003, 238). For example, constructing the 

minor at risk within cyberporn discourse subjects them to surveillance and regulation and 

presents the “at-risk” adolescent as the social problem rather than adult “deviance”, 
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which conservative America believes to actually be the problem. Moral panic discourses 

divert attention away from (socially constructed) deviant adult behaviors – behaviors 

which are difficult to control – and instead exert control over the boundaries of 

childhood.  Cloaked as policies purely intended to protect young people from 

pornography, CDA and COPA infringed upon adults’ right to freedom of speech and can 

be interpreted as attempts to regulate America’s morality as a whole. This echoes Stuart 

Hall’s (1978) assertion that moral panics serve as vehicles for disseminating dominant 

ideology – in this case America’s continual struggle over sexual morality as represented 

through debates about pornography.  

Children’s Internet Protection Act 

 After CDA and COPA were struck down as unconstitutional, Congress tried yet 

again to restrict minors’ online engagement via law and technical restrictions. This time 

Congress successfully passed the Children’s Internet Protection Act (CIPA) in 2000. 

After many challenges in court, the law was deemed Constitutional by the United States 

Supreme Court in 2003. Unlike CDA and COPA, which attempted to directly regulate 

access to inappropriate material, CIPA relied on existing economic regulations and 

government-funded institutions as a way to indirectly regulate content. Under the 

universal service doctrine of 1934 Telecommunications Act (revised in 1996), many 

schools and libraries receive federal subsidies in order to obtain reduce rate 

telecommunication services (e.g. computer equipment and internet service); these are 

typically referred to as E-rate discounts. Earlier attempts to block minors’ access to 

objectionable material (e.g. CDA and COPA) were determined to be unconstitutional 
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because they infringed on adults’ right to free speech. CIPA however, did not criminalize 

indecent material writ large, nor did it require schools or libraries to block access to 

inappropriate content. As such, CIPA did not threaten free speech as CDA and COPA 

had. Rather, the Act requires recipients of E-rate funding to utilize technical filters which 

blocked access to inappropriate material on all computers accessible to minors. 

Specifically CIPA require K-12 schools and public libraries, which receive E-rate 

funding, to enable technology that blocks access to: (a) obscenity; (b) child pornography; 

or (c) content harmful to minors. The Act also requires E-rate recipients to adopt and 

enforce a policy to monitor the online activities of minors (FCC Guide to CIPA, 2000).  

The E-rate program is an example of how the constraint of the market is used to 

indirectly fulfill legal objectives that had otherwise been ruled unconstitutional (as was 

the case with CDA and COPA). According to Lessig (2006), governments often regulate 

indirectly. For instance, Lessig recounts how the Reagan administration required doctors 

in federally-funded clinics to advise patients against abortion as an appropriate method of 

family planning. This was not necessarily the medical opinion of the doctor, but rather 

government regulation intended to indirectly reduce abortion rates. Through indirect 

regulation, the government “gets the benefit of what would clearly be illegal and 

controversial regulation without even having to admit any regulations exist” (Lessig, 

135). At times government regulation remains invisible because the law indirectly 

regulates other modalities of constraint. Lessig asserts that indirect regulation is not 

necessary problematic, but he argues transparency of regulation is of the utmost 

importance in a democratic society. By making technical filters a requirement for E-rate 
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funding recipients, CIPA did not directly regulate access to indecent content online, but 

rather the Act relied on pre-existing market constraints. That is, many schools and 

libraries have little choice but to accept E-rate funding and therefore also accept the 

restrictions of CIPA. However, the very population the Act was intended to protect – 

adolescents – is the one disserviced by restrictive policies that block access and 

opportunities for learning (see Chapter 4) (Tynes, 2007). 

PREDATOR PANIC 

 Deleting Online Predators Act 

It is important to note that CIPA did not require schools to block access to social 

networking sites, however many schools, including TCHS, have chosen to block 

students’ access to all social networking sites. While CDA, COPA, and CIPA were 

largely driven by anxieties related to pornography, other policies have been fueled by 

fears of online predators. The 2006 Deleting Online Predators Act (DOPA), which passed 

in the House (with a vote of 410-15) but was not voted on by the Senate,
31

 would have 

required schools receiving E-rate funding to block access to all social networking sites 

and chatrooms. Social networking sites were very broadly defined as  commercial sites 

which “(i) allow users to create web pages or profiles that provide information about 

themselves and are available to other users; and (ii) offer a mechanism for 

communication with other users, such as a forum, chat room, email, or instant 

messenger” (Section 3, Deleting Online Predators Act).  Although the bill 

overwhelmingly passed in the House, opponents were worried the bill would be overly 

                                                
31 It was incorporated into the 2007 Protecting Children in the 21st Century Act as will be discussed.  
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restrictive and block access to potentially educational or useful websites such as Amazon, 

blogs, and wikis.  

It seems after the porn panic of the early 1990s, risk anxieties shifted to 

cyberpredator panics (although anxieties related to porn certainly did not disappear but 

were temporarily displaced). Marwick (2008) chronicles the 2006 cyberpredator panic, 

which largely circulated around the (at-the-time) most popular social networking website 

MySpace (Lagorio, 2006) in what she refers to as a technopanic. She  asserts 

technopanics have three defining characteristics: 

First, they focus on new media forms, which currently take the form of computer–

mediated technologies. Second, technopanics generally pathologize young 

people’s use of this media, like hacking, file–sharing, or playing violent video 

games. Third, this cultural anxiety manifests itself in an attempt to modify or 

regulate young people’s behavior, either by controlling young people or the 

creators or producers of media products (online, 2008).  

Marwick looks to the rhetoric employed in the Congressional hearings, mainstream 

journalism such as Time, and the popular NBC Dateline series, To Catch a Predator, as 

evidence of the exaggerated, misconstrued, and anxiety-driven discourses which fueled 

the cyberpredator panic. 

Similar to the porn panic, popular discourse constructed MySpace (and teen-

populated social networking sites and chatrooms writ large) as a space for pedophiles to 

prey upon children who were discursively constructed as innocent, vulnerable, and 

lacking maturity or agency to protect themselves.  Sources such as Time and shows such 
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as NBC Dateline’s To Catch a Predator
32

 were immensely popular and received a lot of 

attention during the DOPA debates. Marwick argues popular texts such as To Catch a 

Predator are important to consider because by definition moral panics must be publicly 

accessible. I add they are also important considerations because according to Cohen 

(1972) moral panics rely on “ready-made stock images” (57) and serve as “dominant 

vehicles for diffusion” (63). Popular texts are sites that contribute to discourses of risk, 

which in turn contribute to justification for policy interventions.  

Like the porn panic, misleading statistics linking social networking sites to 

unwanted sexual solicitation proliferated fears about child predation online. Quantitative 

data demonstrated that while MySpace posed some risks, the risk of sexual solicitation 

was extremely low (Rosen, 2006; Hinduja and Patchin, 2008). Radford (2006) goes so far 

as to blame the predator panic directly on media sensationalism, in particular he notes 

that To Catch a Predator is misleading at best and at times incorporates completely 

inaccurate or even made up facts. Marwick concludes the reactions and fears were 

disproportionate to actual risk and harm, thus she qualifies it as a technopanic. While 

child pornography and sexual predators are real issues worthy of concern, these social 

issues are not caused by MySpace or social networking sites in general. Blocking minors 

from accessing social networking sites does nothing to actually address the real problem 

of child predation. However, despite evidence to the contrary, DOPA was fueled by 

                                                
32 An American reality television series that featured hidden camera investigations led by the television 

news program Dateline NBC. It was devoted to impersonating underage youth (generally ages 12–15) 

online and detaining adults who contacted them for sexual liaisons. 
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exaggerated fears and overwhelmingly passed in the House but was never voted on in the 

Senate.  

Although DOPA eventually failed, its legacy still shapes policies and practices in 

many schools. Despite little evidence to suggest social networking sites pose an increased 

threat to the well-being of minors, many schools continue to block students’ access to 

social networking sites. While the reasons are often more complicated than cyberpredator 

fears, DOPA contributed to the construction of the internet as a dangerous space for 

young people, in particularly girls. While the internet certainly presents risks for young 

people (and adults), there is little evidence to suggest young people are at greater risk 

online than they are elsewhere (e.g., home, school, playgrounds, etc.). In fact, David 

Finkelhor (2011) at the Crimes Against Children Research Center (U.S.) reports that “sex 

crimes overall and against adolescents have dropped dramatically in the US ” (5) since 

the rapid adoption of the internet.
33

  In fact, the 2011 Crimes Against Children report 

demonstrates that in almost all areas of concern – from pregnancy rates, abuse, to 

bullying, and more – agencies
34

 report teen rates have been declining since the adoption 

of the internet (Finkelhor, 2011). Nonetheless, the internet continues to be perceived as 

risky and dangerous (Holloway and Valentine, 2003; Olfman, 2008; Livingstone, 2009; 

Finkelhor, 2011;), a perception which has been fueled by cyberporn and cyberpredator 

panics. Rather than merely attempting to reduce risky encounters, balanced policy 

                                                
33 Between 1995 and 2005,  Pew Internet & American Life Project, 2010. 

34 The report draws from child welfare authorities as well as police reports and other agencies which track 

at-risk behaviors and crimes committed by or against minors  
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approaches ought to acknowledge potential harm, but also must empower schools to help 

young people navigate risks.  

Despite the fact that many of the studies and texts which contributed to the panics 

have since been debunked, the threat of risk continues to discursively construct the 

internet as a dangerous space for young people. From Foucault’s perspective of 

governmentality, research that identifies a population, in this case minors, as being “at-

risk” renders the population governable. That is, the at-risk label is used to justify 

governability, control, and intervention (Foucault, 1991). Even though many of the 

studies are fallacious, the act of naming a population as being at-risk and constructing the 

internet as risky shapes discourse and the ways in which we can talk about the internet, 

which in turn implicates practice. In other words, if the internet is constructed as a 

dangerous space then young people are positioned at risk, which positions policy as a 

necessary intervention. This is not to deny potential harms associated with young people 

online, however, policies are constructed on the premise that risks should be entirely 

avoided. As Foucault argues: 

Truth isn’t outside power…it is produced only by virtue of multiple forms of 

constraint. And it induces regular effects of power. Each society has its regime of 

truth, its “generalized politics” of truth; that is, the types of discourse which it 

accepts and makes function as truth, the mechanisms and instances which enable 

one to distinguish true and false statements, the means by which each is 

sanctioned…the status of those who are charged with saying what counts as true 

(Foucault, 1980, p. 131).  

Cyberporn and cyberpredator discourses identify young people as being ‘at risk’, which 

subjects them to particular interventions aimed at controlling their online access and 

practices.  
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IS THERE STILL A PANIC? 

Protecting Children in the 21
st
 Century Act 

DOPA was never voted on in Senate but the following year after the House voted 

to enact the Act it was reintroduced into the 2007 Protecting Children in the 21
st
 Century 

Act (part of the broader Broadband Data Improvement Act). Rather than completely 

banning social networking sites, the 2007 version required E-rate funded schools to 

“protect against access to a commercial social networking website or chat room unless 

used for an educational purpose with adult supervision” (Protecting Children in the 21
st
 

Century Act, section 203, ii). The Protecting Children Act also addressed continuing 

concerns about pornography by amending the Communications Act of 1934 to prevent 

the carriage of child pornography by video service providers.  

However by 2011, Congress began to acknowledge the educational value and 

potential of social networking sites. In a positive move, the Protecting Children Act 

amended CIPA and issued that by the beginning of the 2012 fiscal year, school internet 

safety policies must include provisions for educating minors about appropriate online 

behaviors and interactions on social networking sites. It is important to note this change 

is not necessarily in response to a perceived decrease in the risk social networking sites 

present. The Act encourages educating students about social networking sites in response 

to an increased concern about cyberbullying – that is relational aggression amongst peers  

(Donlin, 2011). Rather than banning social networking sites all together, the FCC 

publicly noted that, “social networking websites have the potential to support student 
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learning” (ibid.). Additionally, the FCC concluded that while individual pages on 

Facebook or MySpace might be potentially harmful to minors, these sites are not in and 

of themselves “harmful to minors.” As a result, they did not fall into a category of 

websites that must be blocked. 

This is a positive step for schools, teens, and educators who have long 

acknowledged the educational potential of social networking sites. Stephanie Winfrey, 

senior compliance specialist at Funds For Learning a leading E-rate compliance services 

firm, applauded the adoption of the additional guidelines, adding that the changes should 

help “foster a generation of responsible Internet users” (FCC releases Order…, 2011). 

This is perhaps the first time we see evidence to suggest that students’ positive online 

experiences can influence policies aimed at reducing risk. In other words, CDA, COPA, 

CIPA, and DOPA were all influenced by discourses of risk which framed the internet as a 

harmful space and youth as passive subjects. However, the Protecting Children Order 

actually took into consideration the positive values social networking sites present and 

empowered schools to play an active role in helping youth people navigate social media. 

Conversely, E-rate funded schools now face the challenge of remaining CIPA compliant 

while also deciding if and how to incorporate social networking sites into their 

classrooms.  

The Amy Hestir Act 

The Protecting Children Order is a step in the right direction – it takes a more 

balanced approach to protecting and empowering young people. However, we must be 
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cautious before we lay the porn and predator panics to rest. Outside of federal policies, 

other spaces of regulation such as state policies still attempt to overly restrict young 

people’s online engagement. These other spaces of regulation are still driven by fears of 

predation. For example, in the summer of 2011, the state of Missouri passed (and later 

revoked) the Amy Hestir Student Protection Act, which came to be known as “The 

Facebook Law”.  The bill was named for former Missouri student Amy Hestir, who in 

2008, at the age of 40, spoke out against the abuse she suffered at the hands of her junior 

high teacher 25 years earlier. She never told anyone about what happened and the statute 

of limitations had long expired. Although there were allegations of sexual misconduct, 

decades later her abuser was still a teacher in the Missouri school district. Intended to 

protect students such as Amy, the Act required more stringent and frequent background 

checks for all teachers and relaxed schools’ disclosure policies in order to prevent schools 

from “passing the trash” – that is, allowing teachers with sexual abuse allegations to be 

hired in another district. Unsurprisingly the Bill passed through the House and Senate 

unanimously and was signed into law in July 2011 (Lieb, 2011).  

However, embedded within the Act was a short clause regulating teacher and 

student online communication. Section 162.069 of SB 54 (SB 54, 2011) stated, “Teachers 

cannot establish, maintain, or use a work-related website unless it is available to school 

administrators and parents, or have a nonwork-related website that allows exclusive 

access with a current or former student.” It was only after the bill passed that schools and 

teachers became publicly aware of the social networking clause. It led to a lot of 

confusion, backlash, anger, and lawsuits from parents, teachers, and the American Civil 
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Liberties Union (ACLU) who claimed the bill infringed upon students’ and teachers’ civil 

liberties and freedom of speech (Goodwin, 2011). The policy was interpreted to ban all 

private communication between teachers and students (former and current) via private 

email, social networking sites, and text messages unless the message was also made 

automatically available to parents and/or the school district. Senator Cunningham (who 

wrote the bill) insisted the law did not ban students and teachers from being Facebook 

friends or interacting on public virtual spaces. Nonetheless, schools and teachers worried 

they would be held liable for any communication transpiring on such sites. A Missouri 

judge granted an injunction against the law (and at the time of writing it is in the process 

of being repealed) (Lieb, 2011). The policy was problematic because it was a misguided 

response, which once again constructed the internet as dangerous and minors as being at-

risk  It misidentified technology as the problem, and had a chilling effect on teachers’ 

communicative and mediating opportunities in the lives of students.   

Although the Protecting Children Order has attempted a more balanced approach 

to protecting youth from harm, the residual effects of porn and predator panics are still 

mobilizing discourses of risk at state and school levels. Like previous federal policies, the 

Amy Hestir Act relied on sensational discourses of risk and morality. For example, 

Senator Jane Cunningham testified, "A lot of sexual relationships start with the most 

innocent text message [between students and adults]: 'How do I do this math problem?' or 

'I'm going to be late for practice,'" (Potter, 2011). Research demonstrates that while there 

is a risk of sexual misconduct, it is the exception to the rule (Finkelhor, 2011; Rosen, 

2006). Nonetheless Senator Cunningham relied on unfounded statements linking private 
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online communication with increased risk to students. Suggesting such a direct 

connection exists contributes to continual anxieties used to justify regulations.  

The Protecting Children in the 21
st
 Century Act is a small step in the right 

direction because it encourages schools to help students navigate online risks and 

opportunities. Yet, fears and anxieties about predators, porn, and other risks are still 

mobilized through policies such as the Amy Hestir Act. It takes time to change discourse. 

In a lot of ways popular discourses still construct the internet as dangerous and young 

people as passive victims. One way to combat these discourses is to demonstrate that 

when given the opportunity and (adult and institutional) support, young people are 

capable of navigating risks. Equipping schools, teachers, teens, and parents with tools to 

successfully navigate technology and mediated risks is a more productive and balanced 

approach to protecting youth people. In other words, rather than policing teachers, 

banning communication, or positioning young people as passive, policies must continue 

to work towards maximizing opportunities for students and teachers to learn to 

responsibly participate in online communities. 

CONCLUSION  

As has been demonstrated, risks associated with young people and the internet get 

mobilized through restrictive policies. Although the internet does present potential harms, 

media panics tend to construct all youth activity as risky and ignore the positive ways 

teens interact online. Within the context of school, we undoubtedly need more 

communication between students and teachers. Likewise, we need teachers who can 
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continue to exemplify positive uses of social media. While research demonstrates social 

media and online resources afford opportunities for students to engage, participate, 

acquire literacies, and find explore interest-driven learning ecologies (Watkins, 2009; 

Livingstone, 2009; Ito et al., 2010; Jenkins, 2006a), restrictive federal and district 

policies serve to reify fears associated with the risks of social media. Policies which 

position youth as passive hinder learning opportunities (see Chapter 4).  

Within the relatively young history of the internet, policies have mobilized fears 

and anxieties around youth online. However, as will be discussed, youth demonstrate 

creative and agentive ways of challenging passive and at-risk discourses. As technology 

continues to blur boundaries between formal and informal learning environments, schools 

must re-think what constitutes learning, teaching, the classroom, and literacy. Policies 

must find a balance between potential harms and the positive experiences of teachers’ 

and students’ actual lived experience. Rather than policing teachers and restricting 

access, schools would benefit from investing resources into creating online platforms for 

teachers and students to use as part of a participatory learning environment (Ito et al., 

2010; Jenkins, 2006).  

Schools must also create opportunities for students to engage and learn in 

innovative and engaging ways – that is enabling students and teachers alike to become 

digitally literate citizens. This involves changing the way we think about technology, as 

well as the ways youth are discursively constructed. All technologies can be used for 

benefit or harm, we should take precautions and educate students, teachers, and parents 
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about ethical uses of social media. Chilling technological progress reiterates how archaic 

formal learning environments are becoming and misses important learning opportunities.  
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CHAPTER 4: Access Denied: The Role of Risk, Rules & Regulations 

in Structuring of Teens’ Digital Media Practices at School 

 

“I would change the electronic rule [at school], because it just limits the students to be 

free.  They're just sort of like a prison…like in prison, you're locked in the room for a 

long time, and then they give you breaks sometimes and they feed you.  School and prison 

both feed you.  School and prison both keep you in a room for a certain amount of time.  

Then there's times where they take you outside, so gym and the prison field would be a 

similar thing.  It's just a way students compare the two.  They compare school to a prison 

because they just lock you down and take away certain rights.”
35

 – Sergio, 18  

 

Anyone who has stepped foot into an American high school recently is likely to 

notice the pervasiveness of technology. Many classrooms are equipped with computers 

and televisions, students conceal ear buds under their hoodies, and nearly all students are 

using some sort of mobile device, both in class and in the hallways. While not all students 

have equal or quality access to technologies, teens at Texas Central High School (TCHS) 

strive to maintain social contact via digital media. Many students found ways to enhance, 

alter, and restructure formal and informal learning via digital media. While teens have 

been quick to adopt digital media as a seemingly natural part of their day-to-day lives, 

schools are struggling with how to manage and control students’ use of digital media. Far 

from being a seamless process of integration, schools and teens are struggling to 

incorporate digital media into formal and informal learning environments. Currently 

TCHS is experiencing struggles over who can have access to what, when, and where. On 

                                                
35 School & Learning protocol, interview on November 11, 2011 
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the one hand, TCHS acknowledges the potential benefits afforded by digital media (see 

Chapter 5), however, on the other, the school is grappling with how to maintain control 

over students’ media use. This chapter asks three questions: one, what are the 

(unintended) consequences of school policies that limit students’ digital media 

engagement and practices? Two, how do students subvert and cope with institutional 

regulations? Lastly, how do restrictive regulations affect issues of (digital) equity?  

Federal policies that regulate young people’s engagement with digital media are 

evident at TCHS. With regard to restricting students’ access to media content, TCHS also 

echoes federal policy discourses, which focus on the risk of inappropriate exposure and 

use. School policies attempt to protect students from harm and distraction; however, in 

practice the unintended consequences of restrictive policies severely limit students’ 

opportunities to more fully develop digital literacies. Specifically, I focus on social and 

network literacies, broadly defined here as the skills, knowledge, and attitudes required to 

successfully participate in social and networked spaces (Arthur and Davinson, 2000).   

Second, I address critical digital media literacy, broadly defined here as practices 

that develop a critical understanding of the textual, social, economic, and cultural aspects 

of media (Buckingham, 2007).  Policies that limit teens’ ability to fully engage with 

media tend to construct teens as passive subjects who lack agency to responsibly navigate 

risks. Furthermore the policies unintentionally block literacy opportunities for students. 

Although school policies construct teens as passive, I argue teens themselves are active 

social agents who employ various tactics to resist and cope with the institutional and 
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economic limitations imposed on them.  While teens use digital media for a variety of 

reasons – creativity, education, entertainment – all of our participants are socially 

motivated to engage with digital media. As such, teens in our study construct digital 

media as tools of sociality (what Ito et al., 2010 refers to as friendship-driven practices) 

and find ways to cope with and subvert limitations.  

The first part of this chapter considers the federal, district, and school policies that 

overtly regulate students’ and teachers’ access to social media and online content. 

Alongside a critique of the policies, this section also addresses the unintended 

consequences of policies intended to minimize risk of harm. It specifically considers the 

missed opportunities for schools to further develop students’ social, network, and critical 

digital media literacies. The second part of this chapter analyzes what is at stake when the 

school restricts mobile media devices in the classroom. In particular I consider how use 

of mobile devices at school is regulated via policies, economics, and social norms, and 

simultaneously consider the effects these competing constraints have on learning. Lastly, 

the final section of this chapter looks at the agentive ways students resist  institutional 

barriers and cope with economic constraints. Together these three sections provide a 

more nuanced understanding of the role school plays in shaping teens’ digital media 

practices, how risk regulates use alongside economic and social norms, the unintentional 

consequences of policies, and the ways students respond to regulations.  
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BLOCKED CONTENT, BLOCKED LITERACIES 

TCHS is a low income school which is financially dependent upon E-rate 

discounts for telecommunication services, therefore it must also comply with Child 

Internet Protection Act (CIPA) (see Chapter 3). This means firewalls are used to prohibit 

students from accessing information deemed inappropriate, such as nudity or porn. In 

practice, the filter also blocks educational materials such as sexual health information, 

art, and graphic news sites. At the time of our study there was not a system in place for 

students to challenge the administrating if a website they tried to access was blocked. For 

example, teachers were not equipped with codes that could override the filters. Teachers 

could, however, put in a request to the Informational Technology (IT) department to have 

the site unblocked, a process which took 24-48 hours. While Texas laws do not prohibit 

the use of social networking sites at school, discourses of risk found in policies such as 

COPA, DOPA, and the Amy Hestir Act still shape students’ and teachers’ interactions at 

TCHS. Risks, which have been mobilized through moral panics, enact policies at TCHS.  

The Central School District (CSD), of which TCHS is a part and by whom TCHS 

is governed, chose to block students’ and teachers’ access to all social networking sites. 

Additionally, the school district blocked students’ access to all video sites including 

YouTube, Vimeo, and even embedded videos on news sites such as CNN. For students 

without home internet access or 3G-enabled cell phones, the policy presented an 

additional barrier that made it very difficult for them to access, and therefore participate, 

in social media, which has become such an integral part of their peer culture and 

educational experiences. For a while, teachers were also denied access to videos.  
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However, starting in fall 2011 teachers were allowed to access YouTube from one 

computer at a time (verified by teachers’ account log-in information), yet they were still 

completely banned from social networking sites. This chapter contributes to both our 

theoretical and empirical understandings of the consequences of blocking students’ online 

engagement. It addresses the values underpinning filters and also draws from empirical 

data gathered from the ethnographic field work in order to demonstrate the ways teens 

negotiate regulations.  

 The first part of this section considers the unintentional consequences of blocking 

students’ access to content and social networking sites and is framed within a context of 

literacies. Douglas Kellner (1998) argues that:  

Education today needs to foster a variety of literacies to empower students and to 

make education relevant to the demands of the present and future.  I assume that 

new technologies are altering every aspect of our society; and that we need to 

understand and make use of them both to understand and transform our world 

(103).  

To an extent, TCHS’s curriculum reflects Kellner’s claim in so far as TCHS has 

attempted to validate students’ out-of-school experiences, creativity, and literacies in 

order to harness the transformative potential of digital media (see Chapter 5). However, 

at the same time TCHS policies have limited students’ acquisition of multimedia 

literacies, skills and knowledge sets which are becoming increasingly important for teens 

to be able to responsibly participate in networked publics (Frechette, 2006; Jenkins 

2006a; Selber, 2004; Hull, 2004; Ito et al., 2010). Like Ito et al. (2010) I also situate 

learning and literacy within a context which, “emphasize(s) the importance of social  
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participation and cultural identity” (13) rather than a focus on individual knowledge 

acquisition.  

Scholars have utilized different conceptualizations and approaches to media 

literacy including educational approaches (Buckingham, 2003), technical literacies 

(Tyner, 1998), semiotic approaches (Gee, 2003), and participatory cultures (Jenkins, 

2006a). The purpose of this section is not to define what constitutes multimedia literacies, 

but rather to understand the ways particular modes of literacy are inhibited by restrictive 

policies, which in turn hinder students’ abilities to fully engage with digital media tools 

and resources. As Watkins (2012a) poignantly states: 

One of the most urgent challenges regarding technology, diversity, and equity is 

the need to expand digital literacy; that is, the development of young people’s 

capacity not only to access and use digital media but to use digital media in ways 

that create more enhanced and more empowered expressions of learning, creative 

expression, and civic engagement (9).  

Like Watkins, I see literacies as more than just access and skillsets, but as a way to close 

equity gaps and empower students to more fully participate in the formation of their 

learning and media ecologies.  In this way, I draw from Kellner’s (1998) 

conceptualization of critical pedagogy when he writes: 

Media literacy involves teaching the skills that will empower citizens and students 

to become sensitive to the politics of representations…and the need to cultivate a 

wide range of types of critical literacies to deal with the exigencies of the cultural 

and technological revolution in which we are currently involved, ranging from 

computer literacy to multimedia literacy to new forms of cultural literacy. Such 

concerns are part of a critical pedagogy that summons educators, students, and 

citizens to rethink established curricula and teaching strategies to meet the 

challenge of empowering individuals to participate democratically in our 

increasingly multicultural and technological society (103-4).  
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As such, this section focuses on the potential of social media to facilitate literacy 

development, as well as the ways in which policies limit the role of teachers to empower 

students to participate in an increasingly technological society. 

 As noted, media literacy is a broad concept used to describe a wide range of 

skillsets, conceptualizations, and theoretical approaches to consuming, producing, and 

evaluating media. Aufderheide (1997) defines media literacy as the ability to access, 

analyze, evaluate, and communicate messages. Renee Hobbs (1998) writes, “It is a term 

used by a growing number of scholars and educators to refer to the process of critically 

analyzing and learning to create one’s own messages in print, audio, video, and 

multimedia. Its emphasis is on the learning and teaching of these skills through using 

mass media texts” (16).  Similarly, David Buckingham (2007) argues that media literacy 

enables users to understand four aspects of the internet: representation, language, 

production, and audience. Although precise definitions vary, digital and media literacies 

includes both technical and analytical skills. Teens’ media practices outside of the 

classroom facilitate the development of digital literacies and simultaneously highlight the 

need for guidance. As Hobbs asserts:  

The significant gap between young people’s experience of new media outside 

school and what they’re doing in school means that students in contemporary 

society continue to encounter the challenges of online media and mediated social 

communication without the benefit of the support, sharing and insights of caring, 

knowledgeable adults” (1998, p. 100).  

This gap is exacerbated when schools choose to block social media which are an integral 

aspect of students’ lives. 
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Notably, the Central School District’s (CSD) Technology Planning policy 

acknowledges the potential of digital media as a means for student success and career 

opportunities. One of the objectives of TCHS’s policy goals is to, “acquire and align 

fiscal and human resources to support technology use throughout the Organization that 

meets the demands of the 21st century and ensure that upon graduation, students are 

equipped with the skills they need to be fully prepared for today’s workforce” (CSD 

Technology Planning policy). Social networking sites are spaces for social capital 

acquisition, networking, skill acquisition, and spaces to build online portfolios (Jenkins, 

2006; Lange and Ito, 2010). These are skills schools ought to embrace, while helping 

students navigate opportunities and risks.  

However, restrictive school policies limit such opportunities by constructing teens as 

passive consumers of technology rather than active agents. Teens simultaneously manage 

social media, but are also in need of further guidance. Schools are blocking more than 

social media with their restrictive policies, they also block the opportunity:  

1) to teach students about the inventive and powerful ways communities around the 

world are using social media 2) for students and teachers to experience the 

educational potential of social media together 3) for students to distribute their work 

with the larger world and 4) for students to reimagine their creative and civic 

identities in the age of networked media (Watkins, 2012b).  

Drawing from this understanding of media literacies, the need for teachers as facilitators, 

and the opportunities afforded by social media, I argue that TCHS’s decision to block 

students’ and teachers’ use of social media inhibits the development of  social and 

network literacies,  by limiting the role of teachers as facilitators of literacy development. 

Thus in accordance with Hobbs’ (1998) statement, TCHS students are left to navigate the 
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challenges of social media without the full guidance of teachers. Additionally, I argue 

that filtering content (per CIPA requirements) limits’ teachers’ ability to incorporate tools 

and resources into curriculum and inhibits opportunities to further develop students’ 

literacies. In particular I focus on two related yet distinct components of media literacies: 

social and network literacies and critical digital literacies. 

Social & Network Literacies  

 There are distinctions between social and network literacies, yet I posit they are 

two sides of the same coin in so far as social literacy is a necessary, although not entirely 

sufficient, component of network literacy. Drawing from students’ experiences at TCHS, 

I will demonstrate how social and network literacies are distinct, yet closely related, thus 

I have chosen to analyze both in conversation with one another. Arthur and Davinson 

(2000) consider social literacy a necessary aspect of citizenship. They define social 

literacy as: 

The ability to understand and operate successfully within a complex and 

interdependent social world. It involves the acquisition of the skills of active and 

confident social participation, including the skills, knowledge and attitudes 

necessary for making reasoned judgments in a community…Social literacy is 

concerned with the empowerment of the social and ethical self which includes the 

ability to understand and explain differences within individual experiences (14).  

Although Arthur and Davinson are not writing in the context of social networking sites or 

digital communities, their definition can be extended to apply to the social literacies 

young people must develop in order to responsibly and fully participate in online 

communities and spaces. This is where network literacy comes into play. Adrian Miles 

(2007) defines network literacy as the ability to “participate as a peer within the emerging 
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knowledge networks that are now the product of the internet” (26). Likewise, Henry 

Jenkins (2006b) argues that “networking implies the ability to effectively tap social 

networks to disperse one's own ideas and media products” (online, no pagination). Note 

that both definitions link networking to the social. In this way I see social and network 

literacies as interdependent and symbiotic, in so far as network literacy requires the 

ability to participate as a (social) peer. As such, I believe social literacy supports network 

literacy. Or put another way, network literacy requires users to participate as social 

participants rather than passive consumers. Miles goes on to say, “Through such sharing, 

the distinction between consuming and creating content dissolves, so unlike print literacy, 

in network literacy we become peers in the system and indeed to be ‘good’ at network 

literacies is to contribute as much as it is to consume” (2007; p. 27).  

By blocking students’ access to social networking sites, TCHS also blocks 

opportunities for students to develop social and network literacies. The policies are 

intended to minimize the risks associated with teens interacting in social networks – risks 

such as strangers, predators, exposure to harmful content, and distractibility – but they 

construct students as passive consumers rather than active agents. McClure (1997) claims 

network literacy “will be a critical skill for tomorrow’s citizens if they wish to be 

productive and effective in both their personal and professional lives” (404). Schools 

should play a role in helping students develop social and network literacies, however this 

is challenging when students and teachers are not able to access social media in the 

classroom.  
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 I turn now to some of the missed opportunities I have observed and that teachers 

and students have shared with me during my time at TCHS. While the after-school 

International Film Club (IFC) provided students access to offline social networks they 

otherwise would not encounter (via connections with the local community and local film 

clubs), at the same time the school district’s insistence upon blocking social networks 

limited students’ exposure to other networks and discursive communities available 

online. It is somewhat ironic that students participating in a video production class and 

the IFC were banned from actually accessing videos at school. Not only does access to 

videos provide a crucial teaching resource, access to video sites also provides students 

with unique opportunities to distribute their work. We are experiencing a unique 

historical moment in which young people have the opportunity to distribute their work in 

easier ways than ever before, while also gaining access to a community of fellow media 

producers who are available to offer critique and feedback.  Learning how to interact and 

manage these new opportunities and communities is a key element of digital literacy 

(Buckingham, 2007; Ito et al., 2010).  

Many of the students in our study were active media producers who created 

videos, music, web design, and photography. On the one hand, participants exhibited 

high level media literacy skills such as film production, editing, camera operations, music 

composition, sound editing, and capturing and editing photos. However, on the other, few 

of our participants distributed their work online, which is strikingly different from other 

ethnographic studies of teens’ media engagement (see Ito et al., 2010). Participants in our 

study cited a variety of reasons, ranging from misunderstandings about copyright and 
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intellectual property to fears of critique. Despite the fact that teachers and mentors 

attempted to equip students with the knowledge and skills necessary to distribute their 

work and participate in online communities, we found that very few of our participants 

actually distributed their work online. For example, the IFC teacher, Mr. Lopez, taught 

his students about intellectual property and copyright, but was limited because of CIPA 

filters. He told me:  

I teach kids about Creative Commons
36

 and about copyright and sharing, being able 

now to share.  There's this one website now that has good pictures.  I like using that 

website because you can pretty much find the Creative Common picture and find the 

ones that will allow you to use it without having to go request permission.  The cool 

thing is finding the pictures.  We do video, finding the raw footage that will look 

good in a video.  The site will pull up, but you can't see any of the pictures because 

they're blocking the pictures.
37

 

Not only did CIPA filters block teaching moments and valuable resources for amateur 

filmmakers, but they also encouraged students to use copyrighted images that were not 

blocked at school. Thus one unintentional consequence (risk) of CIPA is that it actually 

encouraged students to infringe on copyright because many share-alike websites were 

blocked.  

Mexican-American senior and active IFC member, Sergio, complained that the 

school blocked so many useful sites including videos.  

                                                
36 Creative Commons licenses are an alternative and flexible way to protect and share intellectual property 

in which copyright holders can retain some rights but also grant permission for others’ to use, share, copy, 

and create derivative works without obtaining permission. For more information visit: 

http://creativecommons.org/.  

37 Teacher Interview Protocol, interview on January 17, 2012.  
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Sergio: That’s another thing I didn’t like about the [school’s] computers.  Like, a 

lot of the tutorials seemed really cool when I got the visual [preview] of it, but 

when I tried to open it, it would be blocked, because apparently it had some 

unknown content that the school didn’t want.  And sometimes I would try to 

download images from file-sharing sites, and they wouldn’t let me, and I really 

needed those images to compose an art piece. 

Interviewer:  Huh?  Yeah, that’s kind of a bummer, right? 

Sergio:  Yeah.  Like, YouTube is blocked, here, and at home, YouTube is one of 

my main sources for tutorials, because then I get a spoken kind of tutorial rather 

than just going back and reading it,…someone would just be speaking on what I 

need to do, and that way it would be more efficient.
38

 

Sergio was not alone; several students identified YouTube as their preferred method for 

learning how to do new things. For students without broadband at home or 3G-enabled 

phones, the school should be a place which provided a more equitable learning 

experience for students and should embrace new tools for learning. Yet, the restrictive 

policies exacerbated digital inequalities when they limited students’ access to valuable 

online resources such as YouTube tutorials.  

While some students shared their work online, and even hosted their own YouTube 

and Vimeo channels, we found that other students never thought about sharing their work 

or were afraid to share their work online. For example, Selena, a senior, got a lot of ideas 

for her art from Tumblr. Although she spent a lot of time on Tumblr, she was afraid to 

post her own artwork there out of a concern someone would steal it and claim it as their 

own. Selena’s family did not have access to the internet at home, her primary way to 

access Tumblr was from her on-again-off-again mobile phone or from friends’ houses.  

                                                
38 Home Life & Routines, interview on October 26, 2011.  
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Likewise, Gabriela, a sophomore, loved photography and had plans to pursue a career 

in advertising. While discussing her photos she told me: 

Jacqueline: Would you ever share your photos or anything like that? 

Gabriela:  No.   

Jacqueline:  No.  How come? 

Gabriela:  No.  Not anything.  That’s just weird. 

Jacqueline:  Even your artistic photos? 

Gabriela:  Yeah.  Even those.  Because I know a lot of people on Tumblr, they copy a 

photo then they claim it’s theirs.  So, I’m always worried about that.
39

  

Throughout my time with Gabriela, she revealed the importance of photography in her 

personal life as well as her career aspirations. She spent a lot of time perusing Tumblr 

and Flickr in order to get ideas for her own photo projects. Although Gabriela spent a lot 

of time in these spaces and communities, she was reluctant to publish her own work out 

of fear that it would be stolen.  Although she participated in online communities such as 

Flickr and Tumblr, her participation was inhibited by her fear – a fear which network 

literacy could help her negotiate if teachers and students were empowered to use social 

media together at school. This is a perfect example of missed opportunities for network 

literacy development. Understandings of intellectual property and copyright go beyond 

knowledge, but include the ability to actually protect one’s own work in order to fully 

participate in online communities. Gabriela missed out on opportunities to distribute her 

work, build an online presence as an aspiring artist and professional, and to experience 

the benefits of community feedback. Although teachers such as Mr. Lopez had discussed 

                                                
39 Risk, Rules, and Privacy Protocol, interview on December 7, 2011.  
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copyright and creative commons with his students (including Gabriela and Selena), the 

school’s filters blocked the opportunity for students and teachers to more fully engage in 

digital literacy practices in the classroom environment.  

 Similarly, Javier, a senior, positioned himself as an amateur filmmaker who 

aspired to a career in film, but he was very reluctant to share his work online. He told me: 

Jacqueline: So you don’t display your films online?  Are they on YouTube? 

Javier:  … I don’t put them on YouTube. 

Jacqueline:  How come? 

Javier:  I don’t know.  I mean, it’s not that I don’t like it but I haven’t tried to put 

them -- I don’t know.  It’s not like something that I really want to do to put my 

videos on YouTube, and I’ve also seen that it keeps them more private and 

because of the -- now it’s so easy to steal ideas, so that’s why I haven’t put them. 

Jacqueline:  Do you worry about someone stealing an idea from YouTube? 

Javier:  Yeah…[that someone could] take them, make them yours…yeah, I don’t 

want people to -- because it’s really easy to steal ideas.
40

   

To an extent, students were aware of the reality that their work could be stolen, however, 

rather than empowering students to protect their work in order to participate in online 

communities, they acted out of fear. They missed many valuable opportunities to build 

their online presence and to network with other artists and filmmakers.  

In their ethnographic work of young media producers, Lange and Ito (2010) claim 

that communication and feedback in online communities “is one of the primary 

mechanisms through which creators improve their craft after entry into a creative 

practice” (280). However, such opportunities were limited for students at TCHS because 

                                                
40 Home Life and Routines, Interview on November 29, 2011.  
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of school policies, as well as limited access to reliable internet access outside of school. 

Were students and teachers able to access spaces such as YouTube and Tumblr together, 

then perhaps schools would be better equipped to teach students about intellectual 

property rights and to empower students to share their work, while simultaneously 

protecting it. These examples are demonstrative of the ways in which discourses of risk – 

particularly related to copyright, piracy, and stealing - are enacted via students’ practices 

which limit the development of network literacies.  

While some students were afraid to share their work online out of fear that it 

would be stolen, other students told us they were afraid of criticism. Lange and Ito (2010) 

also note that for many of the participants in their study, the ability to share their creative 

works was a motivation to create. However they also acknowledge, “Young people 

struggle over their sense of confidence and safety about sharing their work to wider 

audiences. As creators get more confident and involved in their work, however, they 

generally will seek out audiences, and the online environment provides a vehicle for 

publishing and circulation of their work” (280). This was not the case for many of our 

participants. For example, Sergio, told us he did not think his films were good enough to 

post on YouTube. 

Sergio: I haven't posted any of my videos because I'm not ready for the feedback 

from other people, so that's kind of one thing that's stopping me, criticism of other 

people. 

Interviewer: Oh, really? 

Sergio: I'm not ready to accept it. 

Interviewer: Why? 
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Sergio:  I don't like it, because I've seen how people can be on the internet.  They 

can be really mean, do really mean put-downs.  I haven't really found a site yet 

that's supportive…When I find things like that, I just try to remove my art from 

the internet and just keep it to myself.
41

 

Yet Sergio took a lot of pride in his work and had shared his films with peers, mentors, 

teachers, members of the local film community, as well as us as researchers. Thus his fear 

had more to do with the unique nature of online sharing, rather than a broader concern 

about sharing his work. Javier echoed his sentiment in a slightly different vein. “A lot of 

what’s on YouTube is amateur; I don’t want to be seen as that so I wait until I think my 

film is ready. I want to build a professional portfolio.”
42

 Javier has received validation for 

his work – including acceptance to film festivals – thus his concern had more to do with 

his online reputation than a concern his work was not ready to be viewed. Blocking 

students’ access to online communities limits access to discursive communities,  the 

ability to promote their own work, and opportunities to develop the coping mechanisms 

required to handle criticism and feedback. In other words, it limits opportunities to 

develop network and social literacies.  

Although students such as Sergio and Javier were willing to share their work with 

their peers and mentors involved with the IFC, they worried about sharing their work 

online. On the one hand, they learned the value of feedback and distribution via offline 

connections at school and in the community, but on the other, they did not necessarily 

transfer these understandings to online spaces. This differs from the participants in Lange 

                                                
41 School and Learning Protocol, interview on November 11, 2011.  

42 Field notes, March 28, 2012.  
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and Ito’s (ibid) study who developed literacies and resiliencies to distinguish between 

productive and unproductive feedback. Instead, participants in our study missed out on 

opportunities for constructive feedback and the ability to engage with wider audiences. 

To a certain extent this could also be explained by differences in class. Compared to our 

participants, many of the participants in Lange and Ito’s study were more middle class 

and privileged. Sociologist, Annette Lareau (2003) has found that students from middle-

class families tend to demonstrate more efficacious beliefs about their performance in 

school relative to children from middle-class home. In other words, students’ perceptions 

and attitudes about their accomplishments are in part affected by class and home 

structures. As such, compared to more middle-class students (such as those in Lange and 

Ito’s study), our participants’ reluctance to share their work with strangers may also be 

linked to subject positions related to class distinctions. This is strikingly important as 

Lange and Ito (ibid) claim,  “The ability of digital networked media to create new publics 

and audiences for amateur work is one of the most transformative dimensions of 

contemporary new media” (284) and unfortunately many of our participants missed out 

on these opportunities.  

In part, this was also because school policies blocked opportunities for students to 

engage in these spaces and prevented teachers from playing a central role in students’ 

online participation. Miles (2007) describes these missed opportunities in the context of 

network literacy when he writes: 

Network literacy means linking to what other people have written and inviting 

comments from others, it means understanding a kind of writing that is a social, 
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collaborative process rather than an act of an individual in solitary. It means 

learning how to write with an awareness that anyone may read it: your mother, a 

future employer or the person whose work you're writing about. Yes, it's difficult 

(30). 

In other words, students’ lack of participation in online spaces limited their capacity to 

fully participate as peers and to join in the collaborative spaces afforded by social media 

communities.  

Additionally, Lange and Ito (2010) identify the various aspirational trajectories of 

youth media creators. They note that some teens view media creation as an important 

hobby, while others view media creation as a career path; this was also true of our 

participants as well. Importantly, some of our participants such as Javier, Sergio, and 

Gabriela aspired to be professional media creators. As such, it is significant to note that 

banning social media blocked opportunities for students to responsibly manage their 

online reputations, build professional portfolios, and to network with other amateur and 

professional media makers for social and professional purposes. This is not to suggest 

that all students were unable to create online portfolios or promote themselves online. 

However, it draws attention to the fact that media ecologies are not created equal and that 

the formal learning spaces at school did not actively support these kinds of endeavors.  

Likewise, restrictive policies limited students’ ability to build social networks and 

acquire social capital. Henry Jenkins (2006b) writes, “In a world in which knowledge 

production is collective and communication occurs across an array of different media, the 

capacity to network emerges as a core social skill and cultural competency.” Mr. Warren, 

the video game production teacher, recognized the importance of networking and the fact 
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that the game industry expects young people to be using social networking sites as tools 

for reputation management and self-promotion. He told me: 

I've got game companies coming here and telling my students, "If you want to get 

into the game industry, we'd be more than happy to show you how, and who and 

why to talk to and to communicate with.  You need to have a Facebook page.  

You need to be tweeting.  You need to be posting tweets and pages twice a day.  

Here are the people we want you to contact."  But unfortunately, those social sites 

are deemed to be uneducational [by the school district], which as a result, 

hampers the students, gets in the way of the students' ability to communicate with 

the people that are in the industry.  Because the policy has not been thoroughly 

thought out.  What I'm advocating is to use these tools responsibly, as opposed to 

eliminating them completely.  So we're always at odds with the IT department 

because it's policy versus practicality and responsibility.
43

   

As part of his class, Mr. Warren provided opportunities for his students to network with 

local game developers and the industry encouraged students to network via Facebook and 

Twitter. For those students who had reliable access to these sites outside of school, this 

was of course possible. However, it would be more productive to bring these practices 

into the classroom where teachers such as Mr. Warren could help students learn how to 

network, share their work, and develop a (online) professional identity. Certainly he 

could still talk to students about this, but that was not the same as actually engaging with 

these technologies and opportunities together.  

Mr. Warren explained how the current policy inhibited students’ opportunities to 

network and demonstrated how YouTube and social networking sites could enhance his 

classroom. He was currently working on a classroom project between his TCHS students 

and students in Cambodia. As he explained it: 

                                                
43 Teacher Interview Protocol, interview on February 10, 2012. 
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Right now I'm working with a number of students in Cambodia.  These students 

are going to be uploading, downloading, and sharing stories, pictures of their 

families, their environments.  Today we had some [TCHS] students bring some of 

their favorite foods from their cultures.  And we're going to share those pictures 

and those stories with the Cambodian students.  These students are designing 

games that will be teaching about the history and art of Cambodia.  […] A group 

of my students wants to design a game that every time you win a game, rice is 

being sent to Cambodia.  So now we've got games that can help a culture, help a 

community evolve, survive.  That's brilliant, and it's not my idea.  It's theirs and 

when it's their idea, they own it.  And when you own it, they're more passionate 

about it.
44

   

However, the project was severely limited because the videos the Cambodian students 

were sharing were only available on YouTube which TCHS students did not have access 

to at school. Research demonstrates YouTube fosters communication, collaboration, 

interaction, and learning (Chau, 2010). Mr. Warren’s project is an example in which 

school policies limited opportunities for interaction, not just among TCHS students, but 

opportunities to internationally connect students, ideas, and projects. Mr. Warren 

acknowledged that TCHS wants to embrace new technology and support students’ 

engagement but lamented the fact that current policies block opportunities. He believed 

the problem was not just about money but rather rested at the district level which did not 

want to relinquish control of technological resources. As Mr. Warren noted: 

I understand that there are students that use these tools irresponsibly.  That's a 

given.  But at the same time there are classes that are steeped in technology such 

as this one, and video production.  We are the classrooms that help define the 21st 

century classroom and it's unfortunate that we're sending out a mixed message, 

and the people that really are frustrated, are the students.
45

 

                                                
44 Teacher Interview Protocol, interview on February 10, 2012. 

45 Teacher Interview Protocol, interview on February 10, 2012. 
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It is problematic that students have received mixed messages regarding the school’s view 

of digital media: on the one hand they were told mastering technology and online tools 

could provide a pathway to future success (see Chapter 5) and on the other they were told 

they were not trustworthy enough to fully engage with digital media and online resources. 

Students at TCHS were adept at working around these restrictions (as will be described in 

the final section of this chapter), but not all students had equal access to technology and 

the internet outside of the formal classroom. Additionally,  not all students were as savvy 

with regards to bypassing restrictions, thus some students were further disadvantaged in 

terms of access and participation than others. School ought to be an equalizer for students 

and provide access and opportunities not afforded in the home, yet restrictive policies 

have the potential to exacerbate (digital) inequities by denying economically 

disadvantaged students access to tools and resources. 

Critical Digital Literacies 

 The internet provides young people (and adults) access to an unprecedented 

amount of information and resources. Scholars from various fields recognize that young 

people (and adults) must develop new literacies to navigate multimediated environments, 

not just the internet but also television, film, advertising, and computers (Buckingham, 

1993; Tyner, 1998; Hobbs, 2006). These literacies tout many different yet similar labels, 

such as information literacy (Bruce, 1997; Bawden, 2008) media literacy (Livingstone, 

2008; Buckingham, 2003; Aufderheide, 1997), new media literacy (Livingstone, 2004, 

Gilmor, 2008) computer literacy (Goodson and Mangan, 1996), technical literacy (Fueyo, 

1988), and cyberliteracy (Gurak, 2001). This section pays attention to students’ 
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information-seeking behaviors as well as their evaluation of information. However, I 

avoid the term information literacy, which has been criticized for being overly functional 

in its conceptualization (Buckingham, 2003). Likewise, many conceptualizations of 

internet literacy also tend to focus on functionality, that is, the ability to seek out, access, 

and evaluate information, but without a more critical consideration of production and 

power. David Buckingham (2007) writes: 

most discussions of Internet literacy remain at the level of assessing the reliability 

or validity of online information – and therefore tend to neglect some of the 

broader cultural uses of the Internet (not least by young people). To a large extent, 

the concern here is with promoting more efficient uses of the medium – for 

example, via the development of advanced search skills (or so-called ‘power 

searching’) that will make it easier to locate relevant resources amid the 

proliferation of online material. This ability to access or locate information is 

undoubtedly important; yet the skills children need in relation to digital media go 

well beyond this (emphasis original, 47).  

In accordance with Sonia Livingstone, Van Couvering, and Thumim (2005), Buckingham 

also highlights how typical information literacy - which largely focuses on teaching 

individuals how to discern factual and accurate information - is a functional approach 

which neglects larger issues of power and production.  

Within this understanding of literacy, Fabos (2004) connects critical media 

literacy with digital literacy when she writes that students need to understand “how 

political, economic, and social context shapes all texts, how all texts can be adapted for 

different social purposes, and how no text is neutral or necessarily of ‘higher quality’ 

than another” (95). Notably, critical media literacy also considers issues of power, 

however Fabos’ contribution draws attention to the ways digital media often privilege 

“authoritative” and “accurate” information from professional sources, and as such tend to 
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marginalize amateur texts. She argues that rather than seeking an objective “truth”, all 

texts ought to be considered within different contexts and recognized as serving different 

purposes. Although not entirely unprecedented – amateur and citizen media of course 

predate the internet – the internet nonetheless provides students greater access to amateur 

voices (including their peers).  Thus, digital media texts require a more nuanced approach 

to determining the value of information that moves beyond dyadic understandings of 

reliable or unreliable.   

Taking these various perspectives into consideration, I employ the term critical 

digital literacies in order to refer to the concept of digital literacy as conceived by David 

Buckingham (2007) who encompasses concepts of information literacy, digital literacy, 

and critical media literacy. He writes 

approaching digital media through media education is about much more than 

simply ‘accessing’ these media, or using them as tools for learning: on the 

contrary, it means developing a much broader critical understanding, which 

addresses the textual characteristics of media alongside their social, economic and 

cultural implications (emphasis original, 48).  

Thus, this section addresses the ways restrictive policies such as CIPA filters and 

blocking content (SNS and videos) inhibit students’ ability to more fully develop critical 

digital literacies alongside formal learning. 

One of CSD’s Technology Planning strategies for ensuring all students have the 

opportunity to participate in technology for collaboration, communication, critical 

thinking, and innovation is to, “subscribe to multiple online databases (e.g. EBSCO, 

Gale, Questia, Facts on File, Encyclopedia Britannica, etc.) to support information 
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acquisition and instruction in libraries, classrooms, and labs” (CSD Technology Planning 

policy). In and of itself this is not problematic, the more resources to which students have 

access, the better. However, from talking to participants it seemed many teachers 

encouraged library resources in lieu of general online resources such as Google or 

Wikipedia. Our students mocked the library online resources, as Jada said, “Seriously, 

nobody uses them”.
46

 In a separate interview Gabriela commented, “They have like, three 

suggestions on them, it’s not usually what you’re looking for or it’s outdated. I don’t 

think anyone actually uses them.”
47

  

Nonetheless, participants confirmed many teachers encouraged them to use the 

library databases to look up information rather than use Google or other online resources. 

This mode of control worked contrary to what research tells us about how students learn. 

For example, Schofield and Davidson (2002) suggest that student learning is enhanced 

when students are allowed to experiment with their own procedures for solving problems 

of seeking out information and to pursue their personal interests. Thus, teachers’ policies 

and practices, which direct and control students’ use of search engines, are antithetical to 

the ways research tells us students prefer to learn. Students noted that teachers do not 

necessarily discourage the use of Google, but few recall teachers actively encouraging 

Google searches. The exception to this was Mr. Lopez, whose students noted he often 

encouraged them to look information up online using resources such as Google.  

                                                
46 Field notes, April 10, 2012.  

47 Online Information Seeking Practices, interview April 11, 2012.  
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School databases are certainly valuable resources, however as quickly as 

information changes and evolves, it is a disservice not to encourage and teach students to 

use Google or other online resources (e.g. Bing, Wikipedia, online forums and databases, 

and so on). Unlike static resources, such as books and databases, the internet can 

stimulate learners to find the most up-to-date information in a short amount of time 

(Yumuk, 2002) While Google is increasingly easier to use, and search results are 

increasingly more reliable, discerning reliable information is not an innate skill, but rather 

must be honed through experience and teaching. While discussing Google with our 

participants, very few told us they utilized advanced search features, such as placing 

phrases in quotation marks or using a dash to filter out results they did not want.
48

  

When asked how they determined if a search answer was accurate some students 

said they compared answers between sites. In other words, if the same answer appeared 

elsewhere they assumed it was accurate and reliable. This was not necessarily a bad 

strategy; however few participants said they paid much or any attention to the source, 

URL, author, date or publication type (e.g. they did not distinguish between user forums 

and actual published articles).  Jasmine, a junior very involved with the IFC said, “You 

can just tell if a site looks right or not.” Javier agreed, “You have to use common sense 

[when determining if a source is accurate].”
49

  Although these were not misinformed 

                                                
48 Adding quotes around a phrase in Google keeps the entire set of words together for search purposes. 

Adding a negative sign before a word omits pages which include that word making it easier to limit a 

search to one’s actual interest. For example, adding -baseball to the search “blue jays” would narrow the 

search to information about birds and not the sports team.  

49 Online Information Seeking Practices, interview on April 10, 2012. 
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strategies, clearly there were missed opportunities for critical digital media literacy. Such 

skills should not be taught in artificial simulations, but rather could be incorporated into 

real-time classroom situations which arise as students seek out information in classroom 

learning environments. Of course these modes of learning would be more easily 

facilitated if students were encouraged to use their own mobile devices during class and if 

Google searches were not strictly limited by CIPA filters. Nonetheless, very few of our 

participants recalled teachers explicitly teaching them digital literacy skills. This is not to 

suggest students did not use Google on a regular basis, they certainly did, but rather it 

demonstrates the ways in which many teachers in their formal learning environments 

encouraged them to rely on official school approved resources, rather than teaching them 

literacies needed in their informal learning environments.  

Additionally, many participants noted teachers outright discouraged the use of 

Wikipedia. While some students still used it, only a few of our participants  engaged with 

Wikipedia in ways such as clicking on embedded links, checking cited sources, or 

viewing the editing history. Yet, there were some students such as Sergio, who viewed 

Wikipedia as a resource rather than an authoritative text. He told us, “Sometimes people 

say don't use Wikipedia because it's not always accurate, but I'm not using it for 

accuracy.  I'm using it more as a guide to compare one thing to another to see if they're 

the same - similar - and that way I'll understand.  Wikipedia's more like enlightenment, a 

little part of the subject, but then I'll do more research.”
50

 Through his own practices, 

                                                
50 School & Learning protocol, interview on November 11, 2011.  
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Sergio has constructed a learning ecology which tapped into the benefits of Wikipedia 

and simultaneously acknowledged the limitations of it. Still, other students avoided 

Wikipedia all together (at least for traditional educational purposes) because they were 

concerned it might not be accurate information. This reflects Fabos’ (2004) argument, 

when she reminds us that digital media require us to think of texts beyond “accurate” and 

“inaccurate”, but rather literacy involves considering what purposes a text serves. 

Sergio’s use of Wikipedia as a starting point for further research, demonstrated his ability 

to critically engage with Wikipedia in a productive way.   

Rather than using Wikipedia as a site for critical digital media lessons, teachers 

seemed to write it off as a less than valuable resource. To an extent, students echoed these 

views as well. Schools are doing students a disservice when they fail to embrace easily 

accessible and free resources available to students. Although the CSD Technology 

Planning policy stated teachers should be equipped with up-to-date technology and online 

skills - which they were expected to incorporate into student curriculum - in practice our 

participants were largely navigating the internet without much classroom guidance or 

teacher support.  

Additionally, in line with a  critical digital media approach to literacy, and in an 

effort to bring literacy discussions into conversation with discourses of risk, it is 

important to consider not only what material was blocked by CIPA and school filters (e.g. 

nudity, sexual content, videos, SNS), but also what content was not blocked by filters. 

Julie Frechette (2006) encourages us to think about cyber-safety and cyberliteracy in the 
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broader context of critical media education. She argues cyber-safety discourses exploit 

vulnerable parents and educators. She continues to argue that: 

the discourse of cyber-safety and cyber-censorship manufactures consent through 

a hegemonic force that overlooks the invasion of online advertising or marketing 

strategies targeted at children…I contend that the mainstream articulation of 

cyber-paranoia attempts to reach the consent of parents and educators by asking 

them to see some internet content as value-laden (i.e. nudity, sexuality, trigger 

words, or adult content) while disguising the interests and authority of profitable 

commercial and computer industries (in the form of advertising, marketing, 

tracking, and filters) (emphasis original) (149-50). 

By not encouraging students to use everyday search engines in class, such as Google or 

Wikipedia, teachers missed opportunities to fully engage students with critical digital 

literacies, which would take into consideration the media content, media grammar, and 

medium literacy of information (Meyrowitz, 1998). Rather than just teaching students 

about media, students would benefit by learning through media (Quesada and Summers, 

1998). This is not to suggest there is no value in library databases, however, outside of a 

school context (and even within), students preferred to use the same search tools as adults 

(e.g. Google, Wikipedia, YouTube). As such, students should be taught how to interpret 

information results beyond just what is and is not reliable. In addition, students should be 

encouraged to think critically about production, audience, commercialization, power, 

representation, and values embedded within everyday webpages (and search results) that 

they encounter.  

Additionally, Frechette (2006) argues that alongside media literacy, which 

addresses issues of content (authorship, power, and representation), students must also be 

taught media grammar. She writes: 
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Media grammar literacy for the internet requires an understanding of the 

production elements used to alter people’s understanding of messages 

communicated electronically. As such, teachers would want their students to learn 

graphic design principles…the basic elements of graphic design, usually reserved 

for arts or vocational curricula, need to be integrated across the curriculum so that 

students can better comprehend how various production elements work to signify 

or connote particular meanings in cyberspace (167-8). 

For example, I think one way teachers could do this is to have students look up the same 

information in Google and then compare it to the school’s library resources and discuss 

the differences. This could involve not only discussing information accuracy, but could 

also consider elements of design, ownership, and the values or connotations therein. 

Although teachers, librarians, and students were often critical of CIPA filters that blocked 

access to valuable and educational content (which I argue limits critical media literacies), 

Frechette’s point cannot be understated. Filters are not only significant because of what 

they block, but also because of what they present as innocuous (e.g. commercial 

interests). So long as filters are left to third-party or profit-making companies “then 

educators, librarians, and parents need to ensure that they serve the public interests, rather 

than private commercial interest” (Frechette, p. 170). I would also add, so long as filters 

are produced by profit-making companies, schools should strive to play an active role in 

empowering students to understand the full context of the information they encounter 

online, in order to challenge hegemonic ideologies that overlook the proliferation of 

consumer culture online and in schools. Risk discourses and policies that focus on 

predators, pornography, and inappropriate adult content serve to silence other value-laden 

concerns such as advertising and commercialization. By failing to acknowledge and 

validate students’ preferred information-seeking behaviors, such as Google and 
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YouTube, schools miss out on important everyday opportunities to incorporate  critical 

digital literacy skills into the classroom.  

REGULATING MOBILE DEVICES  

Mobile devices (including phones, tablets, MP3 players, the iPod Touch, etc.) 

have the potential to both enhance and disrupt traditional formal learning environments 

(Mifsud, 2005; Katz, 2006). Research has demonstrated that mobile media (alongside 

social media) can support new pedagogical approaches to learning (Shuler, 2009; Hooft 

and Swan, 2007), can provide new opportunities for “just in time learning” (Shuler, 

2009), and can address underserved, hard-to-reach students who face economic and 

social instabilities (Watkins, 2009). Additionally, Ito et al. (2008) claim “youth are 

picking up basic social and technological skills they need to fully participate in 

contemporary society.” Yet, all across the United States schools are struggling to 

incorporate and regulate mobile devices (Cramer and Hayes, 2010).  

Like many schools, TCHS attempted to regulate the use of mobile devices during 

school hours. There were signs posted across the campus reminding students that 

personal electronic devices (PED) “cannot be seen or heard”. However, as with many 

schools (ibid), everyday practices did not accurately reflect school policies, there were 

ambiguities and disconnects between “official” rules and on-the-ground enforcement in 

classrooms and hallways. Through an analysis of legal literature, as well as personal 

experience in schools across the United States, Cramer and Hayes (2010) have found that 

schools’ acceptable use policies for mobile devices “are often more ‘unacceptable-use’ 
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policies, which focus on how students shouldn’t use mobile phones and the consequences 

for breaking the rules” (43). In other words, rather than incorporating mobile 

technologies into learning environments and teaching students how to responsibly use 

mobile devices, school policies focus on banning and limiting students’ and teachers’ use 

of personal electronics in the classroom.  

Research consistently demonstrates that teens increasingly use mobile media 

outside of school, as such Cramer and Hayes (2010) aver, “The next step toward truly 

connected youth is bridging the gap between in-school and out-of-school technology use, 

both in policy and practice” (43). As will be demonstrated, “unacceptable use” can also 

be used to describe how PED are regulated at TCHS. As noted in the introduction, 

Lawrence Lessig (2006) argues technology is regulated via complimentary and 

competing constraints: the market (economics), law, norms, and architecture (or code in 

the digital sense). In this section I discuss competing modalities of regulation which 

constrain teens’ use of mobile devices at school. More specifically I focus on the ways 

policies, economics, and social norms shape use. I argue that rather than working in 

complimentary ways, these different modalities compete for regulatory control. 

Furthermore, rather than assuaging risks, mobile policies at TCHS have unintentional 

consequences and risks.  

Policy Regulations 

As noted, the “official” TCHS policy regarding mobile devices in the classroom 

was that they could not be seen nor heard. In other words, students were told to leave all 
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personal technology devices in their lockers, pockets, or purses during school; they were 

largely discouraged from using them in the hallways or in the classroom. If they were 

seen using them (or if they rang during class) it was up to the teacher’s discretion to 

administer a warning or to take up the device, at times requiring a parent to come retrieve 

the device from the office. However, in practice there was a lot of ambiguity regarding 

what was and was not allowed. Students knew the official rule, however during 

interviews it became clear that different teachers had different expectations and rules 

regarding personal technology use. Like other studies (Ling and Yttri, 2002), our students 

constantly and persistently bent or outright ignored the rules.  

It seemed the ambiguity often led to frustrations from students who received 

mixed messages about mobile use, but on a deeper level the ambiguity reflected a more 

general uncertainty about the school’s overall value of technology for learning. For 

example, Sergio noted the school, “is really anti-technology, but then it supports the 

technology program that it has, so it's just anti-technology toward the students using it in 

the hallways and in class, unless the classroom involves that.”
51

 His statement 

acknowledges the abstruseness of TCHS’s relationship with technology and the growing 

disconnect between how students prefer to learn and how schools perceive learning. He 

goes on to say, “I would change the electronic rule [at school] because it just limits the 

students to be free.” By and large, all of our participants stated that they were frustrated 

by the restrictive rules and generally felt the school should allow students more freedom 

                                                
51 School & Learning protocol, November 11, 2011 
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with technology because it would help maintain their interest and aid in school work. 

These attitudes also reflect research demonstrating the ways mobile media can enhance 

learning (Katz, 2006; Ito et al., 2008; Kolb, 2008).  

Like internet filtering, which was largely constructed by discourses of risk and 

concerns of “inappropriate content” (e.g. porn and predators) (Marwick, 2008), regulation 

of mobile device policies were also constructed as a way to protect schools from legal 

liability associated with predators, sexting, bullying, and pornography (Cramer and 

Hayes, 2010; field notes, February 10, 2012). However, moving beyond policies intended 

to shelter schools from liability, schools were also concerned about other risks, namely 

the threat of  distractibility which arises with mobile (and social) media use (O’Brien, 

2009; Cramer and Hayes, 2010). As early as the 1980s, schools in the US began banning 

pagers (and later mobile phones) because they feared they would be used as a way to 

traffic drugs. By the 1990s and 2000s, most schools banned or strictly regulated mobile 

devices in order to minimize classroom disruptions (Pagers and Cellular Phones on 

School Property, 2004). Likewise, teachers and students in our study also told me TCHS 

was concerned about the distractions personal technology posed. Certainly mobile phones 

have the potential to disrupt formal learning environments by distracting teachers and 

students. We witnessed plenty of moments in which students were distracted by their 

mobile devices during class. However, to justify completely banning mobile devices on 

the premise that it reduces distractions is problematic on at least two accounts.  
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First, arguing that technologies ought to be banned because they present a 

distraction in the classroom presumes there was ever a time that students were not 

distracted. Mobile devices can be disruptive, however students have always been (and 

likely will always be) distracted. Prior to mobile devices, students would doodle, pass 

notes, sneak a magazine into their book, daydream, make to-do lists, etc. Technology 

possibly exacerbates the potential to be distracted, but mobile devices certainly did not 

create the problem. Students told us they use their phones when they were bored in class, 

if the phone was not the distraction, something else would have been (field notes, March 

5, 2012). Second, as both Mr. Lopez and Mr. Warren commented in personal interviews, 

the always-on presence of technology and the potential for distraction is a real world 

adult experience that students will have to learn to manage at some point. Thus, banning 

mobile devices in order to create “distraction-free” learning at school constructs a 

superficial environment that ignores the reality that young people, just like adults, must 

learn to negotiate the distractions posed by mobile media.  

In her research focusing on teens’ social uses of mobile media, Nicola Green 

(2003) claims we need to shift our focus away from the differences between teen and 

adult uses of mobile media. She argues focusing on differences (between teen and adult 

use) constructs teens as a uniform category and ignores the differences within teen 

populations. I would like to add that identifying particular practices as teen practices 

ignores the similarities between teen and adult media use as well. But additionally, 

constructing problems as  “youth” problems, opens doors for surveillance and policy 

intervention not typically applicable to adults (Shade, 2011). Distractions from mobiles 
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are not a youth problem. Rather than helping young people manage distractions, the 

school unsuccessfully tries to ban distractions all together. This creates an arbitrary 

distraction-free space, and as a result misses a valuable teaching opportunity that could 

help teens manage distractions now, and as they become adults. Sheltering students from 

these distractions does nothing to prepare them to manage these distractions when they 

are no longer “protected” in the contrived environment of the classroom. Arguably the 

consequences of distractions in the classroom differ from distractions in the workplace, 

namely that it is (at least in part) the school’s responsibility to enhance learning 

environments in which students can focus. This differs from the adult workplace wherein 

employees are held responsible for their decisions and practices (and thus also held 

responsible for the consequences of distractions). Nonetheless, rather than attempting to 

outright ban mobile media distractions, school environments could incorporate mobile 

media as a way to scaffold students as they learn to manage distractibility in school and 

beyond. In other words, there needs to be a balance between completely restricting 

mobile media and forgoing any level of control.  

While many teachers completely disallowed mobile media (as per the school 

rules), other teachers such as Mr. Lopez and Mr. Warren, allowed mobile devices in their 

classrooms. Both of their classes actively sought to teach students how to use digital 

media; however, by and large they were the exception in the school. Mr. Lopez strongly 

believed students should be taught how to use technology responsibly and said many of 

the most complicated issues, such as (cyber)bullying, could be resolved if teachers and 

schools built better relationships with their students. He believed the educational values 
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of digital media outweighed the risks, including the risk of distractibility. While he 

incorporated some personal devices into the classroom, he thought there was more 

schools should be doing. He argued that schools should take advantage of the fact that 

most students have MP3 players, smartphones, and mobile devices. He told me: 

Students should be able to bring whatever devices they have. You should have 

activities in class where you're like, "Okay, go ahead and take out your cell 

phones or your mp3 players or whatever.  You're going to sit down in a group.  

Go ahead and record what you discuss and we're going to upload that recording 

and we're going to do this with it," things like that.  Teach them how to use it.
52

 

Additionally, Mr. Warren noted the abstruseness of the policies. He told me that the 

school district was cutting budgets for books. Yet, at the same time, the school also 

discouraged students from bringing and using mobile devices, which could provide 

cheaper electronic versions of books.  

Mr. Warren also reiterated Mr. Lopez’s sentiment that the school sent mixed 

messages to students and that by banning mobile technologies they were not taking 

advantage of teaching opportunities. Mr. Warren remarked:  

We say no to the iPad then we see the admin coming into the room with their 

iPads and telling the students, "No iPads."  You can't say no to the future tool of 

learning that is shared by other students.  So, I'd rather have a policy that is about, 

"Here's how we teach responsible usage."  Now, when we have our students go on 

field trips to the real world and go to see companies, they see the people with the 

cell phones out on the tables.  Do they see them being used irresponsibly?  No. If 

you remove the temptation, then the temptation is not there.
53
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His comment highlights the ways in which the distractibility argument has constructed 

technology as a distraction for youth, when actually it has the potential to be a distraction 

for anyone. It may be an overstatement to claim that adults are not tempted by 

distractions; however they do learn how to manage distractions – something schools 

should also teach students.  Outside of school, students’ use of technology is not strictly 

managed, they must learn to use it responsibly and that includes resisting temptations of 

distractibility.  

Teachers obviously are not the only ones frustrated with the restrictions. Anna, a 

senior, told us the rules were there to: 

Keep people on task.  Try and keep them working on school work so everyone 

can pass, the district looks good, they get paychecks, everyone gets paid.  Because 

if you’re sitting there on YouTube all day you might not be learning anything at 

all…Then at the same time it sounds like they’re going too far with it in general.  

I don’t know.  It’s one of those situations where you’re not really sure why the 

rule’s there, but at the same time if it wasn’t there it might be worse.  At least it 

stops some people who don’t know what the proxy is or something from getting 

on [to blocked sites].  Then again, who’s to stop them from just sitting there not 

doing anything in general?
54

   

Anna’s statement echoes other participants who also expressed ambiguity towards the 

technology rules. Most students understood, to a certain extent, that the rules were 

designed to keep students “on task”; however virtually all participants felt the rules went 

too far. Some felt they limited creativity, while others adamantly believed they were 

more productive when they could listen to music, look up online tutorials, Google 

information, or take notes on their mobile devices. For example, Cassandra gets 
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frustrated that teachers do not allow her to use her phone for class, “I like using the 

notepad on my phone [to take notes], but I can’t because of my teachers.  And sometimes 

we have to turn in our notes or [we’re allowed to] use our notes on tests but I can’t have 

my phone out during a test looking at my notes.”
55

 Other participants also commented 

that they preferred to take notes on their mobile devices because it was faster, more 

convenient, and they always had it with them.  

This is another way in which formal learning environments are out of sync and at 

odds with the ways young people prefer to learn (Ito, et al., 2010; Hobbs, 1998). Rather 

than harnessing the educational potential of mobile media, and validating the educational 

ways teens were already using mobile media, banning it sent the message that mobile 

media were essentially social and therefore dismissible in the formal learning 

environment. When in fact, research has demonstrated the ways mobile media can 

enhance learning, particularly for disengaged teens (Ison, Hayes, Robinson, & Jamieson, 

2004). Ferry (2009) contends, “Modern mobile phones can be used to help learners 

access web-based content, remix it, share it, collaborate with others, and create media-

rich deliverables for the classroom teacher as well as a global audience” (47). Teachers 

would be wise to capitalize on the educational ways teens are already integrating mobile 

media into their learning ecologies, rather than invalidating their practices and 

preferences. 
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When asked the extent to which teachers encouraged students to use mobile 

technologies for homework help or to look up information at school, participants largely 

felt teachers did not encourage them to use personal devices to seek out information. For 

example, in several interviews Jasmine complained about the school’s technology 

policies regarding personal devices. She thought students should be allowed to use their 

iPad or iPod in the classroom. “I have books on my iPod, and I want to read those, but 

[teachers] were like, ‘Just go get a different book.’  But I don’t want that book because 

I’m already on a different book.  I left the physical book at home, but I have the other 

book on my iPod.  I should be able to use that.”
56

 Jasmine’s experience is a perfect 

example of the ways in which blocking personal technology limited opportunities. Rather 

than allowing Jasmine to finish a book on her iPod, they would rather she begin another 

book that is physically available in the classroom or library. It is not hard to imagine a 

not-so-distant future where all reading in all classrooms will be performed on personal 

mobile devices, yet many TCHS teachers still ban these opportunities in 2012.  

Economic Regulations 

Beyond policy regulations, economics also presented a regulatory constraint at 

TCHS. As previously noted, the school, and many of its students, faced severe economic 

challenges and instabilities. The majority of the students qualified for free or reduced 

lunch programs, and like other Texas schools, TCHS suffered from budget cutbacks and 

teacher layoffs. As such, the role of economic constraints cannot be understated in 
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shaping the school’s, as well as students’, use of mobile devices. At a time when 

technology and curriculum budgets were being reduced, Mr. Warren viewed personal 

technology as an on-the-fly response to economic restrictions facing his classroom. He 

told me:  

We're kind of in a way having to bend those rules [banning mobile devices] 

because of budget cuts, we've got more students in our classrooms than 

computers.  That's why we're kind of looking at the iPad and the smart phone as 

the next computer, because they are computers.  So, how do we solve the problem 

which is largely due to economics, how do we service and provide access to those 

students?  ‘Well, if you have a computer at home that's a laptop, bring it in.’  Our 

hands are tied…Do you know how difficult it is to share a computer, it's not ideal, 

it's not practical, it's not even a workaround solution.  It's kind of an escapist 

solution and it's impractical.
57

 

Mr. Warren expressed frustrations that the district’s answers to budget cuts was for 

students to share computers, a highly impractical solution in a video game production 

course such as his. Jasmine echoed Mr. Warren’s sentiment when she concluded, “let us 

bring more of our electronics -- either let us bring it or you guys (TCHS) provide it.”
58

  

Students were doubly disadvantaged when economic realities prevented the school from 

providing sufficient technology for all students, and at the same time policies prevented 

students from bringing and using personal devices  

While some students at TCHS owned personal computers, some chose not to 

bring them to school because they were afraid they would be stolen. Jasmine told me she 

did not think the lockers were very secure so she was afraid to leave anything valuable in 
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her locker, such as technology. Students were banned from carrying backpacks to class 

(for security reasons they must be kept in the locker), so if she chose to bring her 

computer she had to carry it around all day. She told me it was easier to just leave it at 

home. In a separate interview Jada echoed Jasmine’s concern. She occasionally brought 

her Kindle to school but worried that it might be stolen. She told me a lot of students 

would rather just use their phone or iPod because it was easier to carry around and was 

therefore less likely to be stolen. Sergio even believed this may be one of the reasons the 

school bans personal technology, “They don't want people using their electronic devices 

at school because they don't want to deal with the problem of it getting stolen.”
59

 Sergio’s 

comment reflects policies which were designed to protect schools more than students. 

Rather than providing secure lockers and spaces for students to store technology, the 

school discouraged students from bringing technology at all. In this way, the school was 

sheltered from liability while the students missed opportunities to enhance learning 

experiences via mobile devices. The risk of valuables being stolen was all too familiar for 

some of our participants who had personal property stolen on campus throughout the 

course of our study. One has to wonder to what extent that the risk of property theft was 

shaped by the overall economic conditions of the school: would students at a more 

affluent public school or private school have the same concern in environments where the 

majority of students own computers and smartphones?  
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Both economics and policies regulated teens’ use of mobile media at TCHS 

(Lessig, 2006), however policies were constructed in such a way as to protect the school 

from liability rather than address economic disparities and inequities. As Watkins (2012a) 

writes, “Even as they are more connected than ever before, Latino and African-American 

youth continue to grapple with social and economic inequalities that influence their 

engagement with digital media” (3). Given that the majority of the participants in our 

study were Latino and/or African-American, Watkins’ statement is particularly applicable 

in light of the ways policies and economics shaped participants’ engagement with mobile 

(and social) media inside and outside of school. There were spaces in which TCHS had 

empowered some students to more fully participate with digital media in order to attain 

social capital, seek out career opportunities, and to negotiate their social and professional 

identities (see Chapter 5). But, rather than embracing the educational potential of mobile 

devices, and striving to create more equitable opportunities, current policies dismissed 

students’ use of mobile devices and exacerbated (digital) inequalities. 

The Role of Social Norms 

What the current policy regulations have neglected to account for is the role of 

social norms, which also serve to regulate teens’ mobile media use. Prior to mobile 

phones, earlier technology studies have shown that users develop norms for how, when 

and what purposes to use new information and communication technology (Dourish, 

Adler, Bellotti et al., 1996). However, unlike previous ICTs, mobile technologies also 

require us to think about where it is appropriate to use technology (Weilenmann, 2001). 

Feldman (1984) describes norms as, “the informal rules that groups adopt to regulate and 
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regularize group members’ behavior” (47). Similarly, Lessig (2006) argues “norms 

constrain through the stigma that a community imposes” (124). Norms develop 

differently among different groups and within different contexts. Weilenmann (2001) 

writes that norms, “are the result of negotiations within the user group to reach a shared 

understanding of the use of the device or system” (137). Beyond an educational context, 

participants discussed how social norms regulated mobile media use within peer 

networks. For example, in several interviews students mentioned the social acceptability 

of checking one’s phone while hanging out, but also noted that at times it was considered 

rude. Jada said friends usually teased each other in a playful manner when someone was 

being rude by checking their phone too much. She said it was not a big deal, but it usually 

got the point across.
 60

  In other words, in social situations peers regulated when, how 

often, and the circumstances which dictated the appropriateness of being distracted by 

mobile devices.  

It is not hard to imagine how social norms within the classroom, alongside 

acceptable use policies, could also serve as a mode of regulation that would be less 

restrictive than outright prohibition of mobile devices. When discussing the school’s no 

technology policy Anna commented, “When a teacher’s lecturing, that’s incredibly rude , 

you can’t have your headphones in.  You can’t be texting your friends when someone is 

up there trying to get your attention and teach you something.  But in your free time [in 

the classroom] it really shouldn’t be a big deal as long as you’re doing whatever you’re 
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supposed to be doing.”
61

 Relatedly, Green’s (2003) research found that teens in the UK 

differentiated between “good users” and “bad users” of communication technology and 

acknowledged that “good users” considered the context in which they used mobile 

devices. Her research demonstrates how young people police each other and appropriate 

uses through social cues and norms. Such practices could also be used to help regulate 

“good” and “bad”, or rather appropriate and inappropriate, use of mobile devices in the 

classroom.  

For example Amina, a confident and high-spirited Ethiopian senior talked about 

listening to music in class: 

I’ll listen to music if we’re not doing anything, we’re just silently doing our 

homework [in class]…If you do it while [teachers] are talking it’s just rude, you 

can’t do that. I think we’ve grown up to be like, we know what’s rude and we 

won’t do it, and it’s not even just not to be rude, it’s cause we want to get our 

education and we’re not freshman anymore, we’re not acting like kids.
62

 

Both Amina’s and Anna’s comments demonstrate how social norms can serve as a mode 

of regulation, which distinguishes between inappropriate and appropriate uses of personal 

technology in the classroom. Additionally, regulation via social norms also serves to 

teach responsible, rather than covert use (e.g. hiding ear buds under hoodies and sending 

text messages from the inside of a purse). Currently social norms among students 

exhibited the acceptability of covert mobile media use, that is, students have developed 

tactics (to invoke de Certeau, 1984) to incorporate mobile media into the classroom on a 
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regular basis. Students consider mobile use during class to be a normal part of their daily 

routines. Back in 2000, Palen, Salzman, and Youngs demonstrated how social norms 

regulating mobile phone use were in flux and that “a mobile phone user might have to 

violate (or at least perturb) the social norms of the physical space in order to honor the 

norms in the conversational space” (209). The policies and norms regulating appropriate 

and inappropriate use of mobile media are still in flux in many formal educational 

settings.  

Despite policies that attempt to ban mobile media use in the classroom, social 

norms incorporate mobile media as an acceptable part of daily life at TCHS. Although as 

others have noted (Ito, 2005; O’Brien, 2009), these practices do not completely suspend 

social institutional policies, but rather, the practices become normalized. Although there 

are risks associated with mobile phone use in schools – particularly distractibility – 

policy and social norms ought to work to complement one another rather than compete. 

In accordance with Cramer and Hayes (2010), policies should focus more on acceptable 

uses, which consider norms rather than only focusing on unacceptable use, which focus 

on consequences. At TCHS, social norms were, in practice, a stronger mode of regulation 

than were policies. Classrooms would benefit from incorporating mobile media into 

educational settings, respecting the social and educational ways teens use mobile media, 

and playing an active role in teaching students how to manage distractions and risks. 

RESISTING INSTITUIONAL RESTRICTIONS 
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As is often the case in highly regimented spaces, students at TCHS have found 

ways to circumvent policy and institutional restrictions, as has already been demonstrated 

by teens’ use of mobile media in the classroom. Participants did not passively accept the 

regulations and restrictions enacted via institutional regulations, but rather some played 

active roles in subverting restrictive constraints. De Certeau (1984) would describe these 

instances as tactical practices that allowed students to subvert the rules from within, 

without actually transforming the strategic structures of the classroom. Some students 

actively sought out ways to subvert barriers and filters, others relied on peer networks to 

help them bypass restrictions, and still some participants did not demonstrate a desire to 

bypass barriers. This section demonstrates some of the ways students resisted institutional 

constraints and barriers that attempted to limit their access and participation.  

Rather than framing students’ actions as merely mischievous or devious, I draw 

from Morgan O’Brien’s (2009) work, which considers how students enact their own 

agency even within highly regulated and controlled educational environments. Also 

drawing from de Certeau (1984), O’Brien demonstrates “how young people’s use of the 

mobile phone represents the adoption of particular ‘tactics’ to assert their agency within 

the ‘strategic’ context of a specific power structure, in this case, school” (30). Like other 

studies have also found (Ito, 2005; Taylor, 2005; Green, 2002), students at TCHS have 

developed ways to covertly use mobile and social media during school hours, for 

example,  by texting under their desks, hiding ear buds under their hoodies, bypassing 

technical filters via proxies, and negotiating leniency with particular teachers. Taylor 
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(2005) describes these acts as “locally assembled resistance against an established set of 

social structures or ‘rules’” (163).  

It is within this vein that I consider the resistive (as well as the compliant) tactics 

participants exercised in order to cope with constraints. De Certeau explicitly references 

Foucault’s notions of power, resistance, and discipline, however he argues that Foucault 

“privileges the productive apparatus (which produces the ‘discipline’)” (De Certeau, 

1984, xiv), rather than the active productions/consumptions of disciplined subjects. 

Drawing from de Certeau’s concept of resistive tactics, O’Brien argues that disciplined 

subjects subvert power with whatever possibilities at hand, but  is careful to point out that 

tactics only allow subjects to “escape without leaving the dominant order” (34). In other 

words, students work within institutional discipline without completely overruling it. It is 

also important to note that students’ resistive tactics reflected both interest-driven and 

friendship-driven practices (Ito, et al., 2010; boyd, 2010). As will be discussed, some 

students desired to bypass filters in order to access content for media production 

purposes, such as finding images to incorporate into their films (interest-driven). At other 

times, participants bypassed institutional restrictions in order to maintain contact with 

peers even within the regimented space of the classroom, which attempted to hinder 

sociality. Friendship-driven practices revealed the ways teens’ use of mobile media at 

school fits into their everyday social practices (boyd, 2010). 

All of this sets the framework through which O’Brien analyzes young people’s 

use of mobile media in schools. Like O’Brien, I view participants’ resistant maneuvers as 
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agentive tactics to cope with the everyday institutional restrictions and power to which 

teens are subjected. Although O’Brien only discussed mobile use, his framework is also 

useful for discussing other modes of resistance with relation to social media use, such as 

bypassing institutional barriers that restrict access to content at school. While teens’ 

resistant tactics may seem inconsequential, O’Brien writes these practices “are a part of 

the way through which everyday life is rendered livable for young people” (38). 

Participants found ways around technical filters in order to gain access to content, which 

they deemed important. While some of the participants’ tactics were intended to 

deliberately subvert or disrupt institutional power and discipline, other practices 

demonstrated how some teens did not summon the energy, will, or desire to challenge 

restrictions.  

Proxies 

Several of our participants were experts at finding proxy servers, which allowed 

them to bypass the school’s internet filter. Others, who did not know how to find a proxy, 

relied on friends to show them how to bypass filters. For example, during an after school 

interview with Gabriela, we were discussing Facebook and Tumblr. I asked if she could 

show me her Facebook page on her 3G enabled phone. She told me she recently learned 

from a friend about a website that would allow her to pull up Facebook at school but it 

was only available on PCs (as opposed to Macs). We got permission to use one of the PC 

labs so she could show me how the site worked and also show me her Facebook and 

Tumblr accounts. There was a teacher in the PC lab when we first entered and Gabriela 

was reluctant to use the proxy until she left, although Gabriela knew how to bypass the 
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technical filter, the school’s policies still regulated her behavior even after school hours. 

She was deliberately resisting institutional constraints, but in such a way as not to 

completely disrupt the system. Although she said the teacher was unlikely to care if she 

got on Facebook, she did not want to risk it (or challenge her).  After the teacher left, 

Gabriela successfully used a proxy to pull up her Facebook, YouTube, Tumblr, and 

Twitter accounts. Gabriela’s desire to bypass the school’s filter was friendship-driven, 

she primarily accessed social media during school hours so she could maintain contact 

with peers.
63

   

Students such as Antonio and Sergio, who were adept at finding proxies, 

discussed their success with an air of pride; they knew they were skirting the system and 

enjoyed being able to deliberately bypass filters (O’Brien, 2009). Some students even 

belonged to a Google Group called “Free Proxy a Day” as a way to stay one step ahead of 

the institutional restrictions blocking access to websites. Despite their best efforts though, 

students also expressed frustrations because the school eventually discovered proxies and 

blocked them, thus they were pushed to find a new one to use until it too was eventually 

discovered. Students such as Antonio and Sergio enjoyed finding new proxies so they 

could gain access to online tutorials, videos, and other blocked content. Like Gabriela, 

they also used proxies to access social media, however, their practices were driven by a 

desire to access content for their films. Antonio noted his preferred mode of learning was 

to watch online tutorials, which demonstrated techniques in software such as Final Cut. 
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Because videos were blocked at TCHS he had to find ways around the filters.
64

 Unlike 

Gabriela, his resistive tactics were interest-driven, that is, he was motivated to bypass 

filters in order to access content which expanded his learning ecology.  

However, other students such as Javier, found proxies more trouble than he 

thought they were worth. When I asked if he used them he responded, “No, it’s too much 

work. You go to one and then the next week it’s blocked so you try another, and then you 

ask someone, and that one is blocked too. It’s too much, I just quit trying.”
65

 

Interestingly, like Antonio, Javier also told me the sites he was trying to access were 

usually tutorials, or images and music for his films – not social networking or video sites. 

Javier stopped attempting to resist institutional constraints, but rather chose to comply 

with the limitations enacted. While some students actively chose to bypass filters and 

regulations, we must be careful not to assume all students necessarily want to bypass 

constraints. At the Digital Media & Learning Summer Institute (Boston, MA, 2012), 

Ether Zuckerman noted the strange similarities between teens in highly regimented 

educational institutes and citizens in highly regimented governments (e.g. China). He 

noted there is a Western assumption that all citizens want to bypass filters and gain 

access to more information, but research has demonstrated this simply is not the case 

(Kissel, 2007). Notably, at TCHS we found that not all students were motivated to bypass 

filters or found it “worth the trouble.” As such, we must resist the urge to apply 
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assumptions to those living within highly regimented spaces, while some students sought 

to bypass filters, other students did not have the desire to challenge restrictions.  

Alternative Browsers & Apps 

 Another tactic participants used to resist institutional restrictions was to download 

a different browser onto mobile devices, which they were then able to use to bypass the 

school’s technical filters. Sergio, Selena, and Jasmine all showed me how they could 

access Facebook and YouTube from school using Opera and other browsers on their 

mobile phones and iPods (the school’s Wi-Fi filters were set to only block sites in certain 

browsers).
66

 Students also used alternative apps to access videos and social networking 

sites. Jasmine showed me an app on her iPod Touch that looked like Facebook but it was 

not blocked at school. Interestingly, she was not the one who installed the alternative app 

on her iPod, it was one of her friends. Jasmine did not check Facebook on a regular basis 

throughout the day, so it did not bother her that she could not access it from school. 

However, her friend Bianca borrowed her iPod Touch all the time since she [Bianca] had 

a limited text message plan. Bianca was the one who downloaded the app as a way to 

access Facebook at school.
67

 Peers often relied on each other to learn how to bypass 

filters using browsers, proxies, or apps. Peer networks developed economies of sharing 

(Jenkins, 2006a; Lessig, 2008) as a way to resist institutional limitations. Students did not 

necessarily have to possess the technical prowess to bypass restrictions, instead they drew 

from resources available within their respective peer networks.  
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While the school’s policies attempted to restrict access, and thus reduce exposure 

to risk via technical design, other factors shaped teens’ experiences, which tended to 

render the school’s filters inconvenient rather than beneficial. The filters were largely 

ineffective (easy to bypass) and did not protect teens from the risks they were likely to 

encounter outside of school (i.e. when filters are not in place). Blocking access to social 

networking limited schools from playing an active role in teaching students how to 

manage the potential risks they encounter online. While it is easy for adults to dismiss the 

value of sociability, for this generation of teens, text messaging and social media are 

perceived as an integral and necessary communication tool which cannot be understated 

(Watkins, 2009). Although students were still beholden to the school’s restrictions, they 

also demonstrated agentive tactics for resisting institutional barriers that attempted to 

block access to learning and social ecologies.   

Walking through the halls of TCHS, students were constantly texting in their 

pockets, in their purses, or right out in the open. Participants regularly told us they used 

their mobile phones and/or MP3 players in class. They enjoyed listening to music while 

they worked and several participants such as Jada, Sergio, Antonio, Gabriela, Jasmine, 

Amina, and Cassandra explicitly told us music helped them concentrate on their work. 

Some participants used their mobile phones for educational purposes, such as to look up 

information online, take notes, or get help from friends. However, plenty of other 

students admitted they used their mobile devices during class to alleviate boredom or to 

manage their social lives.  O’Brien describes such usage as a way for students to 

reconcile personal interests and norms with the institutional structures of school. “Young 
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people’s use of the mobile phone in school is indicative of the way in which they subvert 

the explicit order of the classroom and redirect their attention away from the specific 

content of the topic in progress” (2009, 34). While some teens actively resisted 

constraints, others chose to comply, but both practices allows students to deal with 

limitations regulating their everyday lives. 

COPING WITH ECONOMIC LIMITATIONS 

In addition to institutional restrictions that limited students’ ability to fully engage 

with social and mobile media, teens also faced economic limitations which further 

highlighted the fact that not all digital media ecologies are created equal (Watkins, 

2012a). Students experienced varying levels of connectivity, which influenced their 

ability to construct media and learning ecologies. I found that peer networks played a role 

in shaping teens’ social and mobile media practices. Peers provided ways for 

economically disadvantaged teens to cope with economic limitations, which otherwise 

hindered their participation.  

Alternative Mobile Devices 

Students without reliable access to technology, social media, cell phones, and 

quality internet access at home found ways to cope with economic barriers in some rather 

ingenious ways. While TCHS and the after-school clubs provided students access to 

technology they otherwise did not have (and thus contributed to more equitable 

opportunities), students’ friendship-driven practices were limited due to economic 

constrains (e.g. lack of mobile phone). Although teens embraced opportunities for 
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connectivity at school, “they continue[d] to grapple with economic inequalities that 

influence[d] their engagement with digital media” (Watkins, 2012a, 3). However, 

students leveraged technologies and relied on peers in order to bypass economic barriers 

to digital media access, learning, and peer connections.   

For example, undocumented Mexican-American freshman twins, Marcus and 

Miguel, did not have a mobile phone and shared an old computer in their mobile home, 

yet they found innovative ways to communicate with friends via social media and 

alternative mobile devices. The twins used their Wi-Fi enabled Nintendo DS as a way to 

stay in touch with friends. They used Facebook Private Messages (PMs) to send 

messages to their friends’ phones, in this way they were able to mimic the 

communication practices of their peers who relied on mobile communication. Unlike 

mobile phones, which require monthly subscriptions, the Nintendo DS is considered a 

sunk cost. It provided access to free applications. such as Facebook Messenger, which 

allowed the brothers to maintain contact with peers.
68

 Other participants also mentioned 

Facebook messaging as an alternative to text messaging because it was free and could be 

sent directly to their friends’ mobile phones. For participants with month-to-month or 

limited cell phone plans, text messaging can be expensive; messaging via Facebook 

however was a way to communicate via a mobile, privately, and quickly, but without 

abiding by or paying for the text message limits set by mobile service providers.  

                                                
68 Unstructured interview discussing games and mobile devices with both brothers, interview conducted on 

October 24, 2012.  
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Additionally, several participants mentioned the importance of their iPod Touch. 

Initially we assumed the popularity of the iPod Touch was linked to an interest in music, 

but upon further probing, we realized the innovate ways participants used the iPod Touch 

as an alternative to a mobile phone. Similar to the Nintendo DS, the iPod touch was Wi-

Fi enabled and allowed students to communicate with their peers without the financial 

constraints of mobile phones. Take for example, Sergio who did not own a phone.  

Sergio: I also had other apps, so I could communicate as well.  So I just had 

texting apps, so that way I didn’t have to pay for texting...it was free. 

Interviewer: Really? 

 

Sergio: Yes. 

 

Interviewer: What kind of apps? 

 

Sergio:  TextNow. 

 

Interviewer:  So you can text people who have cell phones? 

 

Sergio:  Yes.  And they wouldn’t charge you anything. 

 

Interviewer:  And they can text you back? 

 

Sergio:  Yes. 

 

Interviewer:  But, how if you don’t have that cell phone? 

 

Sergio:  Oh, internet connection.  As long as you’re connected to the internet, you 

can text back and forth. 

 

Interviewer: But, to which number do they text you? 

 

Sergio:  The app generates a number for your account, so... 

 

Interviewer:  Oh, it gives you a number? 

 

Sergio:  Yeah, and if you had, like, the iPod with the microphone built into it, you 
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can get the add-on of the app, where you pay, like, sixteen dollars for a year, and 

you can actually use it to call.  And now they have, like, free calling apps, as well, 

for the new iPods. 

 

Interviewer:  Wow. 

 

Sergio:  But, you’ve got to be connected to the internet…I believe Wi-Fi is, like, 

expanding everywhere.  Most shops are getting their own Wi-Fi.
69

 

For participants such as the twins and Sergio, Wi-Fi enabled devices provided 

technological alternatives that allowed them to maintain social contact despite economic 

limitations.  

The more time we spent with these students, the more we noticed how they 

strived on a daily basis to negotiate the uneven terrain of access and restriction, of capital 

and resources. The participants in our study forged and maintained peer networks in self-

motivated ways with the resources they had at hand. Our participants have embraced 

Facebook chat as a free alternative to text messaging which allows them to chat via 

computers, Wi-Fi enabled devices, and mobile phones without paying for text messaging 

plans.  These examples are clearly demonstrative of the ways in which not all media 

ecologies are created equal, yet students creatively work around such limitations in order 

to participate in their peer networks.  

CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, this chapter has traced the unintentional consequences and effects 

of restrictive regulatory policies  at TCHS. Internet filters are mandated by CIPA 

requirements because TCHS must rely on government assistance for telecommunication 

                                                
69 Home Life & Routines, interview on October 26, 2011.  
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services. Although CIPA is presented as a way to reduce students’ exposure to harmful 

and inappropriate content online (e.g. porn and predators), it better serves the inserts of 

institutions in so far as it protects schools from liability. As such, there are many 

unintentional consequences as a result of blocking students’ and teachers’ access to 

online content.  Additionally, in blocking students’ and teachers’ access to social media 

and videos, TCHS also limits opportunities for teachers to play an active role in 

developing literacies. Students miss opportunities to further develop network and social 

literacies as well as critical digital media literacies – skills and dispositions which are 

increasingly important to citizens’ personal and professional lives. Likewise, blocking 

content in classrooms limits the role teachers can play as active facilitators in guiding 

teens’ use of digital media. 

 Furthermore, this study demonstrates the ways mobile media are regulated via 

institutional policy, economic constraints, and peer networks. Banning mobile media 

limits the educational potential of mobile media in the formal learning environment and 

fails to validate the ways students prefer to learn. Rather than alleviating inequalities 

between students with and without reliable access to technologies outside of school, 

policies tend to exacerbate inequities. I have argued policies ought to consider the 

consequences of economic constraints and should work in tandem with developing social 

norms. Acceptable use policies do not have to work against social norms, but could work 

alongside teens’ practices in order to take advantage of the educational potential of 

mobile media. This would also allow teachers to play a more active role in helping teens 

manage distractions in order to use mobile and social media responsibly. 
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 Lastly, I have considered the ways teens subvert or comply with limitations 

imposed by institutional restrictions. Some students bypass filters or find alternative ways 

to access content and social media. Additionally peer networks provide ways for teens to 

cope with economic barriers, which limit friendship-driven social practices. Peers openly 

share knowledge and exchange information in order to help each other resist or cope with 

restrictions. Although teens differ in their approach, this research demonstrates the 

agentive tactics students enact in order to resist and cope with institutional and economic 

limitations. These practices directly counter policies that discursively position teens as 

passive subjects, but instead highlight teens’ active roles in constructing their media and 

learning ecologies.  

 Taken as a whole, this chapter demonstrates the unintentional consequences of 

overly protective and restrictive policies. It demonstrates a need for more nuanced 

policies that consider the social and economic realities teens face. Policies intended to 

minimize risk can unintentionally limit opportunities for literacy development, attainment 

of social capital, and opportunities for students to maximize the educational potential of 

digital media. This research is an attempt to counter dominant risk discourses which 

present technology as a threat and teens as passive subjects or victims. Technology 

affords students educational and social opportunities, which are severely limited by 

policy regulations.  

Additionally, as demonstrated, teens have developed norms and practices for 

actively managing digital media risks and opportunities. However, alongside the support 
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of schools and teachers, teens could more fully harness the potential of digital media. 

Young people are aware of the risks associated with digital media, but they also develop 

norms and practices for managing these risks. Policies should work towards alleviating 

inequities rather than contributing to them. While the potential harms associated with 

porn and predators exist, they should not overshadow opportunities for students to 

actively and fully engage with and in digital media. 
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CHAPTER 5: At-Risk, At Play, and At Work: An Analysis of the 

Opportunities Afforded by After-School Digital Media Clubs 

 

“There are so many challenges out there and I feel that school hasn’t prepared them with 

everything they need to know to succeed. I want to prepare them for the real world…I 

think the after-school club fills in some of those gaps that the school doesn’t prepare 

them for because getting out into the real world is tough.”
70

 - Mr. Lopez, teacher 

 

Digital media have become the source of a growing generation gap between the 

more engaging and social learning environments that young people encounter outside of 

school, and the top-down and standardized curriculum that they encounter in most 

classrooms (Livingstone, 2009). As George Lucas said in a 2008 testimony before 

Congress, "It is ironic that nearly all students participate in [digital media] outside of 

school…but many are disconnected from the educational benefits of telecommunications 

during the school day. Students tell us that technology provides the kind of choice and 

engagement that would keep them in school” (Testimony of Lucas, 2008).  Digital and 

social media offer opportunities for learning and engagement, which challenge and 

compliment traditional modes of learning and provide alternative pathways to success. In 

a lot of ways, new technologies are situated within a particular historical moment of 

tension in which schools are struggling to shape media practices and engagement. It is yet 

to be determined who can use what technologies, in what ways, in what spaces, and 

within what means of regulation.  

                                                
70 Teaching Interview Protocol, interview on January 17, 2012.  
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This chapter considers how opportunities afforded by digital media production are 

structured in the informal learning environments of teens; in particular I focus on two 

after-school media clubs. As a starting point, I consider how students at TCHS are 

constructed and labeled “at-risk” alongside broader discourses of youth-at-risk. I argue 

that discourses, which construct students as at-risk subjects, also “illuminate the 

positivity of the entrepreneurial Self” (Kelly, 2006, 1). Here I shift my focus away from 

previous chapters that have focused on how digital media are constructed as risk, and 

instead examine the ways TCHS positions digital media as a risk intervention strategy.  

Next, I present a brief overview of informal learning and out-of-school literature 

in order to contextualize and introduce the two after-school (digital) media clubs at 

TCHS. The second half of the chapter analyzes the specific ways the after-school digital 

media clubs at TCHS afford opportunities for disempowered and at-risk youth through 

media production. More specifically, I argue informal learning environments and digital 

media production provide students with spaces to develop digital media skills and acquire 

social and cultural capital, which can lead to a renegotiation of identities. As such, digital 

media production and informal learning spaces provide new pathways for career 

aspirations and empower students to position themselves as the entrepreneurial Self, 

rather than the at-risk subject.  

AT-RISK YOUTH 

In this section I focus on the ways youth are constructed as at-risk subjects and 

consider how youth at-risk discourses intersect with digital media and informal learning.  
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Peter Kelly’s work focuses on how youth transitions are being remade within networked 

and neoliberal societies. I largely draw from his work to examine youth as at-risk 

subjects. He has noted how youth and youthful identities are  a source of institutional and 

state anxiety. He writes,  “a major problem for young people today is that they 

increasingly cause adults anxiety” (Kelly, 2003, p. 166) and contemporary society 

discursively constructs all youth (and by extension youth practices) as potentially risky 

(ibid). Batten and Russell (1995) claim that due to the “social stresses and tensions” 

associated with adolescence, “all youths are in some sense at risk” (1). Adolescence is 

viewed as a period of transition (Wyn and Dwyer, 2000), which leads to risks associated 

with the failure to successfully transition into adulthood. Elsewhere Kelly argues that the 

construction of all youth as at-risk is a “historically novel development in attempts to 

regulate youthful identities” (2000, p. 465). Risk, as a sociocultural and sociohistorical 

discursive construct, serves to identify populations deemed risk, and therefore position 

subjects as-risk who pose a threat to society (Castel 1991; Lupton, 1999; Foucault, 1991).  

Youth are a highly survielled, regulated, and controlled population.  However, 

there are particular youth populations which are identified as particularly threatening to 

the social order. Such subjects are explicitly labeled “at-risk” by institutions such as 

schools, hospitals, social workers, and law enforcement. Labeling school students as at-

risk became a commonplace practice within academic institutions in the late 1980s 

(Nardini and Antes, 1991). Finn and Rock (1997) explain the at-risk label in the 

following way: 
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The concept of risk, drawn largely from the field of medicine, embodies the 

notion that exposure to particular conditions, or risk factors, increases the 

likelihood that an individual will experience certain adverse consequences. In 

terms of academic outcomes, well-established risk factors include group status 

characteristics associated with academic difficulty or dropping out of school, for 

example, being a minority student attending an inner-city school, or coming from 

a low-income home or a home where English is not the primary language…All 

too often, these risk factors are accompanied by a set of risk behaviors, which, 

manifested by individual students, create impediments to learning, such as 

skipping school or skipping classes, not attending to the teacher, or not 

completing required class work or homework (221).  

In other words, individuals are labeled at-risk based on characteristics which align them 

with an at-risk population, thus governmental intervention gets founded on calculable 

preventative strategies and techniques, rather than individual intercessions. Castel (1991) 

writes, “A risk does not arise from the presence of particular precise danger embodied in 

a concrete individual or group. It is the effect of a combination of abstract factors which 

render more or less probable the occurrence of undesirable modes of behavior” (287). 

The at-risk subject is produced within discourses of youth. The label is used to justify 

monitoring, measuring, and regulating youth which, according to Deborah Lupton 

(1999), positions particular bodies or populations in a “web of surveillance”.  

According to Tait (1995), the state defines risk as students who are deemed to be 

considerably at risk of failing to successfully transition into adulthood. By focusing on 

adulthood, discourses of youth invoke a narrative of future-selves, as Kelly (2001) 

argues, the construction of youth is largely organized around becoming (e.g. an adult, 

citizen, independent, responsible, autonomous). As such, youthful at-risk behaviors 

threaten preferable hypothetical futures (for youth and the state) which therefore serve to 

justify institutional interventions, monitoring, and surveillance. Kelly (2000) argues risk 
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works to responsibilize both youth and the family, and I would add the school. In their 

review of at-risk literature, Withers and Batten (1995) note that at-risk research usually 

focuses on either a humanistic intention, which is grounded in concern for the individual,  

or research and interventions focus on economic intentions, which emphasizes the costs 

and benefits of young people to the community and nation. Schools, as extensions of the 

state, tend to use the at-risk label to foreground the economic concerns at-risk youth pose 

to the state.  

Tracking Students 

It can also be argued that the at-risk label is another way in which schools “track” 

students. Jeannie Oakes’ (2005) research focuses on the ways in which American schools 

track students’ academic performance in order to sort them into different groups: namely 

high-achieving and low-achieving courses, which have significant implications for 

students’ achievement, engagement, and future success. Not surprisingly, she found that 

low income, Latino, and African American students (often deemed at-risk) are 

disproportionately enrolled in low-track classes and are more likely to take vocational 

courses than are white students (228-230). She argues that low-track and high-track 

classes offer different opportunities to learn and provide different kinds of knowledge 

(high-track being the advantageous track). By separating students based on differences, 

tracking actually exacerbates the differences between students. She writes, “It is through 

tracking that these educational differences are most blatantly carried out” (Oakes, 2005, 

112). In other words, tracking not only reinforces, but actually exacerbates racial 

inequalities.  
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Like other high schools, TCHS tracks students based on various factors of risk 

and achievement, which also tend to fall along racial lines (Latino and African American 

are more likely to be on vocational tracks and  white and Asian students more likely to be 

enrolled in AP courses at TCHS), as well as income discrepancies (low-income deemed 

at-risk). The risk factors associated with at-risk students are often factors beyond 

individuals’ control, such as the instability of family and home lives and economic 

disadvantages. Paradoxically, at-risk students are more likely to be placed in low-track 

classes, which in turn decrease the likelihood they will have access to, and gain the social 

capital, skills, and knowledge necessary for successful transition into adulthood. Oakes 

writes:  

By high school, track location has far-reaching influence – with college-track 

students (relative to their otherwise comparable non-college-track peers) enjoying 

better prospects for high school completion; college attendance, grades, and 

graduation; and, indirectly, high-status occupations. Moreover, students in low-

ability classes have far lower aspirations and take fewer (subsequent) college 

preparatory classes than do students in higher groups (2005; 239). 

Simply put, there is a relationship between schools’ expectations, students’ aspirations, 

and academic engagement. 

Marginalized Youth and the Entrepreneurial Self 

From a Foucauldian perspective then, the ways in which schools track and label 

students positions them as subjects “who personify the particular forms of knowledge 

which the discourse produces” (Hall, 1997). However, te Riele (2006) argues the at-risk 

label problematically draws attention to what is wrong with individuals, rather than what 

may be wrong with schooling (systemic problems). She writes: 
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In order to redirect attention from deficiencies in students (and their families) to 

critical  reflection on the processes of schooling, [I propose] replacing the concept 

of youth ‘at risk’ with that of ‘marginalized students’. Use of this term easily 

leads to the question: marginalized by who or what? This is logically answered by 

considering aspects of society and schooling. Marginalized students are not 

identified through their personal characteristics, but through their relationship 

with (mainstream) schooling. In other words, marginalized students are those who 

are not served well by senior secondary schooling. (2006, p. 141, emphasis 

added). 

Students in our study are marginalized within the school, within their local community, 

and within society at large. Thus, in accordance with te Riele, I also use the term 

marginalized youth or students in lieu of describing the students themselves as at-risk, but 

rather apply the label as a way to highlight their relationship to the school. 

 Lastly, a focus on transition and becoming (Wyn and Dwyer, 2000) not only 

invokes a narrative of future-self but also positions young people as neo-liberal subjects. 

Drawing again from Kelly (2001), he considers this when he writes, “the processes of 

identification, measurement, calculation and intervention which risk discourses mobilize 

and enable promise powerful technologies for rendering (neo)liberal governmentality 

operable” (28). From a more positive stance, and as a framework for this chapter, Kelly 

(2006) also considers how the “population of Youth at-risk, in its negativity, illuminates 

the positivity that is the entrepreneurial Self” (18). It is here that I would like to bring 

discourses of at-risk youth into conversations with digital media production, which 

function as technologies of risk intervention. The informal learning environment, in 

addition to digital media, provides opportunities for students to renegotiate identities in 

accordance with what Kelly refers to as the entrepreneurial Self. I want to avoid over 

celebratory discourses that posit that digital media can solve all problems. Yet, students 
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at TCHS make evident that digital media production have the potential to function as 

“technologies of intervention” (Foucault, 1991) in so far as students harness opportunities 

afforded by digital media. The affordances of the informal learning space, and the 

opportunities presented by digital media production, allow marginalized youth 

opportunities for empowerment and facilitate alternative aspirations and identities beyond 

the at-risk subject. This compliments media scholars who have also demonstrated the 

ways in which media production positions young people as creative cultural 

entrepreneurs (Kearney, 2006; McRobbie, 1990; Rose, 1994).  

INFORMAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS 

Digital Media Club & International Film Club 

Our team spent eight months observing and interviewing participants from both 

the Digital Media Club (DMC) and the International Film Club (IFC), and thus have a 

rather in-depth understanding of the activities, attitudes, and dynamics of these informal 

after-school spaces. As noted, the DMC was started as a joint venture between students 

enrolled in the Tech Apps classes and the teacher, Mr. Lopez. The students met after-

school in one of the computer labs several days a week to work on their own projects, 

collaborate on personal projects with other students, work on projects for other classes, or 

to finish assignments from the Tech Apps classes. Several of the students were interested 

in film production and used the time to work on scripts, shoot and edit footage, or work 

on musical compositions. Other students were interested in photography and came to the 

club to learn how to edit photos. Still other students were at the club to play computer 
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games and explore various websites while hanging out with friends. At first glance it 

appeared students were merely hanging out, socializing, and goofing off with technology; 

there did not appear to be any real structure, lesson plans, or projects. However, after 

spending time in the club and talking with students, it became clear they were quite 

productive and were working on a variety of personal projects, both individual and 

collaborative in nature.  

When we first started observing the DMC in the beginning of the school year, the 

projects were primarily driven by personal interests. However, there was a group of 

students primarily interested in film production which generated a separate yet related 

film club. Founded in fall 2010, the International Film Club (IFC) was formed as a joint 

venture between Mr. Lopez, students from the DMC, and mentors from a local 

independent film society.
71

 In 2010, TCHS students wrote, shot, produced, and edited a 

short narrative; they submitted the film to a well-known international film festival where 

it was accepted and screened. In fall of 2011 (when we began observing the DMC), the 

IFC had grown. It was comprised of two other high schools in the district and included 

four separate but related projects: narrative short film, a documentary, a behind the 

scenes team, and a webisode and publicity team. According to Mr. Lopez, the project 

grew faster than they were prepared,  but nonetheless experienced success during the 

2011-2012 school year. However, the sheer number of students and mentors involved in 

                                                
71 In order to protect the privacy of the school and participants, the name of the project has been changed, 

likewise the name of the festival is not disclosed. However, it is a respected and  prestigious film festival 

which reflects highly of TCHS, IFC, the teachers, and the students who produced the film.  
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the project, combined with the resources required for four film projects, changed the 

dynamics of the DMC.  

We observed a decrease in DMC participation from students who were not 

interested in or involved with the IFC projects. That is, many of those involved in the 

DMC because of their interest in film became involved with IFC, while those who 

participated in the DMC for interests outside of film eventually tapered off their 

participation in the DMC. Our initial ethnographic focus centered on the informal after-

school DMC space. As the semester continued, participation in the DMC began to trickle 

out as the IFC began to take precedence, as such, our focus also shifted towards the IFC. 

While there were still some students who came to the DMC for reasons other than film, 

by the end of the fall semester the majority of the space and participants occupying the 

computer lab were there for IFC.  

Of our 18 primary participants, six were involved in the IFC project, two were 

involved in the DMC but did not participate with the IFC, five were enrolled in either Mr. 

Warren’s or Mr. Lopez’s tech courses but were not involved in with DMC or IFC, and 

five of our participants were not enrolled in the technology courses nor involved in the 

after-school clubs.
72

 While this sample is in no way representative of the entire school, 

we nonetheless felt we had a diverse sample of students, which included those who were 

                                                
72 Of my five primary participants two, Jasmine and Javier, were deeply invested in the IFC narrative film 

project. Jasmine was a camera operator and Javier was director of photography. Gabriela was involved with 

the DMC for photography but stopped participating as much when the focus shifted to the IFC. Jada was 

enrolled in Mr. Lopez’s technology apps course but did not participate in the DMC. When I first met 

Selena she was participating in the DMC to earn makeup credits, once she earned the credits she stopped 

attending as often; however she was still enrolled in Mr. Lopez’s advanced tech apps class. 
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highly invested in digital media and film production (i.e. those involved with the clubs), 

those moderately interested in digital media (i.e. those taking tech courses but not 

involved in the clubs), and students whose experiences with digital media were generally 

more casual (i.e. students not enrolled in tech courses or involved in the clubs). As will 

be discussed, individual interest and engagement with media fluctuated over the course of 

the study as well.  

Structure of the Informal Learning Environments 

 In accordance with others (Ito et al., 2010; Sefton-Green, 2004), we found that the 

design and structure of the informal after-school space had significant implications with 

regard to risk, opportunities, and learning. Differentiating between “formal” and 

“informal”, or in school and out-of-school learning, can be a challenging and at times an 

unintentionally limiting semantic distinction. Obviously notions of informal learning did 

not first arrive with the adoption of digital technologies; to a certain degree learning in 

informal spaces (i.e. outside of a classroom) occurs all the time. For example, language 

acquisition in the home or jargon and slang that is learned from peers is casually and 

informally learned via day-to-day interactions. Additionally, formal spaces also account 

for informal styles of learning, such as social skills acquired through peer interactions in 

the classroom. However, like other scholars (Ito et al., 2010; Valentine, 2008; Sefton-

Green, 2004; Livingstone, 2009), I believe digital technologies complicate, challenge, 

and compliment traditional modes of learning. Notably, personal computers, high-speed 

internet, and mobile devices change how, what, when, and where students learn. 

According to Valentine (2008), “the introduction of ICT in the classroom tends to be 
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associated with a shift in teachers’ roles, away from didactic whole classroom instruction 

towards both a personalized, autonomous style of learning focused on needs and choices 

of individual learners, and more student-centered interactions” (4). Identifying evidence 

of this shift, and recognizing the spaces which facilitate new modes of informal learning, 

is paramount to understanding the changing role of schools and how students learn.   

In their collaborative research published in Hanging Out, Messing Around, and 

Geeking Out (2010), Mimi Ito and her colleagues argue “the most engaged and active 

forms of learning with digital media happen in youth-driven settings that are focused on 

social communication and recreation” (12), which can be used to describe the DMC and 

IFC.  Their research focuses on the different genres of participation in which youth 

engage with new media, and the practices which are rendered meaningful to youth 

themselves. They pose two primary genres of participation used to describe young 

people’s learning and media engagement: friendship-driven and interest-driven. 

Friendship-driven refers to “those shared practices that grow out of friendships in given 

local social worlds” (16) and include the day-to-day interactions with friends and peers 

which also include online interactions (e.g. Facebook and Twitter).  

Interest-driven practices however, refer to those interests and practices which 

“youth describe as the domain of the geeks, freaks, musicians, artists, and dorks – the 

kids who are identified as smart, different, or creative, who generally exist at the margins 

of teen social worlds” (17). While teens develop friendships through interest-driven 

participation, unlike friendship-driven practices, the interest typically precedes the 
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friendships.  These genres can be contextualized within a broader notion of learning 

known as the situated learning theory. Situated learning posits that learning is not so 

much an individualized and isolated process, but rather understands that learning 

transpires as part of a shared cultural system and collective social action (Lave and 

Wenger, 1991). Thus, in order to understand how and what students learn in the after-

school clubs, it is important to recognize the broader social setting and structures 

motivating participation and engagement. Ito et al.’s friendship-driven and interest-driven 

genres of participation provide a useful conceptual framework for approaching the after-

school clubs which, although highly social, represent primarily interest-driven modes of 

participation.  

The after-school clubs provide a liminal space between formal and informal 

learning and potentially compensate for the inadequacies of students’ formal learning 

environments. While students joined the after-school clubs for a variety of reasons, the 

overall motivation can be classified as interest-driven participation – that is, the students 

had a desire or curiosity to further explore an interest related to digital media and 

production (Ito, et. al, 2010). Some students joined via the encouragement of peers or 

teachers, while others joined to gain access to equipment such as cameras, microphones 

and other recording gear. Still, others joined in order to gain access to the computers 

themselves and the array of software that was otherwise unavailable to many of the 

students except in the school’s computer labs. According to Ito et al. (2010) this genre of 

participation can best be described as messing around, and for a few students, perhaps 

geeking out as well. Messing around is characterized as a more intense engagement with 
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digital media. It typically involves autonomous learning through trial and error, looking 

up information and media online, and experimenting and interacting with media. Forums 

and tutorials: 

Augment existing information resources by lowering the barriers to looking 

around in ways that do not require specialized knowledge to begin…[It] can be 

described as a self-directed activity that provides young people with a sense of 

agency, often exhibited in a discourse that they are ‘self-taught’ as a result of 

engaging in these strategies” (Horst, Herr-Stephenson, and Robinson, 2010, p. 

57).  

Several of our participants expressed a desire to “learn on their own”, in other words they 

enjoyed messing around with software and searching for “how-to’s” in a non-

authoritarian manner, which was not often afforded in traditional formal classroom 

environments. 

 It is important to note that the clubs, both the DMC and the IFC, differed from the 

formal learning environment in several ways, which influenced what was learned, how, 

and by whom. While Mr. Lopez strived to incorporate peer learning and personal 

interests into the formal classroom, the after-school club was better suited to facilitate this 

mode of learning because it was primarily peer-driven and interest-driven. The stakes 

were low, students could create their own projects, and collaborate together. Additionally 

their work was validated by their peers and trusted adults. As Valentine (2008) asserts, 

learning with ICTs enables a shift from the teacher as primary means of instruction, 

which was evident in the club. While Mr. Lopez (and other mentors) was present, he took 

a backseat to other means of instruction in the computer lab, primarily online tutorials 
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(e.g. videos and forums), peer-to-peer learning, and autonomous individual messing 

around with software and technologies.  

Through observations and interviews we ascertained that students enjoyed 

figuring out how to do things on their own. With the time and flexibility afforded in the 

after-school club, students would mess around with technology until they figured out how 

to do what they were attempting to learn (Ito et al., 2010). Several students told us they 

preferred to look up instructions online rather than ask for help from an instructor. 

Sometimes there were student-identified experts who other students would seek out for 

help, and at other times we observed a general call for help hollered to anyone willing to 

take a moment to explain something to the student needing assistance. The range of 

individual interests and projects combined with a lack of formal instruction contributed to 

the relaxed informal space of the club.   

The modes of learning facilitated by the after-school clubs were more in sync 

with the ways students told us they preferred to learn. As others have noted (Ito, et al., 

2010; Hobbs, 1998; Livingstone, 2009), today’s students are engaged in broad media and 

learning ecologies that expand the boundaries for formal student-teacher classroom 

models. The after-school clubs demonstrate that with the right tools, support, 

infrastructure, and environment, students are able to create and maintain rich learning 

environments that rely on peers, technologies, and common interests (Thomas and Seely 

Brown, 2011). Outside the context of the after-school clubs, many participants told us 

their favorite courses were any which allowed for creativity and personal projects. For 
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example, Mexican-American senior, Antonio, told me of his frustrations with his English 

class because his teacher would not allow him to write a script as his book report. “She 

says she wants me to write. But a script is writing! And it’s what I like, it’s more creative, 

you know?”
73

 Although technology is not necessarily a requisite for the non-traditional 

non-“book learning”, which students told us they preferred, digital media certainly 

facilitate production-based peer-learning, which could enable creative modes of learning 

in other courses as well. 

DIGITAL MEDIA & AFTER-SCHOOL CLUBS AS RISK INTERVENTIONS 

The previous section has provided the context and background for further 

analysis. Moving forward I consider how the informal learning environments, in 

combination with digital media production, function as risk interventions by providing 

students with opportunities to transcend their subjectivity as at-risk youth. I want to be 

clear that I am not arguing that technology and digital media in and of themselves are 

wholly sufficient for transforming at-risk subjects. After-school clubs have been hailed as 

risk intervention strategies to various degrees of success.  As will be discussed, some 

participants negotiated new identities through engagement with digital media, however 

there were others whose identities and aspirations were not transformed in the same 

ways. Consequently, what I am advocating is that youth discourses which produce at-risk 

subjects simultaneously produce a call for interventions.  

                                                
73 Field notes, October 17, 2011.  
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What our research demonstrates is that some students discover new passions with 

and through digital media, which can lead to empowering identities and aspirations 

(Jenkins, 2006a; Kearney, 2006). This is also in accordance with Kelly (2006) who 

argues the negativity of at-risk discourse illuminates the positivity of the entrepreneurial 

Self. For our participants, the entrepreneurial Self is a creative and artistic Self that can 

leverage skills as a way to acquire social, cultural, and economic capital. In this way, 

digital media clubs serve both humanistic and economic intentions (Withers and Batten, 

1995). The second half of this chapter focuses on how digital media and the after-school 

clubs work together to provide opportunities for students to enhance their media 

production skills and acquire social and cultural capital. Through participation in the 

clubs, alongside developing media production skills, some students renegotiated their 

identities and began to see themselves and their futures in empowered ways.  

Access 

 One of the primary goals of the after-school clubs was to provide a space for 

students to develop media literacy skills, and particularly production skills. As noted, the 

peer-driven, production-based learning allowed students to mess around with software, 

hardware, and equipment while working on personal and collaborative projects. 

Additionally, research has demonstrated that IT usage is positively correlated to academic 

performance (Jackson, von Eye, Biocca, et al. 2006), thus for students without access at 

home, the clubs provided more equitable academic opportunities. However, in addition to 

skill development, we cannot overlook the value of access. Although digital divides 

based on race and gender have significantly closed since the earlier days of the internet 
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(DiMaggio, Hargittai, Celeste, and Shafer, 2004), and although Black and Latino youth 

are just as likely to participate on social networking sites as whites (Lenhart et al 2007; 

Watkins, 2009), we have found  issues of access are still consequential for low-income 

households.  The after-school clubs contributed to more equitable opportunities for 

marginalized teens by providing students with access to quality computers, software, and 

internet. While digital divide conversations have productively expanded beyond issues of 

access in order to consider more nuanced aspects of skills and participation (Jackson et 

al. 2006; Fox 2006), we should not be too quick to dismiss the issue of access all 

together.  

Research shows that the majority of Americans do have access to computers and 

the internet (Zickuhr and Smith, 2012), however we have found that access is not as 

simple as connected or not; instead access was often temporal. That is, families paid their 

internet bills on an as-can-be-afforded basis and would cut it off depending on current 

financial decisions. Other students, such as Jasmine and Amina, faced domestic 

instabilities and moved from their parents’ homes to the homes of their grandparents or 

friends during the course of the study. Moves like these also meant changes in their 

access to computers and the internet. Other students talked about the inability to fix 

broken computers, so while they may have had access one week, a broken mouse or 

keyboard left them without access for several weeks or months at a time. In other words, 

while the digital divide is about more than access, we must be cautious to too quickly 

dismiss the importance of access. As our research has demonstrated, even as digital 
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divides and participation gaps have closed, digital media ecologies are still not created 

equal.  

Hence, access to school computers and software was of the utmost importance for 

low-income students who otherwise did not have access to quality computers or internet 

at home. The after-school clubs and computer labs also provided a space for students to 

mess around with computers and software in order to develop confidence and skills. For 

example, senior Selena did not have cable or internet at home, but she had an outdated 

computer in her bedroom which was often broken.
74

 When I first met Selena she had a 

cell phone but over the course of the semester her service was cut-off more than once due 

to the inability to pay the bill. She also left her phone at a bus stop and had to wait about 

two months until she was financially able to replace it. Selena said she enjoyed hanging 

out in the DMC because she wanted to learn more about photography, photo editing, and 

script writing. She would access Tumblr on her 3G-enabled phone (when available) to 

find images she would then email to herself and edit in the DMC computer lab. 

Occasionally she also took pictures with her phone and emailed them to herself to  edit or 

“make them weird” with Photoshop. Her computer at home did not allow her to do this 

so she enjoyed going to the club to learn how the software worked. She told me, “After 

school one day I just decided to work on a project, and I just started messing with 

Photoshop and all the tools and I think I started learning what does what.”
75

  

                                                
74 For example, her mouse broke and it took her two months to buy another one; during those two months 

she was unable to use the only home computer.  

75 School & Learning Protocol, interview on October 25, 2011.  
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For Selena, the after-school club was particularly important since it was the only 

opportunity she had to not only get help, but also to look up tutorials and experiment with 

software that she otherwise could not access. Her motivation for participation was in part 

driven by economic restrictions at home, as well as an interest in photography, and a 

desire to be with friends. An African-American student, Devan, who was a 2010 graduate 

of TCHS and worked as a mentor with the IFC, talked about the importance of the club 

for providing access to technology. He even earned the privilege to take equipment home 

with him so he could continue working on projects. He said: 

Mr. Lopez would lend out laptops so my entire senior year every single day I 

would take home a computer.  Every single day I’d take it when school ends and 

bring it back before school started.  It was tough but I got to do it at home.  I 

could move stuff from here and then work on it at home.  I could take a camera, 

shoot something here, edit it there, finish it up at home, and stuff like that.
76

 

 Thus for students such as Selena and Devan, as well as many of our other participants, 

economic regulations shaped access to digital media, and the clubs potentially provided a 

space to lessen the effects of digital inequities.  

Collaborative Participation 

One of the other ways students developed skills and were able to engage with 

digital media was through collaborative projects. While a few of the DMC and IFC 

members were involved in sports or band, the majority were not involved in team 

activities. The DMC and IFC provided a space for them to work collaboratively, to learn 

                                                
76 Unstructured interview discussing experiences with the DMC, interview on November 2, 2011. 
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from one another, and to learn how to communicate and organize large scale projects. 

Sergio explained:  

The digital media club is really a place where I feel more open and creative at, 

because I can just look up things that I need help with, as in [online] tutorials, and 

I can just get visual ideas from other people’s work, as well as build off of mine, 

because then there’s other people who do the same thing, and we can all 

collaborate and just pass ideas back and forth.
77

 

While he considered himself to be competent with a lot of skills, techniques, and 

software, he recounted a story of having to learn something new. At the time he had a job 

with a graphic design company but he had little experience designing logos, so he taught 

himself at the digital media club.  

Sergio: I didn’t really know much about logo-making until I started researching it, 

and looking up, like, tutorials and studies of how a good logo should be made.  

And then, after that, I just started, like, practicing after school making simple 

logos for, like, other companies, like Coca-Cola—I made my own logo for that.  

And then I build off of that. 

Interviewer:  And did you use the Digital Media Club to explore this? 

Sergio:  Yeah.  The Digital Media Club, because I don’t really have a computer at 

home that has all the programs that the school has.  So, that’s mainly why I spend 

most of my time after school.
78

 

Sergio’s experience was not a unique one for members in the club; it was not uncommon 

for students to hang out in the digital media club several times a week, sometimes staying 

as late as 9:00pm working on projects for school, as well as personal interests and 

collaborative projects with other students. Although several students would stay in the 

club until late, other students had work and family obligation, which limited their 

                                                
77 Home Life & Routines, interview on October 26, 2011.  

78 Ibid.  
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participation. Thus, it is important to consider how economic restrictions and domestic 

environments also shape students’ participation in after-school spaces.   

Javier was a Mexican student who came to the United States when he was 14 

years-old and learned English while enrolled at TCHS. He was very passionate about film 

and had some of his films accepted at local and international film festivals. Although he 

had always enjoyed film, it was through the DMC and IFC that he first had the 

opportunity to develop his talents and passions. He told me: 

Yeah the clubs really gives you that opportunity to experiment and to lose the 

fear.  Once you’re working with other people, and you’re getting to know more 

people, and you’re beginning to have structure in your work, you have to be able 

to let yourself free.  You have to be able to experiment because once you have 

that confidence it’s easier for you to do other things…And by doing this this time, 

and another thing another time, messing up this time, and messing up another 

time you’re having all these experiences [that really help you].
79

   

Interestingly, participants often reflected on failures in a positive way, that is, they 

appreciated that the clubs provided spaces for them to make mistakes. Unlike traditional 

learning environments, in which failure and mistakes have academic consequences, the 

informal space encouraged learning by trial and error. When the stakes were low students 

enjoyed this mode of learning. Horst, Herr-Stephenson, and Robinson (2010) found 

similar attitudes among their participants as well, namely that young people enjoy 

learning by messing around, making mistakes, and eventually honing their skills. They 

write:  

                                                
79 International Film Club protocol, interview on March 7, 2012.  
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Whether in media production, game play, or other mediated contexts, 

opportunities to experiment, play, and fail with minimal  consequence can support 

young people in developing problem-solving skills and learning to use resources 

wisely and creatively. As with looking around, the social dimensions of 

experimentation and play are important, as peers are able to scaffold experiences 

for one another based on experience and the results of previous experimentation 

(2010, p. 62).  

Through observations of the DFC and IFC, as well as conversations with students, it was 

apparent that young people enjoyed the opportunities to mess around with media, 

equipment, techniques, and software as a way to learn how they worked and also to make 

their own work better. As such, the structure of the informal learning space provided low 

stake opportunities for students to develop skills in ways the formal learning 

environments – with teacher centered, grade oriented, dyadic structures - did not. 

Social Capital 

Going a step further, the clubs also provide students with opportunities to apply 

their skills outside of school-based settings. While there is value in skill acquisition, the 

added value of applying learned skills in non-school settings was particularly important 

for marginalized teens, since it potentially leads to acquisition of social capital. For 

ideological reasons, social capital does not have an undisputed definition (Dolfsma and 

Dannreuther, 2003; Foley and Edwards, 1997), thus it is important to clarify how I am 

using the concept. Within media and cultural studies Pierre Bourdieu’s contributions are 

often invoked when we discuss capital. He writes: 

Social capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources which are linked 

to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalized relationships 

of mutual acquaintance and recognition – or in other words, to membership in a 

group – which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectively-

owned capital, a ‘credential’ which entitles them to credit…The volume of the 
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social capital possessed by a given agent thus depends on the size of the network 

of connections he [sic] can effectively mobilize (1986, p. 248-249).  

Simply put, social capital describes access to and the value of social networks. Compared 

to middle-class families, lower-class teens have significantly less access to professional 

social networks (Lareau, 2003). Research demonstrates that access to robust and well-

connected social networks lead to opportunities for professional, cultural, and educational 

development (ibid). As such, the potential to develop skills, which can potentially lead to 

the expansion of social networks and acquisition of social capital, is particularly 

important for marginalized teens involved with the DMC and IFC.  

 The informal space, combined with a social atmosphere, facilitated learning. 

However, students attained more than just digital literacy skills; they also acquired social 

capital which could be leveraged for economic capital as well. For example, when the 

DMC decided it needed to earn money, the students first suggested having a bake sale 

like so many of the other clubs around school. However, Mr. Lopez proposed a much 

better idea: he suggested they use their creative skills to do work for other teachers and 

clubs at school. The students started making videos to promote the drama club, recorded 

and edited band and orchestra concerts, and helped teachers spruce up PowerPoint 

presentations for their classes by making them more appealing. The clubs and teachers 

paid the DMC for their work. The students also got the opportunity to teach production 

and editing skills to teachers and students who were not familiar with technology. They 

leveraged their creative digital media skills to tap into networks at school in order to 

acquire economic capital.  
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In addition to digital literacy, students learned that their skills were valuable and 

were validated by others (adults) who turned to them for help. They learned how to 

leverage their skills for real capital and résumé-building experiences. In describing the 

role of the after-school club, Mr. Lopez told me:  

I want to give them a place to come and actually apply their skills. Most of them 

are going to be looking for jobs and they already are looking for jobs or some are 

looking to go to college. I want to be able to, from a personal standpoint, give 

them all the skills they need to go and be successful. There are so many 

challenges out there and I feel that school hasn’t prepared them with everything 

they need to know to succeed. I want to prepare them for the real world…I think 

the after-school club fills in some of those gaps that the school doesn’t prepare 

them for because getting out into the real world is tough …But also the club is 

fun, I want them to learn in a fun way and projects are a great way to do that.
80

 

As the club continued to evolve, Mr. Lopez made connections with several nonprofits in 

the community, particularly film projects which were able to extend the students’ 

experiences beyond a high school setting. Students helped produce PSAs for various 

organizations, produced films with several nonprofits and took student-produced films to 

film festivals. In addition to showcasing their skills, the students learned to work with 

professionals and collaborate on large scale projects. Mr. Lopez commented, “It’s great 

for our kids to learn how to work with other people, that’s the world we live in now. For 

our students it’s a great opportunity to help them know how to manage large 

projects…it’s the real world.”
81

 Students harnessed their passions for technology, editing, 

recording, production, and in the process learned collaborative skills, as well as business 

techniques. They expanded their social networks and acquired additional social capital.  

                                                
80 Teacher Interview, January 17, 2012.  

81 Ibid.  
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Social capital is not just about expanding one’s social network, it is also the 

ability to tap into and capitalize on networks (Bourdieu, 1986). The after-school clubs not 

only connected marginalized students with (adult) members of the local community and 

industry, but also helped students develop the cultural capital necessary to take advantage 

of their expanding networks. Mr. Lopez and the other mentors spent a lot of time 

teaching students how to communicate with the press, industry, nonprofits, and potential 

donors (e.g. at fundraisers and local screenings). Jasmine was very involved with the 

DMC and was the camera operator for the IFC narrative film. As the project was 

wrapping up I asked her what the most important thing she had learned through her 

experiences participating with the DMC and IFC. Her answer surprised me, she told me: 

“Communication, learning how to communicate with people. It can be really frustrating, 

you have to tell people exactly what you want and be specific, people don’t listen or get it 

always.”
82

   Learning to communicate was not only important in order for Jasmine to 

work in collaboration with other students, but was also important in negotiating her 

expanded social networks. For example, in addition to the production related aspects of 

collaborating on a film, the students learned the skills necessary to attain resources 

through marketing and fundraising. They contacted the local press in order to generate 

local excitement about and support for their projects. They made contacts with local film 

communities as a way to raise funds for their film, but they also to make business 

connections with professionals in their communities.  

                                                
82 Field notes, February 16, 2012.  
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 Through their experiences working within the school and the community, students 

attained social and cultural capital not often afforded youth - who often have limited 

power because of their age and socioeconomic status (Livingstone, 2009). Historically, 

youth occupy marginalized spaces within society, and unfortunately this is even more so 

the case for individuals of color and low-income youth (Carter, 2007; Lareau, 2003). 

With the digital literacy skills acquired in tech class and the after-school space, students 

also gained access to social networks they were otherwise excluded: local filmmakers and 

film societies, the press, and nonprofits willing to leverage financial support. The 

relationships students developed through their participation in the DMC and IFC 

provided access to individuals and organizations with the power to positively expand 

opportunities to jobs, networks, and capital.   

 Negotiation of Identity & Career Aspirations  

 Thus far, in accordance with other scholars (Ito et al. 2010; Walsh 2007; 

Livingstone 2009; Sefton-Green 2004), I have demonstrated how the affordances of 

digital media, alongside the informal learning environment, has provided marginalized 

students with access, opportunities, and helped to expand their social networks. However, 

research has demonstrated that access and participation are not necessarily sufficient for 

enabling marginalized youth to succeed in school and beyond (Finn and Rock 1997; 

Mahoney et al, 2009). Rather, students must identify with and internalize the aims and 

goals of education in order to find the motivation to persevere and succeed (Gottfried, 

Reming, & Gottfried, 1998; Pearce & Lawson 2006; Dawes and Lawson 2011). In 

addition to considering the ways participants identified with the goals of the DMC and 
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IFC, I want to go a step further in order to argue that some students renegotiated their 

identities from that of the at-risk subject, to a more empowering identity of artist, creator, 

and/or entrepreneur (what Kelly refers to as the entrepreneurial Self). When describing 

the difference between informal learning activities (e.g. gaming and creative production) 

and formal structured learning environments (e.g. traditional school), Ito (2010) writes: 

The difference, however, between these and structured educational and 

preparatory programs is that youth who participate in these activities engage in 

work that is immediately consequential; these are not training exercise but 

activities that provide them immediate gains in the context of a network of peers 

or a broader audience of viewers and readers…for teens not on an academic track 

(Hansen, Mortimer, and Kruger 2001), these opportunities fill a social vacuum 

(334). 

Likewise, students in our study not only planned for their futures as media makers, but 

they also negotiated identities as current artists and creators (not just future or career 

oriented) and reaped immediate rewards (by screening their films for broader audiences, 

connecting with professionals in the community, and earning money for their work). 

 During our time in the DMC and IFC we observed the confidence students 

exuded with regard to their work; they took pride in their media skills and competencies. 

As part of the Hanging Out, Messing Around, Geeking Out research, Horst, Herr-

Stephenson, and Robinson (2010) identify what they refer to as techne-mentors, defined 

as: 

The term “techne-mentor” is used to help to describe this pattern of information 

and knowledge diffusion. The term “technology” is generally thought to be 

partially derived from the Greek word techne, which means craftsmanship. 

Mentor is a figure in the Odyssey who advised both Odysseus and Telemachus 

and is the source of the modern use of the word “mentor.” Techne-mentor refers 

to a role that someone plays in aiding an individual or group with adopting or 
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supporting some aspect of technology use in a specific context, but being a 

techne-mentor is not a permanent role (2010, p. 59).  

The emergence of expert students was particularly interesting in the ways other students 

recognized the skills, talents, and proficiency of fellow students and the ways in which 

the mentors took on those roles as “experts”.  

Within the DMC and IFC, students valued the advice, criticism, and feedback 

from other students whom peers had identified as experts; they would often seek them out 

in lieu of traditional teachers. One such student was senior Javier who was highly 

respected by the other students for his film editing skills. In an unstructured interview he 

mentioned that students asked him for help a lot and at times he got frustrated because 

some students did not realize how difficult and time consuming it was to edit. “They 

come to me and want me to help edit their film by the end of the week, but that’s really 

difficult. I am busy and it takes time and I want to make it look good, I can’t do it in only 

a few days.”
83

 He was well-known for his skills and enjoyed helping others, but at the 

same time, his reputation meant a lot of students wanted help that he did not always have 

time or interest in providing. Nonetheless Javier enjoyed his role as mentor and identified 

himself as an expert in certain film editing techniques. While reflecting on his role of 

helping other students learn, he told me, “I want [other students] to create things on their 

own.  I just don’t want them to tell me, ‘Oh, come help me with this.  Do it for me.’ It’s 

not like that. You’re just giving them the tools to do it.  And, that’s really fun.”
84

 Javier’s 

                                                
83 Field notes, December 15, 2011.  

84 International Film Club protocol, interview March 7, 2012.  
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comment reflects the nature of the peer-to-peer learning that transpired in the after-school 

clubs.  

Several students viewed the DMC and IFC as more than just a hobby or a way to 

fulfill credit requirements, but rather they viewed it as a pathway to success. While they 

may have joined the club because of an interest in film, or because they thought Tech 

Apps would be a fun class, the experiences and skills acquired through the class and club 

allowed them to realize they could pursue film and media as a career. This is particularly 

significant for marginalized students who have been deemed at-risk of failing to 

successfully transition to adulthood. As noted, students chose to stay at school working 

on projects very late and would continue to work on projects at night and on the 

weekends. The students invested a lot of time into their projects, often at the expense of 

other activities including school work. 

 For example, Jasmine chose not to take difficult courses because she feared they 

would interfere with her ability to work on films and media projects. This was 

particularly important because it signaled Jasmine’s identification as a (future) filmmaker 

over her position as a current student. Jasmine earned money by writing scripts and 

helping her family and local community nonprofits with film projects. She intended to 

pursue a career in film. Thus even though Jasmine wanted to keep up with her school 

work and grades, she viewed it as less important than film. Her grandmother however, 

who was very involved in her life, worried she spent too much time on film projects at 

the expense of school. Although her grandmother was supportive of her film aspirations, 
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she worried it would not provide a lucrative career for Jasmine.
85

 Although, I have 

demonstrated the positive aspects of youth who identify as artists and creators, Jasmine’s 

grandmother’s concerns were legitimate. Media production is a competitive field; even as 

students found new pathways to success (through digital media), they still needed to 

balance media with formal school.  

Motivation and Identification 

Research demonstrates after-school programs such as the DMC and IFC can have 

positive developmental outcomes in the lives of young people (Benson, Scales, Hamilton, 

& Sesma, 2006), particularly for economically disadvantaged or marginalized youth 

(Mahoney et al, 2009). However, in order to experience long term and meaningful 

benefits, it is not enough for young people to merely join a program, but rather they must 

become psychologically engaged. Individuals who are engaged learn more than 

disengaged individuals (Gottfried, Reming, & Gottfried, 1998). Engagement is the result 

of many factors, not least of which intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. I do not think we 

can overlook the role of motivation in shaping young people’s engagement and 

participation with media and technology. More so, we must also consider how motivation 

and opportunity, like risk, are also regulated via laws, norms, the market, and space.  

There is some which explains motivational reasons for joining a program (e.g. to 

be with friends, to meet service requirements or to build a college resume) and research 

that demonstrates the benefits of afterschool programs. However as Pearce & Lawson 

                                                
85 Home Interview Protocol, interview on December 2, 2011.  
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(2006) note, “A crucial problem for the emerging field of youth development is 

understanding the process of change whereby disengaged youth become engaged and 

motivated by program activities” (121). In other words, how do disengaged youth (or 

those merely joining to meet a requirement) actually become engaged in order to reap the 

positive outcomes and learning benefits of the program? How are opportunities  regulated 

in these spaces and in the lives of students?  

In a preliminary study Dawes and Larsen (2011) found that motivation develops 

when individuals cultivate personal connections to a program’s activities and goals. They 

situate their research within a broader context of psychological literature that focuses on 

theories of motivation, including interest theory and self-determination theory (SDT). 

Interest theory suggests involvement must be personally meaningful for individuals. 

From a psychological perspective, interest is defined as “focused attention, increased 

cognitive functioning, persistence and affective involvement” (Hidi, 2000, p. 312). 

Similarly, SDT supposes that sustainable engagement must be integrated into one’s sense 

of self and identity.  Ryan & Deci (2000) claim the highest level of engagement is 

achieved when individuals internalize goals “driven by three basic universal 

psychological needs of the self: competence, autonomy, and relatedness” (Dawes and 

Larsen, 2011, p. 260). Creative projects facilitated by digital media and media production 

afford opportunities for students to achieve competence, autonomy, and relatedness.  

Dawes and Larsen found, according to the youth in their study, after school programs 

became personally relevant when they matched at least one of the following three 

categories of youth’s self-described goals: “learning for the future, developing a sense of 
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competency, or pursuing a broader purpose” (263). Although preliminary, Dawes and 

Larsen’s research is significant because it suggests disengaged youth can develop 

engagement, that is, a lack of intrinsic motivation does not preclude deep engagement 

and learning. 

In terms of our participants, some involved in the IFC are self-described as highly 

engaged with media production and digital media tools. The goals of the after-school 

programs were certainly meaningful to many of our participants. Students such as Javier, 

Antonio, Jasmine, and Sergio often referred to themselves as artists, rather than students, 

and their films as their “work” rather than their “school projects.” They saw themselves 

as artists and workers who were also students, but their identification as artists 

demonstrated their engagement with the DMC and IFC.  In fact, IFC participants viewed 

the club as a pathway to their future goals, which included working in the film and media 

industries. Javier described the IFC members as “outsiders” in terms of their participation 

in other school activities; he said a lot of people in the IFC identified as artists more than 

as students (evidenced by their passion, devotion, and time spent working on media and 

film projects in comparison to schoolwork).
86

 This is an important distinction, as SDT 

theory suggests, engagement occurs when individuals incorporate a program and its goals 

as part of their actual identities (Dawes and Larsen, 2011). This was certainly the case for 

many of our participants, although definitely not all of them (as will be discussed). 

Likewise, participants who were most engaged with DMC and IFC took pride in their 

                                                
86 International Film Club protocol, interview on March 7, 2012.  
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skills and competency which, according to interest-theory, facilitated continued 

motivation and engagement (Hidi, 2000). On the one hand, the clubs and tech classes 

attracted some self-motivated and creative learners, on the other, it was the nature and 

setting of the club itself that actually provided motivation for otherwise disengaged 

students to become motivated.  

For students who were disengaged with formal learning environments and were 

statistically at-risk of dropping out of high school, it seemed digital media and the club 

provided an alternative pathway to success and career opportunities. Many of these 

students navigated a daily situation of precarity with regards to unstable financial 

resources, and unreliable or nonexistent peer and familial networks (as sources of social 

and cultural capitals). Despite these situations, many students still engaged in robust and 

deeply fulfilling connected learning environments facilitated through their participation 

with media production and digital media networks. In this way, motivation for future-

driven success influenced participants’ engagement with the club and digital media – that 

is, an identification as an artist and producer, combined with a recognition that digital 

media was more than just a hobby, shaped opportunities for learning and participation 

(Dawes, and Larsen, 2011). In this way, digital media were constructed not just as tools 

for media production, but additionally as opportunities for future success. Several of our 

participants cited the DMC, IFC, and Mr. Lopez’s class as being a substantial 

contribution to their future career goals and success. As such, they considered digital 

media an essential aspect of their current and future success.  
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For example, over the course of the study I observed how sophomore Gabriela 

discovered how an interest in photography could lead to a career. When I first met her 

she wanted to be a photographer and a nurse; she loved photography but her dad had 

encouraged her to pursue a more stable career path. Gabriela never spoke of nursing with 

any passion and was not very interested in science courses; nonetheless she was willing 

to consider an alternative career to supplement her desire to be a photographer. However, 

through her participation in the DMC and a field trip to a local advertising company with 

the DMC, she discovered an interest in graphic design. The last week of our study she 

told me she had decided to pursue a career in advertising because it combined her love of 

photography and images with a more stable career path than photography alone
87

. This 

was by far the most excited I had seen Gabriela ever discuss her future goals. 

Additionally she told me her father supported her new career path. Through the help of 

Mr. Lopez and the DMC, Gabriela put together an online portfolio and landed a summer 

internship wherein she gets professional experience working alongside media 

professionals. In the eight months I spent with Gabriela, I saw her interest in photography 

evolve from a passion to an identification which allowed her to explore new career paths.  

It is worth speculating about the extent to which Gabriela’s father’s desires for his 

daughter were gendered: he wanted her to achieve a stable career (nursing), but without 

disrupting traditional gender norms and expectations (which professional photography 

would have challenged). Advertising provided a compromise between stability and 

                                                
87 Field notes, May 22, 2012.  
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gendered expectations. This is in contrast to other participants such as Javier, whose 

parents did not express concern with regard to his film aspirations. While I speculate that 

gendered identities shape career aspirations, at the time of writing our data do not provide 

enough evidence to conclusively make these claims. Nonetheless, future research could 

more fully consider the role of gender in structuring teens’ career aspirations as related to 

media production. 

 Many of the participants in our study who reported being highly engaged with the 

DMC and IFC mirrored the goals described by Dawes and Larsen’s study, specifically 

participants cited the importance of the IFC for attainment of future goals. Many also 

took pride in their skills and competencies, which the DMC and IFC have afforded them 

– in short, they identified as creative artists. Several participants told us they did not think 

they would be graduating were it not for their involvement with DMC and the IFC. 

Devan, a 2010 TCHS graduate who helped out in the DMC and IFC told us: 

In my freshman year I was bad.  I didn’t know what I wanted to do.  The cool 

thing about this is that I want to get this class [basic Tech Apps] done so I can go 

to video tech.  It made me happier because I was doing the stuff that brought my 

mood up which made me work harder in the other classes.  It’s a weird concept 

but since this made me so much happier because I could use my imagination, 

rather than just have my head in a book all day, I could go to my math class and 

get it done so I could get to film.  My grades drastically improved.  Without this 

I’d have been in a different situation.
88

 

Devan’s attitude echoed many of the current students involved with the DMC and IFC. 

These students were, by and large, disengaged with formal learning and school. In terms 

of academic performance many were average students at best, who otherwise lacked 

                                                
88 Unstructured interview discussing experiences with the DMC, interview on November 2, 2011. 
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motivation for traditional and formal learning environments. However, through 

participation in the DMC and IFC these students discovered a passion and talent for film, 

editing, digital media, and networking. They were able to design robust connected 

learning environments.  

In this way, the DMC and IFC functioned as risk prevention strategies. Once 

students discovered an interest in technology (both in formal classroom and the club) it 

motivated them to not only do well in tech class, but in their other courses as well. In 

other words, the skills, knowledge, passions, and overall structure of the tech class and 

clubs positively affected students’ overall academic dispositions and performance, as 

they begin to identify as producers, creators, and artists. With the support of an informal 

and peer-driven learning environment, as well as access to, and a passion for digital 

media and film production, students renegotiated new identities which illuminated the 

entrepreneurial Self rather than the at-risk subject (Kelly, 2006).  

OTHER MEDIATING FACTORS 

One criticism or limitation of qualitative research, such as ethnographies of 

learners, is that they tend to be biased towards highly motivated learners who are not 

necessarily very representative of average students (Sefton-Green, 2004). While the club 

certainly attracted creative learners, there were other students who struggled to find 

motivation and discipline to learn in formal and informal spaces. While Javier, Sergio, 

Devan, Gabriela, and Jasmine are excellent examples of the way digital media and after-

school clubs can potentially facilitate and contribute to an interest-driven learning 
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ecology, I do not want to paint an overly optimistic picture. Selena was an example of the 

ways motivation and opportunity can be negatively influenced by space, as well as by 

other economic and institutional constraints.   

Selena’s situation differed from many of the club’s other participants because she 

was also earning makeup credits for some of the work she completed in the club. She 

failed her sophomore year of high school at TCHS, as a senior she was working to make 

up enough credits to be able to graduate. Selena acknowledged in several conversations 

with me that she lacked discipline, motivation, and patience to finish a lot of her school 

work and personal creative projects. However, she said Mr. Lopez “is always on my butt 

about getting more involved on video stuff”
89

, which she found motivating because she 

did not want to disappoint him. While she enjoyed the freedom to be creative in the club, 

she expressed frustration with learning software:  

I started losing patience with using the computers and all the software…I get very 

frustrated.  Like I said, I don’t like asking people for help.  Every now and then 

I’ll ask them, but when somebody explains it to me, I just can’t get it.  I would 

rather just look up the directions on Google or I’ll just keep on playing with it 

until I figure it out.
90

 

Selena conveyed conflicting attitudes about computers and digital media: she enjoyed 

messing around with the software, but she also got frustrated easily.   

When I first met her in the fall semester she was working on a script (one of 

several) and was learning Final Cut Pro in the Tech Apps class as well as messing 

                                                
89 School & Learning, October 25, 2011. 

90 Ibid.  
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around with the software after school to teach herself Photoshop. While discussing film 

editing she told me: 

Selena: The fact that I'm doing it [editing] in school is what throws it off [her 

motivation]. 

 

Jacqueline:  How come? 

 

Selena:  I don't like school. 

 

Jacqueline: You just don't like school? 

 

Selena:  No. 

 

Jacqueline:  So, would you pick it up again maybe when you're not having to do it 

for school? 

 

Selena:  Actually, yeah.  Probably in college I probably will.  Or if I ever just 

decide to go and make my own movie by myself, then yeah.  I'll probably try to 

do it. 

 

Jacqueline:  So, you enjoy it as long as it's not for school? 

 

Selena:  Yeah. Pretty much.  And also all the stuff that Mr. Lopez used to have me 

working on was stuff that I didn't like doing.  Put it this way.  If it's something 

that I recorded that I wrote that I did then I will edit it.  I can edit it.  I can do 

everything on it.  But if it's somebody else's stuff that I don't find interesting I'm 

not into it.  I can't do it. 

 

Jacqueline:  So, it needs to be yours? 

 

Selena:  Yes.  It needs to be mine.  I don't like it whenever he has me doing other 

people's stuff. 

 

Jacqueline:  Does he let you do your own stuff in there? 

 

Selena:  Yeah.  But right now how they're having that whole IFC 

thing.  Everybody's so preoccupied with that.  They're always using the 

cameras.  And lately right now I'm just focused on graduating.  So, that's one of 
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the other reasons why I'm trying not to get distracted by this.  I just want to 

graduate.
91

 

Selena was an interesting example of how multiple constraints regulated her engagement 

with, and interest in, digital media and film production. By extension this also regulated 

opportunity. Selena was openly disengaged with school and formal learning, but was a 

talented writer, artist, and self-taught musician.
92

 However, at the same time her 

participation in the DMC waivered when she was not granted complete freedom to design 

her own projects. When her script was not selected for the IFC narrative she lost almost 

complete interest in the DMC and IFC.  

When considering motivation for learning and engagement we must also consider 

the motivating factors of failure and success; Selena lacked the skills or experience to 

adequately cope with failure. The combination of her script not being selected, as well as 

her frustrations with technology, negatively influenced her overall attitude about digital 

media and the club. In accordance with SDT theory (Dawes and Lawson 2011), Selena’s 

failures and frustrations complicated feelings of competency, which negatively impacted 

her motivation and opportunities for learning. Additionally, I would add that Selena’s 

failures challenged her identity as a writer and artist. Unlike other participants, such as 

Javier who received validation for his work that reinforced his artistic identity, Selena’s 

experiences failed to provide validation and thus affected her creative identification. 

                                                
91 Peers & Social Influence, interview on November 7, 2011.  

92 Over the course of the study Selena shared a lot of her paintings and drawings with me as well as a few 

incomplete drafts of short stories and scripts. She is drawn to gothic fantasy themes and claims she was into 

vampires “long before Twilight ruined them.” (Home Life & Routines, interview October 18, 2011).  
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Additionally, as the DMC transformed into a primarily IFC-focused space, she 

almost completely dropped out of DMC. We must also consider alternative reasons why 

some young people become motivated and engaged with spaces such as the DMC and 

IFC and while others, such as Selena, do not.  In part, Selena’s decline in participation 

can be attributed to the fact her script was not selected, however there were ample 

opportunities for her to still participate in IFC or the DMC.  However, a change in space 

(or architecture according to Lessig 2006) changed Selena’s overall attitude about media 

and technologies. While DMC participants were not explicitly discouraged from 

continuing to use the space or from working on individual projects, the dynamics of the 

after-school club shifted and many non-IFC students stopped participating in the DMC . 

It is also worth noting that unlike many of the other IFC participants, Selena was a bit of 

a loner or social outsider; she did not have the social support network many of the other 

IFC students had within the club. While she got along with the students, and actually 

stated sociality as one motivation for coming to the club, she participated on the 

peripheral, which affected her motivation and participation with IFC and subsequently 

the DMC as well. Thus, her peer network also affected her motivation and participation 

(Dawes and Lawson, 2006).  

Lastly, as Dawes and Larsen (2011) note, disengaged students are likely to 

become engaged with after-school programs when they view the program as a way to 

help them achieve future goals. Initially Selena stated the DMC was going to help her 

become a script writer, improve her résumé, and help her get into college. However, as 

the school year continued the immediate goal and challenge of graduation took 
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precedence over her long-term goals.
93

 Although Selena was interested in many aspects 

of the DMC, her primary motivation in the fall was to earn make-up credits for courses 

she failed her sophomore year. Once she achieved this goal, her interest did not transfer 

to long-term goals such as getting into college or becoming a script writer. In other 

words, while the DMC’s goals did match Selena’s personal goals, other constraints such 

as working towards graduation outweighed the benefits and identification she felt with 

the DMC.  

Selena’s case demonstrates how economics, space, peers, and motivation all 

structured and influenced her engagement with digital media and learning, as well as how 

she constructed the role media and technology in her life. She was initially drawn to the 

DMC because of economic regulations that restricted her access to digital media 

technologies and software home, as well as her interest in script writing and photography, 

but the extrinsic motivation of making up credits for graduation ultimately structured her 

participation. When presented with challenges and failures, her motivation diminished. 

Additionally, the changing spatial dynamics of the computer lab contributed to Selena’s 

change in motivation; by the end of the study she was not involved with DMC. Selena is 

an example of the complex role of regulatory constraints that shape teens’ engagement 

with school, learning, and digital media. While Selena was completely disengaged with 

traditional modes of learning, ICTs provided a potential alternative pathway to learning 

that was interest-driven and non-authoritarian, which Selena said she preferred. Yet, other 

                                                
93 Selena is the first person in her family to graduate high school.  
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regulatory constraints such as economics, space, and the ability to cope with failure, 

impeded her overall engagement with the after-school club, learning, and technology.  

CONCLUSION 

 In conclusion, this chapter has demonstrated the potential of digital media and 

informal learning environments to function as risk intervention strategies. While youth 

are often constructed as risky, particular populations such as minority youth and low-

income youth are explicitly positioned and labeled to be at-risk. TCHS students are 

labeled at risk by the school district, but as te Riele (2006) notes, the problems have more 

to do with students’ relationship with the school system than with individuals themselves. 

Nonetheless, Kelly (2006) has argued that at-risk discourse, in their negativity, serve to 

highlight the positivity of the entrepreneurial Self.  

As such, programs such as the DMC and IFC are intended as risk intervention 

strategies for marginalized youth at risk of failing. They are successful in so far as they 

provide students with opportunities for access, skills, and social capital. The informal 

spaces allowed students to mess around with technology, which is particularly important 

for students without access at home. Additionally, the clubs provided students with 

opportunities to not only develop skills, but also to work collaboratively on peer-driven 

and production-based projects. By working with local film festivals and communities, 

students were afforded opportunities to expand their social networks and to make 

connections with (adult) institutions who had the power to provide students with 

resources not otherwise offered in their limited social networks.  
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 In combination with access, skills, and social capital some participants 

renegotiated identities as media makers, producers, and artists. These empowered 

identities are in accordance with the entrepreneurial Self and empowered students to seek 

out new pathways to success via cultural entrepreneurship (Kearney, 2006; McRobbie, 

1990). Additionally, through their participation in the DMC, students’ identities and work 

were validated in ways not often afforded in traditional school environments. However, 

as was the case with Selena, there are other regulatory constraints which shape students’ 

motivation, engagement, and success. Digital media and informal learning are not 

guaranteed successful intervention strategies. Selena’s case demonstrates how economics, 

extrinsic motivation, and spatial constraints all regulate motivation and involvement. 

Nonetheless, in the eight months I spent in the DMC and IFC, I saw evidence of the fact 

that digital media tools, film, creativity, and informal learning can serve to empower 

youth from positions of marginality and risk, to positions of validation and success.  

Lastly, the role of the teachers and mentors cannot be overlooked. Mr. Lopez and 

other adult mentors, such as Devan, should be credited for structuring the informal 

learning space, providing validation, challenging students, as well as for viewing them as 

artists and media makers. While Mr. Lopez and the mentors have an investment in the 

students’ future success (e.g. a high school diploma is valuable cultural capital), they also 

enabled students to view their current positions as meaningful.  
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CHAPTER 6: “It’s Nobody’s Business”: How Teens Negotiate Privacy 

and Trust  

“Everyone keeps their Tumblr private usually because they post, like actually what 

they're going through or what they feel.  Nobody really wants the people from our school 

to know because then that's how rumors start.  That's how things get out of hand, so I 

think that's why we keep it really private.”
94

 – Gabriela, 16 

 

 Young people’s emersion into online social spaces, alongside adoption of 

personal mobile devices, has given rise to a general concern about the risks to privacy 

that teens encounter via digital media. There is a general perception that young people 

put themselves at risk when they disclose personal information online (Marwick, Diaz, & 

Palfrey, 2010). In particular, adult concerns often focus on external threats, such as 

predators (Harris, 2010) or marketers who are collecting and selling teens’ information 

(Palfrey et al., 2008). With the rapid adoption of social networking sites (SNS), which 

facilitate the disclosure of vast amounts of personal information, there has emerged an 

assumption that young people are not concerned about privacy (Nussbaum, 2007; 

Kornblum, 2007; Moscardelli & Liston-Heyes, 2004). However, there is little empirical 

evidence to suggest that young people are any less concerned about privacy than are 

adults (Marwick, Diaz, & Palfrey, 2010).  

In fact, research demonstrates that teens’ attitudes about privacy tend to parallel 

adult attitudes, however, teens’ often lack the skills to manage their privacy as effectively 

                                                
94 Social Media Protocol, interview on March 5, 2012.  
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as adults (Hoofnagle, King, Li, and Turow, 2010). Data from the Pew Internet & 

American Life Project reveals the overwhelming majority of teens (91%) use social 

media to stay in contact with people they already know offline, the majority of teens 

restrict access to their social networking profiles in some way, only 2% include their cell 

phone numbers on social networking sites, and only 3% of online teens publicly disclose 

their full names, photos of themselves or the town where they (Lenhart & Madden, 

2007). In other words, teens are concerned about privacy and are taking actions to protect 

their privacy.  

 As noted, adult perceptions of teens’ privacy often focus on external threats 

associated with disclosing personal information, which is often categorized as data or 

consumer privacy (Cai & Gantz 2000; Montgomery & Pasnik 1996; Youn 2009). While 

teens are also concerned about these risks, research demonstrates teens are generally 

more concerned about social privacy (Lenhart & Madden 2007; Youn 2009; Schrock & 

boyd 2008). As Harris (2010) writes, “For young people, privacy is more often about 

separation from the authority figures who are in a position to judge them or limit their 

personal choices. Privacy for teens is also about saving face and avoiding embarrassment 

in front of peers” (75). I would add, in accordance with Marwick and boyd (2011), for 

teens, social privacy is also about negotiating, managing, and at times minimizing, what 

teens refer to as drama.  

Drama is the language that teens—most notably girls—use to describe a host of 

activities and  practices ranging from gossip, flirting, arguing, and joking to more 

serious issues of jealousy, ostracization, and name-calling. In contemporary 

teenage life, relationships and social ties play out in networked publics… [and] 
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takes place in front of an audience. Teens use the affordances of social media to 

gather attention, involve themselves in others’ lives, and manipulate “public” 

perceptions. As the term “drama” suggests, the visibility of interpersonal 

interactions in networked publics connotes performance and publicity (ibid, 2).  

Similar to Marwick and boyd’s research, teens in our study also talked a lot about drama 

and the various strategies they used to manage drama. Participants’ attitudes and 

experiences with drama simultaneously revealed attitudes about privacy as well, namely 

that participants cared a lot about maintaining privacy within social contexts.  

By probing and genuinely listening to the stories participants told us and the 

personal narratives they disclosed, it became clear they were all striving to negotiate 

risks. At the same time they were simultaneously attempting to construct their (digital) 

identities and manage their social lives within an increasingly networked world. While 

participants did not often employ a language of risk, their social and mobile media 

practices were indicative of the ways in which they implicitly managed privacy risks.  To 

date, policy and educational strategies have largely focused on threats of stranger-danger 

(Harris, 2010) which, I would argue, have displaced the everyday social privacy concerns 

and experiences of many teens. Research is emerging which addresses the ways teens 

identify and conceptualize of privacy, and in particular, considers the importance of 

social privacy (boyd and Marwick, 2011; Harris, 2010, Marwick, Diaz, and Palfrey, 

2011; Youn, 2009; Schrock & boyd, 2008).  This dissertation adds to this emerging field 

in so far as it strives to understand how teens themselves conceive of privacy risks and 

identifies some of the strategies teens employ to manage privacy with relation to digital 

media.   
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In this chapter I deliberately use the word strategy as opposed to tactic because I 

am not referring to teens’ maintenance of privacy as ways to subvert power structures. 

Unlike earlier chapters (see Chapters 2 and 4), I am not referring to practices that bend or 

break rules, but rather I am referring to the agentive practices teens exercise in order to 

negotiate privacy within networked publics (boyd, 2008; boyd and Marwick, 2011). De 

Certeau (1984) would argue strategies can only be exercised by those with power over 

autonomous spaces. However, as boyd and Marwick (2011) claim, social norms tend to 

be the only regulatory power teens have with regard to social privacy, thus I find strategy 

to be an appropriate term for describing teens’ practices.  

As will be demonstrated, teens’ social and mobile media practices are shaped by 

broader public discourses related to privacy, particularly with concern to data privacy. 

However, their practices also demonstrate the ways in which localized social norms 

regulate privacy in ways adults and popular discourses are unaware. As will also be 

argued, popular discourses around consumer and data privacy tend to sublimate issues 

related to social privacy. This is not to suggest there is necessarily a causal relationship 

between the two, wherein a focus on consumer privacy leads to the sublimation of social 

privacy. Instead, I believe teens’ voices are missing from discourses of privacy 

(Mazzarella, 2003; Mazzarella and Pecora, 2007), as such, issues of social privacy are not 

often discussed in the public sphere. While this can be problematic, it also provides 

spaces for teens to develop their own strategies through which they regulate privacy.  
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This chapter focuses on peer networks and the risks which accompany personal 

disclosure and mediated interactions, that is, the risks associated with sharing information 

and forging mediated relationships. I posit that, to a certain degree, many of the risks 

circulating around online interactions, encounters, and information disclosure (e.g. 

predators, marketing, bullying, sexting) can be boiled down to a concern over privacy: a 

concern about what is shared, by whom, in what context, and under what circumstances 

others have access to it. Rather than addressing particular risks such as bullying or the 

collection of personal information, I have chosen to frame this chapter within a broader 

context of sharing and trust and the ways in which teens navigate mobile and social 

media communication. The primary question framing this chapter asks: in what ways do 

the teens in our study simultaneously acknowledge and manage risks associated with 

mobile and social media?   

Moreover, what types of subjects are constructed via risk discourses compared 

with how teens themselves perceive of their social practices and norms? While teens do 

not often explicitly identify many of their social practices as risky, their practices reveal 

the nuanced, deliberate, and agentive strategies they use to manage risks. Rather than 

merely focusing on teens’ acknowledgement and exposure to risk, I shift the focus to the 

risk management strategies they employ. What privacy strategies do teens leverage in 

order to manage risks and opportunities associated with their mobile and social media 

practices? I argue their risk-management practices are diverse, fluid, and deliberate. I 

have identified and categorized three distinct yet overlapping strategies: 1) informational 

strategies, 2) audience management, and 3) spatial strategies. Within this chapter, I first 
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contextualize teens’ privacy within a broader context of privacy conceptualizations in the 

United States, then briefly address teens’ social media practices and attitudes, and finally 

move into an analysis of their privacy management strategies.  

DEFINING AND CONCEPTUALIZING PRIVACY 

There are many different definitions and conceptualizations of what constitutes 

privacy. First, we must distinguish between the right to privacy - that is, what is and 

should be legally protected - and the concept of privacy - that is, how privacy is valued 

and conceptualized (Solove and Schwartz, 2009).  Put another way, “In constructing a 

concept of privacy, we should look beyond the law because what the law does protect is 

not necessarily what it necessarily should protect (emphasis original)” (Marwick, Diaz, 

and Palfrey, 2010, 7). From an American legal perspective, the Fourth Amendment 

protects American citizens from unwarranted searches and seizures of both body and 

property, which implicates some rights to privacy.  

However, as a modern legal concept privacy appeared in 1890 in response to 

“recent inventions and business methods” which threatened individuals’ “right to be left 

alone” (Warren and Brandeis, 1890). At that time, Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis 

and attorney Samuel D. Warren were considering how the recent advent of cameras and 

newspapers encroached upon citizens’ rights to privacy. 

Instantaneous photographs and newspaper enterprise have invaded the sacred 

precincts of private and domestic life; and numerous mechanical devices threaten 

to make good the prediction that "what is whispered in the closet shall be 

proclaimed from the house-tops." For years there has been a feeling that the law 

must afford some remedy for the unauthorized circulation of portraits of private 

persons; and the evil of invasion of privacy by the newspapers (ibid).  
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From a legal perspective, privacy is often considered as the “right to be left alone”. As 

with cameras and newspapers in the nineteenth century, today new technologies continue 

to serve as an impetus for re-negotiations of private and public. For example, the FCC 

and FTC-regulated “Do Not Call Implementation Act” of 2003 was passed on the 

premise that unsolicited phone calls from marketers presented an invasion of personal 

privacy (Smolla, 2005).  

Computers and the internet have also given rise to new privacy concerns for both 

young people and adults, which has served to further evolve conceptualizations of 

privacy. Technologies challenge notions of what constitutes privacy within social 

contexts, which work alongside renegotiations of what constitutes public and private.  For 

example, in the late 1990s a number of web sites appeared that aggregated photos that 

people had surreptitiously taken under women’s skirts in public spaces. It was always 

theoretically possible to take these photos, but the internet easily facilitated the ability to 

aggregate, publish, search for, disseminate, and reproduce them. Under traditional 

privacy laws this practice was not considered illegal. Yet, in 2004, the US passed the 

Video Voyeurism Prevention Act to outlaw the capturing of such photos when women 

had the expectation of privacy, even while in public space. Thus, because of changing 

technologies, the legal definition and conceptualization of privacy was extended into 

public spaces based on an expectation of privacy.  

Alongside broader debates about the reconceptualization of private and public 

(Fahey, 1995), society is also questioning the extent to which social networking sites 
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should be considered private or public (Livingstone, 2008). For example, young people 

often feel as though their privacy has been encroached upon when news agencies, 

lawyers, judges, teachers, or the police access information and photos from their social 

networking sites. Agencies argue these are public spaces, however, research demonstrates 

that although individuals are aware that social networking sites are public, they often act 

as though they are private (Barnes, 2006). They perceive an expectation of privacy even 

in these “public” spaces. In other words, the ways in which young people (and adults) 

conceive of privacy in an everyday context far exceeds legal definitions.   

While our lives become increasingly networked via digital media and 

technologies (boyd, 2008), privacy is not just about the right to be left alone. Privacy, 

especially in the context of technology, regularly extends beyond issues of body and 

space, but rather encompasses concerns about the disclosure of personal information and 

social privacy. Westin (1967) writes privacy is a:  

Claim of individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, 

how, and to what extent information about them is communicated to others. 

Viewed in terms of the relation of the individual to social participation, privacy is 

the voluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person from the general society 

through physical or psychological means, either in a state of solitude or 

smallgroup intimacy, or, when among larger groups, in a condition of anonymity 

or reserve (p. 7). 

Modern conceptualizations of privacy did not arise with the adoption of digital media, but 

mobile media and social networking sites challenge us to rethink negotiations of privacy. 

Digital media require us to rethink seemingly static boundaries of private and public. 

Maintaining and negotiating privacy is not merely about the binary of “access” or “no 

access”, but rather privacy is about the ability for an individual to exert control over how 
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information flows, who has access to it, and in what context. That is, privacy is about the 

ability to control social situations (boyd and Marwick, 2011). Ultimately, like risk, 

privacy is a social construct that is regulated via various constraints, the law being just 

one of them. Privacy also gets regulated and constructed via architecture (or code in the 

digital sense), social norms, and the market. Based on ethnographic fieldwork focusing 

on teens’ use of social networking sites, boyd and Marwick (2011) argue that “social 

norms [are] the only regulatory force [teens] feel empowered to shape” (5).  Likewise, as 

will be discussed, the teens in our study also construct and delineate privacy via social 

boundaries and strategies. Additionally, I argue  the ways in which technologies get 

constructed as personal (and therefore private) are related to issues of class and equity.  

Loss of privacy is often constructed as a risk. For example, there are concerns 

about teens revealing too much information about themselves (Downes, 2006; Sullivan, 

2005;), which could lead to exposure to pedophiles and predators (Huffaker and Calvert, 

2005; Antone, 2006). Or as another concern, there is the risk of marketers collecting too 

much personal data (Hempel and Lehman, 2005). Yet, it is important to also consider the 

benefits associated with intentional disclosure of personal information. We all choose to 

disclose personal information about ourselves on a daily basis, usually because the 

perceived benefits or convenience outweigh the perceived risks of giving up personal 

information. For example, we provide our favorite retail credit card company with our 

email address and mobile phone number so we can receive promotions, or we link our 

favorite mobile game to our Facebook account so we can play with friends. Rogers 

(1983) refers to this as the risk-benefit appraisal model: the more risk we perceive the 
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more protection strategies we employ. However, the more benefits we perceive from 

taking a risk, the fewer protection strategies we employ. He argues protection motivation 

is a mediating variable that explains risk-benefit appraisals, as well as the ways we cope 

with loss of privacy.  

Applying Rogers’ risk-benefit appraisal to teens’ perceptions of privacy, Youn 

(2005) found that the theory holds true for teens’ approaches to data privacy online. 

When the perceived benefits outweighed risks, teens disclosed personal information. 

However, teens also reported using coping strategies, such as providing false or 

incomplete information, as a way to minimize risk while still benefiting from disclosure. 

Rogers was primarily discussing risk-minimizing strategies within the context of data 

privacy (the risk of disclosing personal information to companies or marketers), however 

the risk-benefit appraisal model is also applicable to the ways in which teens manage 

social privacy via mediated peer networks and communication.  The majority of our 

participants’ privacy concerns addressed the ways in which they forged relationships with 

their peers via social media and digital communication, and the practices they employed 

to manage risk. As Christena Nippert-Eng (2010) claims “managing privacy is 

fundamentally about managing relationships with others” (167), which is definitely 

reflective of our participants’ desire for, and maintenance of, privacy.   

On the one hand, they strived to make personal connections via mobile phones, 

iPod Touches, the Nintendo DS and through sites such as Facebook, Tumblr, and Twitter 

to communicate with their peers (see Chapter 4). Yet, at the same time, they were 
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concerned about what their friends knew about them, who had access to their devices, 

and what information they shared with whom, where, and in what context. Nowak and 

Philips (1995) contend that privacy can be conceived of as a contractual relationship in 

which individuals exchange personal information for social benefits. As will be 

discussed, teens in our study entered into social contracts with their peers with whom 

they choose to share their passwords, mobile devices, and even their social networking 

sites. Sharing personal information with peers is of course a normative aspect of any 

intimate relationship, in order to get to know someone we all make ourselves vulnerable 

as a way of achieving and maintaining intimacy.  

At a time when teens communicate more and more via digital and mobile 

communication tools, it is not a surprise that they are simultaneously concerned about 

privacy, yet willing to share incredibly personal information with their peers. A 

willingness to share is driven by a desire to feel connected to their peers, yet this should 

not be misinterpreted as a disregard for privacy (boyd and Marwick, 2011). What I have 

found is that teens share personal information with people whom they trust, however, 

outside of clearly defined trusting relationships teens are very concerned about 

oversharing, betrayal, and the risks associated with communication via digital 

technologies and media.   

TEENS’ SOCIAL AND MOBILE MEDIA PRACTICES 

Alongside discussing participants’ perspectives and social privacy strategies, I 

will also provide an overview of their social and mobile media use in order to provide 
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context for discussing their privacy and risk-management strategies. Teens expressed 

diverse attitudes about text messaging and social networking sites, therefore it is difficult 

to draw generalizations regarding mobile and social media use. Some of our participants 

readily admitted they were always on Facebook and their cell phones, while other 

participants expressed more ambiguity or negativity towards Facebook. For example, 

Ethiopian senior Amina told us, “I think high schoolers -- we don’t care at all -- we’ll 

admit we’re always on Facebook.  I think adults are more embarrassed about it.”
95

 

Amina’s attitude reflected perceived generational differences, as well as assumptions 

regarding Facebook use. In response to a question regarding adults’ perspectives of 

Facebook she told us: 

If you want to talk about how it’s considered a waste of time I agree.  It is a waste 

of time.  That is true.  We’re going to do it anyway.  It is in a way an addiction, 

but not really.  It’s just something we like to do.  If I’m thinking about something 

and I want to tweet about it I’m going to tweet about it.  Or if I want to get on 

Facebook just to see what’s on Facebook I’m going to do it because I can and I 

want to.
96

 

She went on to say an alternative to Facebook was being bored and that if she did not 

want to do her homework she would find a distraction, rather it was Facebook or 

something else. Thus she framed her use of Facebook not so much as an addiction, but as 

her preferred mode of distraction. She normalized this for herself and her peers and noted 

that within her peer networks there was no stigma attached to being on Facebook all the 

time. 

                                                
95 School & Learning, interview on October 27, 2011. 

96 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 10, 2011. 
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However, other teens told us about their struggles and ambiguity around 

Facebook. I asked Gabriela to keep a social media journal for one week in which she 

would jot down how, why, and when she used social media, what she looked at as well as 

use the journal as a space to reflect more generally on her social media use. While she 

(and other participants) did not really reflect upon her use, she did keep a daily journal of 

social media use. Interestingly, on day two of her journal she wrote she deleted Facebook 

from the home screen on her phone and took it off of her favorites list on her laptop 

browser. In a follow-up interview I had the opportunity to ask her to elaborate on this 

decision.  

Jacqueline: So, let's see, you said that you deleted Facebook off your favorites and 

hid it on your phone.  How come you did that? 

Gabriela:  To stop me from going back and getting annoyed. 

Jacqueline:  So you get annoyed when you get on Facebook?  So when you get on 

it and get off, do you wish you hadn't, or are you frustrated that you got on? 

Gabriela:  Yea, I'm just frustrated.  I'm just bored.  It’s always the same stuff.  

Jacqueline:  You said you hid it.  Has it worked? 

Gabriela:  Yeah.  It's sad, but I guess the reason that on my laptop-- Safari has 

your favorites and I had it on there and I had the app on my phone, really close to 

Tumblr.  So whenever I got bored it was the first thing I-- 

Jacqueline:  --Just like a habit 

Gabriela:  But I deleted it from my favorites, I signed out of it from  home [from 

her laptop], because I know my lazy self isn't going to log back in.  And so I hid it 

on my phone; I put it in a folder.  It takes me a while to remember where it's at.
97

 

                                                
97 Social Media protocol, interview on March 5, 2012.  
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In several interviews Gabriela discussed her overall feelings of frustration and annoyance 

with Facebook. She stated that everyone just posted the same things all the time and she 

found herself checking it even though she did not really want to.  

Other participants, such as Javier and Jasmine, only checked their Facebook 

accounts once a day or every couple of days. Jasmine would go weeks without checking 

it until some of her teachers started using it as a way to stay in touch with students. “I 

check it more because of the International Film Club and Mr. Lopez, he likes us to make 

plans through the Facebook page so now I check it more.”
98

 Jasmine’s Facebook use was 

shaped (i.e. regulated) by her school environment and a need to communicate with those 

involved in film club rather than her peers. This is particularly interesting given that 

Facebook was blocked at school, yet even teachers resisted district policies by 

encouraging students to communicate with them via Facebook.  

Still other students such as a senior Kyle, chose not to have a Facebook account at 

all because he felt it was a waste of time and unnecessary. Kyle’s perspective of 

Facebook as a waste of time was constructed more as a negative value judgment than 

Amina and her peer networks who also viewed it as a waste of time, but one which they 

enjoyed. Although he did not use Facebook, Kyle stayed  in contact with his friends 

throughout the day via text messages. Similarly, senior Anna rarely participated in social 

media spaces, but she frequently communicated with peers via text messages. 

Participants demonstrated diverse attitudes regarding social media use and the ways peer 

                                                
98 Social Media protocol, interview March 6, 2012.  
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networks, and even teachers, shaped interest, use, and engagement. Almost all of our 

participants used social media or text messages as a way to construct peer networks and 

maintain mediated contact with their friends throughout the day although in diverse ways. 

While some of our participants did not have consistent access to mobile media, they still 

forged deliberate practices to stay in contact with their peers and expressed the 

importance of maintaining contact.  

PRIVACY STRATEGIES 

While teens in our study enjoyed communicating with their peers via social and 

mobile media, they also employed different strategies to manage their privacy. Simply 

asking teens if they care about privacy or the difference between “private” and “public” 

reduces teens’ conceptualizations and management of privacy into a false binary. As 

Livingstone (2008) writes: 

Being required to decide whether personal information should be disclosed to 

‘friends’ or to ‘anyone’ fails to capture the varieties of privacy that teenagers wish 

to sustain. Indeed, being visible to strangers (managed through setting one’s 

profile to ‘public’) is not so much a concern, notwithstanding media panics about 

‘stranger danger’ as that of being visible to known but inappropriate others (405).  

Teens in our study utilized nuanced strategies to manage privacy, which goes beyond 

“accessible” or “not accessible”, but rather they employed different strategies to manage 

what was accessible to whom and in what context.  

Teens distinguished between data/consumer privacy and social privacy. Through 

interviews with teens and parents, it was clear that parents and teachers have talked to 

teens in our study about the risks associated with disclosing information online, such as 
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identity theft, spam, viruses, and stranger danger. However, with relation to social 

privacy, peer networks developed social norms and local practices which served to 

delineate boundaries of appropriate and inappropriate sharing. That is, social norms 

regulated social privacy and risks in ways adults were often unaware. Overall, 

participants in our study were more concerned about managing social privacy. That is, 

teens wanted to save face among peers and avoid drama, while simultaneously find 

spaces through which they could communicate, share, and express themselves with 

trusted peers. I have identified and organized three overlapping, yet distinct strategies 

teens use to manage their mobile and social media privacy: informational strategies, 

audience management strategies, and spatial strategies. 

Informational strategies are related to teens’ disclosure of personal information, 

such as their full names, addresses, social security numbers, email addresses, phone 

numbers, credit card numbers, and real-time location. As will be discussed, teens in our 

study were aware of the risks associated with disclosing too much personal information 

online and employed various strategies for minimizing risks, while still benefiting from 

the conveniences and opportunities afforded online. Informational strategies were used as 

a way to protect data/consumer privacy, but also have implications for social privacy. 

Alongside successful informational strategies, some teens also failed to protect their 

information and reputations as well as they would have liked. As such, I discuss how 

teens successfully and unsuccessfully employed informational strategies to protect their 

personal information.  
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Another way teens maintained privacy, while still sharing information, was by 

limiting who had access to their social media spaces, messages, and mobile devices, what 

I have called audience management. Audience management strategies are applicable 

within the context of social privacy and in a lot of ways, are primarily about minimizing 

drama among peers. Limiting audiences’ access to mobile or social media allowed teens 

to engage and participate, which simultaneously allowed them to maintain privacy from 

those with whom they did not wish to disclose information. As will also be discussed, 

sharing mobile devices with peers changed the ways teens constructed technology as 

either personal or sharable, which had implications for privacy as well.  

The third privacy strategy teens employed involved deliberate spatial tactics. 

Closely related to audience management, teens limited social and mobile media access by 

disclosing information in mediated spaces where their privacy was protected. This 

protection could come through anonymity or in spaces where norms allowed for more 

personal modes of sharing. Rather than negotiating liminal boundaries between what is 

and is not socially acceptable to share on spaces such as Facebook, some participants 

created alternative spaces for anonymous disclosure, such as on Tumblr. The technical 

affordances of Tumblr facilitated anonymity, thus choosing to share information on 

Tumblr rather than Facebook was a deliberate privacy strategy. Different (mediated) 

spaces afforded teens the freedom to openly disclose information without breaching 

social privacy norms, which potentially contributed to drama.  Another spatial strategy 

which will be discussed is the way some teens resisted reconstructions of space and time 

that were afforded by mobile phones. Instead, some participants deliberately chose not to 
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make themselves available to adults and peers via mobile devices in order to maintain 

privacy.  

Information Disclosure: Risks & Strategies 

Consumer Privacy 

  When we asked teens about privacy we got a variety of answers, most notably 

their initial responses generally centered on the disclosure of personal information, such 

as their address, phone number, or physical location. Anna, a senior, described privacy 

as, “Withholding my information from everything and everyone until it’s absolutely 

necessary.  I think everyone should kind of respect that from each other.”
99

 When it 

comes to disclosing personally identifiable information – addresses, phone numbers, 

social security - a lot of participants’ answers suggested they considered it common sense 

not to disclose personal information online. However, answers varied with regards to 

whether or not it bothered them that companies were collecting their information. Some 

teens said it did not bother them or they did not mind it if it just meant the company could 

show them more relevant ads. This could be explained by the fact that sharing and 

disclosing personal information is becoming the default and norm for youth. Privacy 

scholar Oscar Gandy remarked on this shift in his response to a Pew Internet & American 

Life study that revealed young people’s attitude about privacy online. He remarked,  

Although I am a privacy scholar, and one who has been taken aback by the 

careless abandon with which the young, and not so young seem to revel in 

visibility, I have to assume that it is not merely ignorance that leads so many 

                                                
99 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 9, 2011.  
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astray. To the best of their knowledge, the benefits outweigh the costs. And 

besides, there is this industry that continues, and will continue to make it seem 

almost normal to be so completely accessible (Anderson and Rainie, 2010).  

His remark reflects some of the attitudes of our participants, who valued the benefit of 

personal disclosure greater than the potential cost.  

However, others, such as Anna, told us it was “creepy” for companies to collect 

her personal data. In an interview she told us: 

Interviewer: How do you feel about companies collecting your information? 

Anna:  I don’t like it very much.  Yeah.  That creeps me out big time when I see 

Google’s ads on the side for the last thing I searched or the thing I searched a year 

ago.  I’m like, “Why are y’all still following me?  That’s so creepy.”  I don’t like 

that at all.   

Interviewer:  Do you know how to opt in or opt out of a lot of these things? 

Anna:  Some of them, yeah.  I know I can set browser settings differently, but it’s 

one of those things where it creeps me out, but at the same time it’s too much of a 

hassle to [do anything about it].
100

 

Anna’s attitude demonstrates that some teens were aware of privacy costs and were even 

bothered by the information companies collect, yet knowing how to protect one’s privacy 

is a necessary, but not all together sufficient, aspect in actually taking steps to protect 

personal information. Although Anna was bothered by Google tracking her, and she 

knew she could change her browser setting, she found it to be a hassle. Livingstone 

(2009) notes that  from a government and industry perspective, media literacy  policies 

and agendas often focus on individual responsibility rather than on market or 

governmental responsibility (to protect privacy), she writes: 

                                                
100 Ibid.  
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Implicit in these statements is the possibility that individuals will not so self-

regulate, failing in their duty as good consumers.  Hence the tacit threat in the 

above statement - if the government (or industry) have supplied the tools to 

support media literacy, if people fail to use them, the costs too must be borne by 

them…As research shows, media literacy is…unproven as a strategy for 

protection (203-4).  

Within this context, the government an industry would view Anna’s failure to protect her 

privacy as her own responsibility. However, this speaks to a greater need for industry or 

government regulation in order to facilitate default privacy protections that do not place 

the burden of protection (action) on the citizen.  

Consistent with previous research (Turow and Nir, 2000; Youn, 2005; Lenhart 

and Madden, 2007), we found the majority of participants noted that their parents and 

teachers had talked to them about the risks of sharing their addresses or phone numbers 

online. Likewise, in our personal interviews with participants’ parents and guardians, it 

was clear that many parents had talked to their teens about not disclosing personal 

information. For example, Jack’s mom told us: 

One thing I’m still protective about is them purchasing online.  I like to kind of do 

that or see what’s going on.  I’ve explained how they are not to give any of their 

personal information out to anybody or any other site and how that could be used 

against them, as far as stealing your personal information, your identity.  Never 

give your social [security number] out.  You shouldn’t be giving your address to 

just anybody.  And then when they do purchase online I try to walk them through 

a safe site and to look for the secure indicators and that stuff, just to make sure 

that they’re just not throwing our personal information out there anywhere.  I just 

try to educate them on, ‘Okay.  It seems like a legit site.’
101

 

Jack’s family was white and middle-class, his mother worked for a tech company, 

however it was not just middle-class families who were concerned about identity theft 

                                                
101 Home Interview with Parent, interview on December 18, 2011.  
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and consumer privacy. For example, Diego was a Mexican-American junior from a 

working class family. He told us that he and his peers have to be careful about: 

product scamming, where they say you won something and they want your 

address or something and they're getting your credit card or that sort of thing.  

Because [we’re] getting to that age where [we’re] starting to use more credit cards 

and that sort of thing, like I actually have a debit card now.  You have to be able 

to know what's right and what's not.
102

 

Diego told us his parents and teachers talked to him about not sharing his social security, 

phone number, or address online. He told us, “It's just common sense, really.  If 

somebody's telling you [not to share information] it’s for a reason, you might as well do 

it, because they're telling it to you for a reason.”
103

 Diego was technologically savvy, and 

went on to tell us that he keeps some personal information such as his passwords on his 

computer out of convenience, however he has personally encrypted the files as an added 

measure of security. Another participant, Gabriela, recalled a middle school teacher 

teaching the class how to discern between secure and insecure websites so that students 

would know when it was safe to provide their credit card numbers online. Many 

participants recalled parents and teachers discussing personal privacy with them. As a 

result they were aware of the risks associated with disclosing information and exercised 

caution when disclosing personal information online. 

However, just because teens were aware of the risks associated with disclosing 

personal information, this is not to suggest they never gave up personal information. 

                                                
102 Risk, Rules, & Privacy protocol, interview on December 9, 2011. 

103 Ibid. 
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Many participants disclosed information in order to sign up for services, games, or to 

shop online. However, when disclosing information online, participants employed 

informational strategies to minimize risk, such as providing fake email addresses or 

withholding unnecessary information, such as their phone numbers or addresses when 

they signed up for services. Jisuk Woo (2006) argues that the internet fosters an 

interactive environment of panoptic surveillance in which individuals regularly give up 

personal information to data collectors who are not easily identified. Thus “the right not 

to be identified should be the most important concept that privacy consists of on the 

internet and that, by not being blatantly identified, individuals can protect themselves 

from the potential risk and threat of not easily identifiable entities of surveillance and 

their activities” (961).   

Although teens did not contextualize their practices in the context of panoptic 

surveillance, they nonetheless acknowledged the ease at which information could be 

collected, and thus positioned themselves as potential victims of identity theft. One way 

teens reduced the risk associated with online shopping and services was to safeguard their 

personal bank account information. For example, Jada had her father make all online 

purchases for her even though she had her own debit card. She preferred to trust her 

father’s discretion regarding the safety of websites and preferred not to give out her own 

debit card number.
104

 Jada’s decision not to make online purchases with a credit card was 

                                                
104 Field notes, December 8, 2011.  
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a deliberate informational strategy intended to protect her privacy, which was driven out 

of concern for her personal information.  

Likewise, Jasmine told me she used iTunes gift cards to purchase movies because 

it was safer than using her credit card since she did not have to provide as much personal 

information.
105

 In these ways, teens employed informational strategies intended to 

minimize risk, while still receiving the benefits that accompany disclosure of personal 

information. Although teens often discussed the risks associated with disclosing their 

personal information, they occupied subject positions of agency in so far as they took 

deliberate action to minimize risks associated with information disclosure.  

Communicating with Strangers Online 

Like previous research has demonstrated, teens are primarily using the internet to 

connect with people they know offline (rather than connecting with strangers) (boyd and 

Ellison, 2007; Livingstone, 2008; Lenhart, 2009). Teens employ information strategies to 

minimize risky encounters with strangers typically by ignoring requests from people they 

do not know or with whom they do not have a connection to offline. Again, parents in our 

study have talked to participants about not talking to strangers online, and for the most 

part participants did not have an interest in engaging in conversations with people they 

did not already know (or with whom they did not have a connection, such as  friends of 

friends, schoolmates, etc.). As Jack’s mom told us, “Of course when they were younger I 

was like, ‘Don’t talk to strangers if you’re in a chat or some kind of window pops up, if 

                                                
105 Field notes, March 26, 2012.  
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you don’t know who you’re talking to don’t talk to them.’”
106

 Several participants 

acknowledged they had friends in their network whom they had not met, yet they knew 

who they were via other friends; they only added them as a friend after confirming their 

connection with the person. 

 The majority of our participants expressed little to no interest in communicating 

with people they did not know. The exceptions were participants who participated in 

online games. Online games allow teens to play and communicate with the same players 

on a regular basis, thus some participants forged friendships with players whom they 

have never met. For example Diego told us: 

Interviewer:  I'm sure in gaming you interact with people you have never really 

met face-to-face because you are involved in this game or community you do 

develop some type of rapport, at least communication.  Does that happen fairly 

commonly? 

Diego:  Yes.  You can call them friends.  I have a few people added on my friends 

list on like Steam and that kind of thing, but I would never try to meet them in 

real life unless I had already.  But it's just kind of like, "Oh, hey, so-and-so is on.  

Let's go see what he's up to, let's go play something." 

Interviewer:  …So you met them online through your game, but then have you 

ever met them, felt that you got to know them fairly well, and met them offline 

and continue your friendship with them?   

Diego:  I know there was once but it was just because I was playing Xbox and I 

met the dude, and his name was Luis.   

Interviewer:  You met him through Xbox? 

Diego:  He was in the [school] band, back in my freshman year.  So it was, "Oh, 

cool."  Because my freshman year, I didn't talk to that many people. I ended up 

playing with him and he added me and two weeks later I found out, "Hey, this 
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guy's in the band."  So, that's about it.  Besides that, on the whole, I don't talk to 

strangers.  I only meet people in person.
107

 

Diego considered the people he met via online games as friends, although he tended not 

to meet them offline. The one exception he described involves another student who was 

coincidentally at his school and was also in the band with him. Rather that occupying a 

position of passive vulnerability, Diego demonstrated the agency he had in making 

informed decisions about who to communicate with online.  

Likewise, Marcus and Miguel, the freshmen twins who shared a computer in their 

mobile home, spent the majority of their leisure time playing online role playing games. 

In person, the twins were reserved, shy, and would not be described as outgoing. 

However, they both had constructed robust peer networks online which had been 

facilitated via a variety of online games. At the time of our study their favorite role 

playing game was Perfect World. Both of the brothers enjoyed making friends online via 

games and communicated with them on a regular basis outside the context of the game. 

Marcus told us he liked playing online games because, “It’s fun and you get to meet a lot 

of people.”
108

 He later added he sometimes had anxiety about talking to strangers in the 

game, but he liked it because he met people with other similar interests, such as dub step 

and rap. While explaining Perfect World Miguel told us: 

Interviewer:  How many people have you added to your friends list total? 

Miguel:  Thirty, I really only talk to like 10 of them because the others are barely 

on. 

                                                
107 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 9, 2011.  
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Interviewer:  So how does it work -- these quests that you do every day, when you 

log on to do it, are these quests that you need to have help with? 

Miguel:  Yeah.  Because every kind of levels you go to the dungeon where the 

monsters are really hard to kill, so you need somebody to heal and somebody to 

tank.  I have to get a squad every day. 

Interviewer:  Are those usually friends or people you don’t know? 

Miguel:  Usually people I don’t know […] 

Interviewer:  And you usually are successful at getting a team together? 

Miguel:  Yeah, it’s always minimum of like five people for a good squad. 

Interviewer:  Okay.  I’m getting a feel for what this means.  Is that enjoyable?  Do 

you like connecting with these people? 

Miguel:  Yeah. 

Interviewer:  What does it make you feel? 

Miguel:  It makes me feel kind of like interactive because I can work with other 

people for a common goal.
109

 

Miguel and Marcus both described the enjoyment they got from working with other 

people in the games. Both brothers had friends they had met in games with whom they 

communicated on a regular basis via Facebook and even Skype. Although they had not 

had the opportunity to meet the majority of these people offline, they considered them 

friends and their relationships transcended the gaming world. After establishing a rapport 

in a game, Marcus and Miguel enjoyed disclosing information such as their real names, 

location, age, school, and Facebook profiles as a way to maintain friendships. Again, far 

from being passive victims constructed via stranger-danger discourses, Marcus and 

Miguel exercised agency in their online connections, as a result were afforded new 

opportunities for collaboration and sociality.  

                                                
109 Unstructured interview about video games, November 11, 2011.  
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However, Anna was also an online gamer who expressed no interest in friending 

people she met online. She told us: 

I’m not part of any forums, but I have met people in games and stuff.  Let me tell 

you, there’s a lot of freaks out there. I’ve got the little add me as a friend thing 

[turned] off.  No.  No one can be my friend.  I only add people I know in real life.  

I’m like, “Hey, meet me here at this time in the game and I’ll add you.”  But 

besides that I’ve met people, but it’s not like I wanted to.  And I didn’t talk to 

them except for maybe, “Go away,” or I ran or something like that.
110

  

Anna used to allow people to add her as a friend in one of the games she played, Wizard 

101, however after an incident in which people were spamming her with friend requests, 

and asking her to be their girlfriend, she changed her settings so other players could not 

communicate with her. She told us, “Since that day I’ve kept my friend request settings 

off.  I don’t like strangers online.  They’re really creepy.”
111

 Unlike Marcus and Miguel, 

Anna was bothered by strangers communicating with her in games and did not disclose 

any personal information to those she met in games. She managed her privacy by not 

disclosing any personal information about herself and changed her setting so others 

cannot contact her. Although Anna described strangers as creepy, she took deliberate 

action to block requests. In this way, she was still able to benefit from playing online 

games but without encountering the risks associated with communicating to strangers 

who bothered her.  

Stranger danger discourse repeatedly positions young people, in particular girls, 

as vulnerable victims (Cassell and Cramer, 2008). However, Diego, Marcus, Miguel, and 

                                                
110 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 9, 2011.  

111 Ibid.  
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Anna all demonstrated the agentive ways teens navigate information disclosure with 

strangers online. In some cases participants demonstrated the potential benefits of 

connecting with strangers in games. One final remark about gaming and communication, 

Anna was the only female gamer in our study, thus I cannot draw any conclusions about 

the role of gender. However, a point of departure for future research could consider the 

role of gender in mediating gamers’ desire to communicate with strangers in gaming 

worlds. To what extent are male gamers more likely to communicate with strangers and 

how do gendered identities mediate in-game communication?  

Locational Privacy 

Although the majority of our participants did not friend or communicate with 

people whom they did not know offline (with the exception of some of the male online 

gamers), participants still expressed concerns about strangers knowing too much about 

them. In particular, participants expressed concerns about disclosing their real-time 

location online, for example “checking-in” using geolocative services (e.g. Foursquare). 

They also expressed concerns about posting their real-time schedule in their status 

updates (e.g. “I’m working at Target  on Main Street right now”). In their analysis of 

Twitter, Humphreys, Gill, and Krishnamurthy (2010) note that the overwhelming 

majority (99%) of users did not disclose personal information such as phone numbers, 

addresses, and email addresses. However they also found that 12.1% of tweets mentioned 

the location of a person and 20.1%  of Tweets included the time that activities occurred . 

They write, “Time and location may constitute a second tier of personally identifiable 

information, which while seemingly mundane and minor can raise potential safety 
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concerns when publically broadcasted and shared” (5).  However, based on interviews, 

the teens in our study were aware of the risks associated with disclosing this second tier 

data; they tended not to publically broadcast the time or location of their activities.  When 

asked why they should not share this information they referred to risks such as predators, 

pedophiles, and rapists. In other words, “stranger danger” discourses which have been 

mobilized via moral panics, policies, teachers, and parents are echoed by teens 

themselves (Cassell and Cramer, 2008).  

However, rather than occupying passive subjectivity, teens again demonstrated 

agency in protecting their privacy. For example, Amina told us: 

We basically have our whole lives [online].  Anyone can just look it up.  Me and 

my mom were talking about this last night actually.  She was just like, “I don’t 

like it that you’re on Twitter.”  She’ll tell me that she doesn’t like me on Twitter, 

but there’s nothing she can do about it.  She knows that.  But basically she’s just 

like, “I was reading your stuff.  It was on the news too.  Rapists and serial killers 

look at Twitter and follow these people.  They’ll find out everything about 

you.”
112

   

Such discourse positions teens as potential victims and places responsibility on teens to 

protect themselves and their personal information. While moral panics, and the risk of 

sexual predators is incredibly small (Rosen, 2006; Finkelhor, 2011), it can be argued that 

the discourses of risk have been productive in so far as teens are taking measures to 

protect themselves online. Participants expressed that it was not smart to reveal too much 

personal information online.  Amina continued by telling us she only Tweets vague 

information and never shares information about her schedule or her real-time physical 

                                                
112 Risk, Rules, and Privacy, interview on December 2, 2011.  
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location. While Amina enjoyed sharing personal information about her life via Twitter, 

she exercised informational strategies to protect her locative privacy.  

As another example, Gabriela discussed frustration with friends who overshared 

personal information on Facebook and Twitter. She told me,  

“I hate when people say, ‘I’m home alone.’  I find that so stupid.  Especially if they post 

it and tag themselves where they’re at.  I hate when they do that because it’s like, ‘You’re 

just setting yourself up for someone to come rape you at your home or something.’  So, 

that just bothers me a lot when they do that.”
113

 Gabriela only used geolocative services 

when she was out with her dad, never when she was alone or with friends. She said she 

thought it was not safe for young people to publicly broadcast their location to 

strangers.
114

 This is an example of how stranger danger rhetoric has been mobilized via 

popular discourses and the ways in which Gabriela exercised an  informational strategy to 

protect herself from perceived risks. Although Gabriela acknowledged the risk associated 

with online geolocative services, she was not a passive victim, but rather she 

demonstrated agency in deciding when it was safe to disclose her real-time location.  

When it comes to basic levels of personal information disclosure – not disclosing 

names, phone numbers, credit card numbers, or geolocative information – teens were 

aware of the risks and tended to be careful and deliberate about what they shared. They 

exercised privacy strategies as a way to manage risk. However they also tended to parrot 

                                                
113 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 7, 2011.  

114 Field notes, November 14, 2011.  
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concerns about predators, pedophiles, and rapist finding them via social networking - the 

assumption being that disclosing personal information would likely lead to dire 

consequences associated with predators or stalkers. The co-director of ConnectSafely, 

Ann Collier (2012) writes,  “As a society, we must not create an echo chamber of 

dangerous messaging.” Many of our participants perpetuated the same stranger-danger 

risk discourse that the media and popular myth propagate, that is they were buying into 

the argument that worst-case scenarios are the natural and likely consequence of sharing 

personal information online (ibid.). However, participants also exercised agency and 

employed deliberate strategies to minimize risks. Such instances are examples of the 

ways in which moral panic risk discourses are mobilized and enacted via peer networks. 

While moral panic discourses tend to over-sensationalize and over-hype risk, it is 

important to also recognize the ways in which at times they can be productive. While I 

agree with Collier, we do not want to create an echo chamber effect in which teens 

occupy subject positions dominated by fear, at the same time the hype around predators 

and identity theft has been effective in prompting teens to exercising informational 

privacy strategies. In this particular instance we see how fear discourses can be 

simultaneously problematic and beneficial.  

Reputation Management  

It is also important to note that fear discourses often misconstrue risk and distract 

from more nuanced understandings of risk and information disclosure. For example, 

some participants exhibited a false sense of obscurity or privacy (e.g. assuming their 

profiles and information were more private than they actually were). This demonstrated 
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the way privacy conversations are dominated by popular discourses, which focus on 

predators, identity theft, and stranger danger. That is, although participants were savvy 

about not disclosing personal information, such as social security numbers or their 

physical locations, other participants failed to fully consider the risks associated with 

other forms of information disclosure. For example, Kyle told us:  

I still need to delete my MySpace.  There’s like 200 some odd pictures of me at 

parties getting f---ed up.  And I know I need to get rid of those.  Even though you 

can Google my name and my MySpace doesn’t come up because it’s under a 

different name, it’s just it will get found some day.
115

 

Although Kyle’s real name was not displayed on his profile, he did set up his MySpace 

account using his real name. Despite his presumption that his MySpace account did not 

come up in searches, a quick Google search for his name  immediately pulled up his 

MySpace profile, along with close to a hundred publicly visible incriminating photos of 

him and his friends drinking (underage) and smoking pot. He was aware that these photos 

might be discovered some day, however he also thought it was unlikely since he did not 

use his full name on his MySpace account. Although he knew he should delete the 

photos, he was not overly concerned about future employers or colleges finding the page. 

Kyle had already decided to work for his father’s HVA/C company after graduation,  

which could also explain his general disregard for potential discovery since his future 

was not contingent on his online reputation. 

However, other participants were concerned about future employers or colleges 

finding their profiles. For example, Diego told us, “I don't post statuses as often as I used 

                                                
115 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 15, 2011.  
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to because people can see it or companies can see it and I don't know how because I have 

it locked down, but I really don't post anything or say anything that I would regret.  Or at 

least I try to.”
116

 Similarly, Cassandra told us: 

I don’t put anything on Facebook that I wouldn’t want anyone -- if I go to a party, 

I’m not going to be like, “I’m at a party.”  I know some people who do that -- 

they’ll post pictures of like them smoking and stuff like that, but I don’t put that 

because I know your jobs can look at your Facebook and colleges can look at 

your Facebook and your parents and family can look at your Facebook.
117

 

Some participants considered activities such as drinking and smoking to be inappropriate 

for Facebook, even though they knew a lot of people who did post these kinds of pictures. 

However, beyond illegal activities, participants were not sure what other kind of 

information companies or colleges would take into consideration. This speaks to a 

broader concern about transparency, especially teens are not the only ones who do not 

know what information employers and college admissions take into consideration. 

Companies such as Social Intelligence Hiring (Business Wire, 2010) search social 

networking profiles, blogs, and videos as a way to assess applicants’ compatibility for 

particular companies. Beyond information such as incriminating photos, the company 

also takes into consideration skills such as written communication. Thus seemingly 

innocuous information, such as teens’ use of slang, alternative spellings, and grammatical 

mistakes (at times deliberate), could actually be used against them when they enter the 

job market. In other words, discourses of risk and literacy must expand beyond issues of 

personally identifiable information or illegal images, but needs to also include a more 

                                                
116 Risk, Rules, and Privacy, interview on December 9, 2011.  

117 Unstructured interview about peers and texting, interview on November 4, 2011.  
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expansive conversation about digital reputation management.  Lastly, college-bound 

teens expressed a more general concern about privacy in the context of future audiences 

searching for them online than did non-college bound participants. Our sample is too 

small to draw significant conclusions, but future research should consider how teens’ 

future goals influence privacy conceptions and strategies.  

For the most part, participants suggested the only way someone could find 

information about them was by searching for their names. However, they did not think 

about searching for their email addresses as a way to identify them; email addresses can 

be used to easily identify their profiles on social networking sites such as Twitter and 

Flickr. This reflects a broader lack of literacy related to information privacy. In other 

words, they acknowledged the risk of disclosing information online but lacked the 

literacy to know what kind of information could be damaging. At other times they lacked 

the skills to manage their online presence.  

Likewise, dominant privacy discourse focuses a lot on social networking sites, 

primarily Facebook, which I think also diverts attention away from social spaces other 

than Facebook. Cassandra told the following story:  

The other day, it was a few weeks ago, we were talking about cyberbullying in 

class.  And my teacher Googled this boy’s name in Google.  It showed his website 

to some dating website that he subscribed to.  She clicked on it and it showed his 

picture and he was all embarrassed.  He was like, “I didn’t know that you could 

Google my name and get that information so quickly.”  So, I guess that’s how it’s 

a big deal.  It’s just easier for people to try to contact you or reach you or know 

what you’re doing or who you are and stuff like that.
118

  

                                                
118 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 2, 2011.  
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The teacher demonstrated a valid point – protecting one’s privacy online goes beyond 

setting a Facebook profile to private, but rather one must also consider their entire online 

presence. The teacher aided in the “a-ha” moment in which teens realized their 

information was searchable. While the discovery moments are important, students must 

also be equipped with literacy skills that allow them to actually do something about their 

online privacy.  Additionally, pulling up a student’s dating website in front of the entire 

class was potentially embarrassing and demonstrated the ways in which adults often 

violate students’ expectations of privacy. As boyd and Marwick (2011) argue, often 

adults undermine teens’ social expectations and norms which regulate privacy. Although 

the information was technically public, pulling it up in a classroom context violated 

teens’ expectations of privacy.  

Other participants also testified to a false sense of privacy, believing their profiles 

to be private or hard to find when in fact a lot of the information was visible and easily 

identifiable. This can in part be blamed on the fact that privacy setting are continually 

changing on sites such as Facebook, so although several of our participants had set their 

profiles to private they had not revisited the privacy settings in a long time. Other 

participants had never adjusted the privacy settings. Additionally, it seems discourses of 

risk related to predators, rapists, stalkers, etc. has diverted attention away from other 

privacy concerns. Several participants felt a false sense of security because they did not 

share personal information, such as their address, but neglected to acknowledge the other 

forms of public information they had made available online  
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Managing Audiences 

 As demonstrated, teens are aware of the risks associated with sharing personally 

identifiable information online (particularly within the context of data/consumer privacy) 

and generally echo dominant risk and fear discourses of stranger-danger. However, 

privacy in the context of personal relationships reveals diverse and complex ways in 

which teens acknowledge risk, define privacy, employ protection strategies, and negotiate 

dynamic social norms and boundaries. This all contributes to the ways technologies and 

online spaces get constructed as personal and private. For many teens, the idea that a 

mobile phone is a personal and private tool for communication is more or less understood 

as a given to them. In other words, it seems “natural” to participants that they do not 

share the devices with peers or family members (Ling, 2010). Mobile phones provide 

teens with a sense of autonomy, independence, and privacy from adults (ibid).  

Additionally, mobile phones facilitate more personalized and individualized 

forms of communication.  Campbell and Park (2008) write, “space and time are 

personalized through mobile communication. That is, individuals reconstruct the 

meaning of space and time for personal purposes as they rely on mobile telephony rather 

than set places and set times in their efforts to coordinate with others” (375).  To this end, 

participants considered their phones to be personal and private modes of communication, 

as such they employed various strategies to maintain privacy via mobile communication. 

However, other devices, such as the iPod Touch, were constructed as shareable 

technologies, particularly within disadvantaged peer networks without reliable mobile 

phone access. Despite the fact that Wi-Fi enabled devices were constructed as sharable, 
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or perhaps because they were considered shareable, participants exercised nuanced 

audience management strategies to maintain social privacy.  

Mobile Phones  

In our study several teens talked passionately about the importance of their mobile 

devices, which revealed the extent to which they considered them a necessary and highly 

personal technology. Campbell and Park (2011) write, “personal communication 

technologies are distinctive from other network technologies (e.g. the computer) in that 

they are often worn on body, highly individualized, and regarded as extensions of the 

self” (372). Teens in our study talked about the importance of protecting their phones and 

not leaving them unattended or unlocked. For example, Gabriela has had her own mobile 

phone since she was in middle school and the majority of her friends also had their own 

phones, thus mobile phones were constructed as highly personal technologies. She told 

me: 

Jacqueline: We talked a little bit about privacy, but are you concerned about 

privacy? 

Gabriela:  With my friends, yes. 

Jacqueline:  And what do you mean by that? 

Gabriela:  Well, I do trust them, but, because they go through my stuff.  Every 

person that I’ve given to my phone to see they look through everything.  And it 

bothers me because they’re like, “Oh, who’s this?  Who’s this?”  I’m like, “Why 

do you care?  It’s in my phone.”  So, it’s just my friends.  My dad, I don’t really 

care. 

Jacqueline:  So, do you trust your friends with your phone or no? 
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Gabriela:  No, well, to not look through my stuff, no.
119

  

In a separate conversation she told me her friends had encouraged her to keep a password 

on her phone even though Gabriela finds it tedious.  

Gabriela: If I leave my phone on the table then they pick it up or start looking 

through my pictures.  And I hate that.  I don’t have anything to hide, but I just 

hate it when people look through my stuff without asking.  If they ask me I’ll do 

it.  “Hey, you can look.”  But when they don’t it bothers me. 

Jacqueline:  Is that normal for people to just pick up each other’s phones and 

look? 

Gabriela:  Yeah.  Because I did it to my friend. 

Jacqueline:  You did it too? 

Gabriela:  Yeah, she has a lock though.  I don’t look through her stuff.  I just play 

the games she has on her phone.  She has a lock on it though.  I’m like, “What’s 

your pass?”  She never told me. She’s like, “You should really have a lock on 

your phone.” 

Jacqueline:  Why do people think you should have a lock on your phone? 

Gabriela:  Because I never do.  So, they’re like, “What if someone takes it or 

looks through your stuff?” or stuff like that
120

.  

However, she also said her dad teased her about the password and asked her what she 

was hiding. Gabriela had a very open and honest relationship with her father, she told 

him a lot about her friends and her social life. As such, when she did lock her phone at 

school she would take the password off when she got home because she did not want her 

dad to think she was hiding anything. In other words, she was more concerned about her 

friends being nosey than she was with her father whom she trusted. In this way, she 

enacted different privacy strategies with different audiences (i.e. home and peers). While 

                                                
119 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 7, 2011.  

120 Unstructured interview about friends and ethnicity, interview on November 28, 2011.  
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adults often lock their phones as a way to safeguard against identity theft were the phone 

to be stolen, for Gabriela and her peers, passwords were a social privacy strategy for 

maintaining privacy within peer networks.  

 Similarly Amina discussed the difference between sharing a laptop and sharing a 

phone. She had her own phone but did not have a laptop so she would borrow laptops 

from school or uses computers at friends’ houses. When asked how she felt about sharing 

technology she responded:  

A phone is more personalized.  It’s yours.  I think a laptop would be yours too, 

but I don’t know because I share laptops so it doesn’t really matter.  But I guess if 

I had my own laptop that had my own private stuff on there I guess I wouldn’t 

mind people using it, but I wouldn’t want people to go through my stuff, like 

reading stuff and looking through things…But if someone wanted to use my 

phone to text someone I think I wouldn’t let them.  If they need to make a phone 

call I’d let that happen.  But if they just like, “Oh, I just want to hold on to your 

phone and text them and wait until they reply so I can text them back,” I’d be like, 

“Uh, no.  Because what will you be doing while you’re waiting for that person to 

text back?”
121

 

Similar to Gabriela, Amina considered her phone personal, and therefore private, thus she 

was reluctant to share it with friends. However, because she did not own a laptop she 

considered it to be a more shareable device. Other participants revealed similar attitudes 

about their mobile phones. They considered them to be highly personal and private and 

were reluctant to share them, even with close friends. This was revealed to be particularly 

true for participants in peer groups in which the majority of their friends owned a mobile 

phone. Because everyone in the peer network had a phone it was constructed as very 

personal; the general attitude was there was no reason to share a phone and they did not 

                                                
121 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 10, 2011.  
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trust friends not to invade their privacy. In other contexts, participants often told us they 

trusted their friends, however further probing demonstrated the ways in which they 

maintained privacy even from friends whom they otherwise claimed to trust.  

Alternatively, Kyle, a senior, whose peer network consisted mostly of working 

class and financially disadvantaged friends, discussed the difference in sharing phones 

and MP3 players:  

Interviewer:  Do you ever share music or movies, books, iPods, phones, video 

games, et cetera with your friends? 

Kyle:  Yeah.  We used to when we used to have iPods. 

Interviewer:  What happened to it? 

Kyle:  What happened to them?  Well, we either acquired one and it killed itself.  

Or we either acquired one and it got stolen or it just disappeared or whatever.  The 

same way with movies or anything else we let each other borrow [they get lost].  I 

don’t think we’ve ever let each other borrow our phones unless if we were right 

there with each other.
122

 

For Kyle, the desire to keep mobile phones private was driven more by a desire to protect 

the device itself. He discussed how common it was for technology and media to be stolen 

or lost, so his peer network was very protective of their mobile phones. Unlike Amina 

and Gabriela, who constructed mobile phones as personal in terms of protecting their 

privacy, for Kyle and his friends, phones were perceived as highly valuable and therefore 

were not shared without supervision. The risk had less to do with privacy, but rather was 

driven by the economic constraints within the peer group that contributed to stealing.   

                                                
122 Peers & Social Influence, interview on November 16, 2011.  
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 Participants limited access to their phones by not sharing the devices without 

directly supervising their friends. Additionally, they password protected their devices to 

prevent their friends from snooping through their messages and photos. Cassandra 

discussed how she and her friends never left their phones unsupervised, “I always take 

my phone and my purse too.  I’ll leave my drink or a book, but I always take my 

phone.”
123

  In part this was because they feared their phones might be stolen, but it was 

also because they worried people will try to read their messages or go through their 

phones. Cassandra went on to tell us how one of her friends was constantly getting into 

trouble at home because her mom would look through her phone when she left it sitting 

around the house. Cassandra, and others, told us how they did not leave their phones 

unattended because they were afraid someone would snoop. In countless interviews teens 

told us their phones were “nobody’s business”, thus they strictly controlled who had 

access to their phones.  

Wi-Fi-Enabled Mobile Devices (non-phones) 

However, participants revealed how other devices, such as the iPod Touch, were 

not constructed as personal or as private as mobile phones. To a certain extent, this was 

driven by a desire to share music, videos, and games with peers, which was a common 

practice among participants. However, there were other constraints regulating the sharing 

practices which developed around iPods and other mobile devices (non-phone). As 

discussed in Chapter 4, participants without mobile phones used Wi-Fi enabled mobile 

                                                
123 Unstructured interview about peers and texting, interview on November 4, 2011. 
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devices such as the iPod Touch and the Nintendo DS as a way to stay connected with 

peers. Wi-Fi enabled devices allowed teens to communicate with their peers via text 

messaging apps and Facebook messaging, but without having to pay for mobile service 

plans. For peer networks comprised of  friends who do not own a mobile phone, it was 

more common for teens to share their Wi-Fi enabled devices with each other. Unlike 

mobile phones, which virtually all of our participants constructed as personal and private, 

Wi-Fi enabled mobile devices were often constructed as communal and shareable within 

the confines of trusting relationships. For example, Mexican-American seniors Antonio 

and Sergio were very close friends. Sergio did not have a phone but Antonio owned an 

iPod Touch and a phone, thus he frequently allowed Sergio to borrow his iPod Touch. 

Their friends knew they could often get in contact with Sergio via Antonio’s iPod Touch. 

Antonio trusted Sergio, both in the sense that he would not violate his privacy while 

borrowing the device, as well as trusting him to take good care of the device.  

As a generalization, the females in our study expressed more concern about 

privacy within their peer networks than did male participants. For males the decision to 

share a device was driven by trust that the friend would not lose, break, or steal the 

device, whereas females were more concerned about friends breaching trust and “going 

through their stuff.” However, while females were more concerned about maintaining 

privacy within peer networks, many still chose to share devices. They exercised 

protection strategies such as managing audience access, in order to safeguard their 

privacy. This reflects Rogers’ (1983) risk-benefit appraisal theory as discussed by Youn 
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(2005) in the context of social privacy: teens engage in risk taking behaviors, yet also 

utilize protection strategies to minimize the risk.  

For example, Amina allowed her friend Cassandra to borrow her iPod because 

Cassandra did not have one. Cassandra owned a BlackBerry but wanted an iPod because 

of all the apps it offered. Due to instabilities at home, Amina was living with Cassandra 

at the time of this interview; the two shared a close relationship.  

Interviewer:  I talked to Amina a little bit about how you guys share your iPod 

Touch -- can you tell me a little bit about the story of all of that? 

Cassandra:  She just usually gives it to me when she goes to work and -- but it’s 

mostly hers -- her pictures -- it’s pretty much overall hers -- I just use it for 

Instagram and Facebook and pictures -- if I want to take pictures while she’s at 

work -- other than that, it’s pretty much her iPod -- I don’t use it even half the 

time she does. 

Interviewer:  How did you guys start doing that? 

Cassandra:  One day I asked her if I could use it when she went to work and she 

doesn’t use it at work -- she was like, “Okay.”  Now when she goes to work I ask 

for it and she’s like, “Okay.” 

Interviewer:  So do you feel like sharing it has changed your relationship? 

Cassandra:  She keeps like -- she’ll keep the text messages deleted and I guess 

pictures deleted and make sure it’s more able to be passed around and not just her 

stuff on it -- my phone, I keep secret notes and stuff so I wouldn’t be passing my 

phone around -- I keep a password on my phone cause I just don’t want others to 

see it -- I don’t want other people going through my phone.  Her iPod used to be 

like that to her but now that I get it sometimes she keeps it clear and everything 

erased off of it.
124

 

The ways Amina and Cassandra shared an iPod Touch demonstrated how Amina trusted 

Cassandra, but at the same time Amina employed audience management strategies to 

                                                
124 Unstructured interview about peers and texting, interview on November 4, 2011. 
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maintain privacy. Amina reconstructed the iPod as a communal device, rather than as a 

personal technology. By comparison, Amina considered her phone to be personal and 

maintained privacy by limiting audiences. As she said, “I think everyone has their own 

little thing about, ‘Don’t look through my phone’. If I’m just texting something then 

that’s none of their business and they read it and make it their business that would 

probably bother me.”
125

 Here again is an example of the ways participants were 

deliberate about limiting peers’ access to personal technology. 

As another example, Jasmine had both a mobile phone and an iPod Touch. One of 

her closest friends, Bianca, was temporarily without a phone for several months so 

Jasmine lent her iPod Touch to Bianca. However, as sharing the iPod Touch became a 

daily practice, Jasmine also leveraged strategies to protect her privacy. For example, 

another friend had told her about an app which would hide certain folders when the 

device was unlocked with a different password than her usual one. Jasmine downloaded 

this app and hid folders containing conversations, pictures, as well as some of the scripts 

she had written which were influenced by her real-life friends.
126

 In this way Jasmine was 

able to share the iPod Touch with Bianca, while still safeguarding information she did not 

want Bianca to access. This is yet another example of how devices are constructed as 

communal and the ways in which teens negotiate sharing practices while exercising 

various privacy strategies. For many of participants, the iPod Touch was not considered 

quite as personal as the phone. The social practice of sharing was primarily motivated by 

                                                
125 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 10, 2011.  

126 Field notes, March 6, 2012.  
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economic constraints that prevented peers from attaining access to their own mobile 

phones or MP3 players.  

Additionally, sharing practices revealed the instability of mobile phone access. 

Throughout our study we found that mobile ownership was not as simple as “yes I have a 

phone” or “no I do not”, but rather access was temporal “yes I have a phone right now”. 

Many of our participants had mobile phone service on a month-to-month basis that was 

often disconnected, or they had limited text messaging plans and would stop texting when 

they reached their monthly limit. Additionally, several of our participants lost or broke 

phones over the course of the study and were unable to replace the device for several 

months due to financial constraints. Antonio and Sergio, Cassandra and Amina, and 

Jasmine and Bianca occupied different peer networks at TCHS, yet all of their peer 

networks were comprised of friends facing economic challenges and instabilities. Thus, 

compared to more middle class participants such as Jada and Gabriela, sharing was much 

more common within peer groups comprised of low-income and working class friends. In 

this way, Wi-Fi enabled mobile devices were a way to cope with economic barriers to 

owning a mobile phone. Additionally, sharing practices and privacy strategies were 

regulated via the social norms of each peer network and the economics constraints 

present within respective peer networks.  

Passwords & Social Media  

 Beyond sharing physical devices, participants also employed audience 

management strategies to protect their privacy in social networking sites. Unfortunately 
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some participants had negative experiences with sharing social media accounts, and as a 

result they limited who could access and view their spaces. For example, Bianca  had  her 

Facebook set to completely private and only accepted friend requests from people she 

completely trusted. She had an ex-boyfriend who was stalking her both online and in 

person. Even though she had blocked his Facebook account, he gained access to her 

information by logging in from friends’ computers. Once Bianca discovered this was 

happening she closed her account, created a new one with a pseudonym, set her privacy 

settings so that she did not appear in searches, and only added friends whom she trusted 

and who were not connected to her ex-boyfriend.
127

 This was an extreme case but 

demonstrates the literacy, skills, and nuanced strategies Bianca used to limit who had 

access to her Facebook account. Rather than disengaging from all social media spaces, 

Bianca severely limited who had access to her profiles and thus was able to still 

participate and engage with social media, while simultaneously managing her privacy. 

Although stalking and surveillance is a legitimate (albeit unlikely) risk for teens, Bianca 

was not a passive victim in her situation, but rather used empowered strategies for 

minimizing risks and was able to still participate in social networking practices.  

 As other scholars have noted, teens often share passwords with friends and 

romantic partners (boyd and Marwick, 2011). Sometimes this is a display of intimacy, 

that is, a way of demonstrating trust between friends. Other times friends share passwords 

out of convenience. Boyd (2012) writes, “Teens share their passwords so that their 

                                                
127 Unstructured interview with Jasmine and Bianca about social media, interview on April 9, 2012.  
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friends can check their messages for them when they can’t get access to a computer. They 

share their passwords so their friends can post the cute photos. And they share their 

passwords because it’s a way of signaling an intimate relationship.”  Pew data reveals 

almost one half of teens (14-17 years-old) have shared their password with a peer 

(Lenhart et al, 2011). Similarly, several of our teens have shared passwords with close 

friends whom they trust; they often cited convenience as the reason. As Jada said, “One 

time, I don’t know, like, I couldn’t get on Facebook for some reason. So I, like, called a 

friend and told her to check my Facebook for me.”
128

 Jada’s example mirrors other 

participants who also shared their passwords when they needed a friend to check their 

email of Facebook for some reason.  

Although adults tend to view sharing passwords as risky, teens generally share 

their passwords with friends they trust. In this way, they expand the audience who can 

access their social media accounts, but they do not consider it risky in so far as they only 

share within the confines of trusted relationships. This invokes the conceptualization of 

privacy that Nowak & Phelps (1995) refer to as “contractual relationship”.  As Gabriela 

told me she does not give her password to anyone other than her sister. She responded, 

“Yeah, my sister does [know my password] because she likes looking through my 

albums, my private albums or my old albums [on Facebook] that I don’t want to delete 

because those pictures I need when I switch computers.  And so, I put those on private.  I 

think my sister knows it.”
129

 Gabriela manages audiences by keeping Facebook photo 

                                                
128 Unstructured interview on privacy, interview on March 5, 2012.  

129 Unstructured interview on privacy, interview on November 28, 2011.  
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albums private, however she was willing to share the password with her little sister whom 

she trusted. Other participants had different responses to our question about sharing 

passwords. When asked if he had ever shared his password with anyone Kyle responded, 

“No.  That’s a stupid question, guys, come on.”
130

 Unlike the female participants, who 

occasionally shared their passwords with friends, Kyle did not trust his password with 

anyone. All of our participants exercised caution with regard to sharing passwords and 

used passwords as a way to deliberately expand or restrict audience access to personal 

technologies and social media.  

 As previously noted, participants were reluctant to trust their peers with their 

mobile devices and only shared passwords within the confines of trusted relationships. 

However, even within trusted relationships, sharing could have potentially negative 

consequences. Cassandra recalled the following incident about her (at the time) 

boyfriend: 

Cassandra:  My ex-boyfriend used to access my computer from his computer and 

ever since he’s done that, it kind of freaked me out because all he needed to know 

was password to get into my computer -- when you turn on the computer you 

need a password -- type in a password -- click on a name and type in your 

password and it will bring up your whatever.  One time he was on his computer 

and he turned his screen around and it was my screen and I was like, “Why are 

you on my computer?”  And he was like, “Look what I learned how to do.”  I was 

like -- that’s kind of scary […]  

Interviewer:  That is a big issue.  You guys -- were you guys dating at that time? 

Cassandra:  Yeah. 

Interviewer:  How did that make you feel? 

                                                
130 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 15, 2011.  
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Cassandra:  I didn’t care -- it was just kind of like, “You can do that?”  I didn’t 

know you could do that.  I didn’t care that he had access to my computer but who 

else -- anybody else could have access to my computer -- that’s kind of weird. 

Interviewer:  He had your password? 

Cassandra:  Yeah.  He had my password to my computer.  Usually -- no one has 

my password to my computer -- I’ve changed it several times since then but it’s 

crazy that that’s all he needed was one password and then he had access to my 

whole entire computer -- Internet, my notes, my computer, all my projects and 

everything.  He could watch what I was doing -- if I was at my house and I was on 

Facebook and he logged on to my computer while he was at his house and I was 

still on my computer, he could write something and I could see it being typed out 

on my computer.  Sometimes he would mess with me -- I would be Facebook 

stalking somebody or doing something on the computer and then he would click 

the top -- the search bar -- and write “Hey Cassandra” and freak me out and I’d be 

like, “What the heck?”
131

  

Cassandra and her boyfriend had decided to share the password to their computers. 

However, Cassandra had the same password for her computer, email, Facebook, and 

other accounts, so her boyfriend was able to access more than just her computer. While 

Cassandra did not believe any real harm was done, and did not describe her boyfriend’s 

actions as malicious, the practice opened up spaces for surveillance, abuse and 

manipulation. She said it “freaked her out” but otherwise stated it was not a big deal. 

Employing language such as “freaked out” demonstrates the way Cassandra might be 

downplaying the incident without fully acknowledging the sense of betrayal she may 

have felt. In other words, “freaked out” might be a way of saving face without feeling 

victimized and without demonizing her ex (with whom she was still friends).  

This is an example of an audience management strategy that failed; although she 

did not mind her boyfriend accessing her computer while she was present, she did not 

                                                
131 Unstructured interview about peers and texting, interview on November 4, 2011. 
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intend for him to have access to all her accounts and computer at all times and without 

her knowledge.  However, at the same time this incident was a learning moment for 

Cassandra who has changed her password several times and uses different passwords for 

different accounts. Thus, even though trust was broken, it still served a purpose and 

opened up a space for learning via a personal experience. In other words, sometimes risks 

have consequences but failed strategies can also lead to teaching moments (boyd and 

Marwick, 2011), such was the case for Cassandra.   

Spatial Strategies 

Text Messages 

Experience has taught teens to be protective of personal devices because they 

know there is a risk of misuse, gossip, and what they refer to as drama. In their 

ethnographic work with teens, Marwick and boyd (2011) reveal the ways in which teens 

employ the term drama to encompass a variety of complex social behaviors. “Drama is 

the language that teens – most notably girls – use to describe a host of activities and 

practices ranging from gossip, flirting, arguing, and joking to more serious instances of 

jealousy, ostracization, and name-calling” (2). Although it would be overly simplistic to 

blame drama on mobile or social media, technologies and networked publics certainly 

facilitate and often accentuate drama among peers (boyd, 2008). As such, the ways in 

which participants safeguarded their mobile devices, as well as their social media 

accounts, revealed how trust can be breached (which often led to drama among friends). 

It was common for participants to relay stories about friends starting fights or spreading 
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rumors based on information attained by borrowing someone’s phone or iPod. For 

example, Anna, discussed her personal strategy for maintaining privacy on her phone. 

Anna: I guess the only thing that I’ve ever been in trouble for regarding 

technology has been my phone.  Like if I said something to somebody else and 

then I get in trouble because they look at my messages if I haven’t deleted them 

yet.  And they’re like, “What’s this?  Are you talking about me?”  I’ve gotten in 

trouble for that before. 

Interviewer:  Do you often delete your messages? 

Anna:  Yeah out of habit.  Besides, my phone is really old and doesn’t have any 

memory. so it told me I have to delete them.  So, yeah.  Out of habit and because I 

have to in general.   

Interviewer:  That sounds like a good strategy for not getting into trouble. 

Anna:  When if I think that for some reason at all that I’m in trouble I have a habit 

of deleting every message that comes in.  I’ll answer, delete, go and delete my 

reply, wait.  Next message, delete.  Delete my reply.  That’s only if I feel like I’m 

going to be in trouble.
132

 

Because Anna’s phone was older she could not lock it with a password,  so she worried 

friends would look through her messages if she left her phone unattended. As such, she  

was in the habit of deleting any messages which might start problems with her friends. 

Rather than limiting the audience (e.g. not ever sharing her phone), Anna kept her phone  

“safe” by managing her messages. Deleting messages was a spatial strategy that allowed 

Anna to safeguard her social privacy.  

Norms and Affordances of Tumblr and Twitter 

 Boyd and Marwick’s (2011) research demonstrates the ways in which networked 

publics facilitate a lot of drama in teens’ lives. Teens in their study would maintain 

                                                
132 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 9, 2011.  
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privacy by posting cryptic messages on social networking sites as a way to address 

specific audiences who were “in the know”. Cryptic messages also served to exclude 

others not aware of the context of the specific message. Within my framework these 

strategies could be classified as audience management. While we also saw similar 

practices among our teens, participants also exercised spatial strategies which effectively 

achieved the same privacy outcome. That is, rather than limiting audience access on 

Facebook, some of our participants chose to utilize different mediated social spaces to 

attain privacy. For example, Tumblr affords anonymity not offered on Facebook. 

Although Tumblr was not as popular as Facebook among our participants, several of our 

participants used Tumblr as a space for anonymous disclosure, expression, and identity 

negotiation. Unlike Facebook, which is connected to users’ embodied identities, Tumblr 

facilitates anonymity because users to not create profiles in the same was as Facebook. 

As such, participants kept their Tumblr links very private and were careful not to share 

the links with anyone from school. 

 For example, Gabriela used her Tumblr as a space to commiserate about high 

school experiences and as a space to vent emotional frustrations. She re-blogged images 

and quotes she found on Tumblr and with which she identified. This was a way for her to 

express her emotions in a mediated social space other than Facebook. However, she was 

very protective about maintaining anonymity on the site; only her best friend had her 

Tubmlr URL and she deliberately chose not to share it with her peers. As her quote at the 

beginning of this chapter demonstrates, Tumblr was a space to talk about feelings but in a 

way that did not start gossip, rumors, or drama. In other words, practices which were 
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perceived of as passive aggressive on Facebook were considered acceptable, and even 

encouraged, on Tumblr. As such, sharing personal information on Tumblr rather than 

Facebook was a deliberate spatial strategy intended to maintain privacy.  

Interestingly, Gabriela and her (at the time) boyfriend also created a shared 

Tumblr, which they used as a space to share images, songs, and quotes that reminded 

them of one another. They would also leave romantic messages for each other to discover 

on the site. Gabriela said she found it annoying when couples played out the intimate 

aspects of their relationships on Facebook.
 133

  While Gabriela did not like it when peers 

posted too much information on Facebook, Tumblr provided a space wherein she and her 

boyfriend could express and maintain intimacy online, but in a space which protected 

their desire for privacy.  

Likewise, Gabriela explained how different social media spaces should be used 

differently. “There’s this one girl that I got super tired of always seeing her life [on 

Facebook].  Every single good thing or bad thing she posted.  Nobody really cared.  I 

don’t really care.”
134

  I heard several similar examples from students who criticized or 

tried to police peers’ appropriate uses of Facebook. While oversharing was considered 

inappropriate on Facebook, Gabriela explained why it was acceptable on other social 

media sites, such as Twitter. “It’s kind of becoming the new Facebook a little bit.  But not 

that many people really like it.  And so, I just like what I do.  I basically just post 

                                                
133 Field notes, March 5, 2012.  

134 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 7, 2011.  
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whatever’s on my mind just rapidly.  It goes faster.  And so, people don’t have to follow 

you.  If they want to follow you then they know that they’re just going to see it.  And on 

Facebook it’s not like that.”
135

 Her explanation describes the ways social norms have 

developed differently alongside different spaces. It also demonstrates how Gabriela has 

actually achieved more freedom of expression on sites such as Twitter and Tumblr, sites 

which do not require users to create detailed personal profiles (such as on Facebook). She 

was very deliberate about what information she shared with whom and in what space. 

Boyd and Marwick (2011) discuss the ways technological privacy strategies are often 

insufficient for maintaining privacy. They write: 

Recognizing that social norms and structural limitations are often ineffective, 

many teens take a different tactic to achieve social privacy: they limit the meaning 

of their messages. This is not a new strategy for the digital era, nor is it something 

reserved solely for teens, but the complexity of achieving privacy in networked 

publics has motivated countless teens to act assuming that they are being 

survielled (21). 

Gabriela’s use of Tumblr and Twitter demonstrated the strategy described by boyd and 

Marwick – limiting the meaning of her messages – alongside spatial strategy of using 

Tumblr and Twitter, rather than Facebook, as a way to maintain anonymity and privacy. 

While the technical affordances of Facebook provide more options for interaction and 

feedback, the narrow technological features of Tumblr and Twitter actually created a 

space for more expression, and by extension, community.  

 While Gabriela constructed Twitter as space to share more personal information 

on a more regular basis, other participants disagreed. Miguel told us: 

                                                
135 Ibid.  
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Interviewer:  Are any of your friends on Twitter? 

Miguel:  Yes but I’m not going to follow them if I make one because I think it’s 

stupid that people try to make Twitter a social site.  

Interviewer:  Like personal?  What do you think the function of Twitter is? 

Miguel:  It more to get information or to be updated by certain people.  People 

that you admire or there just information you can use.
136

 

Unlike Gabriela, Miguel did not consider Twitter an appropriate space for personal 

information disclosure, instead he used it to follow bands and other public figures. This 

actually resonated with Gabriela’s assumption that she could use Twitter for private 

information because people did not have to follow her if they did not want to see her 

constant updates. On Facebook the social norm is to connect with friends, even if you do 

not like the way they use the space. However, the social norms around Twitter structure a 

“do not follow” default, which facilitated more freedom for teens to use the space in a 

multitude of ways.  

 The affordances and limitations of online anonymity have been debated since the 

earliest days of online communication (Rheingold, 1996; Turkle, 1995; DiGiovanna, 

1996; Singer, 1996) and have been privileged within computer-mediated communication 

literature (Etzioni & Etzioni, 1999; McKenna & Bargh, 2000; Postmes, Spears, Sakhel, & 

de Groot, 2001). Within the longer history of the internet, it is a relatively new norm for 

online profiles and communities that (re)create identities that are intended to reflect 

offline embodied identities. In other words, prior to Facebook, social norms encouraged 

anonymity or expressive identity play. Prior to social networking sites such as Facebook, 

                                                
136 Social Media protocol, interview on February 24, 2012.  
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internet users were granted the freedom to remain anonymous (or at least a stranger) in 

virtual communities, the lack of embodied identity also facilitated fragmented online 

identities (Turkle, 1995; Hillis, 1999). This anonymity provided opportunities for self-

expression, identity play, personal disclosure, and community building, which differed 

from offline embodied lives and even differed from one online community to another 

(Turkle, 1995; McKenna & Bargh, 2000; Viégas, 2005). Sites such as Facebook require 

users to create profiles which reveal their offline embodied identities and encourage a 

more consistent digital representation of the self. This is not to say teens cannot play with 

representations or identity, however the connection to offline identities places boundaries 

on what is socially acceptable on the site.  

Some teens’ preference for anonymity, and therefore privacy, can be interpreted 

as a resistance tactic that pushes back against sites that encourage them to collapse 

disparate social contexts (boyd, 2006). In other words, some teens have resisted the 

development of social norms that discourage identity play or personal expression, and 

instead they have negotiated privacy via anonymity. As such, Tumblr has more in 

common with earlier online social teen spaces such as Xanga and LiveJournal and other 

blogs, wherein bloggers were afforded greater freedom of expression (and therefore 

privacy) by remaining anonymous (Qian and Scott, 2006; Scheidt, 2006; Vickery, 2010). 

Self-disclosure on blogs is prevalent, in part because of the anonymity typically afforded 

by blogs (Qian and Scott, 2006). As such, the social risks associated with disclosure on 

blogs that offer anonymity are greatly minimized (McKenna & Bargh, 2000). Although 

from a technological perspective, Facebook affords the same opportunities as Twitter or 
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Tumblr, social norms have served to regulate what is and is not appropriate in each space, 

such as sharing too much personal information or posting updates too frequently. The 

anonymity afforded by Tumblr has provided some teens with a space for more open 

expression of identity and privacy.  

Spatial Transgressions & Facebook 

 In a similar vein, participants discussed spatial transgressions which occurred on 

Facebook – in other words, the ways in which their peers “make public” information that 

they would consider private. Teens in our study were bothered when spaces were 

misused, according to their own social norms. For example, Cassandra told us: 

[People post things] for everyone to see when it’s nobody else’s business.  I think 

someone asked me why did he write that on my wall and I was just like, “Drama.”  

It really is nobody else’s business.  It was just dumb.  People do that a lot on 

Facebook -- put business out there that nobody cares about.  I don’t even know -- 

just dumb things…That’s the only reason I don’t like Facebook, but I don’t have 

drama like that myself so it doesn’t really bother me -- I’ll just look at it or scroll 

past it or be like, “That’s so dumb.”  They should be talking like this to each other 

in a message not on Facebook.
137

  

For Cassandra, Facebook was not a space to perform relational conflicts because she felt 

private texts or Facebook messages were a better way to communicate. She perceived 

public drama as a misuse of social media and a spatial transgression.   

Throughout the course of our study we observed a slight migration away from 

Facebook towards other social media spaces such as Twitter and Tumblr. During our 

study, Facebook was hacked and a spam virus posted porn and other disturbing images 

                                                
137 Unstructured interview about peers and texting, November 4, 2011.  
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depicting violence, self-mutilation, and bestiality. The links appeared innocuously in 

users’ news feeds, but when they opened them they were exposed to graphic and 

disturbing images (for more info about the spam see Kaelin, 2011; Smith, 2011). 

Participants told us they were very disturbed by the images, so much so several 

temporarily deactivated their accounts. Seniors Amina and her friend Cassandra, both 

said the images motivated them to open a Twitter account instead. Amina told us: 

I know a lot of people already had Twitter and I guess they started using it more.  

And I know some people made Twitter, me and Cassandra made Twitters.  Then 

our friend Kristi and a couple other people made Twitters.  I know a lot of people 

use it more now.  People just talk about, “Oh, Facebook is wack.”  Everyone’s 

using Twitter now.
138

  

While neither completely abandoned Facebook, the disturbing spam was an impetus to 

create an account on Twitter. Throughout the course of our study several participants, 

whom had initially reported that Facebook was their favorite social networking site, 

began using Twitter or Tumblr by the end of the study. Reasons varied, including the 

Facebook spam incident, a desire for more privacy, or because they began to perceive of 

Facebook as boring or annoying. While not directly related to privacy, this is an example 

of the ways spatial transgressions regulate and structure use. Incidents such as the graphic 

spam, alongside a desire for greater privacy, led some of our participants to create 

alternative social networking accounts.  

Mobile Media and the (Re)Construction of Physical Space 

                                                
138 Risk, Rules, & Privacy, interview on December 2, 2011.  
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In addition to creating private spaces online, participants also achieved privacy 

through the use of physical space. Within the broader framework of spatial strategies, 

some participants, such as Selena and Javier, employed privacy tactics, which were 

deliberate practices intended to subvert power structures.  Mobile phones are often 

constructed simultaneously as technologies of surveillance and protection - by providing 

a virtual leash between adults and teens – as well as technologies of independence and 

autonomy (Ling, 2007). Selena explained how she achieved privacy by escaping school, 

home, and mobile communication. During the time of our study Selena was increasingly 

disengaged with school and often skipped classes. In part this was because the majority 

of her friends already dropped out of school so there was a great temptation to skip. In 

part, she also told me she found school boring considered it to be “not the real world”, as 

such, she was unmotivated to participate.  Selena encountered many challenges at home. 

Her single mom was unemployed during the time of our study, she had various family 

members moving in and out of her home constantly, and her family struggle financially. 

Both school and home presented stresses in her life.  Selena found an escape by skipping 

class. She told me: 

Selena:  Sometimes skipping school to go do stuff is a better way of freedom 

because I don't have my mom blowing up my phone, where's I'm at, what I'm 

doing.  I don't have to constantly worry about stuff.  To me that's freedom right 

there. 

Jacqueline:  Freedom from what? 

Selena:  School, from home. 

Jacqueline:  Yeah? 
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Selena:  It helps me clear my mind.  A lot of people say skipping is all bad and 

everything, but sometimes it's healthy to skip because sometimes it's too much of 

it at one time.  It gets to be too much.  You've got to take a day off…There's just 

sometimes where I'm like, "I need a break."  I just don't want to go to school and I 

don't want to be home.  I just want to have a clear mind, get away from 

everything.
139

 

She viewed skipping school as the only way to momentarily escape pressures she faced 

on a daily basis. She told me teachers were “always on her case” at school. When she was 

not at school she was expected to check in with her mother via her phone or iPod Touch 

(or a friend’s phone if neither of these options were available). However, by skipping 

school she was able to escape school and simultaneously find “freedom” from her home 

life because her mom did not text or call her when she was supposed to be in school.  

Selena’s experience with her mobile devices expressed the ways in which mobile 

technologies create co-presence between social and home lives (Ling, 2010). Even when 

Selena was with her friends or away from home, she said her mom constantly contacted 

her. Because her mom had expectations of constant communication via mobile devices, 

Selena constructed skipping school as a healthy way to avoid the stresses of both home 

and school. Although Selena enjoyed having a cell phone, she also resented the fact that 

it made her constantly available to her mother. She considered school the only escape 

from her mother, but consequently she found little privacy at school. Thus Selena found 

that skipping school was the best spatial strategy for achieving privacy from both school 

and home.  

                                                
139 School & Learning, interview on October 25, 2011.  
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Finally, the one participant whose attitude greatly deviated from other participants 

in relation to mobile devices was Javier, who did not have a phone nor did he use Wi-Fi 

enabled devices to message friends. His family had a land line which his friends could 

call and he would occasionally check Facebook from home. Javier consciously chose not 

to make himself easily or readily available via mobile or social media. This was a 

deliberate tactic that afforded him greater privacy via non-accessibility compared to the 

majority of his peers. In her work on how individuals construct space and artifacts as 

personal, Nippert-Eng (2010) writes: 

In terms of social accessibility, the distribution of power plays a crucial role in the 

ways people understand and try to manage others’ demands for their attention. 

This balance of power largely accounts for whose agenda will prevail at any given 

time. Lukes (1988, 34) argues that the ability to set agendas is a critical dimension 

of power. Agenda setting is about the ability to decide what will and won’t be 

allowed to get people’s attention as well as the ways in which that might happen. 

From this perspective, power is very much about deciding the extent to which 

something – or someone – will be more or less accessible to others (162-63).  

By choosing not to make himself readily available, Javier was actively subverting and 

resisting a power dynamic that mobile devices would have reinforced.  

Notably, he remarked it was his teachers and mentors – adults at the other end of 

the power relation - who constantly nudged him to get a cell phone. “My friends, they 

tease me, but they know I won’t get a phone right now. But Mr. Lopez, he’s always 

telling me, ‘get a phone’ [laughs].”
140

 Javier’s decision not to own a phone reverses the 

typical power dynamics between parent/child and teacher/student. Unlike his peers, he 

chose to set boundaries that did not make him always accessible to adults or peers. 

                                                
140 Field notes, March 28, 2012. 
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Through a lens of privacy, Javier’s deliberate decision not to own a phone can be 

constructed as a spatial tactic: he achieved privacy by refusing to allow his space to be 

reconfigured via mobile devices. He actively resisted the power dynamics afforded by 

“digital leashes” and chose not to allow mobile phones to disrupt his presence in a given 

space or at a given time.  

CONCLUSION 

 Contrary to popular discourses that suggest teens are not concerned about privacy, 

I have found the teens in our study care deeply about privacy and employ various 

deliberate strategies to maintain and achieve privacy. Discourses that focus on teens as 

vulnerable victims have been effective in mobilizing risk reducing practices. Teens 

demonstrated agentive privacy strategies, which counters discourses which position them 

as passive subjects. Teens in our study were aware of the risks associated with disclosing 

too much personal information online, such as their names, location, credit card numbers, 

addresses, and phone numbers. They also used various strategies to minimize 

consumer/data risks while still taking advantage of products and services offered online. 

However, an overemphasis on consumer/data privacy has distracted from other issues 

such as reputation management. Although some teens were aware that future employers 

or colleges may look at their online profiles, they were less aware of how to protect 

themselves or how to create positive online presence. Additionally, an overemphasis on 

Facebook has distracted from other digital footprints, such as dating websites and older 

social networking sites.  
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 When it comes to social privacy, teens in our study employed various strategies 

for maintaining privacy from parents and peers. One way teens managed privacy was 

through audience management strategies. They tended to be very protective of their 

mobile phones and did not completely trust their friends not to snoop. As such, many 

teens used passwords to protect their phones or refused to share their phones without 

supervising each other. Other technologies, such as the iPod Touch, were constructed as 

more shareable, in large part because of economic constraints that regulated sharing as a 

norm. Teens utilized different strategies to protect their own privacy while still sharing 

the devices with friends. Lastly, spaces such as Facebook did not always afford teens the 

level of social privacy they desired. As such some participants found other spaces for 

self-disclosure and identity expression. The anonymity afforded by other spaces, such as 

Tumblr, allowed teens to express themselves in ways that social norms discouraged on 

sites such as Facebook. Additionally, within broader spatial strategies, some teens 

employed deliberate tactics intended to subvert adult/youth power relations. Mobile 

phones simultaneously afford teens independence, but can also be used to reinforce 

power dynamics. Some teens resisted the reconfiguration of space that mobile phones 

afforded.  

 When it comes to privacy, teens desired to communicate and connect with their 

peers, but within the confines of trust. Although their strategies were not always 

successful, they demonstrated the regulatory power of social norms. Additionally, teens’ 

social and mobile media practices revealed the discrepancies between public discourses 

of risk, which construct teens as passive victims, and the agentive strategies they 
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leveraged. Understanding how teens conceptualize of privacy, combined with a 

recognition of teens' agentive strategies, reveals  gaps between public constructions of 

teens’ privacy and actual lived experiences.  
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion 

 

Within the context of digital media, this study set out to understand the 

relationship between discourses of risk, policies, and regulations in teens’ everyday lives. 

Rather than attempting to identify risks associated with teens’ use of digital media, this 

dissertation approached risk from a sociocultural constructivist perspective (largely based 

on Foucauldian concepts of governmentality) and asked how discourses of risk are 

mobilized. It also considered what types of subjects were discursively constructed via 

risk. More importantly, it aimed to connect abstract discourses of risk with the everyday 

experiences of teens, in other words, it explored how risk was enacted upon the subjects 

produced within these discourses. Lastly, it sought to identify and contextualize the 

practices, tactics, and strategies teens’ exercised in order to resist, cope with, and manage 

the opportunities and risks afforded by digital media. 

THEORETICAL CONTRIBUTIONS 

  This dissertation contributes to understandings of risk, regulation, and resistance. 

In particular it connects macro level understandings of risk - as informed by Foucault’s 

(1991) concept of governmentality - with on the ground practices of teens - as informed 

by de Certeau’s (1984) understanding of tactical practices. Discourses of risk related to 

teens and digital media can be traced through moral panics and United States policies. 

These broad understandings of risk inform local policies that are enacted at the school 

level. Through discourses of risk, youth are constructed as a risky or dangerous 

population. At the same time, digital media technologies are also constructed as a threat 
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or potential harm. Constructing teens and digital media as risk serves to position youth as 

subjects of surveillance, control, monitoring, and regulation, as has been demonstrated. 

Likewise, it renders technologies subject to control and regulation. 

            While Foucault is helpful in understanding the discursive subjects that are 

produced through risk discourse, the notion of governmentality proves less useful in 

understanding how subjects of risk actually resist, cope with, and negotiate their subject 

positions. As such, this research has drawn from de Certeau in order to contribute to a 

more nuanced understanding of the ways regulated populations respond to discourses of 

risk. As has been demonstrated, youth in this study exercised different practices for 

managing risk and risk discourses. At school, where technologies and bodies are most 

regulated, teens employed tactics of resistance in order to negotiate restrictions and 

control. Participants also relied on peer networks as a way to overcome and cope with the 

impositions of economic regulations and constraints. Participants’ understanding and 

management of privacy demonstrated the ways in which social norms function as a 

regulatory means of control. While discourses of risk tend to focus on issues related to 

consumer and data privacy, teens’ themselves were more concerned with issues of social 

privacy. Localized practices informed strategies, which allowed teens to navigate the 

precarious terrains of social and mobile media. Rather than employing resistive tactics, 

teens’ privacy practices were localized, agentive, and deliberate responses to perceived 

risks. In other words, while public discourses of risk and moral panics influenced how 

teens’ managed consumer and data privacy, localized experiences served to more 

influentially shape and regulate social privacy practices. 
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            From a theoretical perspective, teens’ management and negotiation of digital 

media demonstrates the ways big picture discourses of risk work alongside localized 

lived experiences in complimentary, contradictory, and challenging ways. Neither 

Foucault’s concept of governmentality and regulation, nor de Certeau’s understanding of 

tactics are alone wholly sufficient in understanding how discourses of risk are mobilized, 

enacted, and managed in the lives of teens. In some instances, moral panics and public 

discourses of risk inform behaviors and attitudes. Yet, because teens’ voices are often 

absent from public discourses about risk and digital media (Mazzarella, 2003; Shade, 

2011), there were instances in which teens’ management of risk operates in contradiction 

to societal level understandings of risk. I theorize big picture understandings of risk and 

regulation would benefit from a more nuanced consideration of teens’ actual lived 

experiences. However, at the same time, schools and teens were able to work within 

regulated and regimented spaces in order to manage risk and opportunity in creative and 

beneficial ways. As such, Foucault’s notions of governmentality, as well as de Certeau’s 

understanding of tactical practices, theoretically work in tandem to shed light on the ways 

risk and regulation shape teens’ digital media practices.  

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS  

As discussed, there is a lot of hype around the “risky” ways teens engage with 

digital media. This dissertation is an attempt to challenge these dominant discourses. One 

way sensationalized panics can be combated is with quantitative data and statistics, which 

demonstrate that the probability of risk is minimal. There are a number of quantitative 

studies in the United States and Europe that make evident that, while possible, many 
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harmful risks associated with young people’s use of the internet are not probable (Lenhart 

et al., 2007; Lenhart, 2010a; Lenhart, 2010b; Lenhart and Madden, 2007; Livingstone, 

Haddon, Görzig, Ólafsson, et al, 2011). Quantitative data make a contribution to 

combatting media panics and hype, yet, quantitative data alone are not enough to change 

dominant discourses, which are always already ideological in nature. As such, this is 

where I see the empirical significance of my research. 

 There are at least two other ways to counter the negative and risky perceptions of 

youth and the internet. One, demonstrate that the productive, constructive, and positive 

opportunities afforded by digital media outweigh the risks. And two, reveal the ways in 

which young people are capable of negotiating, managing, and coping with risk. That is, 

contribute to the production of new discourses that construct youth as agentive, 

deliberate, and strategic. The key to both of these strategies is to instate a balance into 

broader risk discourses, which have worked to sublimate the positive opportunities and 

have failed to account for the ways youth are able to responsibly manage risks. In both of 

these approaches there is an acknowledgement that potential harm exists, however, rather 

than constructing exposure to risk as unacceptable, this approach balances risk with 

opportunities by acknowledging that youth are capable of safely managing risks. 

Furthermore, it argues the benefits afforded by digital media are worth some risk.  I view 

protection and empowerment as two sides of the same coin. Skills, literacies, and 

education, which empower youth to responsibly navigate risky terrains, simultaneously 

function to protect them from risks as well. 
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 My research has taken both a broad macro approach to risk, as well as an 

empirical data-driven approach. In the beginning I looked at the relationship between 

federal policies which regulate digital media and moral panics in order to trace how risk 

discourses are mobilized via media and policy formations. I demonstrated that discourses 

of risk are mobilized via policies and that sensational media contribute to a continual 

perception of the internet as dangerous and youth as vulnerable. Going back to the 

Communications Decency Act of 1996, I looked at the ways fallacious and overhyped 

studies created a ‘porn panic’ and functioned as ‘truth’ even after they had been 

debunked. That is, harm and risk were conflated, and although harm and risk were not 

conclusively proven, federal policies continually drew from perceptions of the internet as 

dangerous and positioned young people in need of protection.  

Policy functioned as risk interventions intended to alleviate adult anxieties about 

pornography and predators. In this way, policies continually attempted to restrict young 

people’s access to the internet. Rather than empower teachers and parents to equip 

students with the knowledge and skills necessary to avoid and manage risks, policies 

attempted to overly restrict young people’s engagement. The Constitutionality of these 

cases was challenged. As such, the Children’s Internet Protection Act relied on existing 

economic constraints in order to restrict young people’s engagement online. Rather than 

directly regulating schools and young people, the Act requires all schools receiving 

federal telecommunication funding to block students’ access to objectionable material. In 

practice, the filters block more than just objectionable material, as is discussed 

throughout the research. 
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 However, as was shown, the 2007 Protecting Children in the 21
st
 Century Act, 

suggested that government policies are starting to attempt a more balanced approach, one 

which recognizes the positive opportunities afforded by digital media. The Act 

encouraged schools to incorporate social networking education into the classroom and 

acknowledged the potential educational opportunities social networking sites afford. 

However, the residual effects of porn and predator panics are still shaping attitudes and 

regulations, as was the case with the Amy Hestir Act. While policies are often justified 

on the premise of protecting young people, at the same time, they often do more to 

protect institutions from liability.  

 Moving from the big picture policy critique, the rest of the dissertation drew from 

empirical qualitative data collected during eight months of ethnographic field work at 

Texas City High School. The risk discourses, which were mobilized via policies and 

moral panics, were enacted at Texas City High School. As such, the next chapter 

considered how the risk discourses limited educational opportunities for teachers and 

students. In particular, it demonstrated that blocking content and blocking social media 

also blocked valuable opportunities for students to develop literacies. Additionally, the 

policies hindered opportunities for teachers to play active roles in helping students 

navigate risks and develop literacies. Specifically, I demonstrated how filters blocked the 

development of social and network literacies, as well as critical digital literacies. This is 

an attempt to demonstrate the positive opportunities that are limited by overly restrictive 

policies. Additionally, within this chapter, I also demonstrated the tactical practices teens 

exercised in order to resist institutional barriers. This is significant because it made 
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evident students’ capabilities to navigate digital media. Also, TCHS and its students, 

faced many social and economic disparities. Students exhibited creative practices for 

coping with economic limitations which otherwise hindered their abilities to participate 

in social networks.   Many students leveraged tactical maneuvers in order to construct 

robust learning and media ecologies. In sum, this chapter revealed that restrictive policies 

intended to limit risk are not only ineffectual, but also blocked important educational and 

social opportunities. For marginalized students already facing economic and social 

challenges, schools ought to embrace more equitable opportunities for students to engage 

with digital media and the opportunities provided. 

 This is where Chapter 5 picked up, it revealed the opportunities digital media can 

offer marginalized youth. While policies constructed digital media as risky, the after-

school digital media clubs at TCHS positioned digital media as tools, which function as 

risk intervention strategies for at-risk youth. However, digital media are just that, tools. 

Digital media skills and literacies, which focused on production, were successfully 

incorporated into after-school, informal learning environments. These spaces supported 

students’ interest-driven and peer-driven modes of learning. Specifically I identified the 

ways digital media, as part of an informal learning environment, provided (at-risk) 

students with access to media production so they could more fully participate in their 

media ecologies as cultural producers. Through participation in the digital media and film 

clubs, some students extended their social networks and acquired social capital and some 

students were able to leverage this capital for economic capital. For some participants, 

the clubs provided validation of their skills, literacies, hobbies, and interests. Some 
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students renegotiated identities, which allowed them to identify as artists and creators. 

This identity positioned them as the entrepreneurial Self, rather than the at-risk subject. 

This research demonstrated that digital media, within supportive informal learning 

environments, can work as risk intervention strategies.  

 Lastly, moving beyond the ways discourses position youth and technology, the 

last chapter provided evidence of the strategic and deliberate ways young people 

navigated risk. While Chapter 4 & 5 primarily attempted to demonstrate the positive 

opportunities digital media afford, this chapter challenged dominate discourses by 

revealing the ways teens respond to risk. Again, the purpose was not to chronicle the 

possibility or likelihood of risks, but rather to consider how teens themselves think about 

their own mobile and social media practices. Data demonstrated that when it comes to 

consumer/data privacy, teens were aware of the dangers associated with revealing too 

much private information. In this way, one could argue that while risk discourses tend to 

be problematic, they can also have positive effects in so far as teens were typically not 

revealing personal information online. Although, compared to policies that attempt to 

restrict teens’ participation, consumer and data privacy discourses tend to focus on what 

teens should do to protect their privacy. That is, rather than just limiting them from 

participating at all, they are actively manage risks.  

 Data also demonstrated that the teens in this study were more concerned about 

social privacy than consumer privacy. For teens, mediated communication was an 

essential way to maintain peer networks. They deliberately choose to disclose 
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information and share their lives with their friends. However, they were also concerned 

about avoiding drama, saving face, and maintaining boundaries. I identified and 

explained three strategies teens used to maintain privacy: informational, audience, and 

spatial. Teens deliberately chose not to disclose information, not just in consumer spaces, 

but within peer communication as well. Teens also managed privacy by limiting who 

could have access to their mobile devices and social media spaces. Teens were very 

deliberate about protecting those spaces from people whom they did not trust. I also 

showed how mobile phones were constructed as more private than Wi-Fi devices, which 

were constructed as shareable. The practices were related to the economic limitations of 

their peer networks. Lastly, some participants employed spatial strategies as way to 

maintain privacy. Rather than navigating precarious privacy boundaries on sites such as 

Facebook, some teens negotiated privacy through anonymity in spaces such as Tumblr. 

Although adults might consider teen practices as risky, such as sharing their passwords, 

teens were strategic and deliberate as they delineated boundaries of trust and sharing.   

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

Taken together, this research revealed the ways risks are mobilized through 

policies and enacted at school. Restricting young people’s engagement also limits 

opportunities; there needs to be better policy balance between risk and opportunities. 

Empowering teens to safely and responsibly manage risks can only happen when we 

allow teens to take risks. Schools miss out on valuable opportunities to play active roles 

in young people’s development of digital literacies. However, at the same time, the after-

school clubs at TCHS have revealed the ways teachers can help students embrace 
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opportunities. While the clubs have been successful, they are nonetheless hindered by 

restrictive policies that limit teachers’ and students’ engagement.  

 I believe this research has many policy implications. For one, it provides 

empirical evidence that reveals the ways current policies exacerbate inequalities and limit 

opportunities to develop digital literacies. As Cramer and Hayes (2010) note, many 

acceptable use policies are really unacceptable use policies. Given the potential benefits 

of mobile and social media, schools should work to incorporate digital media into formal 

learning spaces. Current policies are ineffectual, as demonstrated by the ways students 

bypass filters. But furthermore, current policies miss out on valuable opportunities to help 

students develop literacies, learn how to manage their online reputations, and how to 

harness the benefits of online (learning) communities. In order to balance risk and 

opportunities, policies ought to take into consideration the prevalence of risk, the severity 

of harm, the discretion of local school districts, and the agency of young people. I am not 

proposing technology should be completely unrestricted or unregulated in schools. There 

are circumstances in which risk or harm ought to be controlled, for instance, in allowing 

young people access to patently obscene material. However, other potential harms, such 

as communicating with strangers, ought to be balanced with the benefits of participating 

in online communities.  

This research demonstrated the negative consequences of restrictive policies and 

revealed some of the positive opportunities. It also established and made evident the need 

for teacher interventions. Schools should be involved in equipping and educating students 
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to participate in connected learning environments. While they are not as passive or 

vulnerable as policies tend to construct them, teens do need help in developing digital 

media literacies. As was exhibited, students are not fully engaging in online communities, 

nor are they developing the social and network literacies they need to connect and learn. 

This not only requires that schools stop overly restricting access to content, but it also 

requires active support on the part of curriculum, infrastructure, and teachers. While one 

of the purposes of this dissertation was to counter over sensationalized discourses of risk, 

this is not to suggest students do not need help navigating opportunities and experiences 

with digital media. Policies should balance opportunities and equip teachers to empower 

students to fully engage as active and responsible citizens in an increasingly networked 

world. One way to instate balance would be less restrictive policies that trust teachers’ 

and local schools districts’ discretion about what material is objectionable for particular 

populations according to community standards. For example, high schools should not be 

subjected to the same restrictions as elementary schools. Additionally, policies should 

trust the discretion of teachers by empowering them to override filters that overly restrict 

material they deem educational, positive, or beneficial for their students.  

Lastly, while I have strived to validate teens’ voices and experiences in this 

research, I also want to acknowledge the limitations of teens’ current subject positions. 

For example, based on experiences and understandings of political economy and 

consumer culture, it is possible teens, from their current subject position, may not be able 

to fully assess the consequences of revealing personal information online. This speaks to 

earlier points about the role of government and industry in contributing to privacy 
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protections. Navigating the terrains of consumer privacy is challenging for young people 

and adults alike. While self-responsibilization is a necessary component, industries ought 

to also be held accountable for protecting privacy. This research demonstrates the ways 

teens attempt to responsibly manage their data privacy, but also reveals the ways they at 

times fail. This has implications for government and industry policies regulating privacy 

protections.  

LIMITATIONS & CHALLENGES  

 There are of course limitations to any project. Ethnography’s greatest strength is 

the ability to capture detailed information about local cultures, phenomenon, and 

practices. While I have strived to triangulate findings, as well as gain a nuanced 

perspective of life at THCS, I spent the overwhelming majority of our time in the tech 

classes and clubs. Although not all of our participants were highly engaged with digital 

media, our sample was nonetheless, likely skewed towards students invested in digital 

media practices. Although ethnographies are never equipped to make strong, 

representational generalizations, I recognize that our findings draw from a population of 

students who were more invested in digital media than perhaps other students at the 

school. However, our participants were diverse in terms of academic engagement, class, 

and ethnicity. Although we included participants who were not involved in the DMC, 

IFC, or tech classes, we were unable to tap into their peer networks in the same way we 

were with students whom we saw on a regular basis in the DMC and IFC. This also 

potentially contributed to a slight bias towards students interested in digital media.  
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 As is likely the case with all ethnographic work, there are many challenges to 

working in a school setting and with high school students. First, let me say, our 

participants were very respectful of our time as we strived to be of theirs. However, we 

learned that our ideas for research collaboration were out of sync with their modes of 

participation. For example, we had hoped students would keep a media journal for us as a 

way to chronicle and reflect upon their daily lives. This simply did not happen. While a 

few participants jotted down a few notes for us, none actually engaged in the ways we 

had hoped. We tried to leverage the project online, for example, have students create 

video blogs or Tumblrs, but this did not work either. In fact, some of our participants who 

were usually very good about showing up to meetings started cancelling on us. We 

realized they were avoiding us because they had not done the journals. We of course 

assured them it was fine and moved on, but still, it was a learning experience for us. 

Having spoken with students, as well as Mr. Lopez, we learned a lot of students do not do 

homework; it is not incorporated into their school schedules. Most students finish 

“homework” during class time. This helped explain their resistance to doing any 

homework-like contributions for us outside of school. 

 Certainly field work is an iterative, try and fail, and try again, process. While we 

encountered a few snags along the way, overall I feel we conducted a robust and high 

quality study. We established excellent rapport with our participants, they demonstrated 

that they trusted us, and that they felt comfortable with us. We had a diverse sample 

which represented a range of interests, demographics, and personalities. I think one final 

limitation of this research is that to a certain degree it is preliminary. While I had a lot of 
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great data to analyze, there is more data we have not yet had a chance to incorporate. At 

the time of writing, members of our research team are still working with students at the 

school. In many ways, this is a “living” project. I have captured, with some depth I hope, 

a snapshot of one aspect of the research. However, as students’ lives continue to evolve 

alongside technological changes, I fully expect our analysis will as well.  

LOOKING FORWARD 

 In a lot of ways this dissertation is the tip of the iceberg. As a team, The Digital 

Edge project has gathered so much rich data. I know there is much we have yet to 

discover. However, it is my hope that this research contributes to a more nuanced 

understanding of teens’ digital media practices, which can lead to more equitable 

educational opportunities. It is clear that digital media will continue to shape virtually 

every aspect of teens’ lives. While I acknowledge the potential harms digital media 

present, I also believe schools can better serve the needs of students in a networked 

world.    

Many of the young people I met at TCHS will stick with me for many years to 

come. I was struck by their passions, creativity, and talent, as well as the ways in which 

they were able to exhibit these with and through digital media. I will remember 

Gabriela’s beautiful images of downtown and Javier’s short film that used a mime to 

reflect upon identity. I’ll remember Selena playing her keyboard for me so I could hear 

the Evanescence songs, which she had used YouTube to teach herself. However, I will 

also remember when Sergio told me he was not applying to college. He had decided to 
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continue to pursue a career in film and media, but without the aid of college experience. 

I’ll also remember Jasmine telling me she only wanted to try for her Associate’s degree 

because she did not think a Bachelor’s would be possible for her. While I want to be 

cautious not to overly insert middle-class and white privileged values, I could not help 

but feel a bit of disappointment. Here were two talented, dedicated, passionate, and 

driven students who still did not think a four year university was attainable. This speaks 

to institutional and systemic problems that are much more complex than the role of 

digital media in these teens’ lives. Yet, I cannot  help but wonder how schools might 

better leverage the potential of digital media to create more equitable futures.  

Through our time at TCHS we met students who had created impressive online 

portfolios of their work and accomplishments, created their own YouTube channels, and 

who were harnessing the potential of digital media to create online professional identities. 

Yet, for the most part, these were more middle-class and college-bound students. They 

had the social and cultural capital outside of school to understand the significance of their 

online endeavors. This begs the question, what role should schools play in all of this? 

Beyond helping students create online portfolios or manage positive digital footprints, 

how else might schools create networked classrooms that integrate digital literacies into 

broader conceptualizations of citizenship? 

As is evident by now, I think policies and rules, which overly restrict access and 

participation , detrimentally limit students’ opportunities to develop social literacies and 

acquire social and cultural capital. A truly networked classroom would embrace the 
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opportunities and wealth of information afforded by digital media. With digital media, 

students have the power to take an active role in helping to create and mold learning 

environments. In other words, education can move beyond traditional models which rely 

on teacher-to-student transmission of knowledge. With the right tools and support, 

schools can instead equip and empower students to contribute to knowledge formation 

and discovery. Douglas Thomas and John Seely Brown (2011) refer to this as a collective 

learning environment. They define collectives as, “a collection of people, skills, and 

talent that produces a result greater than the sum of its parts…collectives are not solely 

defined by shared intention, action, or purpose (though these elements may exist and 

often do). Rather, they are defined by an active engagement with the process of learning” 

(52). Digital media provide students and teachers access to collectives of limitless 

knowledge that are not bound by physical or geographical constraints. Digital literacies 

move beyond merely teaching students how to use tools, but rather allow students to 

contribute to the learning process. Networked classrooms could and should empower 

students to harness the wealth of information available to them via the internet and 

mobile devices.  

Social inequities far expand issues related to digital media and speak to greater 

systemic problems within the education system. Yet, I believe digital media provide an 

opportunity for schools to rethink learning, education, participation, and opportunities. It 

is my hope that this research identifies a need for schools to rethink their role in shaping 

teens’ media and learning ecologies. At the same time, I have tried to highlight teens’ 

innovative, responsible, and creative digital media practices. Young people’s digital 
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media practices and cultures will continue to evolve outside of school, however, they 

should also continue to evolve alongside education. I was inspired by many of the 

students at TCHS. I was also inspired and encouraged by teachers, such as Mr. Lopez, 

who is actively helping his students explore opportunities and to push the boundaries of 

their current social and economic positions. It is my hope that schools will continue to 

evolve, embrace change, and harness the potentials of digital media in order to create 

more equitable futures for students. Alongside other scholars, it is my goal to contribute 

to emerging research that will produce different, and more productive, discourses about 

risk, youth, and digital media.  
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APPENDIX: Interview Protocols 

 

The following are sample interview protocols used during field work; the protocols 

provided guidelines for individual interviews. They were intended to provide some 

continuity throughout the research project, but were not intended to be conducted as 

surveys. As such, interviews were conducted in a semi-structured format, which included 

time and flexibility to expand upon participants’ individual interests, attitudes, and 

answers. Every participant was not asked every single question and many questions are 

not included in the protocols. Additionally, the protocols only account for semi-structured 

interviews, not the conversations conducted during observations or informal meetings 

with participants. All interview protocols were written by Jacqueline R. Vickery and S. 

Craig Watkins, unless otherwise noted.  

FOCUS GROUPS 

Protocol 1: Draw & Discuss Favorite Technology 

 

Purpose: Focus group used to get to know the students and to find out what their favorite 

technology is (at the time) and how they describe it and feel about it.  

 

Directions: Draw your current favorite technology (provide paper, crayons, markers, 

pens). 

Discuss as a group, ask each participant to share: 

 

1. What technology did you choose? 

2. How long have you owned it? 

3. What word(s) would you use to describe it? 

4. Why is this technology so important to you? 

5. What do you use it for? 

6. What other kinds of technologies do you use? 

7. Tell me more about how you and your peers use (ex. whatever it is that they 

mentioned)? 

Protocol 2: Mapping Media & Technology in the Home 

 

Purpose: We wanted to know what the students defined as “technology” and “media” and 

how they thought about the role of technology in the household. 
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Directions: Draw a picture of your home (bird’s eye perspective) including all the rooms 

in your home. It doesn’t have to be to scale or detailed, just include every room in your 

home. Now draw all the media and technology in your home.  

The researchers also drew our own homes to give them an example of what the pictures 

could look like. After they had drawn the pictures we asked them to explain what they 

had drawn.  

 

We asked questions to “fill in the gaps” such as: 

 

1. Are there books in your home? If so, draw where they belong. 

2. Where are the chargers for computers/mobile devices? Draw those. 

3. Do you have DVDs or CDs in your house? Where are they? 

4. Do your parents have cell phones? Can you draw those somewhere? 

 

We also asked questions related to each drawing to understand use. For example, tell the 

group: 

 

1. Why did you draw the laptop in the kitchen? 

2. Who would you say uses this DVD player most often? 

3. On a school night which of these technologies do you think you use? 

 

INDIVIDUAL INTERVIEWS WITH STUDENTS 

Protocol 3: Home Life & Routines  

 

Family / Home life 

1. Whom do you live with?  

2. Do you have any siblings? How old are they? Do you share a room? 

3. What do your parents/stepparents do? 

4. What’s the highest level of education your parents have? 

5. What’s your favorite thing about your family? 

6. What do you and your family enjoy doing together? 

7. How would you describe your relationship with your parents? 

8. Do your parents have a cell phone? Do you text with them? 

 

Routine / Activities 

1. Can you tell me about a typical day after school? (Probe:  What are you doing, 

where are you, who are you usually with?) 
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2. What extracurricular activities are you involved in?  E.g.: After school clubs, 

Sports, Band / Music, Jobs / Babysitting, Volunteer and service work, Religious 

or spiritual group or organization 

3. Of these after school activities, which one takes up the most time?  

4. When and where do you usually do your homework? Who are you usually with?   

5. About how much time do you spend doing homework on school nights?  

 

Online & Mobile Activities 

1. What technologies do you use on a daily basis? 

2. Where do you usually access the internet? Home? School? Friends? Library? 

Afterschool club?  

3. What device (do you use the most to access the internet?) do you use to access the 

internet? Laptop/Desktop? Cell phone? iPod Touch? Tablet? 

4. When you get online from a computer, what’s the first thing you usually do? 

5. What programs you usually have open (e.g. iTunes)? What websites are you 

logged into? 

6. What websites do you check out on a regular basis (SNS, news, YouTube, etc.)?  

7. Do you have a cell phone? How important is your phone to you? 

8. Do you get online from your phone? What application or website do you check 

the most?  

9. Do you have a favorite website or app? Can you tell me about it? 

10. How long have you had your phone? Who pays your cell bill? Do you know how 

much it is a month? 

11. How often do you check your email? How many messages do you usually get a 

day? Who are they usually from? 

12. Do you social networking sites? What do you use them for?  What do you like 

about it? Who do you usually talk to the most on the site? 

13. Based on your interests (music, videos, art, sports, etc.), do you ever visit 

websites or communities based on this? 

14. When you get online do you ever: 

a. Look for news, information, or media related to (personal interest) 

b. Participate in an online forum or group related to (personal interest) 

c. Post, link to, or forward information or media related to (personal interest) 

d. Give help, advice or suggestions to others related your (personal interest) 

Protocol 4: School & Learning 

 

1. Describe what a typical school night is like for you. 

2. How much homework are you assigned on a typical night?  A lot, some 

homework, not much homework at all? 

3. About how much time do you spend on homework on an average night? 

4. What’s your view about homework?  Is it helpful, do you do it regularly? 
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5. When you do homework where do you do it? 

6. Does anyone help you with your homework? 

7. When you do homework are you doing anything else? (music, TV, friends, 

checking phone, etc.) 

8. What’s your favorite subject in school? What do you like about it?  

Do you use computer, phone, or internet to do your homework? How? For what?  

9. Do you use technology at school? If so, what tech for what classes, where 

(library, classroom, study hall etc.)? What do you use it for?  

10. Do you use your cell phone while at school? Laptop at school?  

11. Do you listen to music at school, if so why? Do teachers notice? Is it against the 

rules?  

12. How do you take notes in class - iPod, laptop, pen and paper, not at all?  

13. If you could change one thing about your school, what would it be?  

14. What words would you use to describe your school? 

15. Do you feel like you use skills learned in school to help you with your personal 

projects/interests? 

16. What would make school more engaging or interesting for you?  

17. How would you describe the overall academic experience at TCHS? 

18. How would you respond to these statements: 

a. School is fun. 

b. I get to learn interesting things at school. 

c. I work very hard in school. (Probe why or why not). 

d. My teachers challenge me to do my best in school. 

e. When I’m in school, I feel good. 

f. My teachers have very high expectations for me? 

 

Protocol 5: Peers & Social Groups 

 

1. Can you tell me about a story or a favorite memory of hanging out with your 

friends? 

2. What do you and your friends usually do when you get together?  

3. Where do you like to hang out - public places, homes? How do you usually get 

there? 

4. How do you make plans with each other?  

5. How often do you communicate with your close friends? By phone? Text? 

Facebook/Email? In person? 

6. What’s the difference in using Facebook or a text or a phone call to get in touch 

with a friend? In other words, how do you decide when to use different ways of 

communicating with them?  
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7. When you’re hanging out with your friends, do you use media? Watch 

movies/TV? Listen to music? Play games? Look at magazines? Text each 

other/other people? Check your phone? Facebook?  

8. How would you describe your group of friends? (probe: social status/popularity, 

stereotypical categories “jocks” “nerds” etc.) What labels do others use to 

describe your group of friends? 

9. Do you like/agree with these labels? If so, why? If not, do they bother you, why?  

10. What makes a ______ (label e.g. nerd) different from other social groups in 

school? Do you feel it accurately describes you?  

11. How do you think you and your friends are similar to each other?  

12. In what ways are you different from your friends?  

13. How would you describe your ethnicity (if you haven’t already asked this)? What 

about your friends, what ethnicity are they?  

14. What about your (extracurricular activity, e.g. band) friends, are they mostly like 

you or different?  

15. Why did you originally get involved in _________? (Probe: Did your friends 

influence your decision? Your parents? Your ethnicity? Your goals? etc.) 

16. How important are your friends? In what ways are your friends important to you?  

17. Have you learned anything important from your friends? 

18. Do you ever share music, movies, books, iPods, phones, video games, etc. with 

your friends?  

19. How do you think your friends influence you?  

20. How much would you say that your friends influence your attitude toward school? 

21. Do your friends impact how hard you work in school? 

22. Do you and your friends encourage or discourage each other to succeed in school? 

23. How much do your friends influence the kinds of extracurricular activities that 

you choose? Please explain your answer. 

Protocol 6: Social Influence of Adults 

1. Who would you say is the most important adult in your life (person with the 

biggest impact on you)?  

2. How would you describe their influence on you? 

If they answer a parent in the first question ask them Q2 next: 

3. Who has been the most important non-relative adult in your life? 

4. How did you meet that person? 

5. What impact have they had on you? 

6. Can you give some specific examples of how they have helped/influenced you? 

7. How would you describe your relationship with your parents? 

8. What is their highest level of education? 

9. In what ways do your parents help you? 

10. How involved are your parents/guardian/etc. at school? 

11. How often do you speak with your parent about homework? 

12. How often do you speak with your [parent] about things that interest you? 
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13. Who are some of the most influential teachers in your life?  

14. Can you give some specific examples of how [teacher name] influenced you? 

[probe] 

15. How has knowing [teacher name] impacted you? 

16. Are you involved in any school or non-school related extra-curricular activities?  

If yes, ask: 

17. Are there any adults in this activity that you interact with on a regular basis?  How 

would you describe those interactions and the influence on you? 

18. How many non-relative adults could you talk to about personal problems? 

19. Right now in your life, is there a special adult (not your parent or guardian) who 

you often spend time with?  A special adult is someone who does a lot of good 

things for you.  For example someone: 

a. who you look up to and encourages you to do  your best,  

b. who really cares about what happens to you,  

c. who influences what you do and the choices you make, and (d) who you 

can talk to about personal problems? 

Protocol 7: Risk, Rules, & Privacy 

 

Risk & Rules 

1. Do your parents have a lot of rules? What are some rules your parents have? 

(Probe: chores, curfew, social, etc.) 

2. Generally, do you follow your parents’ rules? (Probe: are rules negotiable? do 

parents enforce the rules?  Are there ways around them?) 

3. What happens when you don’t follow the rules?  

4. Do you and your parents talk about rules? (decide together? compromise? not at 

all? etc.) 

5. Have you ever gotten in trouble because of technology/media? 

6. Have you ever had your use of tech/media limited or taken away as a punishment?  

7. Do your parents have rules about technology - such as when/where you can use 

your cell phone, computer, how long? who you can talk to? what TV you can 

watch? etc. 

8. Do you agree with your parents’ rules? Why do you think they have ____ rule? 

9. Do you think your parents know what you do with your phone? Computer? 

(probe: do parents monitor? talk about it? use software, are they also on 

Facebook? Do they monitor cell phone bill? etc.) 

10. Do you talk about things you do on Facebook/computers/games/cell with your 

parents? If so, about what? 

11. Have any of these technologies ever caused any problems or tension with you and 

your parents? Your friends? School?  

12. Do you think your parents monitor what you do or who you talk to? 
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13. Do you think you know more or less about technology than your parents? Peers? 

Teachers? 

14. Do you ever wish your parents knew more about how you use technology and 

media? Why or why not? 

15. Do you ever go online to find out information that you don’t want to ask your 

friends/parents/teacher about? 

16. What kinds of rules do you have at school related to 

computer/game/website/phone use? 

17. Do most students follow them? Do you? 

18. Why do you think the school has these rules? Why do you think the school has 

such rules? 

19. When you think about teens, technology what images or stories comes to mind? 

20. When it comes to digital technologies – phones, games, Facebook, etc. – what do 

you think are the 5 most dangerous or risky things your generation does or 

encounters? 

21. Same question, but what do you think adults think are the 5 most dangerous or 

risky things? 

22. Does your phone/Facebook, etc. ever cause you any stress? If so, why or how? 

23. There’s been a lot of talk about cyberbullying and sexting with teens lately, how 

would you define those terms, and what do you think about it? Is it an issue at 

your school? With your friends? 

24. Some people worry about teens meeting strangers online, have you ever met a 

new person online? Can you tell me about it? Have you ever met someone offline 

that you first met online? Can you tell me about it? 

25. Some people think technology can be addictive, what do you think?  

26. I’ve heard some people say they feel like they are always expected to be 

connected to friends, respond to texts, etc. all the time - what are your thoughts 

about this?  

27. I’ve heard people say technology is a big distraction, what do you think? 

28. Do you ever worry about how you or your friends use technology and media? 

Privacy  

1. Are you concerned about privacy? What does privacy mean to you? (probe: 

privacy from friends, parents, teachers, corporations, school, etc.) 

2. Do you worry about what you share or what people know about you? If so, who – 

parents, teachers, friends, companies, colleges, employers, government? 

3. Is there information, pictures, conversations you have shared online/phone that 

you wish you hadn’t? 

4. Do you share your passwords with anyone? If so, who?  

5. Do you keep your computer/phone/iPod password locked? Why or why not?  

6. Do you pay attention to privacy settings on Facebook? Google? Twitter? etc.?  

7. Do you think your parents worry about what you share online? 

8. Do you ever worry about what you share online? Via text? etc.?  
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Protocol 8: Pop Culture & Media 

 

Personal media ownership/media home ecology 

1. Can you describe to me what media you personally own? 

2. Of the devices that you own, do you have a favorite device?  

3. Can you tell me why this device is your favorite? 

4. When you are at home which media technologies do you use the most? 

5. Where in the house do you tend to use your favorite devices? 

Television 

1. How many TVs are in your home? Can you tell me where they are located? 

2. Can you describe what a typical evening of television is like for you?  That is, 

when are you most likely to watch?  What are you most likely to watch?  And 

about how many hours in a typical day do you watch television? 

3. When you arrive home from work, school, or some other activity which screen 

are you most likely to turn on first (If they need prompting: TV, computer, game 

console, phone, etc.)? 

4. What are your favorite TV programs? 

5. What do you like about these shows? 

6. Would you say that watching TV is a regular part of your day? Please explain. 

7. What device(s) do you watch TV on?  TV screen, computer, mobile/handheld, 

other? 

8. Do you ever record TV shows?  If so, what device, what shows? 

9. Do you ever use channels like Netflix, Hulu, or similar channels to watch TV? 

10. Do you ever watch TV with your parents? 

11. Do you ever visit online forums or social network sites to see what others are 

saying about TV programs?  To share your views and comments about TV 

programs? 

12. Are there any rules in your home about watching television? Please explain. 

Music Media 

1. How important is music in your life? 

2. What kind of music do you prefer?  Who are some of your favorite bands, 

performers, music personalities? 

3. Tell me a little bit more about their music? What draws you to their music? 

4. Do you post any of their music online—like on your Facebook page (or 

something else that they use), share links about them, etc.? 

5. Do you follow them on social media like Twitter?  Tell me a bit more about this. 

6. What do you think your choices in music reveal about you?  Who you are?  How 

you perceive yourself? How you would describe your personality and interests? 
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7. How do you get access to music?  Downloads, stream, listen via a 

mobile/handheld device, computer, radio, CDs, etc.? 

8. Do you perform/play/compose music? 

If yes, ask: 

9. Tell me a bit more about what you do in terms of music production? Is this 

something that you do with friends or alone? What technologies/equipment do 

you use to perform and/or produce music? 

10. Where are you most likely to perform/play/compose music? 

11. How does performing/producing music make you feel?  

12. Have you ever produced/performed music for an audience—either face-to-face or 

online? that is performed for people in a physical venue or posted music online) 

Games 

1. Would you describe yourself as a gamer?  If so, in what way? 

2. How often do you play games? 

3. What devices do you play games on (i.e., mobile/handheld game device, mobile 

phone, console, or computer)? 

4. Do you have a preference for a game playing device?  If yes: why do you prefer 

that device? 

5. Name all of the devices in your home that one could play games on. 

6. Where are these devices located? 

7. Who is most likely to use them? 

8. Do you play online games that allow you to play with or collaborate with other 

people? 

If yes, ask these: 

9. Which games like these have you played? 

10. Are you currently playing a game like this? (If they are currently playing such a 

game the next set of questions can refer specifically to that game). 

11. How often do you play this game (or games like this)? 

12. Have you created a character/avatar for a game? 

If yes: 

13. Can you describe that avatar or character?  What are they like? What 

distinguishes them and what compelled you to create them? 

14. Is the avatar important to you?  In what way? 

15. Have you made friends with others in an online game?  

16. How would you describe your interactions with them? 

17. How would you describe your relationship with them? 

18. Are there any rules about games in your home? 

Movies 

 

1. How often do you go to the movies?  That is, out to a theater. 

2. How often do you watch movies at home via DVD, cable TV, online, etc.? 
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3. What kinds of movies do you like? 

4. Do you watch movies with others? Who are you most likely to watch movies 

with? 

5. Who are some of your favorite movie characters/movie celebrities? 

6. What is about them that you like?  Can you tell me more about that? 

7. Are you part of any online movie fan communities?  If yes: Can you tell me a bit 

more about that community? 

 

Comics/Other Pop Culture/Social Media 

 

1. Are there other pop culture interests that you have such as comics, (fantasy) 

fiction, anime, etc.? 

Follow-up any stated interests with the following (questions below use comics as an 

example): 

2. Can you tell me a bit more about your interest in comics? 

3. How did you discover comics? 

4. How often do you read/collect comics? 

5. Do you read online comics? Do you read comics offline? 

6. What is it about comics that interest you? 

7. Are you part of any comic fan communities?  If yes: Can you tell me a bit more 

about the community? 

8. What are some of the things that the community does? 

9. How would you describe your involvement in the community? 

10. What are some of the benefits of the community? 

11. Have you ever tried to create a comic?  If yes: Can you tell me more about that? 

12. What role does social media play in your pop culture interests? 

13. How often do you and your friends discuss pop culture in social media, texts 

messages, etc.? 

14. Do you participate in any other online communities that we have not talked 

about? 

Protocol 9: Mobile Technologies  

 

Background 

 

1. When did you get your first mobile phone? 

2. How did you feel when you got the phone? 

3. What do you most remember about that phone? 

4. What were the main things that you used the phone for? 

5. About how many phones have you owned since then? 

6. What has been the main reason for switching phones? 
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Current phone 

1. Can you show me your current phone? 

2. How long have you owned this phone? 

3. What is your favorite thing about this phone? 

4. What are the three things that you use your phone for the most? 

5. Ask them to elaborate on each of these? 

6. Do you have a fast speed internet connection at home? 

7. (If unclear ask): Is your mobile phone 3G/4G? 

8. When you go online from home what device do you prefer to use?  Why do you 

prefer this device? 

9. How has your use of mobile phones changed in recent years? (If they need a 

prompt: In terms of how you use it, what you use it for, who you communicate 

with) 

10. Which of the following statements best characterizes your phone:  

a. I use it mainly to share voice conversations with my friends.  

b. I use it mainly to share text communication with my friends. 

c. I use it mainly to play games, listen to music, or watch videos 

d. I use it mainly to look up useful information 

Peers 

 

1. How important is having a phone among your peers?   

2. Who do you communicate with the most via your phone? 

3. What are the kinds of things that you communicate about? 

4. Do you use a social network site on your phone (i.e., Facebook, Tumblr, etc.)? 

5. About how often do you use the mobile version of (SNS they name above)? 

6. Do you prefer using your phone when you log into Facebook? Explain. 

7. What kinds of things do you share, post to (SNS they name) via your mobile? 

8. Is this content any different than what you would share on a computer? 

9. In general, how would you describe your interactions with peers via your mobile 

phone?   

10. Have any disputes ever occurred via mobile devices among your peers? 

 

Rules 

 

1. Do your parents have any rules about your use of the phone?  

If yes:  

2. Can you explain what those rules are? 

3. Have your parents ever taken your phone away?  (If yes: can you describe what 

happened?) 
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4. Are there any limits on how you use the phone (i.e., number of text messages, 

monthly minutes, data plan, etc.)? 

5. Who pays your monthly bill? 

6. How often do you use your phone to communicate with adults in your family—

parents, grandparents, guardians, teachers, coaches, mentors, etc.? 

 

Media/Entertainment 

 

1. How often do you use your phone for media, recreation, or entertainment? 

2. How many apps do you own? 

3. What are your two favorite apps?  What do you like most about them? 

4. Tell me about music?  How often do you listen to music on your phone? 

5. Tell me about games?  What are your favorite games on your phone? 

6. Do you ever watch videos on your phone? 

7. What other forms of entertainment do you use your phone for? 

Information Seeking 

 

1. Do you ever use your phone when you need to search for information? 

2. What app or platform do you use to seek out information? 

3. Do you ever use your phone for school related purposes?  (if yes: can you give me 

a couple of examples of when you did this?). 

4. Do you use your phone to support any interests or hobbies that you have?  (if yes: 

can you give me a couple of examples of when you did this?) 

 

Protocol 10: Social Media 

 

History with SNS 

1. What was the first social networking site you joined?  

a. When?  

b. Why?  

2. Are you still on it today, why or why not?  

3. How often did you the SNS and what did you use it for most often? 

4. What social networking site do you currently use the most?  

5. If different from above ask: why did you switch to this site?  

6. What do you like about it? 

7. How often do you check it? From what device(s)? 

8. Do you use other SNS?   

If yes, ask: 
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9. What are the other sites?  Do you use them differently from [SNS mentioned in 

Q2]. 

10. How has your use of social network sites changed since you first began using 

them? 

11. What do you like most about using (preferred network)? 

 

Current Use 

 

Profile: 

1. What are the three things you use [name of most used SNS] for the most? 

2. What kind of information do you like to put on your profile?  

3. How often do you update your profile (quotes, pictures, bands, interests, etc.)? 

 

Network 

1. Who do you communicate with the most on [name of most used SNS]? 

2. How would you describe the people in your network (i.e., friends from school, 

from my neighborhood, family, people I share interests with, etc.)  

3. Do you ever use SNS to interact with adults (i.e., parents, teachers, coaches, etc.)?  

4. Do you ever use SNS to connect with people or groups who share an interest in a 

subject, hobby, or activity that you are interested in? 

5. How important is it to use social media among your closest set of friends:  

6. Extremely important, Kind of Important, Not very important at all?  Please 

explain. 

7. Do you and your friends use [SNS] to make plans? 

8. Do your friends use SNS similarly to you?  

9. Do different groups use it differently or make different profiles (e.g. your black 

friends use it differently form Mexican-American friends or make different 

profiles? Band friends compared to friends from classes, etc.?  If so, in what 

ways, can you show me examples in your network?) 

 

Info Shared 

1. Do you ever share information about academics through your social network 

site?  That is, do you and/or your friends talk about school related assignments, 

projects, exams, etc.? 

2. Do you ever share information related to politics, local neighborhood matters, or 

current affairs?  If yes: can you tell me more about what you share? 

3. Would you say that people in your network share information related to politics, 

your community, or current affairs? 

4. Do you ever share information about films, TV, bands, artists, celebrities? If so, 

what kind of information?  
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Walk-thru using SNS: Ask participant to log-in to their Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr, etc. 

account and walk you through the various aspects. Ask questions based on what you see 

and what they show you. Ask question related to: 

 their profile pictures (where were they taken, who is in the pictures with them, 

why do they like it?) 

 quotes, bands, interests (how often do you update your profile, what do you like 

about this quote/band/artists etc.?) 

Other questions to ask while looking at participant’s social media spaces: 

Facebook: 

1. What were some of the comments you recently posted?  

2. Can you tell me about the last few comments people left on your wall/picture? 

3. Ask them to show your some of their friends’ profiles  

4. Are there any friends you have never met in person? 

5. Are you friends with your family? Why or why not? 

6. Ask them to show you their privacy settings 

a. Do you share everything with everyone?  

b. Are there people on “limited” profile? 

c. Have you ever blocked or deleted friends, why? 

7. When you read the news feed, what catches your attention?  

8. Can you show me something on your news feed right now that is interesting or 

that you would want to click on? 

9. If they’ve described Facebook as “boring” - ask them what is boring about it, can 

they show you a post or profile that they find boring? 

10. Do you use the chat and message features?  

a. If so, who do you talk with?  

11. Why do you prefer the chat to using a text message?  

Ask them to show you what apps they have 

12. Do you ever delete things from your wall? If so, why? Is it something they posted 

and then deleted or do they delete things other people post on their walls? 

Ask them to show you photos 

13. Do they tag themselves and their friends, why or why not? 

14. Are friends allowed to tag them in photos  

Facebook & Other Sites 

15. Do they follow any news organizations, bands, artists, etc.? Can you show me? 
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16. What kinds of information do they like to share - links, videos, images, status 

updates? 

17. Do you ever post things in Spanish? Do your friends or family? Can you show me 

examples of things you or your friends have posted in English/Spanish on [SNS]? 

 

Protocol 11: Experiences with the International Film Club (IFC) 

Written by: Andres Lombana Bermudez 

Description: This protocol was only for participants who participated in the International 

Film Club during the 2011-2012 academic year.  

 

1. How did you know about the IFC?  

2. What did motivate you to participate? What expectations did you have? 

3. What kind of work did you do for the IFC? Which position did you have and in 

which team? Was this position the one that you applied initially?  

4. What kind of previous experience and preparation did you have for doing this 

work? Did you work in similar projects before? 

5. Which responsibilities did you have during the pre-production, production, and 

post-production? What kind of technologies did you use? 

6. Did you understand your tasks since the beginning of the project? Did they 

change as the project developed? 

7. What kinds of problems did you encounter? Please give me an example of a 

difficult situation you encountered and how you solved it. Who did help you? 

8. How much time did you spend working for the IFC? How many days a week?  

9. How many hours? 

10. Do you think that your work for IFC interfered with your work for school 

(homework for academic subjects)? 

11. How many students from your school did participate in IFC? Did you know these 

students before? Have you worked with them before? 

12. How many students from other schools did participate in IFC? 

13. In the team that you worked, how many students from other schools were 

involved? 

14. Describe your experience in collaborating with these other schools. Was it a good 

experience?  

15. Do you feel that school activities/education should work with other schools and/or 

students from other schools more often? 

16. How did you describe the work relationships inside your team?  

17. How did your team organize the work load?   

18. Who supervised the work you did?  

19. Could you explain to me the role of the executive directors/producers and other 

adults in the IFC? How did they help the students?  
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20. Did you know these mentors before? 

21. Could you please tell me what is [title of the narrative film] about? Did you read 

the screenplay of the film? Did you like the story? 

22. Did you submit a screen play to the IFC? If so, what was it about? 

23. What kind of audience is going to watch [title of narrative film]? If you would 

have to categorize the film, what kind of genre do you think it is? horror? 

comedy? action?  

24. What do you know about the film festival where the movie is going to be sent? 

25. Have you heard about this festival before? Have you seen films that won prizes in 

this festival? 

26. Could you tell me about the website that IFC has created?  

27. What kind of content did you create for the website?  

a. How did you like it?  

b. Do you think it accurately portraits the project?  

c. Have you created a website or published content (photos, biography) 

online before? 

28. The IFC website has links to several “social media sites” of the project. Have you 

checked them out? What do you think about these websites?  

29. Do you have accounts in sites like these ones (Flickr, Vimeo, Google+, Twitter, 

Tumblr)? 

30. Please tell us about the Facebook group of the IFC.  

a. Did you join it?  

b. How did the Facebook group function?  

c. Who posted?  

d. Who commented?  

e. Was it useful? Why or why not? 

31. What types of skills have you obtained as a result of the IFC? Do you think that 

these skills will be helpful towards your future/career goals and/or aspirations? 

Why/Why not? 

32. Can you discuss a memorable experience (good or bad) that you had and/or that 

you will take away from the IFC?  

33. How was your relationship with the members of other teams in the IFC? What do 

you know about the work they did?  

34. Have you watched the webisodes?  

a. What do you think about these videos?  

b. Do you think they are a good representation of the IFC?   

35. If you had the opportunity of participating in the IFC next year, would you do it? 

36. What would you change about it?  

a. What kind of role would you like to play?  

b. What kind of film would you like to make? 

 

Protocol 12: Online Information Seeking & Practices 
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YouTube 

 

Uses 

1. What word would you use to describe YouTube? 

2. How important is YouTube to you? 

3. What do you like about YouTube? 

4. How many times a day do you watch a video on YouTube? 

5. What platforms do you use to access YouTube (mobile app, mobile browser, 

home computer, school computer, friend’s computer, tablet, iPod, DS, etc.)? 

6. Do you subscribe to channels - if so, tell me about them (how would you describe 

them, how did you find them, do you personally know the channel’s creator?) 

7. Have you ever used YouTube as a “jukebox”? That is, do you create playlists 

while doing other activities? Used it for dance parties? Karaoke? Etc.? 

8. Do you ever download YouTube videos? If so, why?  

9. Do you share them with friends? If not, do you know how?  

 

Content 

 

1. What are your favorite kinds of videos to watch? 

2. Do you watch music videos? 

3. Do you discover new music on YouTube?  

4. Do you watch movie clips, trailers, TV clips on YouTube? 

5. Do you keep up with celebrity gossip on YouTube?  

If your student is interested in a particular community or interest, ask: 

6. Do you use YouTube for inspiration, ideas, learning how to do things, etc. (e.g. 

fashion, video games, film production, etc.) 

7. Have you ever learned about a political or social issue on YouTube? (e.g. might 

ask about Kony as a recent example) 

8. Who produces a lot of the videos you watch? Corporations? Professionals? 

Amateurs? Adults? Teens?  

9. Is YouTube useful for school/homework/projects? If yes, can you give me an 

example? 

10. Have you ever used YouTube in a class for school related purposes?  Can you 

describe that situation? 

11. Tell me about something you’ve learned from YouTube.  

 

Production/Sharing 
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1. Have you ever uploaded a video to YouTube? If so, tell me about it.  

a. What is the video?  

b. How did you produce it? 

c. Why did you decide to upload it?   

d. Do people leave comments?  

e. How many views has it received?  

f. How did you feel after uploading it? 

g. Is your video private or public?  

h. Do you know what kind of licensing your videos have?  

i. Do you worry about anyone “stealing” your video and claiming it as their 

own or using it in a way you wouldn’t like?  

2. Do you have your own YouTube channel? 

a. If so, when did you start it? Why?  

b. What kinds of videos do you post?  

c. Who subscribes to your channel?  

d. How many videos have you shared?  

e. Do people leave comments on your videos?  

f. What do you like about having your own channel?  

g. How important is your YouTube channel?  

3. Do you ever leave comments on YouTube? If so, tell me more. If not, is there a 

reason you don’t?  

4. Do you like to read comments on YouTube videos? Why or why not?  

5. Do you ever “like” videos, if so why? 

6. How do you typically find YouTube videos? Directly on YouTube? Friends send 

you links? Facebook? Twitter? Tumblr? Google? Hear about them at school? 

From family? Teachers?   

7. Do you ever share YouTube videos on other platforms such as blogs, Facebook, 

Tumblr, Twitter, via email? If so, what kinds of videos do you typically share?  

 

Search Engines/Google 

 

1. How many times a day do you use Google? 

2. What word would you use to describe Google?  

3. How important is Google to you? 

4. Do you understand how Google works? If so, please explain.  

5. What platforms do you use to access Google (mobile apps, tablets, computers, 

friend’s computers, etc.)? 

6. What kinds of things are you most likely to look for on Google (i.e., information, 

pictures, video, maps, etc.)? 

7. Do you usually find what you’re looking for when you use Google? 

8. What do you type in the search box? questions? keywords? names? adjectives? 

verbs? nouns?  
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9. Do you use quotation marks ("") on your search? Do you use other symbols (+, :, 

-)? If so, Why do you use them? 

10. Is Google ever frustrating, if so, can you tell me why? 

11. How do you decide which links to click on when you Google something? (the 

first ones that pop up, certain websites you prefer, ones with videos, etc.) 

12. Can you think of a time you couldn’t find something on Google or when you 

found misinformation on Google?  

13. How useful is Google for school or homework? 

14. How useful is Google for ________ (student’s personal interests, e.g. fashion, 

film editing, video games, etc.)? 

15. Are there other search engines you use or have used in the past?  

16. Do you and your friends ever use Google when you’re hanging out, if so can you 

think of an example?  

17. Do your teachers encourage or discourage the use of Google?  Why do you think 

that is?  

 

Wikipedia 

 

1. How often do you use Wikipedia? 

2. What word would you use to describe Wikipedia?  

3. What platforms do you use to access Wikipedia (mobile apps, tablets, school 

computer, personal computer, friend’s computer)? 

4. How useful is Wikipedia for school? Personal interests? Projects?  

5. What do you like about Wikipedia?   

6. What do you dislike about it? 

7. Do you think Wikipedia is a reliable source? What kind of articles do you think 

are more reliable in Wikipedia? those related to science? policy? history? pop 

culture? please explain why do you think so. 

8. If you disagree with a Wikipedia article, what do you do? Do you look at the 

articles' talk tab?  do you edit it? do you look at the history tab? Do you look at 

the references and external links?  

9. When you read a Wikipedia article, do you open the hyperlinks that it has to other 

Wikipedia articles? Please explain why yes or why not.  

10. Have you ever contributed to a Wikipedia entry? If so, tell me about it.  

11. Can you think of something really useful that you discovered from Wikipedia? 

12. Do your teachers encourage or discourage the use of Wikipedia?  Why do you 

think that is? 

13. Have any of your teachers ever offered instruction on how to search for 

information? If yes, what do remember most about the instruction and did you 

find it helpful? 

14. Do you ever cite information that you find from a search engine like Google or an 

information site like Wikipedia? 
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Protocol 13: Civic Engagement 

Written by: S. Craig Watkins 

Background 

1. How often do you follow current news topics? 

2. Would you say you mainly pay attention to local news, national news, or 

international news? 

3. What are your primary sources for gathering news related information? Could 

you give me some specific sources that you use? 

4. How often do you come across news related information from your use of social 

media like Facebook, Tumblr, YouTube, etc. ? 

5. What current news topic have you been paying the most attention to lately? 

6. What is it about that issue that has captured your attention? 

7. What is your perspective on the matter? Do you discuss it with friends, family, 

teachers, online? 

 

School 

 

1. How often have current news topics or social issues come up in any of your 

classes this year? 

2. What kinds of current news topics or social issues have you discussed in classes 

this year? 

3. Which classes did you discuss these issues? 

4. How satisfied were you with the discussion? 

5. Did you learn anything new or interesting about the issue that was discussed? 

6. Probe hard for specifics; specific topics, specific bits of conversation, etc. 

7. Does TCHS offer classes devoted to learning about or participating in community 

service? 

8. (If yes, ask): What do you know about the service classes? Have you ever 

enrolled in one? Why or why not? 

9. What kind of community service class do you think you would be interested in? 

10. Can you tell me why that class would be of interest to you? 

11. Would you agree or disagree with this statement: TCHS encourages students to 

pay attention to current affairs and social issues? Can you explain your answer? 

12. Would you agree or disagree with this statement: TCHS encourages students to 

get involved in our community? Can you explain your answer? 

 

Civic Life at TCHS 
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1. What is one thing about student life at TCHS that you would like to see changed? 

(If they need some examples: how students treat each other; student involvement 

in what happens at school; parental involvement) 

2. How confident are you that you know where to start to try and make that change 

happen? 

3. What kinds of social issues or awareness campaigns have you seen take place at 

TCHS? 

4. In your opinion, how successful was the campaign? Did it make life better at 

TCHS? 

5. Have you ever organized students to take action on a problem? 

6. Is this something that you think you could do? Why or why not? 

7. (If yes): Can you tell me some of the things that you would do to organize 

students and raise awareness about your cause? 

 

Personal Involvement in the Local Community 

 

1. What is one thing about your local community that you think is unfair? [This 

should be something local and tangible so ask for a specific] 

2. Whose responsibility do you think it is to try and change that situation? 

3. Do you think that you and your peers could play a role in making that change? 

Can you explain your answer? 

4. Have you ever done anything to help make your community a better place to live? 

5. If yes: Can you tell me more about that? How did you get involved? What did you 

do? How did it make you feel? 

6. f no: Can you tell me why you think you have not tried this yet? 

7. How would you answer this question: I believe that I can make a difference in my 

community? 

8. What makes you feel that way? 

9. Anything else you would like to say? 

 

Protocol 14: Future Plans & Goals 

 

Description: This interview was conducted at the end of the academic year. It was written 

with Senior participants in mind, but was tailored for younger participants as well.  

 

1. What are your plans for the summer? (job, summer school, helping out around the 

house, personal projects, etc.) 

2. How did you decide on these plans for the summer? What do you hope to get out 

of these activities? 

3. What kind of career do you see for yourself long-term? 
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4. How did you get interested in that career? 

5. What do you think you need to do to accomplish that? 

6. How do you think TCHS is preparing you for your future career? Probe: teachers, 

networking, classes, clubs, skills, portfolio, resume, etc.  

7. Who has been your role model in preparing for this future goal? Can you tell me 

an important memory of where you felt this person encouraged you? 

8. What challenges do you think you’ll face in working towards your goals? Probe: 

money, getting into college, finding the right job, family or home life, 

relationships, etc.  

9. Do you plan to stay involved with (student’s personal interest or hobby such as 

musical instrument or film, etc.) after graduation? Probe: Do you view (personal 

interest) more as a hobby or something you’d like to pursue as an adult or as part 

of your career?  

10. How would you define success in general? For yourself?  

11. Do you think your friends will be successful, why or why not?  

12. How do you think your parents/guardian defines success for you? For 

themselves? 

 

For Seniors: (for non-seniors these can be tailored to more future oriented possibilities)  

What are your plans after graduation?  

 

If job-oriented: 

 

1. Have you started applying for jobs?  

2. What kind of job would you like to get right now? Why? 

3. What factors are important to you when looking for a job? (ex. wage, schedule 

flexibility, geographic convenience) Why? 

4. Long-term what kind of career would you like to have? 

5. Have you heard about any job openings from friends, teachers, parents, or other 

adults?  

6. Have you ever interviewed for a job before? Has anyone ever talked to you about 

interview skills?  

7. Do you feel qualified for the kind of job you would like? Why or why not? 

8. How do you think school has prepared you for your future job?  

9. How have your parents/guardian prepared you to get a job and for life after high 

school?  

10. Do you have a resume or portfolio? Can you describe what is in it? 

11. Do you have a profile on LinkedIn or Monster or other job sites? Why or why 

not?  

12. If you could start high school all over again what, if anything, would you do 

differently?  Can you explain?  Why do you think you did not do that while you 

were in school? 
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If community college oriented: 

 

1. Why have you decided to go to community college? What factors were important 

for you? What factors were not important?  (e.g. cost, experience, quality of 

education? etc.) 

2. Did anyone help you make this decision? Who? 

3. Have you started applying to community college yet? If so, which? If not, when 

do you plan to do that? 

4. What do you see as the differences between going to community college and not 

going to college? What about between community college and a four year 

college? 

5. How do you feel TCHS has prepared you  for community college? Probe: classes, 

study skills, course credits, etc.  

6. What are you nervous about?  

7. What are you excited about? 

8. How have your parents/guardian prepared you for community college and life 

after high school?  

9. Do you know what you want to major in? 

10. Have you applied for or received any scholarships or financial aid? 

11. Where do you plan to live while going to community college? 

12. Will you work while attending classes?  

13. Do you have friends also attending the same community college? What are most 

of your friends doing after graduation? 

14. Will you be seeking an Associate’s degree or planning to transfer to a 4 year 

college? Why? 

15. If they plan to transfer: what college would they like to attend and/or what major 

would they like to pursue after community college? How do they think 

community college will prepare them for university?  

16. How do you think community college will prepare you for your future goals?  

17. What do you hope to get out of your education? 

18. What are your long-term goals?  

19. What career would you like to eventually have? 

20. If you could start high school all over again what, if anything, would you do 

differently?  Can you explain?  Why do you think you did not do that while you 

were in school? 

 

If university oriented: 

 

1. Why have you decided to go to a 4-year college? 
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2. How did you decide to attend this particular college? What factors were important 

to you in making that decision? What factors were not important? (e.g. cost, 

experience, quality of education? etc.) 

3. Did anyone help you make this decision? Who? 

4. What colleges have you applied to and/or been accepted to? 

5. Have you applied for or received any scholarships or financial aid? 

6. What do you see as the differences between going to college and not going to 

college? 

7. How do you feel TCHS has prepared you for college? Probe: study skills, course 

prep, knowledge about college life, etc.  

8. What are you nervous about? What are you excited about?  

9. Do you have any friends attending the same college? What are most of your 

friends doing after graduation? 

10. How have your parents/guardian prepared you for college?  

11. Where will you live while in college? 

12. Will you work while in school?  

13. What do you think you want to major in and why? 

14. What do you hope to get out of your education? 

15. What career do you see yourself doing after college?  

16. How do you think college will prepare you for your long term goals? 

17. If you could start high school all over again what, if anything, would you do 

differently?  Can you explain?  Why do you think you did not do that while you 

were in school? 

If unsure: 

1. What are your immediate plans after graduation? 

2. Will you be working, if so where? 

3. Have you found a job yet? 

4. If yes, how did you find this job? 

5. Where will you be living? 

6. What are your friends doing? 

7. What would you like to be doing a year from now? 

8. Have you considered going to college, why or why not? 

9. What do you think you need to do to achieve your long-term goals? 

10. Do you feel TCHS has prepared you for life after graduation? Please explain. 

11. How have your parents/guardian prepared you for life after high school?  

12. If you could start high school all over again what, if anything, would you do 

differently?  Can you explain?  Why do you think you did not do that while you 

were in school? 
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INTERVIEWS WITH ADULT PARTICIPANTS 

Protocol 15: Home Interview with Parent(s) or Guardian(s) 

 

1. How long have you lived in Austin?  

2. What do you like most about life in Austin?  What do you like least? 

3. What do you do for a living?  

4. What’s your highest level of education?  

5. How would you describe [child’s name] experience at TCHS? 

6. What, in your opinion, is the role of school? 

7. How involved are you at TCHS? 

8. How would you describe your family? Your relationship with your son/daughter? 

9. Does your family own a computer with Internet access?  

10. If yes ask Q10; if no skip to Q next relevant question: 

How many internet capable computers does your family own? 

11. Who uses the computer most in your household? 

12. What technology do you use on a regular basis? For work? Personal? 

13. How would you describe your own use and familiarity with technology? 

14. Do you think you or your son/daughter knows more about technology?  

15. Are you on Facebook or other social networking sites? Are you friends with your 

child, why or why not? 

16. What do you use Facebook for primarily (i.e., to interact with friends, family, 

personal/political interests, etc.)? 

17. When did you decide to get a computer, phone, video game for your family or 

child 

18. What influenced this decision or why did you decide to get a ________? 

19. Who pays for your child’s phone bill? 

20. What do you think your child does on the computer, cell phone, etc.? 

21. Do you monitor your child’s activities? If so, how? Do they know you do this? 

22. In what ways do you attempt to regulate monitor your child’s use of the cell 

phone, computer, games, etc.? 

23. Do you worry about what your child does with computers/mobile phone? Why or 

why not? 

24. Do you and your child ever discuss media and technology? What kinds of 

conversations do you have? 

25. Overall, do you think technology does more harm or good? Can you give me 

examples? 

26. Does technology/media ever cause any problems or tensions for your family? 

27. Do you have rules about media use - when, where, how long, content, etc.? 

28. Do you ever take away media/tech as a form of punishment? Or alternatively, use 

media/tech as an incentive or reward?  

29. Do you use technology to stay in touch with your family? How so? 
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30. What do you think are the biggest risks or challenges facing kids today with 

relation to technology and media? 

31. Whose responsibility is it to educate or prepare kids for these risks? 

32. Where do you get most of your information about either the negative or positive 

impact of  technology on kids? News, magazines, TV, schools, teachers, friends, 

your kid, church, etc.? 

33. Do you feel you have a pretty good idea of what your kid does with technology? 

Why or why not? 

 

Protocol 16: Interview with Teachers 

Written by: Jacqueline Vickery 

1. How long have you been at TCHS and what courses have you taught? 

2. Are there personal reasons why you have chosen to teach digital media and tech? 

3. What would you say is the goal of education/school for 21st century students, 

particularly students at TCHS? 

4. What goals, philosophies, or objectives inform your curriculum development and 

lesson plans? 

5. How would you describe your students’ interest in digital media? 

6. How would you describe your students’ skill level and familiarity with computers 

and media? 

7. What are some of the biggest challenges you face as a teacher? 

8. What are some of the biggest challenges you feel your students encounter with 

regards to learning and education? Digital media use? 

9. Can you tell me about the support you receive from your school and school 

district? 

10. How important do you view digital media in the lives of your students in 

particular? 

11. What is the school’s policy regarding teachers’ use of the internet for teaching? 

Communication? Publishing? 

12. Do you use videos, media, social networking sites, YouTube, etc. in the 

classroom? Why or why not? 

13. I’ve heard TCHS described as the “ghetto school”, what are your thoughts about 

this label? 

14. You spend a lot of time working with students after school - can you tell me about 

those projects and how/why you are involved with them? 

15. What do you see as the goal or objective of the afterschool learning spaces? 

16. What kinds of students participate? (academic high achieving, struggling, popular, 

loners, etc.) Are most of the students involved in the afterschool program digitally 

connected outside of school environment? 

17. What do you see as the role of the afterschool club in the lives of your students? 
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18. Are there any particular “success” stories you can share about how digital media 

has made a difference in the lives of your students? 

19. There’s a lot of talk in the media about the risks of digital media – privacy, 

bullying, copyright infringement, distractibility, cheating and plagiarism, etc. – do 

you see any of this in your classroom? If so, how do you handle it? Are these 

topics things you discuss with your students? 

20. Do you feel that your school/district enable students to embrace technology? Why 

or why not? 

21. If you could change something about your school’s curriculum or policy related to 

technology, what would it be? 

22. I’ve heard CHS described as an “at-risk school” – do you agree with this term, 

why or why not? 

23. Do you have a relationship with many of the parents? From your perspective, how 

would you describe parents’ skill levels and dispositions towards technology and 

media? 

24. Do you communicate with students or parents via text? Facebook? Email? 
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